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FOREWORD
The broad theme of the th Standing onference of astern entral and Southern frican ibraries and
Information Associations (SCECSAL) was on inclusivity of information services. The question therefore is,
why is inclusive libraries and information services towards achieving prosperity for sustainable development
in Africa an important theme? The need to provide inclusive services is important to ensure that library and
information services are reaching out to all members of society without discrimination. In order to achieve
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the African Union Agenda 2063, a knowledge-based
society is required so as to create a well-informed society which will make the right decisions towards the
creation of a sustainable environment.
The publication provides papers presented at the SCECSAL conference which took place in Windhoek,
amibia face to face and virtually from the th to
th of ebruary
This conference as originally
scheduled for ril
but due to the
I
andemic it as ost oned to ebruary
The papers included in the publication cover the following subthemes:
1.
2.

Inclusive libraries and library services: opportunities, initiatives and challenges;
Building capacities of library and information professionals to contribute towards attaining the 2030
Agenda;
3. Research and development in libraries;
Information society and no ledge based economies
5. Digital technologies in library and information services;
6. Library and information user studies;
7. Information literacy: programmes and strategies;
8. Development, management and access to electronic information resources
9. Specialized information and outreach services;
10. Indigenous knowledge and preservation of cultural heritage;
11. Quality assurance, monitoring and evaluation, role and impact of libraries and information services.
Paper contributors were from more than 10 countries, which gives a good and broad taste of an international
conference. The authors are library and information professionals from various sectors.
The papers included in this publication were subjected to an elaborate quality assurance process, which
included double blind eer revie by rofessionals ho are e erienced in the library and information eld
The National Information Workers Association of Namibia’s SCECSAL National Organizing Committee is
grateful to all our contributors at this conference, which resulted in these conference proceedings.
Our sincere gratitude goes to all our sponsors and partners that contributed in various ways towards the
success of this conference. Special thanks to NLIC, and Emerald for their generous contributions.
inally e ould li e to than all members of the ational rganizing ommittee for their hard or and
commitment to ensure that the S
S conference as a big success urthermore our a reciation goes
to Dr John Paul Anbu K. and Dr Justin Chisenga, from the SCECSAL Secretrariat, for their unwavering support
throughout the preparation of the conference.
Yours sincerely
Dr Chiku Mnubi-Mchombu
Chairperson
National Organising Committee
th S
S
onference
iv
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Preparedness of Academic Libraries to Serve Students with Disabilities

PREPAREDNESS OF ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
TO SERVE STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES:
REFLECTIONS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF
MALAWI’S CHANCELLOR COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND, SOUTH AFRICA
Dorothy Eneya1, Dennis N. Ocholla2, Bertha Janneke Mostert3
University of Malawi, The Polytechnic, deneya@poly.ac.mw

1

University of Zululand, ochollaD@unizulu.ac.za

2

University of Zululand, mostertB@unizulu.ac.za

3

ABSTRACT: This paper reports on an empirical study which was conducted to investigate the
preparedness of academic libraries to serve students with disabilities at University of Malawi, Chancellor
College and University of Zululand. This is a qualitative study that employed an interpretive paradigm.
The study used Oliver’s social model of disability as an underpinning theory. Data was collected through
semi-structured interviews with students with disabilities and library staﬀ. In addition, physical audit
of the two libraries was conducted. The study revealed that the two libraries are not ready to serve
students with disabilities. Inaccessibility of library buildings, lack of materials in alternative formats,
lack of assistive technologies, and lack of awareness of library electronic resources by students with
disabilities are some of the barriers facing students with disabilities in the two libraries. Practical
implications of the ﬁndings include developing enabling policies as the ﬁrst step towards creating
inclusive environments in libraries. Librarians must also move beyond acknowledging the need for
equal provision of services by making it a reality. This paper encourages academic libraries to critically
reassess their role in building inclusive universities where all students, whether disabled or not, are
given an equal opportunity to full participation in the university education system. Regarding social
implications, access to any form of information is a fundamental human right that must be enjoyed
by everyone in society including persons with disabilities. The UNCRPD and Sustainable Development
Goals, especially goal number 4, visualise an educational environment where persons with disabilities
have equal and timely access to information like everyone else. Libraries as inclusive societies must
champion this vision. As the social model of disability entails, access barriers must be identiﬁed and
removed to make this a reality.
KEYWORDS: Sustainable Development Goals, students with disabilities, University of Malawi,
University of Zululand.

INTRODUCTION
African countries, including Malawi and South Africa, are committed to implementing inclusive education
follo ing the Salamanca Statement and rame or for action on s ecial needs education U S
Subsequent treaties and instruments have reinforced the need for countries to treat education for children with
disabilities as a priority. The United Nations Convention on the Rights for Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD)
United Nations (2006) obliges state parties to perceive education for persons with disabilities through the
human rights spectrum, and not as a welfare policy. The convention emphasises on the right to information
for persons with disabilities, which must be respected by all service providers. Academic libraries are centres
of knowledge within universities. As noted by Kenyon (2009, 6), access to information in developing countries
is an institutional burden and not a personal one. As such, libraries are expected to provide all prescribed
and recommended texts for students. Considering the increasing population of students with disabilities in
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Preparedness of Academic Libraries to Serve Students with Disabilities

higher education, academic libraries should be prepared to cater for the information needs of all students,
including those with disabilities. Moreover, students with disabilities have the same academic goals as those
ithout disabilities Seyama
Thus they have the same rights as the non disabled students

UNIVERSITY OF MALAWI, CHANCELLOR COLLEGE LIBRARY
The status of information access and services for persons with disabilities in Malawi has been discussed by
Eneya, Ocholla and Mostert (2018). The college started enrolling students with disabilities as early as 1970
amchedzera
Some of the services oﬀered by the library include reference services boo lending
internet rinting and hotoco ying The library also oﬀers an information literacy rogramme hich covers
the following areas: libraries services, resources and facilities for students, online reference tools, plagiarism,
e-resource searching techniques, and reference management tools.
The library ebsite is a gate ay to the diﬀerent electronic databases rovided by the library

UIVERSITY OF ZULULAND LIBRARY
The vision of the library is “to be an integral part of teaching, learning and research at the University of
ululand by oﬀering a orld class dynamic and uality information service using multi s illed ersonnel
University of Zululand Library (2018). Its motto is “the right information to the right person at the right time.
To ful l its vision the library conducts information literacy rogrammes for both students and staﬀ The
programmes include among others (i) an overview of libraries services, resources and facilities for students,
(ii) How to use e-books, (iii) Online reference tools, (iv) Plagiarism, (v) E-resource searching techniques, and (vi)
reference management tools These rogrammes are com ulsory for all rst year students both under and
postgraduate students. Students have hailed these programmes as being helpful in writing their research
projects Ocholla, Mutsvunguma, and Hadebe (2017, 12). However, a recent study by Eneya, Ocholla and
Mostert (2020) revealed little or no consideration of students with disabilities in the planning and delivery of
these programmes thereby denying them the necessary skills for navigating through the information maze.

PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Increased awareness of rights for persons with disabilities has led to growing enrolments of persons with
disabilities in higher education. The University of Malawi’s Chancellor College and the University of Zululand
have seen increased enrolment of students with disabilities over the past years. Additionally, the two
institutions are implementing inclusive education as espoused by their respective governments. However,
no study has been undertaken in either of the two institutions to investigate the preparedness of academic
libraries to serve the growing population of students with disabilities. Considering the critical role that
academic libraries play in students’ academic success, this study aimed to investigate the preparedness
of the University of Malawi’s Chancellor College library and University of Zululand library in terms of library
service provision for students with disabilities.
The follo ing ere the ve ob ectives of this study
1.
2.

5.

To establish the availability and accessibility of library and information resources and services for
students with disabilities in the two academic libraries;
To establish the accessibility of the buildings of the two academic libraries under study;
To investigate the a areness and training of library staﬀ in disability issues of the t o libraries
To investigate the e istence of library olicy on students ith disabilities
To propose recommendations for disability service preparedness in the two academic libraries.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This is a qualitative study based on the interpretive paradigm. Linton (1998) recommends the use of qualitative
approach to studying disability issues as it is key to understanding the genuine experience of persons with
disabilities.
Semi structured intervie s ere used to collect data from students ith disabilities and library staﬀ from
both universities. The existing disabilities during the period of study were physical (mobility), visual and
hearing. Although there were students with medical disabilities, they were not included as it was beyond the
scope of this study. The students were recruited through the disability units of the two universities. Library
staﬀ members ere recruited through the o ce of the ollege ibrarian at hancellor ollege and the
de uty director of ibrary and Information services at the University of ululand ibrary staﬀ included the
deputy director/college librarian, client and information services librarian, short loan collection librarian, and
electronic resources librarian, for both libraries.
artici ation as voluntary and artici ants ere assured of their rivacy and con dentiality throughout the
study.
total of
students ere intervie ed at hancellor ollege and
library staﬀ members ere intervie ed at each of the libraries Table
per disability type for the student participants.

at the University of ululand our
belo sho s the number of students

Table 1 Student participants of the study
Disability

University of Malawi

University of Zululand

Physical
Visual

8

6

Hearing

3

2

In addition to the semi-structured interviews, we conducted library inspection to check compliance with
olicy and legislation e develo ed an ins ection chec list from the I
chec list Irvall and ielsen

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are presented and discussed in relation to the objectives of this study.

Accessibility of library buildings

Students with disabilities from both universities stated that they rarely went to the library because the
entrances ere tted ith turnstiles hich made it im ossible for heelchair users to get through The
turnstiles were also a barrier to visually impaired students. In addition to the turnstiles, stairs leading to the
u er level oors in both libraries ere a barrier to hysically and visually im aired students hancellor
College Library had a lift which had broken down for over 20 years. The library lift at the University of Zululand
Library had been non-functional for over a year during the time of data collection for the study. Despite this,
information literacy sessions in both libraries ere conducted at the rst oor of the library building hich
prevented students with physical disabilities from attending.
Students with disabilities at Chancellor College, mainly those with physical and visual disabilities, stated that
they depended on their friends to borrow books from the library. Visually impaired students further indicated
that they depended on their friends to read to them. Although the disability unit could at times produce
alternative formats of texts, resource constraints made it impossible to do that for all students who needed
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the service. This validates a recent study by Eneya, Ocholla and Mostert (2018) which showed that libraries in
Malawi lag behind in contextualising the United Nations Convention on the Rights for Persons with Disabilities
U
des ite it being signed and rati ed by the Mala i government U
devotes the hole article
(Article 9), to accessibility of information services and programmes.
Physical inspection in both libraries revealed that the two libraries had paid minimal attention to their physical
environment to ensure accessibility for students with disabilities. There were no wheelchair accessible toilets,
boo shelves ere too high and located in inaccessible areas ith no assigned staﬀ to assist students ith
disabilities. Library furniture was not adjustable and service counters were too high for wheelchair users.
Although the University of Zululand Library had a separate entrance for wheelchair users, this entrance was
always locked, and one had to seek permission to use it. The students expressed displeasure at this as it felt
like asking for permission to enter the library which was not the case for the other students as stated by one
student who had a physical disability:
“I hate it to always ask the security to open the door for me when getting in and out of the
library. It’s like asking for permission to use the library. It is for this reason that I stopped
going to the library.”
Another student who uses a wheelchair gave the following response when asked to explain her experience
about using the university library:
“There is nothing I can tell you about the library. I don’t know the inside of the library. I
just know the outside. The ﬁrst and last time I used the library I just stayed a few minutes
because I felt too uncomfortable there. So, I went out and decided to never go back there
again. I didn’t like asking someone to open the door for me. I wondered why they didn’t leave
it open like the other door that is used by the rest of the students”
At both institutions, ramps had been constructed around the campuses. However, no ramps were constructed
in the library hich made navigation bet een library oors di cult ith the non functional elevators
At Chancellor College, students with disabilities were using the resource room located in the disability unit for
all their academic activities, including studying. However, the resource room was too small for the number of
students with disabilities then. The noise from the Braille embosser in the adjacent room and other students
using the resource computers and Perkins Braillers was too much for anyone to study. Chataika et al. (2012,
388) argue that the low provision of service for persons with disabilities is caused by society’s unwillingness
to invest in them as they are perceived to have low returns on investment.
The countries of both institutions under study have disability legislation policies that promote equal access to
information for persons with disabilities. South Africa has the strongest disability legislation and policy on the
continent o ever these are not re ected in ractice This substantiates an argument by the oundation of
Tertiary Institutions in the northern Metro olis
TIM
TIM
that some South frican olicies are for
political symbolism and not practicality, hence their implementation is not a matter of concern.

Availability and accessibility of library resources

Intervie s ith library staﬀ sho ed that both libraries had enough resources for students use both rint
and electronic.
Although students with physical disabilities could use the books and other resources, interviews with them
indicated that they used them minimally The boo stoc in both libraries as located on u er oors hich
made access di cult due to the non functional lifts elevators This as escalated by the lac of designated
staﬀ in both libraries ac of information resources in alternative formats in both libraries made access to
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library resources virtually impossible for visually impaired students. In addition, both libraries lacked assistive
technologies such as Closed-Circuit Television (CCTVs), computers installed with Job Access with Speech
(JAWS) and scanners among others.
The situation as slightly diﬀerent at the University of ululand In South frica students ith disabilities
receive a disability allowance which they use to buy assistive devices and software through the disability
o ce So the rovision of assistive technologies is a ersonal burden not institutional It as not sur rising
therefore that during interviews with the deputy director of library and information services, she expressed
ignorance about the e istence of students ith visual im airment at the institution yet the disability o ce
had registered over 20 students.
Although both libraries provided electronic resources through their library webpages, students with
disabilities indicated that they were not familiar with them. This points to their exclusion from information
literacy programmes, which includes usage of electronic resources. This is worrisome because the web has
the potential to help students with disabilities to overcome the barriers presented by the physical library
environment. It is noteworthy that websites of both libraries do not mention anything about students with
disabilities. Even the promotional materials displayed at the entrance of these libraries make no reference
to students with disabilities. This silence is worrisome as it gives an impression that the library does not
recognize students with disabilities. It is not surprising that the students felt that the library was not meant
for them as revealed in the interviews.
These ndings echo the many studies highlighted in the earlier section that academic libraries have moved
slowly in preparing to serve students with disabilities.

Staff awareness and training

Intervie s ith library staﬀ res onsible for chec in and chec out counters short loan collection and
e resources section in both libraries indicated that library staﬀ did not receive any a areness training on
disability issues The staﬀ stated that there had been times hen they did not no ho to assist a student
with disability, more especially those with hearing impairment. In turn, one student with a hearing impairment
ho made regular use of the library e ressed dissatisfaction ith the di culty in communicating ith library
staﬀ as he stated that
“I don’t like it when I go to the library and the staﬀ cannot communicate with me. They keep
referring me from one person to another, thereby wasting my time. I really don’t like it.”
Students ith disabilities stated that library staﬀ needed training to serve them better as some of them
dis layed an attitude that as discriminating Sensitized and trained staﬀ are ey to creating a elcoming
atmosphere for students with disabilities and fostering a sense of belonging to the library environment
odaghi heong
ainab
urthermore raathen and oeb
attribute discrimination
and stigmatization of persons with disabilities to lack of awareness in society.

Existence of library policy on disability

The study revealed that both libraries did not have any policy on library service provision to students with
disabilities This echoes Morley s
assertion that disability has not received olicy or research
attention in relation to higher education in sub-Saharan Africa. In the same vein, an earlier study by Mostert
(2001) found that most libraries in Africa operated without a written policy. At Chancellor College Library,
lack of a library disability policy has led to inconsistencies in the application of reasonable accommodation
where some students with disabilities were given longer loan periods for short loan materials while others
did not This nding also rea rms Morina s
claim that lac of a disability olicy amounts to a barrier
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in itself. Library disability policies highlight the library’s recognition of and commitment to serving users with
disabilities, hence their absence impedes library service provision to this group of users.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study shows that there is an inadequate provision for students with disabilities in the two participating
libraries. Inaccessibility of the library buildings by physically and visually impaired students is a major barrier
to accessing library information services in both libraries. Although a special entrance was provided at the
University of Zululand library, the students felt uncomfortable with this arrangement because it remained
closed and students had to seek permission to use it.
The silence on students ith disabilities in the services and rogrammes oﬀered by both libraries under
study is too loud to be ignored. The non-mention of disability in library promotional materials and library
websites and lack of library policies on students with disabilities demonstrate the lack of commitment to
serve such students by the two libraries. This may create a hostile environment for students with disabilities
as stated by some students who felt that the library was not meant for them. This kills the sense of belonging
in the students which may have a negative impact on their studies.
ontinued reliance on services oﬀered by other units ithin the institutions li e in the case of the University
of Malawi’s Chancellor College library smacks the “let the other guy do it” philosophy Nelson (1996, p. 399)
which has resulted in continued marginalisation of students with disabilities by the library. Similarly, expecting
students with disabilities to bridge the accessibility gap using their disability allowance pushes the disability
burden to the individual students, and results in continued marginalisation of students with disabilities, as is
the case at the University of Zululand library.
The two libraries in this study need to move out of their comfort zones and re-assess their services in
relation to access needs for students with disabilities. Collaboration with the existing disability units at both
institutions is the key to reaching out to students with disabilities in the libraries’ services and programmes.
Access to information is a human right. Academic libraries have a moral and legal obligation to provide
services to students with disabilities. The UNCRPD entails that the library, together with all resources and
services, should be accessible to students with disabilities in the same way non-disabled students access it.
Academic libraries should be prepared to contribute to the academic students with disabilities to achieve
the SDGs. Libraries should realise their role of providing non-discriminative services to all users, in the light
of rati ed olicies
hile some modi cations re uire national and institutional su ort ith substantive
nancial investments other im rovements can be done ith little or no nancial investment as sho n in
the recommendations below. The biggest investment towards serving students with disabilities is attitudinal
change and sensitisation of staﬀ as no olicy or legislation can in uence these In the s irit of the social
model, the library’s physical, virtual and social environment should be designed in such a way that they are
not a barrier to persons with disabilities.
rom the ndings of this study for the t o libraries to demonstrate re aredness for students ith disabilities
we recommend the following:
•

•

The libraries should conduct a needs assessment to identify potential use of special services and
determine priorities for implementing improved services.
The libraries should assign staﬀ to assist students ith disabilities and act as an intermediary bet een
the library and disability unit.
The libraries should develop guidelines for service provision to students with disabilities.
oth libraries should conduct a areness and sensitisation training for all staﬀ and the same should
be oﬀered to all ne staﬀ
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•

The libraries should conduct information literacy sessions in rooms that are accessible to all students,
including those with disabilities.
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ABSTRACT: This study assessed the state of inclusiveness of academic libraries in Namibia and Ghana
by examining the adoption of assistive and adaptive technologies in their spaces and services to cater
for users with disabilities. Applying a quantitative design approach, data were collected though face to
face interviews from a sample of 12 library staﬀ, 7 lecturers and 9 disabled students. The study found
that the state of adoption of assistive and adaptive technologies is poor. Very minimum assistive and
adaptive technologies are available in the libraries. Several reasons accounted for the minimum ATs
in libraries but most prominent among them is lack of knowledge on ATs. As a result of this, library
inclusion in terms of ATs ranged from very poor to fair. Lack of policy and ﬁnancial constraints
were cited as barriers for creating inclusive libraries. The study recommends the formulation and
implementation of policies governing libraries to make them more inclusive; provision of adequate
funds to academic libraries to enable them to incorporate assistive and adaptive technologies in their
spaces and services. This study used a few university libraries from Namibia and Ghana and hence
generalizing the result should be done with caution. Future studies should include more libraries
including national and community libraries. This study has made a signiﬁcant contribution in the
understanding of the adoption of assistive technologies by academic libraries in providing spaces
and services to users with disabilities. The ﬁndings and recommendations could also beneﬁt similar
academic libraries and further research in developing countries.
KEYWORDS: assistive/adaptive technologies, inclusive libraries, inclusiveness, disabled users,
academic libraries.

INTRODUCTION
Inclusiveness as de ned by the ambridge ictionary online n d is the uality of including many diﬀerent
ty es of eo le and treating them all fairly and e ually The ford nglish ictionary n d
de nes it as
“The practice or policy of including people who might otherwise be excluded or marginalized, such as those
ho have hysical or mental disabilities
lying this de nition to the library conte t inclusiveness ould
be termed as meeting users’ information needs including providing an enabling environment to all users
irres ective of their ability or disability a ractice that ould contribute signi cantly to inclusive societies
An inclusive society as described by the United Nations (2009, 9) is one that leaves no one behind but
aims at empowering all irrespective of among others their ability or disability. One aspect of achieving an
inclusive society is empowering its people through access to information, which is a basic human right and
is fundamental to people of all walks of life. As such, persons living with disabilities, as part of society, have a
right of access to information.
The rst as iration for the frican Union genda
aims to achieve a ros erous frica based on inclusive
growth and sustainable development” attained through ensuring that African citizens are educated and skilled,
and that “no child misses school due to poverty or any form of discrimination” (African Union Commission
2015, 2). This aspiration of the Africa we want clearly portrays the importance of being inclusive. In the same
vein rticle
of the Universal eclaration of uman ights
enshrines the im ortance of e uity
20
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of access by noting that education shall be equally accessible to all as everyone has a right to education. The
im ortance of inclusion is also echoed in Sustainable evelo ment oal S
hich calls for inclusive
and uality education for all Su ce to say in order to be educated one re uires access to information s
such, academic libraries, whose sole purpose for existence is to support the teaching, learning and research
of their host institutions should embrace inclusiveness in their quest to meet the information needs of their
diversi ed users hich ould ultimately contribute to realizing inclusive frican societies in the t enty rst
century.
Accessibility and inclusion are at the very core of what libraries are all about and libraries and librarians
have an essential and catalytic role to play in facilitating the full participation of people with disabilities in
society Small Myhill and erring arrington
Therefore the need for inclusiveness in academic
libraries cannot be overem hasized for ithout embracing it a library cannot claim to su ciently meet the
information needs of its users. Academic libraries should be conscious of the fact that they serve clientele
ith not ust diﬀerent information needs services and facilities but also clients ho are diﬀerently abled
This is regardless of whether the library has current users with disabilities or not, libraries have to ensure
that their library facilities, services, programmes, collections, and technology are designed in ways in which
all eo le regardless of their ability have e ual o ortunities to utilise them Small et al
ctually
a library ought to question why it does not receive users with disabilities, and this is echoed by Mates (2011,
1) who put it this way - “unless libraries are in an alternate reality, they need to examine the reasons why they
are not seeing people with disabilities using them”, thus the need of being inclusive.
In the t enty rst century inclusiveness can be achieved through the use of assistive and ada tive technologies
as these technologies make the library and its resources to work for users with disabilities. The term assistive
and adaptive technology (AT) in the library context applies to aids that either assist the user in accessing a
library resource or adapting a resource in such a way that it becomes usable by users with disabilities. AT
promotes greater independence by enabling individuals to perform tasks that they were previously unable
to erform or had great di culty erforming through roviding enhancements to or changing methods of
interacting and accomplish such tasks Burke (2013, 1).
However, in spite of the undisputable importance for academic libraries to be inclusive, and the fact that
inclusiveness can be achieved through the use of assistive and adaptive technologies, inclusiveness in most
academic libraries in Africa seems to remain a challenge. This study therefore aimed at assessing the state of
inclusiveness of academic libraries in two countries from two regions in Africa by examining the adoption of
assistive and adaptive technologies in their spaces and services to cater for users with disabilities.

LITERATURE REVIEW
State of inclusion in libraries

A study by Oira (2016, 76) in Kenya to analyse the potential of modern assistive technology in educational
achievement for students with visual impairment at Kibos Special Secondary school found that a number of
assistive technologies were being used in the secondary school. Contrary to Oira’s (2016, 76) study, an earlier
study by Grobbelaar-du Plessis and van Reenen (2011, 16) found that information, communication, transport,
work opportunity, training and public facilities are not available to people with disabilities. Where information
or the said facilities above are available, they are inaccessible to the people with disabilities.
The above is not diﬀerent in libraries as studies have found that ersons ith disabilities encounter challenges as
they use libraries ith some con rming inability to obtain information or to use the library due to their disability
as revealed in a study by Mnubi Mchombu and T ilale
This as also con rmed by lemna n d
whose study found that in most African countries, library and information services to people with visual
im airments are almost non e istent This is su orted by the study ndings of Ma inge and Stil ell
and ha utula and Ma ulanga
ccording to Ma inge and Stil ell
Tanzanian libraries
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provide services to persons in wheelchairs and the visually impaired; however, these services are not inclusive.
ontrary to Ma inge and Stil ell
ha utula and Ma ulanga
highlighted the lac of library
and information services to disabled people and acknowledged possible barriers. Respondents in Ahmed
(2018, 138) study in the USA emphasized the necessity of providing assistive technologies as these make the
learning environment an all-inclusive one.
According to Tungaraza (2010,13), students with visual impairments at the University of Dar es Salaam
depend on readers to read for them since the library does not have books in Braille. Majinge and Stilwell
con rmed this as their study found that there are no alternative information resources for eo le
with visual impairments in academic libraries in Tanzania. As a result, visual impaired persons may use
normal print information by asking assistance from other persons to help them or by using the services
of employed readers as in the case at the University Dar es Salaam. In situations where there are only a
fe em loyed readers ith more disabled ersons re uesting for reading services from diﬀerent academic
resources or persons helping the physically challenged to read are busy, then it becomes challenging for the
hysically challenged to access learning resources in libraries Similar ndings ere re orted at the University
of Namibia in a study carried out by Mnubi-Mchombu and Tjilale (2018, 39). The study revealed that some
disabled ersons rely on library staﬀ or friends to assist them to use the library and in the event that they
are not available then it results to none use of the library This has been con rmed by a study conducted in
Mala i hich con rmed the lac of library and information services and lac of e ui ment to facilitate access
to information resources to diﬀerently abled ersons ha utula and Mu ulanga
urthermore ith the advancements in I Ts most libraries o erations have also shifted from rint to virtual
permeated Schmetzke (2002, 390). These includes catalogues, indexes, full text databases, books, journals,
reserve materials, reference services and information about libraries and their services that are commonly
accessible through library websites. Access to information sources is not limited to print publications only;
most databases have an option of converting text to audio, and enlarging text which can cater for the needs
of the visually impaired person. However, there are also enabling and disabling conditions in the virtual
environment that may lead to the exclusion of some sort of access to information Schmetzke (2002, 396). As
a result of this, respondents in the study in India by Sanaman and Kumar (2015, 97) agreed that there is need
of assistive aids/devices in libraries.

Importance and necessity of adopting ATs in libraries

ccording to ur e
assistive and ada tive technology ma es the library and its resources to or
for users with disabilities as they play a major role in aiding persons with disabilities to access information
resources in libraries. It is a necessity for people with disabilities to access information resources housed in
academic libraries. Adoption of AT in social spaces (like libraries) helps to increase among others integration
of the disabled persons Dragoicea et al (2009, 100). AT also facilitates library services’ provision to persons
with disabilities by making it possible to provide information resources to them easily, independently and in
formats that are suitable for them Ma inge and Stil ell

ATs used in academic libraries

According to Oira (2016, 55) and Ishaya and Aduku (2015, 26), assistive aids/devices include Braille machine,
computer, iPad, large optical/non optical print materials, Braille books, slate and stylus, talking calculators,
braille paper and optical low vision devices, hearing aids/cochlear implants, scanner/reader, talking calculators,
magnifying glasses, closed captioned decoders, and audio recorders. In addition, Schmetzke (2002, 396)
alludes that the ability to access web-based information is a question of the proper assistive technology
such as a modi ed com uter eyboard an enlarged screen dis lay or a ro erly con gured screen reading
programme. In a study in Western Nigeria, Ishaya and Aduku (2015, 26) found that computers, hearing aids
and audio recorders were the most available assistive aids/devices. On the most frequently used assistive
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technologies, the study by Oira (2016, 55) in Kenya found that the braille machine is the most frequently
used, followed by the computer and large optical/non optical print materials.
On criteria for selecting the best assistive technology that suits the visually impaired student’s individual
needs, Oira (2016, 61) study found the functional vision as the most preferred criteria, followed by the
instructional media, then lesson objective, experience of the student, nature of the topic, severity of visual
impairment and the age at onset of the visual impairment.

Barriers to the provision of inclusive services in academic libraries

Using a library successfully re uires ositive attitudes from library staﬀ eference to this Seyama
ointed out that for eﬀective library services to be rovided to students ith disabilities it is essential that all
staﬀ have a ro riate attitudes to ards them Ma inge and Stil ell
study revealed that ersons
ith disabilities are discouraged from using library services because some library staﬀ and society as a hole
dis lay negative attitudes to ards them ibrary staﬀ s negative attitudes to ards ersons ith disabilities
may be as a result of lack of training on how to handle persons with disabilities and how to use assistive
technologies This is con rmed in studies by odaghi and ainab
Sanaman and umar
Chaputula and Mapulanga (2017, 9), and Alemna (n.d., 259).
In their study odaghi and ainab
observed that there are untrained library staﬀ ho are unable
to assist eo le ith disabilities esonating ith this Ma inge and Stil ell
found that academic
libraries in Tanzania have no trained and e erienced staﬀ to assist users ith visual im airments and in
wheelchairs. Sanaman and Kumar (2015, 98) study’s conclusion supports this as they found that there
is lac of individual orientation training sessions and as a result the ma ority of users staﬀ and ersons
ith disabilities are not able to use assistive technologies eﬀectively or to assist others to use it Similarly
Chaputula and Mapulanga (2017, 6) found that despite an increase in the number of people with disabilities,
the ma ority of libraries do not oﬀer s ecialized training such as induction sessions or mar et services that
cater for those with disabilities. In view of this, Ishaya and Aduku (2015, 27) recommended from their study
that uali ed dedicated and trained service librarians should be osted to or in school libraries in aduna
State.
The challenge of library use is not only restricted to information but also has to do with policies (at library,
school and national levels), library building structure and ICT facilities. According to Ndumbaro (2009), national
policies are not clear on the availability of library and information services to persons with disabilities. This
applies even at the school or library level. In Tanzania, there is no policy in academic libraries for library
services for people with disabilities and the same applies at the national level as the Tanzanian National Policy
on isability of
does not address library services to eo le ith disabilities Ma inge and Stil ell

In addition, the nature of most library building structures does not allow people with disabilities to easily
access them in order to access the information resources housed in them indings of eong and iggins
Ma inge and Stil ell
and Sanaman and umar
su ort this as they found that the
designs of library buildings do not provide easy access for university students with disabilities. Some libraries
lack simple/electric wheel chairs, adaptive furniture and no functioning lifts and ramps.
As highlighted by Sanaman and Kumar (2015, 97), barriers to using assistive technologies include ‘lack
of su cient assistive technology facilities boo s mar ed ith en and encil hich is di cult to scan for
recognizing by the scanner as old scanners may not be working properly, lack of computer updates and
lac of large trac ball mouse zeani and U oma
identi ed lac of assistive technologies to
aid their access to information unavailability of lifts to facilitate their movements es ecially to the oor
here I T facilities and other resources are located as the main challenges e erienced by diﬀerently
abled person in Nigerian universities. Other challenges enumerated by other researchers include lack of
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computer maintenance and software installations and lack of local books printed in braille Silman, Yaratan,
and aran ller
gi andul a
noted that lac of boo s roduced in accessible format
like audio books is a challenge for the visually impaired persons.
Usually a standard library computer is not usable by library users with certain disabilities, such as blindness
or limited motor ability. As a result, many ATs are aimed at adapting computer-based resources such as
screen magni cation soft are screen reading soft are and trac ball controllers to ma e libraries more
usable by atrons ith disabilities ur e
ur e
further states that there are several
technologies that can aid in making traditional library sources more usable to users with disabilities. These
technologies include those that make both computer and non-computer resources more accessible and
usable by library users with disabilities. Technologies such as voice recognition software such as Jaws, screenmagnifying software, screen-reading software, touchpad, trackball controllers and on-screen keyboards which
make computer resources more accessible and usable, while those that make non-computers resources
more accessible and usable include the telety e riter closed ca tioning magni ers audioboo s urz eil
readers and braille e ui ment ordstr m et al
ayini
ur e
ell and eters

METHODOLOGY
The study employed a quantitative design approach. The study covered four academic libraries in two
countries, Namibia in Southern Africa, and Ghana in West Africa. A face to face interview research instrument
was employed to collect data. The interview guide for the face to face interview consisted of 23 items.
To ensure validity and reliability of the interview guide, six experts reviewed it and made inputs into the
initial intervie guide and after modi cations it as submitted to the esearch and thics ommittee for
a roval a roval as sought for every library studied U on further modi cations and a roval by the
ethics committee, a pilot study was administered three month(s) before the actual study commenced. After
additional modi cation to the intervie guide based on informed in uts from the ilot studies the nal
intervie guide as develo ed and the face to face intervie s conducted to collect data from
library staﬀ
9 disabled students and 7 lecturers.
To ensure that informed consent as adhered to the rst age of the intervie guide sought res ondents
consent before proceeding with interview. As part of the consent instructions, respondents could decide to
opt out of the survey any time without any consequences.
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DATA ANALYSIS
Demographic information

Figure 1: Demographic information of respondents
igure indicates that
of the res ondents ere librarians
disabled students and
lecturers
The ma ority of the res ondents indicated that they had or ed or studied for three to ve years in their
institution ver
of the librarians indicated that they had or ed for over
years in the library Ma ority
of the res ondents ere in their youth aged bet een
to
years and held a achelor achelor onours
Degree. The above strongly indicates that the respondents understood how libraries operate and the library
needs of disabled persons.

Importance, necessity and conversance with ATs

Figure 2: Importance, necessity and conversance with ATs
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igure illustrates the com arison bet een the im ortance necessity and conversance ith Ts Though
of the res ondents indicated that Ts are necessary and im ortant only
of them are conversant
ith it This con rms hmed s
and Sanaman and umar s
ndings that Ts are im ortant
and necessary but a areness of it is lo The
res onse rate of res ondents to the necessity and
im ortance of Ts a rms the need for further Ts actions in libraries to ma e them inclusive as outlined in the
AU Agenda 2063 on any form of discrimination African Union Commission (2015), the Universal Declaration
of uman ights
on access to education and the Sustainable evelo ment oal S
on inclusive
and uality education for all The lo ercentage
on conversance ith Ts con rms Ishaya and du u
ndings that available Ts are not ell utilised This is less desired and hence more should be done
to get disabled persons be conversant with and use available assistive and adaptive technologies.

ATs available in academic libraries in Namibia and Ghana
Table 1: Available ATs and ATs software
Item

Yes

No

Braille Books

0

100

Braille Machine

0

100

Braille Embosser

0

100

Availability of general ATs

Talking Books

3.6

Large Print Books

0

100

Tape Recorders

0

100

Playback Machine

0

100

Magnifying Glass/Sheet

0

100

Text to Speech (TTS) Reader

30

70

Epub

10

90

Single Handed Keyboard

0

100

Soft are

0

100

JAWS Software

0

100

Window-Eye Software

0

100

oom Te t Magni er

17.9

82.1

Document Reader Software

0

100

Kurxweil Software

0

100

Multilingual / Bilingual OCR

0

100

Duxbury Software

0

100

Availability of ATs Software for the Blind / Sight Impaired
S

Screen Enlargement Software

35.7

Availability of ATs Software for the Deaf / Hearing Impaired
TTY emulating Software

0

100

Dragon Dictate or Convert Software

0

100

Big Mac Software

0

100

Cheap Talker Software

0

100

I Communicator

0

100

Video Captioning Software

0

100

Dragon Natural Speaking

0

100

Voice Recognition

0

100
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On Screen Keyboard

67.9

32.1

Word Predictor

89.3

10.7

Abbreviation expansion

10.7

89.3

0

100

I-Learn

Table 1 shows that the libraries in Namibia and Ghana have very minimum ATs and ATs software. ATs and
ATs software that are not available in the libraries include braille books, braille machine, braille embosser,
large print books, tape recorders, playback machine, magnifying glass/sheet, single handed keyboard, safa
software, jaws software, window-eye software, document reader software, kurxweil software, multilingual/
bilingual OCR, duxbury software, dragon dictate or convert software, big mac software, cheap talker software,
I-communicator, video captioning software, dragon natural speaking, voice recognition, and I-learn.
Available ATs and ATs software in some of the libraries include talking books, TTS reader, Epub, zoom-text
magni er screen enlargement soft are on screen eyboard ord redictor and abbreviation e ansion
This con rms Ishaya and du u s
and ira s
ndings that com uters hearing aids and
tape audio recorders are available in libraries.
Table 2: Available ATs hardware
Item

Yes

No

Scanner / Reader

0

100

Talking Calculator

0

100

Voice Recorder / CD Player

10.7

89.3

Braille Printer / Embosser

0

100

Tactile Image Enhancer

0

100

Availability of ATs hardware for the Blind / Sight Impaired

Speech Synthesizer

3.6

Magnifying Glasses

0

100

TTY / TDD

0

100

Portable Speech Synthesizer

0

100

Availability of ATs Hardware for the Deaf / Hearing Impaired

Alarming Devices / Signal Systems

3.6

Assistive Listening Systems

0

100

Closed Captioned Decoders

0

100

Hearing Aids / Cochlear implants

0

100

Prosthetic & Orthotic devices

0

100

Simple / electric wheels

0

100

0

100

Availability of ATs Hardware for the Locomotive Impaired

al ing rames

otators

da tive urniture

35.7

Adaptive Keyboards

17.9

82.1

Speech Input Devices

0

100

Cursor-control Devices

25

75

Television / Projection Tricycle
Cervical Collar

85.7
0

100
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Table 2 indicates that the libraries in Namibia and Ghana have very minimum ATs hardware. ATs hardware
that are not available in the libraries include scanner / reader, talking calculator, braille printer / embosser,
tactile image enhancer, magnifying glasses, portable speech synthesizer, assistive listening systems, closed
captioned decoders, hearing aids / cochlear implants, prosthetic and orthotic devices, simple / electric
wheels, walking frames / rotators, speech input devices, and cervical collar. As a result, most library buildings
and facilities are not accessible by persons with disabilities. Available ATs and ATs hardware in some of the
libraries include voice recorder / CD player, alarming devices / signal systems, adaptive keyboards, cursorcontrol devices and television ro ection tricycle ontrary to the ndings of Samson
and eaton
in the US and Scotland that Ts are rovided in libraries this study con rmed the ndings
of Chaputula and Mapulanga (2016, 9) that libraries in Namibia and Ghana have very minimum ATs hardware.

Barriers to the adoption of ATs

Figure 3: Factors accounting for lack of ATs in academic libraries
In a descending order, respondents indicated the following as reasons for lack of most ATs and or available
minimum Ts Ts soft are and hard are in the libraries The above is illustrated in igure

Figure 3: ATs awareness creation by libraries
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igure illustrates the com arison bet een Ts a areness creation by libraries training on Ts use and
disabled ersons trained on Ts use Though
of the res ondents indicated that Ts a areness creation
as underta en by libraries only
of res ondents ere trained on Ts use and only
of the disabled
persons were trained on ATs use.

Figure 4 ATs awareness creation by libraries and training

Figure 5: Perception of inclusiveness of libraries in terms of ATs
igure sho that most res ondents erceive inclusiveness of libraries in terms of Ts belo good as the
majority of them (71.5) indicated that it is very poor, poor and fair. The poor perception could be because
of the lack of ATs equipment and training to support disabled persons’ access to library and information
resources.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper aimed at assessing the state of inclusiveness of academic libraries in two countries from two
regions in Africa by examining the adoption of assistive and adaptive technologies in their spaces and services
to cater for users ith disabilities indings of the study revealed that the state of ado tion of assistive and
adaptive technologies is poor as very minimum ATs are available in the libraries. Several reasons accounted
for the minimum ATs in libraries but standing most prominent among them is lack of knowledge on ATs. As a
result of this, library inclusion in terms of ATs ranged from very poor to fair.
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It is recommended that libraries create more awareness of ATs and that management of universities invest
more in ATs for their libraries to make them more inclusive. This study used a few university libraries from
amibia and hana and hence generalizing the result should be done ith caution uture studies should
include more libraries including national and community libraries.
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TOWARDS AN ACHIEVEMENT OF INCLUSIVE
SCHOOL LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
IN THE KINGDOM OF ESWATINI: CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES OF HHOHHO REGION
Lungile Elizabeth Dlamini
Eswatini College of Technology, lungiledlamini99@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: The Kingdom of Eswatini is a signatory to the 2006 UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD). Since the adoption of inclusive education, inclusive school library
and information services form part of the promotion of equal access to information by all students in
the Kingdom of Eswatini. This study investigated the country’s preparedness for the implementation
of inclusive school library and information services as one of the educational means in strengthening
inclusive education. The study explored and analysed several inclusive school library and information
services best practices including having legislations in place, accessibility, human and non-human
resources and equipment, in preparation to implement inclusive school library and information
services in the Hhohho Region. Challenges and opportunities towards implementation were
determined. Data was collected using telephone interviews, questionnaires and observations, which
were analysed using content and thematic analysis techniques. The ﬁndings of the study revealed
that while the Government was prepared to implement the inclusive library and information services
programme, there are still several barriers that need to be addressed. These include amongst others:
limited human and non-human resources, and shortage of facilities and equipment. This study adds
value to the literature on preparedness for best practices and challenges of implementing inclusive
school libraries.
KEYWORDS: inclusive education, inclusive school library and information services, access to
information, preparedness, Special Educational Needs (SEN) and disabilities.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Most countries the world over have realised the importance of inclusive practices, hence, conventions and
declarations are being signed to reinforce the key principles of inclusive education. In the same vein, the
Kingdom of Eswatini signed legally binding instruments that address the rights of persons with disabilities
to inclusive education including the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(UNCRPD). Article nine of the convention discusses accessibility in order “to enable persons with disabilities
to live inde endently U
Moreover the Marra esh Treaty to acilitate ccess to ublished
or s for ersons ho re lind isually Im aired or ther ise rint isabled
in rticle em hasis
on “national copyright laws for a limitation or exception to the right of reproduction, the right of distribution,
and the right of making available to the public as provided by the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT), to facilitate the
availability of or s in accessible format co ies for bene ciary ersons has a clear humanitarian and social
development dimension and its main goal is to create a set of mandatory limitations and exceptions for the
bene t of the blind visually im aired and other ise rint disabled I s
is the rst co yright treaty
to include a clear human rights perspective. The Marrakesh Treaty demonstrates that copyright systems are
an important part of the solution to the challenge of improving access to books and other printed works
for ersons ith rint disabilities urthermore oal no
of the Sustainable evelo ment oals S s
emphasizes opportunities for all, countries need to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning.
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Inclusive school library and information services play a fundamental role in promoting and sustaining inclusive
education U
U I
They romote the mainstreaming of learners ith various forms of
disabilities to access relevant information in diﬀerent formats to enhance their res ective learning abilities
Various forms of inclusive learning and information enabling facilities and equipment are being introduced
in ordinary schools as means of catering for all students U S
Messiou
Sharma orlin
Deppeler, and Guang-xue (2013). It is thus the role of inclusive school libraries to highly promote inclusion
and contribute to the personal growth of students with disabilities in mainstream schools, and to fostering
acceptance and understanding of these students by their non-disabled peers Murray (1999).
The Kingdom of Eswatini is one of the African countries that signed an agreement with the International
ederation of ibrary ssociations and Institutions I
to carry out a areness raising activities and to meet
ith olicy ma ers to ensure that libraries are recognised as ey artners in su orting the United ations
2030 Agenda for sustainable development during the International Advocacy Programme (IAP). A study by
Chaputala and Mapulanga (2017) which was conducted in Malawi, revealed that governments have realised
the challenges that people with disabilities face and the Malawi National Assembly passed the Disability Act
(2012), one of the enacted laws that guarantee equal opportunities for people with disabilities. Similarly, the
Kingdom of Eswatini, has taken a further step in promoting the new educational agenda, inclusive education
in various ways, some of which include: the legislation and development of the National Education and
Training Sector Policy of 2018, National Disability Policy 2013 and the National Disability Act of 2019, as well
as the establishment of inclusive model schools in the four regions of the country National Education and
Training Sector Policy (2018).
The country is committed to inclusion and has realised the importance of equal access to information.
Although there are barriers such as limited human and non-human resources, facilities and equipment,
there are organisations that have partnered with the government and they play a crucial role in initiating
and implementing inclusive public libraries. These include the American Embassy and the eSwatini Revenue
uthority S
The merican mbassy established a rst of its ind isability orner in the Mbabane ublic
Library, eSwatini National Library Service headquarters, and another one in the Nhlangano Public Library. The
American Embassy provided facilities and equipment such as Screen Reading Software; Computer Software
and Hardware; OCR (Scan and Read) Software and Hardware; Braille Embosser; Braille Translation Software;
raille a er Screen Magni cation Soft are to romote accessibility to information for visually im aired
people. ESRA on the other hand, established a disability corner in Manzini Public Library. These organisations
trained library staﬀ in the best ractices of inclusive ublic libraries and rovided the necessary facilities and
equipment. The plan is to transform school library and information services for them to be inclusive.
n inclusive school library and information service is de ned as a rimary or high school library that a
allows students with special educational needs to interact and use school library services with non-Special
Educational Needs (SEN) classmates; (b) meets the individual needs of all students, including students with
S
c is hysically accessible and d rovides services tailored to the s eci c needs of all students anter
Voytecki, Zambone, and Jones (2011); United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (2008); UNESCO
This study therefore e amined conditions in hich the conventional school library can hel achieve
an inclusive educational goal Coskun, Tosun, and Macaroglu (2009).

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Inclusion needs to be initiated at school level. The Ministry of Education and Training has put in place
inclusive education policies. The Hhohho region in the Kingdom of Eswatini has a total of 232 schools (both
primary and high schools) but according to the Kingdom of Eswatini, Ministry of Education and Training
Annual Education Census (AEC) (2017), there are only 89 schools with school libraries. Due to the signed
legally binding instruments that address the rights of persons with disabilities to inclusive education, all
the schools in the country should implement Inclusive Education (IE). However, there are nine (9) models of
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inclusive education scattered in the four regions of the country. The Hhohho region has two model schools
for inclusive education, but Mbasheni Primary School in the North of the region together with two Mbasheni
receiving schools are selected schools for this study to explore the preparedness of implementation of best
practices of inclusive school library and information services and to determine challenges and opportunities
of the programme. Moreover, even though inclusive public libraries have been implemented, schools seem
to be left behind.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the study were to:
•
•
•

explore selected schools’ preparedness to implement inclusive school library and information services;
determine challenges towards the implementation of inclusive school library and information services;
determine the opportunities of implementation of inclusive library and information services; and
suggest strategies that can facilitate the eﬀective im lementation of inclusive school library and
information services in the Kingdom of Eswatini.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The following research questions were used to guide the study:
•

•
•

What is the school doing to make the library and information services inclusive and as the means
for preparedness for implementation of best practices of inclusive school library and information
services?
What are the challenges faced by schools while working towards implementing of inclusive school
library and information services?
What are the opportunities of implementation of inclusive library and information services?
hat ossible strategies can be ado ted to facilitate the eﬀective im lementation of inclusive school
library and information services?

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study is an eye opener on how best schools need to do as a means of being prepared to implement
inclusive school library and information services successfully in terms of accessibility, facilities, human and
non-human resources and equipment. Moreover, the study adds value in literature on best practices for
preparedness, challenges and opportunities for an inclusive school library and information services. This
study helps to enforce existing policies that were designed to uplift the standard of disabled persons. Inclusive
library and information services can play a pivotal role in education and knowledge.

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
There ere several limitations for this study hich include the unavailability of time and inade uate nancial
resources hich ham ered the breadth of the research urthermore the study did not cover the in ut of
the students using the inclusive school libraries, which can be recommended for future researches. The
research was also focused on one geographical region and several factors may prevent the results from being
adequately used to generalise for the entire country.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Preparedness for implementation of best practices of inclusive school library and information services
is determined by several indicators including accessibility of the physical library building and resources
Ma ulanga and ha utula
odaghi and ainab
as cited in Ma ulanga and ha utula
mention that “the right to access facilities, information sources and services without any hindrance is one
of the fundamental rights a society should protect, especially for people with disabilities” . According to
assimbeni and e ager
and Ma inge and Stil ell
as cited in ha utula and Ma ulanga
providing assistive technologies as well as reading materials to people with disabilities are best practices for
inclusive library. Murray (1999) indicates that it is vital that the environment be welcoming and physically
accessible. Moreover, enabling people with disabilities to easily access information sources and information
resources such as talk books, Braille and large print is important.
Research studies conducted elsewhere, for example one of which was conducted by Epp (2006), as cited by
Chaputula and Mapulanga (2016), notes that equipment for people with disabilities is expensive. It has been
realised that challenges towards the implementation of an inclusive school library and information services
include the fact that there are very few library materials that are transcribed into accessible formats Phukubje
and Mpho (2016). Moreover, there is lack of equipment like talking books and Braille Embosser to assist the
disabled students.
Opportunities include utilising the legislations including the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) which has made progress in terms of access to information and physical
accessibility. Countries globally have indeed created an inclusive environment. In the United States of
merica the mericans ith isabilities ct
that as made la in
made a signi cant rogress in
the physical accessibility of buildings. According to a study conducted by Mapulanga and Chaputula (2017)
in Malawi, the Disability Act (2012) was adopted in Malawi, while in the Kingdom of Eswatini, the National
Disability Act, 2019 was adopted and this has made an impact on issues of persons living with disabilities.
The use of technology can be one strategy that can be eﬀectively used to accom lish an inclusive school
library and information services. According to Epp (2006), as cited by Chaputula and Mapulanga (2017), access
to information resources for all can be made possible through the use of assistive tools and technologies.
Commonly used technological devices include Braille books, talking books, playback machines, audiotapes
and screen readers.

METHODOLOGY
Due to shortage of time and lack of resources, this study used a qualitative method and took a small sample
population which was ethnologic in nature Alemu, Stevens, Ross, and Chandler (2015); Creswell (2009). The
study targeted government schools within the Hhohho region. The region has a total of 232 schools and
only 89 schools have a school library and information services. A purposive sampling technique was used in
the study. Three schools were selected. The study focused on personnel that were in charge of the school
library and information services in the selected schools as ell as the egional ducational
cer as these
ere deemed as ey informants of the study The sam le size as four
artici ants ho included one
education policy maker and, the Inspector of schools who is based in the Hhohho Region. The education
policy maker was picked up because he has an idea on what the policy entails about the inclusive school
library and information services and knows what is really happening in these schools. The other three (3)
participants were picked from the three schools of which one was a model primary school and the other two
were from ordinary high schools who have the potential to receive students from the model school. Data
was collected through telephone interviews, questionnaire as well as observation. Data analysis was done
using the content analysis technique. The rigorousness of the study was maintained using the criteria given
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by Guba and Lincoln (1985) which involves the application of credibility, transferability, dependability, and
conformability respectively Choongwa (2018); Ponelis (2015).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The ndings and discussions of the study focused on the follo ing current state of re aredness for
implementation of best practices of inclusive school library and information services; the challenges
towards the implementation of an inclusive school library and information services; the opportunities of
implementation of an inclusive library and information services; possible strategies that can be adopted to
facilitate the eﬀective im lementation of an inclusive school library and information services

Preparedness to implement inclusive school library and information services

The study established that the status or level of preparedness for the implementation of best practices for an
inclusive school library and information services in the three (3) investigated schools are at the early stages
of implementation. However, the model school, Mbhasheni Primary School, has made some progress as
compared to the ordinary schools with regards to the preparedness indicators including accessibility, human
and non-human resources, equipment and facilities.
The model school was provided with some library facilities set that promoted the inclusivity of the students
in using the facilities.
Table 1: Preparedness for the implementation of inclusive school library services
Preparedness

Accessibility

Responses
School A
(Primary)

School B
(High)

School C
( High)

-

Reachable distance
Physically accessible,
ramps provided
Enough and suitable
for all students
furniture and space
for mobility

-

Absence of user
friendly physical
accessibility means,
no ramps
Not enough furniture
and space for mobility

-

Absence of user
friendly physical
accessibility means,
no ramps

-

Not enough furniture

No professional
Librarian
provided brailed
material, high-tech
gadgets that enable
visual impaired
learners access
information using
them

-

No professional
Librarian
Absences of reading
Braille material

-

-

Human and nonhuman Resources

-
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-

and space for mobility

-

No professional
Librarian
Absence of reading
Braille material
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Equipment

-

-

acilities

-

None of the
following: Screen
Reading Software;
Computer Software
& Hardware; Braille
Embosser; Braille
Translation Software;
Screen Magni cation
Software
Available - Braille
Note touch and
Prodigi connect 12

-

None of the
following: Screen
Reading Software;
Computer Software
& Hardware; Braille
Embosser; Braille
Translation Software;
Screen Magni cation
Software

-

None of the
following: Screen
Reading Software;
Computer Software
& Hardware; Braille
Embosser; Braille
Translation Software;
Screen Magni cation
Software

No Computers, No
Internet
Assistive technologies
not provided

-

No Computers, No
Internet
Assistive technologies
not provided

-

No Computers, No
Internet

-

Assistive technologies

-

not provided

Challenges towards the implementation of inclusive school libraries

Limited resources were the most common form of challenges of an inclusive school library and information
services in the selected schools. A respondent from one of the participating schools indicated that; “Lack of
resources to develop and meet the needs of the students/ users is one of the greatest challenge”. Another participant
mentioned that; “The challenge may be that the school library does not have internet for more research and to
develop student’s reading skills and communicating skills”.
rom the administrative ers ective the Ministry of ducation and Training indicated that although the
programme was still at its pilot stage, technical and administrative challenges were faced such as limited
ca acity for the library staﬀ and non human resources The follo ing res onses s eci ed some of the current
challenges faced as it was stated that:
“There may be a number of challenges and opportunities that may be cited these may
include capacity building for teachers in identifying LSEN that may need diﬀerentiated
information access ….”
The respondents indicated that due to the high expectations of the programme in Eswatini, the needed
resources were one of the main challenges that could either delay the entire rogramme or to some degree
compromise its standards. These resources could be considered in the form of both humans such as
trained library personnel as well as the provision of all the necessary facilities that would strengthen the
implementation of the programme.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPLEMENTING INCLUSIVE SCHOOL
LIBRARIES
One of the participants from the Ministry of Education and Training indicated that one of the opportunities
for implementing inclusive school library practices is taking advantage of the adopted IE programme and
utilising the available trained personnel on inclusive education. Moreover, the respondent mentioned that
there are policies in place such as the National Education and Training Sector Policy (2018) and the National
isability ct
that could be eﬀectively utilised
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urthermore the olicy ma er stated that inclusive school library and information services had the ca acity
of:
“…oﬀering information to users of the facility in all forms i.e. audio; signed; Brailed and
Large printed material enabling people and learners or students to access information in
their comfort zone of language choice and font preference. The facility could also provide
information through high-tech gadgets like braille Note Touch and Prodigi Connect 12,
laptops and desk pads.”
The volunteers who assisted in setting up the school library and information services in the ordinary schools
had substantial experience in setting up school libraries, which could be an opportunity to other schools to
ma e use of volunteers ne res ondent from one of the bene ting schools stated that “…the school library
was improved by a well-trained American Volunteer but now the teacher librarian is just an English teacher.”
With regards to community engagement and development of the library, one respondent from participating
schools indicated that, there was support from various sectors that brought about the development of the
library through various means such as technical support from the Eswatini National Library Service, volunteers
or and donations from U
res ectively Schools could ta e advantage of these engagements to
develop an inclusive school library and information services.

Possible strategies that can facilitate the establishment and development of
inclusive school libraries
Possible strategies to establish school libraries include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

School needs to adopt technology and utilise technological devices including Braille books,
talking books, playback machines, audiotapes and screen readers;
Schools could take advantage of the legislations that are in place like the National Education and
Training Sector Policy (2018) and acquire resources;
Advocacy for inclusive libraries, involvement of parents and communities;
Sensitize stakeholders and organisations about the importance of an inclusive school library and
information services, and request for support like what happened with public libraries;
Attract volunteers to assist schools with their skills and resources that can develop inclusive
libraries;
Stakeholders like the Eswatini National Library Service need to reach out to school libraries and
provide technical support on the establishment and development of inclusive school libraries.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The aim of the study was to determine if the Kingdom of Eswatini, particularly the Hhohho Region is really
making strides and if it is prepared to implement inclusive school library and information services with
regards to best practices. The study revealed that there was much support for an inclusive school library and
information services in the model school. The community and other stakeholders, such as the government
and non-governmental organisations were supportive as well. However, other schools which provided
inclusive library services did not en oy as much bene ts from the government as the model school ut they
received su ort from volunteers and the s atini ational ibrary Service and U
hallenges ranged
from lack of necessary facilities and resources such as accessible buildings and relevant computer gadgets
and software. The study further indicates that there is a glimmer of hope in the sense that through extensive
training and awareness building for both teachers and the communities, they are likely to work hand in hand
to ards ensuring that all children in the near future stand to bene t from an inclusive library and information
services regardless of their condition.
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In the light of the above ndings and conclusions the study roﬀers the follo ing recommendations
•
•

•

Training of specialised personnel is a necessity as there can never be improvement if the libraries are
managed by personnel who lack an in-depth understanding of inclusivity and library skills.
Creating awareness could help change the attitude of the communities, politicians as well as teachers
and students who will end up adjusting the way they perceive issues related to disability. A change
of mind-set will yield positive results in terms of inviting the much needed support from these
stakeholders just like the organisations that supported the public libraries.
There is a need to enforce existing policies that were designed to uplift the standard of disabled
persons. Education and knowledge, which can be enhanced through inclusive libraries, can play an
important role in improving the lives of these people so that their contribution in society can be
recognised.
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ABSTRACT: Access to archives by members of the public is essential in promoting democracy,
accountability, good governance and civic engagement. It is normally provided for by archival
legislation. It is also vital in fostering an informed society. The International Council on Archives’ (ICA)
Principles on Access to Archives further also nurtures access to archives by all, regardless of their
physical health, race and religious aﬃliation, just to cite a few. However, literature has shown that
people with disabilities (PWDs) are denied access to archives due to existing barriers. These include
unfriendly building infrastructure and challenges related to physical disabilities, visual impairment,
and hearing impairment or other physical coordination. This study is based on a review of literature,
and it seeks to identify barriers on access to archives by PWDs and inclusive solutions geared towards
facilitating access to archives. Qualitative in terms of the research approach, the study uses the ICA
Principles on Access to Archives as a theoretical lens to identify barriers on access to archives by
People with Disabilities (PWDs) and to determine the inclusive solutions required to promote access
to archives by PWDs.
KEYWORDS: access, archives, persons with disabilities, inclusivity.

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND
According to Nyangwesa (2018), more than a billion of the world population is made up by people with
disabilities (PWDs). Even though more PWDs are believed to be residing in developing countries, the study
indicated that
live in frica In frica s eci cally there are many beliefs that are attached to disabilities
which have contributed to the immense discrimination against PWDs. Supporting this sentiment is Rohwerder
(2018, 1), who explains that “misconceptions about the nature and abilities of people with disabilities includes
that they are unable to contribute nancially that they are not able to have a normal relationshi that their
disability is contagious or brings bad luck; their bodies have magical powers; or they are witches; they also
contribute to the stigma, discrimination and abuses they experience.” In the view of the above, people with
disabilities face many barriers in society, and access to information is one of such challenges. Discrimination
prevents people who are discriminated against from exercising their rights to access information resources
in libraries and information centers Chaputula and Mapulanga (2016).
The Society for American Archivists (2018), explains that disability is part of the human condition and almost
everyone will be temporarily or permanently impaired at some point in life. According to the World Health
Organization (2011), disability refers to the negative aspects of the interaction between individuals with a
health condition (such as cerebral palsy, down syndrome, depression) and personal and environmental factors
(such as negative attitudes, inaccessible transportation and public buildings, and limited social supports).
Archivists are therefore, urged to recognize that they interact daily with people living with both visible and
hidden disabilities Society for American Archivists (2018).
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Additionally, the Society for American Archivists (2018) expounds that the term accessibility within the archival
profession is often used relating to the discoverability and ease of use of archival collections. In the context
of archival facilities and services, accessibility is about minimizing barriers that enable equivalent access
for people with disabilities. In addition, the International Council on Archives (2012) explains that an access
service links archives to the public as it provides information for users about the institution and the holdings,
and in uences hether the ublic ill trust the custodians of archives and the service they rovide or
people with disabilities, the term ‘accessibility’ means that all things available to all people should be made
available to those with disabilities Kepley (1983).
Toritsyn and Monjurul (2013, 39) emphasise that access is about creating an environment in which systemic
barriers to the full participation of PWDs are reduced or eliminated, so that these people can have equal
access. Ngulube, Sibanda and Makoni (2013, 123) note that facilitating access and use is fundamental to
all core functions of the archives, namely, acquisition, accession, appraisal, arrangement, description and
preservation. Through these functions, the archives collection can be easily accessed and used by the society
as it is the mandate of their existence.
However, these institutions are not always inclusive in their delivery of service. It has been emphasised that it
is only when records get utilised that the archives can justify their utility society Ngulube, Sibanda, and Makoni
This is so because eo le ith disabilities in most cases are neglected and their needs are
not considered for inclusion when physical infrastructures and other essential services are being designed.
According to Society of American Archivists (2018), “Universal Design” is an approach to designing facilities
and services that can be accessed, understood, and used by anyone regardless of their ability. Hence, the
present study explored the barriers experienced by people with disabilities when accessing archive services.

LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many barriers that are experienced by PWDs when accessing archive services, and some of them
include inaccessible buildings, the availability of the collection in print format only and many others. In the
sustainable development goals (SDGs), the United Nations (UN) singled out the following as some of the
barriers faced by people with disabilities in society, namely, discrimination and stigma on the ground of
disability, lack of accessibility to physical and virtual environments, lack of access to assertive technology,
essential services, rehabilitation and support for independent living that are critical for the full and equal
artici ation of erson ith disabilities as the agents of change and bene ciaries of develo ment United
Nations (2018).
inn
in a study entitled thics of access in dis laced archives identi ed the follo ing as some of the
barriers to accessing information, language, distance and lack of description. Lack of access to information for
vulnerable grou s and eo le ith disabilities have been identi ed in a number of literatures gula
Mnubi-Mchombu and Ocholla (2011); Nakuta and Mnubi-Mchombu (2013). Meanwhile, Ngulube, Sibanda
and Ma oni
identi ed o ce hours roviding services to hysically disabled location of the archive
and technology as some of the barriers that hinder access and use of archives. In their study, these scholars
also found out that the Bulawayo Archives was not equipped to respond to disability needs because there
was no reading room that is equipped to serve that purpose, materials were inaccessible to those with visual
impairments (VI) and wheelchair access to the building was also limited Ngulube, Sibanda, and Makoni (2013).
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In view of the above, some studies conducted to date have acknowledged that compared to other information
sectors, archives are understood to be lagging behind in terms of service provision to people with disabilities
e ley
eremy
e ley
em hasises the im ortance of adhering to the rinci le of
accessibility; at the time also acknowledging that archives are very slow in recognizing the special needs of
disabled people. It is for this reason that Serene (n.d.) indicated that an archive should be prepared to meet
and deal with a variety of disabilities that may involve restricted walking, seeing, hearing, and perceiving,
understanding or physical coordination.
However, access does not mean the ability to access the physical building, but, it includes the ability to use
the collection kept within the archive buildings. Win (2015), posits that access is a product of both physical
and intellectual availability re ecting the ability of researchers to nd and e lore records both in erson and
online. Similarly, Chaputula and Mapulanga (2016) who focused on the service provision of PWDs in libraries
in Malawi, alluded that apart from its services, the quality of a library is measured by its collection and the
equipment that allows patrons access to the collection. Archivists must be content with all these groups if
they are to provide equitable access to their collections Ngulube, Sibanda and Makoni (2013).

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY
Regoniel (2015) opines that a conceptual framework depicts the researcher’s understanding of how the
articular variables in the study are connected ith each other Thus it identi es the variables re uired in the
research investigation. It is the researcher’s “map” in pursuing the investigation. According to Ngulube (2018),
the conceptual framework glues and binds social research together such that without it, the whole research
design crumbles. The conceptual framework guiding this study is the International Council on Archives’
Principles on Access to Archives (ICA 2012). There are ten principles and they are as follows:
1.

The public has the right of access to archives of public bodies. Both public and private entities should
open their archives to the greatest extent possible.
2. Institutions holding archives make known the existence of the archives, including the existence of
closed materials and disclose the e istence of restrictions that aﬀect access to the archives
3. Institutions holding archives adopt a pro-active approach to access.
Institutions holding archives ensure that restrictions on access are clear and of stated duration are
based on pertinent legislation, acknowledge the right of privacy and respect the rights of owners of
private materials.
5. Archives are made available on equal and fair terms.
6. Institutions holding archives ensure that victims of serious crimes under international law have access
to archives that provide the evidence needed to assert their human rights and to document violations
of them, even if those archives are closed to the general public.
7. Users have the right to appeal a denial of access.
8. Institutions holding archives ensure that operational constraints do not prevent access to archives.
9. Archivists have access to all closed archives and perform necessary archival work on them.
10. Archivists participate in the decision-making process on access ICA (2012, 8-11).
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o ever this study uses only four
rinci les as the conce tual frame or guiding the study and these are
Principle 1, 3, 5 and 8. The next section presents the research objectives which have been developed using
the three aforementioned principles which serve as the constructs in the conceptual framework. Archival
agencies take deliberate steps to promote access to archival material in their holdings. Archival public
rogramming activities are underta en for that ur ose or e am le the national archives in ots ana
South Africa and Tanzania have archival public programmes to promote the usage of archives Kamatula,
Mn eni Saurombe and Mos eu
urthermore the ational rchives of imbab e also has a dedicated
archival ublic rogramme through hich members of the ublic are aﬀorded an o ortunity to have access
to and use archives Chaterera and Rodrigues (2019). Access to archives is a human right hence archival
agencies have to satisfy this right Onyancha and Ngoepe (2011). It is also a public right which should not be
limited by bureaucracy Smart (2011).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
ICA principles on access to archives, among others indicate that the public has the right of access to archives
of public and private bodies, and such access should be on equal and fair terms. In addition, the principles
say that institutions holding archives should adopt a pro-active approach to promote access to archives. Any
o erational constraints that revent access to archives should also be removed I
ollo ing on this
it su ces that collections in memory institutions such as archival agencies need to be used by the ublic to
justify their existence Chaterera and Ngulube (2019); Mosweu (2019). Usage of archives becomes even more
a necessity as literature indicates that archives are underutilised in Africa, such that there is a need to lure
users to the archives and even make them more visible and thus accessible Mnjama (2008); Ngoepe and
Ngulube (2011); Murambiwa and Ngulube (2011); Mosweu (2019). These users of archives include PWDs
who like every member of society are entitled to have unhindered access to archives Onyancha and Ngoepe
(2011); ICA (2012). The main purpose of this study was to identify barriers to access to and use of archives by
PWDs and suggest inclusive solutions geared towards usage.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The rst ste s of any study are develo ing the research uestions aims and ob ectives The researchers
choice of population, setting, data to be collected and time allocated for the study have their entire cue
from the research uestions aims and ob ectives oody and ailey
It is thus im ortant to de ne
the research uestion the rior to the commencement of the study Scholars such as res ell
and
ohnson and hristensen
aver that de ning a research uestion narro s the aim and ob ective do n
to s eci c areas that the study intend to address ccording to i o s i
research uestions determine
the methodology, methods, sample, sample size, data collection instrument and data analysis techniques to
be ado ted for a study This study as ed the follo ing uestions to nd out and identify barriers on access to
archives by PWDs and to suggest inclusive solutions geared towards facilitating archives to archives by them.
•
•

What are the barriers to access to archives by people with disabilities?
What inclusive solutions can be suggested to enhance to archives by people with disabilities?

METHODOLOGY
The study ado ted a ualitative research a roach res ell
and collected data from available
literature on access to archives by eo le ith disabilities ontent analysis as conducted on the identi ed
literature and the analysis was guided by the research objectives which turned into themes for a focused
analysis. The use of secondary data in research is an acceptable methodology and this has been used in
studies in ibrary and Information Science research or e am le studies by hayundi
goe e and
Saurombe (2016), Khumalo, Bhebhe and Mosweu (2017), Mosweu (2019), and Chaterera and Ngulube (2019),
respectively investigated existing records and archival programmes to the job market in South Africa, the
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provisions for managing and preserving records created in networked environments in the archival legislative
frameworks of selected member states of the Southern African Development Community, compared
the freedom of information legislation in Botswana, South Africa and Zimbabwe, assessed factors to be
considered for collaboration on public programming by memory institutions in Botswana, and determined
global perspectives on the challenges and prospects of accessing and using documentary heritage all used
secondary sources in their investigation.

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This section resents the ndings of the study in accordance ith research uestions irst to be resented
are the barriers to access to archives by people with disabilities.

Barriers to access to archives by people with disabilities

Although archives and the use of archives is a human right and honourable undertaking in the archives’
community, it faces several challenges and for the purpose of this study, these have been termed barriers to
access to archives These barriers are brie y resented in the ne t sub sections

Physical condition of archival holdings
The state of archival holdings can become a barrier in accessing the archives. Ngulube (2003, 11) avers that
“preservation activities facilitate continued availability and access to public records and archives.” According to
ordon
a survey in the
s revealed that u to
of researchers ho too art in a study voiced
a concern that they were prevented from accessing material because of its poor physical condition. Greene
notes that it is li ely that even over the assage of time the gure cited as li ely not to have changed
signi cantly because of a relative dearth of funds for conservation com ared to the size of the conservation
problem. Ngulube (2003) states that making archives accessible and knowable across space and time is a
good enough reason to avail resources for undertaking research into their protection. This view is shared by
Graf (2000) who indicates that access to archives and records is not possible without preservation in as much
as preservation should be focused on providing access.

Unprocessed archives
or archival records to be rocessed described and made available to users ith the assistance of nding
aids they are rst a raised to select the archive from the mass of records normally
years and older
in the context of Botswana. Ramokate, and Moatlhodi (2010) lament that due to unappraised backlog of
records, users have been denied the right to consult the archives, contrary to the provisions of the National
Archives and Records Services Act, Section 12(1), which guarantees that access once archival records reach
20 years Government of Botswana (1978). The denial of the right to information occasioned by unappraised
backlog of records is thus a barrier to access to archives. It is not peculiar to Botswana only. The Society of
merican rchivists
argues that some collections need to be e amined identi ed and organised
for researchers to use and the collection is yet to be processed, then access is impossible. Mnjama (2006)
revealed that archival institutions in eastern and southern Africa were faced with the problem of a backlog
of unprocessed archival material which had accumulated for periods of up to a hundred years. Similarly,
gulube Ma oni and Sibanda
also found that users com lained about the di culties they endure in
accessing archival materials because of the backlog of unprocessed materials.

Unfriendly infrastructure for PWDs with limited movement abilities
Since access to archives is a human right Onyancha and Ngoepe (2011), it follows therefore that archival
agencies should ensure that the building infrastructure accommodates the needs of PWDs with limited
movement. Chaterera and Rodrigues (2017) argues that despite the provision of physical access by a national
archival institution being an essential component of improving access to and use of its archives, the National
Archives of Zimbabwe (NAZ) neither had facilities to assist the physically challenged visitors nor explicit
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procedures in place for responding to their disability needs. Chaterera and Rodrigues (2017) add that in
overall terms the
does not have rovisions to cater for the hysically challenged or e am le no here
in the interior and exterior of public spaces is there the international symbol of accessibility to identify the
facilities, elements and spaces to be used by the physically challenged” Chaterera and Rodrigues (2017, 88).
The archives building at the NAZ does not have parking space designed for PWD and the rest rooms do not
accommodate wheel chairs. Similarly, Ngulube, Makoni and Sibanda (2013) also state that wheelchair access
in the
building as limited urthermore e ley
noted that in archives ersons ith mobility
problems encounter many physical barriers, including lack of wheelchair access to the building, research
room and restroom facilities reference room tables that cannot accommodate a heelchair and di culty
in lifting large volumes or simply turning the page of a document. Lack of public elevators are some of the
infrastructures that hinder access to archives.

Distance from users
The location of the archival repository in terms of distance from users is a barrier to the access and use of
archives Greene (2008). According to Chaterera and Rodrigues (2017), distance is among one of the well-known
barriers that prevent accessibility of archives by members of the society. Archival institutions in Zimbabwe
and Kenya are found in the capitals, Harare and Nairobi respectively, compelling anyone who desires to use
the archives to physically go to those centres. The two scholars add that some archival institutions have tried
to meet the challenge of distance by digitising their materials and making them available on the Internet.
Botswana National Archives and Records Services (BNARS) (2019) acknowledge distance as a barrier to
access to archives and it has made eﬀorts to im rove the situation by building three records centres across
the country. The records centres document the histories of the people in the regions, and serve as regional
archival repositories for such documentation.
Elsewhere, Winn (2015) notes that at times the location of such archives may not be unknown, and even
located in a foreign country. Winn (2015) observes that general users of archives may be hindered from getting
access because the archives have been misplaced and located in remote areas in areas that are undisclosed.
ormer im erial countries such as ritain too a ay many archival materials from former colonies and even
denied having them in possession for 50 years and only admitted possession after Kenyans obtained a court
order to rovide access inn
Still access is di cult as the archival materials are located at the U
National Archives in Kew while the citizens of Kenya and other former British protectorates remain physically
detached from their own history. Taking archives away from people denies them to have access to their
documentary heritage, and this is a denial of their human rights.

Copyright issues
The endeavour to observe copyright provisions may serve as a bottleneck to accessing and using archival
materials This has been articularly ith
s ho have hat oos
refers to as eo le ith rint
disabilities oos
de nes eo le ith rint disabilities as those ho due to blindness artial sight
dyslexia or physical impairments, cannot access visually represented information in the ordinary course.
They require the conversion of such information into an alternative format which renders it accessible via
their remaining senses either through touch hearing or increased visibility ormats hich are currently
accessible are Braille, audio, larger print or digital text in some formats, but we should not try to list them
more accurately, since we may blindfold ourselves before a proper examination of the problem”.
Clearly, the need to comply with copyright provisions can become a barrier to access to information in
archival holdings such as boo s or instance o en and free access to moving image archives clashed ith
some copyright law provisions for some copyrighted materials. Secondly, providing access to some private
collections as against the la due to revailing agreements ith donors relinger
ryden
observes that in their duty to obey the la as it ertains to co yright archivists struggle to nd the a ro riate
balance between their fundamental mission to make their holdings available for use and the constraints of
relevant laws and contractual agreements. While the observance of copyright laws for access to information
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has proven a daunting task for archivists, it is notable that attention has been given to copyright issues that
block access to information and this has seen a number of countries making moves to remove such legislative
barriers oos
This move ill greatly remove the barriers related to co yright rovisions

Language barriers
ccording to the United ations ducational Scienti c and ultural rganization
language barriers
im ede access to archives or archives dis laced from their country of origin as has been common ith
former colonial masters, the archives are described using the language of the host country and institution.
If such descriptions are not translated to the language of the people from where the archives originated,
access ould be im ossible due to the language barrier Montgomery
In addition if the nding aids
are re ared in a diﬀerent language than the materials themselves members of the originating community
are likely to be excluded by the language barriers from accessing the archives. The following indicates the
reality faced by archival institutions as they make attempt to accommodate PWDs in the archives:
As disabled children and young adults matriculate through high school, college, and graduate school, and
as disabled adults endeavour to pursue their own interests in history, government and legal research, or
genealogy, it is clear that they will be seeking access to archival collections in greater and greater numbers.
rchivists should be re ared to elcome them into their facilities e ley
PWDs, especially those who use Braille to communicate would be denied the use of archival resources simply
because no one in the archives may understand Braille. This is in spite of the fact that for PWDs, access to
archives means that “all things available to all other people should be available to those with disabilities”
e ley
t
haterera and odrigues
noted that the
does not have raille and
that no employee is able to properly converse in sign language.” This goes against the ICA Principle on Access
to Archives which states that archives should be made available on equal and fair terms ICA (2012).

Lack of staff members who specialises on disability issues
It has been found that archives and other information agencies such as libraries do not em loy staﬀ members
who specialise on disability issues Whiteside (2002); Ezeani et al. (2017). Ezeani et al. (2017) found that
students ith disabilities anted uali ed and trained ersonnel that is em loyed to serve them zeani
et al
further ointed out that em loying staﬀ ith s ecial abilities in the library should serve as a
motivation for people with special abilities and to enhance their education. Similarly, Ngulube, Makoni, and
Sibanda s
study found that staﬀ members at
revealed that rocedures for res onding to disability
needs ere not established mainly because staﬀ members in a reading room ere not re ared to res ond
to users with various needs.

Inclusive solutions to enable access to archives by people with disabilities
Inclusive archive services are very vital for a progressing society. The United Nations through the SDGs also
pledges the need to ensure that none is left behind, and this includes those that are the most vulnerable in
the society, namely, women and children, people with disabilities and other disadvantaged groups. In archive
settings, to ensure accessibility is to remove physical and design barriers and ensuring that the content is
available in the alternative formats apart from print. All areas of the archive must be accessible including
parking lots, entrance to the buildings, and it must be able to accommodate users who are wheelchair
bound and routes within the building and outside must be free of obstruction for the safety of those with
visual impairments Serene (n.d.); Chaterera and Rodrigues (2019). Similarly, Todd (2016), as cited in Ezeani,
Ukwoma, Gani, Ingwe and Agunwamba (2017) emphasise that the Disability Act passed in 1990 in the United
States puts emphasis on the importance of availing the following services to users with disabilities. These
include access to ram s elevators more convenient shelf light large rint boo s closed ca tioned lms
braille, audio books, and picture communication systems Ezeani et al. (2017).
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In addition to the entrance, archives must have at least one automatic opening door which is wide enough (i.e.
36 inches) to accommodate wheelchairs and scooters, and users with disabilities must be allowed to use the
employee elevators in case there is no public elevator that is available Society for American Archivists (2019).
urthermore all service oints such as reference areas and reading rooms must be accessible e ley
also recommends that there are many ad ustments that can be made to buildings including research
rooms to make them easily accessible to the disabled, making sure restrooms can accommodate those with
heelchairs and roviding ad ustable tables in the reading rooms or users ith visual im airments the
door and its features should be easily distinguishable from the surrounding structure.
Archives should make provisions for materials in braille, acquire talking books as well as large print books.
Additionally, archives should also consider scanning to braille for the deaf-blind, audio access can also be
achieved by scanning rint ndre
urthermore the research area must include sound roof
facilities as some researchers take notes orally using Dictaphones or tape recorders as they would have
di culties reading hand ritten notes ndre
rchival agencies are also challenged to em loy staﬀ ith s ecialised no ledge on disability issues in order
to attend to their needs wholeheartedly. It is for this reason that Whiteside (2002) states that the process
of facilitating the em loyment of visually im aired archive staﬀ ould necessarily bring ith it much of the
facilitation that is essential for the provision of services to the visually impaired. It has been shown in this study
that reference archivists struggle to assist
s s eci cally those that use sign language for communication
Chaterera and Rodrigues (2019). It is therefore recommended that archival agencies should capacitate
archivists to learn and use sign language in order to ensure that users who use it for communication are able
to converse with archivists and be assisted. This explains why archival institutions should train employees
to be e ible and sensitive to accessibility re uests relating to using assistive devices allo ing e tra time on
machines and providing additional employee assistance SAA (2018).
With the integration of technologies in our environments, there are many ways through which people with
disabilities can access archive services to overcome some of the barriers such as those posed by inaccessible
archive buildings. Jeremy (2017) provided an example of accessible websites as some of the tools by which
those with disabilities can engage with information about the service in a format that can be adapted to suit
their needs. These websites can also provide the opportunity for comments or feedback so that archive
users might engage in commenting about the service they have received. Archivists must also ensure that
the content is available in digital format so that it can be accessed when using a screen reader or screen
magni cation rogramme It is also im ortant to ensure that it can be navigated using a eyboard ithout a
mouse American Society for Archivists (2018).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study concludes that there is a gap in terms of the provision of information by archivists to people with
disabilities. It is evident that in the design of archives and other information sector buildings, the inclusion
of those with disabilities is limited. It is however, worth noting that users with or without disabilities should
be treated equally in terms of information use and access. Kamatula (2011) puts the importance of access
to archives into context by saying that it is an undeniable fact that access to records and archives is a very
important aspect in the society and there is a need for the general public to be aware of the treasures the
archival institution is holding on behalf to the society.
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ABSTRACT: Albinism is an inherited genetic condition that reduces the amount of melanin pigment
formed in the skin, hair and eyes. The diﬀerence in appearance between pigmented people and those
with albinism is often the object of inaccurate and harmful beliefs about the condition. These beliefs
are fuelled by myths, lack of knowledge and understanding. In recent years, it has cost people with
albinism (PWA) severely with the mutilation of their body parts and killings in some countries in
Africa. PWA challenges include discrimination, stigmatisation, derogative naming, skin cancer, visual
impairment, rejection, and social exclusion in fundamentals such as healthcare, education, and
employment. Also, access to information remains a challenge to PWA due to poor eyesight and myths
associated with the condition, making it diﬃcult for society to openly discuss albinism issues and
share information with those in need.
The study explored PWA’s challenges, parents of children with albinism (CWA) and organisations that
serve PWA in Khomas region Namibia when accessing information. The researchers adopted the
interpretivism paradigm and employed a qualitative approach. Data was collected through individual
face to face interviews with all the participants. Sixteen participants, both male and female, took part
in the study. The ﬁndings show that PWA encounter problems when accessing information. These
include lack of awareness of information sources coupled with poor eyesight for PWA and reading of
information in small fonts that are not provided in alternative formats. The immediate sustainable
resolution is delivering inclusive information services that avail health information in multimedia
formats to accommodate people with challenges such as visual impairments and other forms of
impairments. Although far-fetched, a change in mind-set and negative attitude to PWA, especially in
Africa, is critical.
KEYWORDS: people with albinism, challenges, Namibia, information.

INTRODUCTION
Albinism is characterised by a lack of melanin, a pigment that gives colour to the hair, skin and eyes, and it
can occur in all genders regardless of ethnicity, and it is common in all countries of the world United Nations,
eneral ssembly
very
inherited the condition from both arents mother and father It does
not matter whether these parents have albinism or not; as long as they carry the genetic trait of albinism, they
can potentially have a child with albinism Under the Same Sun (n.d.).
Despite the challenges caused by hypervisibility eminent with their condition, PWA have other challenges
such as poor eyesight that accompanies all forms of albinism, vulnerability to skin cancer and the worst of
them all is the misconception of albinism and the negative perception by African society towards albinism in
general. According to Doris (2019, 61), in Sub-Saharan Africa, the condition is viewed as a curse, evil, or some
form of punishment from the gods or ancestors for parents’ wrongdoing.
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The challenges mentioned above have contributed to PWA’s social exclusion from some basic services (if not
all) such as health care, education, safe employment opportunities, proper housing, and information access.
Among the stated challenges, information plays a crucial role because it provides the foundation for which
can become a are of issues aﬀecting their lives ma e informed decisions and defy the myths associated
ith the conditions o ever accessing information remains a challenge due to oor eyesight or these
reasons the ational ederation of eo le ith isabilities of amibia s chair erson indicated that eo le
with disabilities still have limited or no access to information Namibia Press Agency (2019). The chairperson
noted that information in most cases is displayed on screens for people to read for themselves. Those with
visual impairment are incapable to do and therefore are automatically excluded. Besides, Albinism Umbrella
(2017) indicates that poor access to information, particularly in rural areas regarding albinism, its causes and
eﬀects reventive measures for sunburn and s in cancer is a signi cant concern

THE CHALLENGES FACED BY PWA IN AFRICA
The historical use of the term ‘albino’ has contributed to PWA’s derogatory naming throughout Africa.
Although the term ‘albino’ is commonly used to refer to living creatures with albinism, it has been established
inappropriate to refer to human beings as albinos. This was underscored by Thuku’s (2011, 7) assertion
that “even though the term albino is still valid today, it is essential to mention that the term is a high point
of contention amongst PWA communities”. This is a critical issue, given that because of stigma and social
re ection in many frican countries diﬀerent terms are used to refer to
s noted by ruz Inigo adizins i
and Sethi (2011), most of these terms are dehumanising, with little regard to PWA’s dignity.
Traditional beliefs and witchcraft have also contributed immensely to the discrimination and stigmatisation
of PWA today. Among some societies in Africa, PWA are viewed as less human, and in some cases, as
hantoms that do not die but disa ear Uromi
tinda
e lains that
ere also illed
in certain Namibian communities in the past, and their body parts were used for ‘muti’ (witchcraft practices).
The utilisation of each art of the body has a symbolic meaning or instance the utilisation of eyes for
‘muti’ means one’s partner would not have an extramarital sexual relationship. The use of legs is believed to
perpertuate the user of such ‘muti’ to promiscuity, while ‘muti’ with blood, hair, nails, sexual parts, and breasts
would bring wealth.
In recent years, the killing of PWA started in Tanzania; it spread to some parts of Southern Africa, with Malawi
topping the list, where the number of reported crimes against people with albinism in Malawi has risen to
more than
cases including
murders since ovember
according to o cial gures Male ezo
(2019). Namibia Press Agency (2019) article attests that Malawi judges sentenced three people to death for
albinism murder.
According to Kapitako (2018), Namibia has the most albinos per capita in the world. With a population of about
million eo le the country has bet een
and
eo le living ith the condition o ever it is
worth noting that Namibians with albinism still feel safe because they have not experienced killing in recent
years. This is attributed to some of the most progressive legislation and national policies safeguarding people
with albinism Kapitako (2018). But, misconceptions about the condition still exist. The following newspaper
quote is presented as an example; “Besides discrimination and stigmatisation that people with albinism face
in the country, Kangoute said he is fortunate to live in a peaceful society, unlike his counterparts in other parts
of Africa where persons with albinism are hunted and killed for their body parts to be used in rituals and
other black magic due to myths” Angula (2018).
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REVIEWED LITERATURE
Generally, people with albinism have the challenge of poor eyesight, which, most of the time, prevents them
from attending mainstream schools. There are very few special needs schools in Namibia, so learners with
various disabilities are often grouped in one class. Most of these schools are usually under-resourced and
lac information services school libraries and assistive devices for access to information rilliant
concurs that people with albinism have a feeble correctable vision, and as a result, they are disadvantaged
in schools and employment opportunities. At best, they are discriminated against, while at worst, they are
hunted and often killed for their body parts for witchcraft use. In most cases, if they survive these attacks,
they are very likely to develop skin cancer that is most often untreated, leading to a preventable premature
death rilliant
Mawere (n.d.) expressed that this stigma about albinism exists, has always existed, and it will continue existing
as if it is being passed on from generation to generation. However, this is the sickening side of society, where
information about albinism is either lacking or absent, and that albinism is not a curse, a plague, or a disease.
Several studies have repeatedly stated that PWA face discrimination and barriers that restrict their participation
in society on an equal basis every day. Due to these challenges, PWA, especially in Africa, cannot enjoy the
full range of human rights and the same standards of equality, rights and dignity as people without albinism
Gaigher, Lund, & Makuya (2002); United Nations, General Assembly (2016).
The following constraints were reported by Baker et al. (2010, 170) after investigating the myths surrounding
in South frica and imbab e namely lac of nances education and the reduced visual understanding
associated with the condition, as well as the environment of people with albinism.
dditionally Mnubi Mchombu and Mostert
identi ed the lac of information channels that could
inform caregivers on issues such as how to apply for grants for the orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) in
their care, as well as a lack of funding when traveling long distances to access information sources. Mansour
(2015, 16) adds a lack of time to access information and a lack of training and skills to access it as some of the
challenges noted when investigating the information needs and seeking behaviour of domestic workers in
gy t Moreover the sychological burden suﬀered from the image of being house servants and the lac of
awareness about their fundamental rights, including the right to information, were other challenges disclosed
by the study ccording to und
a lac of no ledge among medical staﬀ in a roaching eo le
with albinism with sensitisation or sensitivity is another challenge. It came to light that people, including
healthcare rofessionals often avoid hysical and social contact ith those ho are aﬀected it has been
proposed that this social context essentially structures and limits the lives of people with albinism, preventing
them from reaching their full potential in a non-supportive environment Gaigher, Lund & Makuya (2002).
urthermore meluzor yov e Tinuoye and me a U u
mention that a lac of a areness
of information sources can hinder access to information. Ugah (2007, 1) further elaborates that information
seekers and users may not know about the sources available because libraries’ role has not been made
clear to the information see ers
everley ath and ooth
found the lac of no ledge on
s eci c health to ics limited no ledge as ell as language and cultural barriers associated ith ethnicity
community level barriers including social taboos and insu cient time as some of the obstacles identi ed in
their study of the health information needs of visually impaired people. Ugah (2007, 3) describes adequate
infrastructure as the basic framework for any information organisation. Ugah (2007, 3) further argues that
eﬀective information access and use de ends on communication facilities such as tele hone internet
telefax, computers and even postal services, as well as an adequate supply of electricity. Language limitations
and illiteracy are among the identi ed barriers that hinder access to information
signi cant number of
studies on information needs have found language as a barrier to accessing information Chiware (2008);
Mnubi-Mchombu & Mostert (2011); Mnubi-Mchombu (2013); Madumo (2017). Mansour (2015, 16) also notes
that illiteracy was one of the challenges faced by domestic workers when accessing information. This is a
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sentiment echoed by Masan a Mvena and ayunze
behind the beliefs and attitudes towards albinism and PWA.

ho reveal that illiteracy is the main force

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Although the government of Namibia and non-governmental organisations are taking care of PWA, access to
relevant information to address their s eci c conditions and roblems is limited es ecially among eo le in
rural areas who sometimes deliver babies at home. At the time of this research, no study was found on PWA’s
information needs, especially in Namibia. This conclusion was reached after an intensive literature search
that was conducted on various databases such as EBSCOhost, I.S. Web of Science, Emerald and Google
Scholar, and various search engines by using keywords such as information needs, information seeking,
and information behaviour in combination with albinism, and using the Boolean operator AND. Seemingly,
respective databases cluster PWA’s information needs with other user groups’ information needs, even
though they have unique conditions that might often trigger distinctive information needs. The one-sizets all a roach to using information systems and services design does not do ustice to the conditions and
nature of information needs of distinct user groups such as PWA.

RESEARCH QUESTION
What are the challenges that PWA in Khomas region face daily when seeking information?

METHODOLOGY
The study investigated the challenges experienced by people with albinism when accessing the information.
It covered the parents of children with albinism, people with albinism themselves and the organisation that
serves
in amibia namely Su ort in amibia for albinism suﬀerers re uiring assistance SI S
and
Namibia Albino Association Trust (NAAT).
This study ado ted the ualitative a roach to collect and analyse data res ell
de nes this
approach as “the study of research problems that explore the meaning that individual groups ascribe to,
either as a social or human problem”. The qualitative approach involves studying the phenomena as they
ha en in their natural setting enzin and incoln
echo this sentiment by e laining that by so
doing, researchers attempt to make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings that people
bring to them.
Thomas (2010, 306) points out that the qualitative approach is most appropriate when the researcher wants
to become more familiar with the phenomena of interest, to achieve a deep understanding of how people
think about a topic, and describe, in detail, the perspectives of research participants.
The qualitative case study design was collected through semi-structured interviews with PWA, parents of
children with albinism, and the organisational representatives. Interviews are valuable sources of information,
and if conducted correctly, they allow researchers to interpret and understand the meaning of participants to
ans er s eci c uestions u looy illiers avis
ezuidenthout
esides scholars such as enry
everley ath and arber
ourie
and itz endorf et al
(2016), all employed semi-structured interviews to investigate the information needs of various user groups.
In all these studies, it was noted that face-to-face interviews worked out well with vulnerable participants.
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DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Among those interviewed were sixteen people with albinism; of these, eight were males, and eight were
female The study identi ed t o organisations that deal ith eo le s light ith albinism in the country
namely, NAAT and SINASRA. As a result, two males were interviewed as organisational participants, including
the NAAT president and the chairperson of SINASRA. The NAAT president was a corporate participant and a
respondent in the study as he is a person with albinism. Both interviewees are responsible for overseeing
the operation of their respective organisations, including securing donations. The Namibia Albino Association
Trust as established in
and as o cially inaugurated in
SI S
as established in
by
Rotarians and optometrists.

FINDINGS
Information seeking challenges of participants

This section presents the challenges experienced by participants when accessing information related to
albinism. Therefore, one of the questions addressed in this section was to determine whether PWA and
arents e erience any challenges hen trying to nd information urthermore the section resents
challenges experienced by key organisations when trying to disseminate information to PWA.

Challenges raised by PWA

Data collected revealed that some of those who possess it are not approachable when seeking information,
and they are rude to PWA. Participants acknowledged being discouraged from approaching those with
information after the negative experience. One interviewee (PWA2) made the following comments:
There as a time I ent to the o ce of one of the regional councilors to in uire about information on houses
because I heard people were registering themselves there, but when I got there, the regional councilor asked
me hat I as loo ing for at his o ce he told me to go a ay he said that I am already receiving the disability
grant from the government, without giving me a chance to explain myself.
urthermore eo le ith albinism commented that there are occasions hen they are not rovided ith
disabilities because people regard them as non-disabled. They explain that they experience this mostly when
they are looking for information on the disability grant.
Poor eyesight was mentioned repeatedly by PWA; they maintained that even if they have access to the
information, such information is always in an unsuitable format for PWA. As a participant (PWA11) claimed:
Most of the materials are in print format, and with the print, you cannot enlarge it. Books
in the library are always in the form that they are sold in; being a law student, I ﬁnished law
school without using a single textbook because I cannot see. I better use information that
I can google because I can zoom and expand as I want, but if I have to use a newspaper
article or a book, I would rather not bother.
An example given was that during conferences and meetings on disabilities, the materials distributed are
usually in fonts inappropriate for PWA. The challenges of poor eyesight expressed during the interviews were
like the challenges experienced at school by children with albinism who could not see on the chalkboard or
print textbooks Lund (2001, 3).
urthermore the bac ground colours of some rint materials or o er oint resentations during meetings
and conferences pose some of the challenges as noted by PWA. Interviewee PWA12 remarked that:
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It is not only the font that is a problem but also the background color on which the information is written;
for example, writing with black text on a red blood background is a problem for poor eyesight. After all, black
almost blends in red, even newspaper articles, because people who write these articles do not understand
issues related to disabilities.
Language is another challenge eminently hindering access to information by PWA. Participants stressed
that most of the time, the information is provided in English, and most of the participants do not understand
English. They claimed that information is not provided in a language accessible to PWA and their families.
There is a lack of information on albinism in local and sign languages in Namibia.
Several artici ants highlighted a lac of a areness of here to loo for information such as the o ce
clinics and so forth They narrated that sometimes they ould nd themselves in a situation here they need
medical attention, but when they get to the hospital, in most cases, they would not know to which room to go.
esides sometimes they ould be referred from one o ce to another and in most cases they are li ely to
give up. Participant PWA8 claimed that:
My principal sent me to the hospital to get a letter stating that I have poor eyesight to be provided with extra
time during the e amination Still at indhoe entral hos ital some o ces told me to go bac
ithout
being assisted; I found another person who referred me to an eye clinic that I never saw. As a result, I found
a doctor who wrote a letter for me stating the following: a girl is complaining about eyes, but I am not the one
who is supposed to provide her with this information or letter, and she complains that she has limited time”.
“As a result, I could not be assisted because the letter I got was not stating anything.
Lack of access to computers and the internet, especially after hours for those employed, is problematic.
However, they explained that they could access computers and the internet at work and a public library during
or ing hours inancial constraint is eminently an inhibiting factor to information see ing The ma ority of
those interviewed mentioned the fees associated with transport due to long distances. Most of them are
not driving due to poor eyesight, which is yet another disadvantage. One participant claimed that she had
lost her car allo ance bene t at or because she could not drive because of her oor eyesight
nly t o
participants have acquired a driving license and therefore able to drive themselves around. Apparently, PWA
has no choice but to use public transport like taxis to access information.
The lac of communication facilities is one of the barriers identi ed by some artici ants ho revealed
that they do not own television and radio sets because there is no electricity in the informal settlements
here they are residing inally artici ants lac of time to see information as stressed as a barrier to
information seeking.

Challenges raised by parents

The same question was posed to parents of children with albinism about their challenges when seeking
information ac of nances to access information as one of the main di culties noted by arents The
parent’s participants indicated that even though information related to application forms for disability
grants are available at diﬀerent centres and o ces throughout indhoe
arents must travel to diﬀerent
health facilities. State doctors usually complete these forms. Meanwhile, parent participants narrated how
sometimes they are turned a ay by some o cers hen they try to access information on ho to register
their children for the disability grants these o cers a arently inform them that their children do not ualify
for the disability grant because they are not disabled. A parent participant (Parent1) narrated that:
When I try to acquire information to register her for a disability grant, they always tell me that the child is
not disabled; until now, she is not recorded as such; therefore, she is not getting any assistance from the
government.
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Parent participants shared similar sentiments to PWA that a lack of awareness of where to look for information
is a challenge for them such as the o ce clinics and so forth n e am le rovided by a arent as hen
her child had sores on her legs, she would go to the hospital, but at the hospital, she would not know exactly
where to start or whom to approach to get treatment.
The language barrier was mentioned almost by all participants because information on albinism is always
rovided in nglish the o cial language ma ing it im ossible for them to access such information artici ants
indicated that even newspapers and pamphlets are written in English, and television programmes are
broadcast in nglish Sometimes in hos itals clinics and o ces eo le communicate in nglish
artici ant
claimed that sometimes she would take her daughter with her so that she can translate for her, while Parent
remar ed that
I do not understand English very well, and most of the information on albinism is provided in English, and I
have never come across information on albinism in Oshiwambo.

Challenges raised by organisational participants

Organisational Participant 1 mentioned that the biggest challenge for disseminating information is reaching
out to people who still believe that albinism is a curse. Lund (2005, 171) explains that raising community
a areness to im rove social integration and acce tance is a signi cant challenge in a region here albinism
is stee ed in myths and su erstitions and misconce tions that albinism is contagious aﬀected families have
been cursed, resulting in fear and misunderstanding. Besides, OP2 linked the lack of a budget to cover the
organisation’s activities such as raising awareness throughout the country, lack of understanding of what
albinism is, and long distances to travel to disseminate information.

DISCUSSION
Challenges experienced by participants when searching for information

Some of the signi cant obstacles to revent access to information can be attributed to issues unrelated to
albinism. These include long distances, Lack of funds, language barriers, lack of time, Lack of electricity, etc.
Most of these barriers ere con rmed by revious studies Mansour
Mnubi Mchombu Mostert
a er et al
everley ath
ooth
ac of relevant literature or materials on albinism
especially from a Namibian perspective, lacks equipment, such as computers with an internet connection.
Participants mentioned a lack of ownership of radio and television sets due to the none availability of electricity.
The organisational participants also mentioned that the challenges they face when disseminating information
are reaching out to people who still believe that albinism is a curse, budget constraints, and a lack of
understanding of what albinism is. Some of the challenges are presented below.

Lack of finance, long distances and lack of time
This study indicates that a lac of nance hen see ing information is an im ediment this is mainly due to
long distances between information seekers and information providers. The interviewees admitted having
no taxi money. This is so, despite the majority of them acknowledging that they receive the disability grant
from the government and being able to generate extra income from their informal businesses. Organisation
artici ants mentioned that lac of ade uate funds ma es it di cult for them to reach out to
country ide
to im lement their activities because they de end on donations inancial constraints limited infrastructure
and ublic trans ort ine ciencies as ell as long distances that one needs to travel from one area to the ne t
to access information resources ere noted by Mnubi Mchombu Mostert
Mnubi Mchombu
cholla
a uta Mnubi Mchombu
s eci ed distance to government de artments
to access information as a barrier.
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Lack of time to seek information was stressed by participants, especially those whose livelihoods are sustained
through informal businesses, who complained that they do not have time to seek information that will require
them to leave their businesses unattended. This constraint has been discussed in several previous studies
such as Mansour
everley ath
ooth
Madumo

Language
The ndings sho that most of the information on albinism in amibia is ritten in nglish ma ing it di cult
for some
to absorb it The study results con rm that the ma ority of those intervie ed did not have
secondary education hence ma ing it di cult for them to understand nglish
artici ant con rmed that
she has never come across information on albinism in the Oshiwambo language, one of the vernacular
languages s o en in the country ven the yers used by SI S to disseminate information about albinism
were available in English only.
hi are
e lained that though very small the amibian o ulation is highly diversi ed in terms
of languages and ma es it di cult for service roviders to satisfy all the language grou s es ecially hen
they cannot read nglish fri aans Mnubi Mchombu and Mostert s study
found language to be a
barrier to accessing information They e lained that a caregiver ould sometimes go to an o ce only to be
told that the person who can understand and communicate in their language was not available and returned
later hen the o cial as available

Lack of awareness on where to look for information
The ndings sho ed that most of the artici ants ere not familiar ith information see ing techni ues and
in most cases they are referred from one o ce to another until they give u This rocess also cost money
and time Madumo
e lained that lac of a areness sim ly means not no ing here to nd
information hen in need of information and faced ith a com le tas or a roblem These ndings ere
substantiated by reviewed literature by Beverley, Bath, and Barber (2011) that visual impairment can be a
barrier to information and be aware of what information is available. Also, Crudden and Sansing (2011, 175)
highlighted that visually impaired people’s failure to seek services is because they are unaware of the help
available to them a uta and Mnubi Mchombu s
study singled out too much bureaucracy as the
highest impediment to government information.

Poor eyesight
Information needs to be provided in as many formats as possible and large print because PWA participants
mentioned that their oor eyesight ma es it very di cult for them to access information that is in general
provided in inappropriate fonts and formats. They claimed that information is in print formats; therefore, it
cannot be zoomed or enlarged to cater to them The researcher observed that even yers used by SI S
were in an inappropriate font for PWA. This agrees with reviewed literature that even though people with
visual impairements (PWVI) have information needs related to their condition, this information is not always
accessible and does not al ays meet s eci c grou s needs and one such being eo le ith visual im airment
everley ath
ooth
Beverley, Bath, and Barber (2007, 2) also explain that when dealing with people with visual impairments, a
more comprehensive range of formats should be available, for example, large print, audio cassettes, internet
ith internet so that one can send emails o y dis s raille but a more com rehensive range so that
people have got more choices) instead of having a standard print letter that visually impaired users cannot
read.
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RESOLUTIONS ON HOW TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO INFORMATION
This section presents suggestions made by participants with albinism on how access to information can be
improved. Therefore, participants were asked to make suggestions as to how the community, the nation, or
the government could assist in meeting people’s information needs with albinism. The aim was to ascertain
the modes and platforms through which PWA prefer to receive information.
lmost all res ondents identi ed regional councillors as latforms that can be used to disseminate
information on albinism to the community. They stressed that regional councilors understand their people’s
needs better and have a special programme on local radio stations that airs every morning. As such, they can
include information and services directed to PWA in their announcements.
Other suggestions were to organise community meetings and bring PWA together to share experiences. They
also indicate that PWA should be provided with information through the platforms that are easily accessible
to them, such as radio and newspapers inappropriate fonts and information in vernacular languages to make
sure that those less educated and in the villages are not left out. Participants further emphasised that PWA
needs information but it is e ually essential to sensitise
s society or e am le they need to e lain that
PWA are normal human beings who deserve to be treated humanely.
Several artici ants argued that the government should rovide nances for sensitisation cam aigns because
the information is vital. With data, information, and knowledge, PWA know what services they are entitled to
and where to go to access them. They will be able to share this information with others because albinism is a
condition that will not go away; it is not like a disease that you can cure once and for all.
urthermore artici ants a ealed to the Ministry of Information and ommunication Technology to ensure
that information is accessible to everyone, not only to those who can read print materials. They should
implement an easy-to-read mechanism, explained as a mechanism used by the United Nations (U.N.) to
provide information to people with intellectual disabilities. Participant PWA 11 articulated this:
The ministry should ensure that books and pamphlets and other printed materials such as newspapers are
ritten in larger fonts at least they can use rial
u other ise font
ill not or for us
nother suggestion as that the government recognise sign language as an o cial language and have o cial
documents in sign language, such as the Namibian Constitution, where people learn their rights.

CONCLUSION
The study identi ed many challenges e erienced by artici ants hen accessing information ll artici ants
identi ed long distances that they have to travel to access information and lac of funds eo le ith albinism
raised a concern that information is never presented inappropriate fonts and formats for their eyesight.
ther challenges include rude staﬀ members eo le ho refuse to classify
as disabled and lac of
awareness of where to look for information when the need arises. Language barriers, a lack of facilities
such as access to computers and the internet, radio and television, and a lack of literature about albinism
s eci cally in amibia are some barriers identi ed by artici ants
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ABSTRACT: An educated workforce is among the ingredients to creating a strong economy and a
society with a high quality of life. This is especially true in this global and knowledge-based economy.
To enjoy sustained growth and development as well as building a knowledge economy, countries
need to have favorable policies and the right ingredients, such a highly skilled workforce. However,
African countries have chronic shortages of highly skilled workforces, including in the library and
information professions. In addition, library and information science (LIS) schools in Africa lack some
important components of 21st century LIS education such as collaborative as well as engaged teaching
and learning, both within and outside the classroom. This is essential because involving libraries
and information centers in LIS education is critical to the achievement of most of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). This paper attempts to identify major issues with respect to contemporary
LIS education in Africa and to propose a course of action to address them, based on the extant
literature and lessons learned from LIS programmes across the globe.
KEYWORDS: library and information science, education, Africa, information professional, sustainable
development goals.

INTRODUCTION
m loyment and education are among the rst ste s to creating a strong economy and a society ith a
high quality of life. The global economy is increasingly becoming a knowledge economy Powell and Snellman
ence if countries are to en oy sustained gro th and develo ment they need to ut in lace all
the necessary policies and to have the ingredients for a knowledge economy, spurring economic and social
development to alleviate poverty and build opportunities and foundations for national success. One of those
ingredients is an educated workforce because human intellectual capacity, more than physical or natural
resources, is the key component of any knowledge economy.
o ever the continent of frica suﬀers from a chronic shortage of an educated or force Shango
among these is the library and information professions. In addition, Library and Information Science (LIS)
education in Africa has, for the most part, been steeped in a primarily British tradition when it is supposed to
emphasise a more global perspective. Many LIS programmes in the world are now engaged in activities outside
the classroom, including collaboration (e.g., collaborative teaching and research) and global experiences
(e.g., faculty and student exchanges and engagements, and study abroad). These activities are important
com onents of the t enty rst century IS education to roduce library and information rofessionals ith
global understanding and strong critical thinking skills. These activities also contribute to building the human
resource ca acity of higher learning institutions in frica thereby contributing to ful lling the continent s
development goals.
LIS schools, libraries or information centers, and library and information professionals are critical to the
attainment of most of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This is because at the center of the SDGs
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are not only humans that are the primary users of information environments, but also partnerships among
academia the civil society and the rivate sector n information environment is de ned here as an entity
or system with people, information sources, and technology as the main elements and where these three
elements interact in order to allow the creation, processing, organising, managing, dissemination, and use of
information. As such, a high quality education system that produces citizens, employees, and end users of
information with the level of education that is necessary to make the right judgments about relevant sources
of information and library and information professionals capable of taking on critical roles in a continuously
global information environment are vital to the successful pursuit of meeting those goals. Librarians are
primarily trained to create, manage, and run information environments and their services to assist an
informed citizenry who can make educated decisions in their lives and in the future of their nations. But how
do we create excellence in LIS education for future librarians who will be responsible stewards of information
and knowledge that will aid the future development of Africa?
The purpose of this paper is to attempt to identify major issues with respect to contemporary LIS education
in Africa and to propose a course of action to address these issues, based on lessons learned from LIS
programmes across the globe and the extant literature on LIS education on the continent. As such, our goal
is not to present a survey or analyses of LIS schools and/or programmes in Africa. Other LIS researchers
and educators have adequately done that e.g., Ocholla (2008); Ocholla and Bothma (2007); Onyancha
and Minishi-Majanja (2009); Raju (2013, 2015). Therefore, using works by those who conducted in-depth
analyses of LIS education and programmes in Africa as a foundation and background to our work, we, for
the most part, focused on issues related to curriculum, research, teaching, service and outreach, engaging
with stakeholders, including government entities, in order to recommend some immediate actions. The
recommended course of action includes:
•
•

Strategies for educating librarians and information professionals to support the development agendas
of the United Nations (UN) and the African Union (AU);
Clearly stated technology and other skills necessary for librarians to achieve those goals and become
t enty rst century library and information rofessionals
urriculum design that incor orates articulated roles of librarians in the eﬀort to see solutions to
human problems, including the importance of preserving African culture and heritage for development.

LIS EDUCATION IN AFRICA TO SUPPORT ITS DEVELOPMENT
AGENDA
A work by Raju (2015) based on a comprehensive review of the literature on LIS education in Africa, a survey
of heads of LIS programmes in South Africa, and a content analysis of Websites of LIS schools in the country,
with the help of Abbott’s (2001) chaos of disciplines theory, concluded that the chaotic nature of the LIS
eld should be considered an o ortunity for a aradigm shift that ill aid the broadening of the eld s
domain rather than a challenge or crisis to be ed hereas a u s
or is uni ue among several
others that looked at the nature and history of LIS education in Africa, others e.g., Ocholla (2008); Ocholla
and Bothma (2007); Onyancha and Minishi-Majanja (2009); Raju (2013) hold the view that several challenges
either existed in recent years and/or still remain to be addressed. Chief among these and supported by
researchers from outside Africa are; (1) lack of resources and infrastructure that is also partly due to low
economic develo ment con icts debt corru tion and over o ulation oulibaly
no clearly de ned
disciplinary boundaries Palmer (1996); (3) competitive environments that forced some of the LIS programmes
and schools to merge and or dissolve and
lac of ob o ortunities for graduates of IS rogrammes
in Africa. We are of the view that the chaotic nature of LIS in Africa and globally is both a challenge and an
opportunity and there are issues that need addressing if LIS schools, information environments such as
libraries and library and information rofessionals are to ful ll not only their mandates but also to serve a
bigger purpose – supporting their countries’ and the continent’s development agenda. Raju (2008) concurs
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that the IS eld information environments and library and information rofessionals in con unction ith
other sectors of society in frica need to or together to address the challenges codi ed into the S s
Another important principle that LIS curricula in Africa need to incorporate, with respect to the nature of
information environments and the roles of library and information professionals, is the fact that libraries
and museums: (1) are cultural heritage institutions that preserve African culture and heritage for posterity;
and
su ort the develo ment of democratic institutions contribute to eﬀorts that see solutions to
human roblems and eﬀect economic develo ment Some of the measures that have been ta en by IS
schools on the continent to t this vision include a u
broader focus by the IS eld
technology
integration into the curricula; (3) addressing issues that hamper LIS programmes and schools to compete
for viability in their institutions
a areness of IS schools contributions in addressing the continent s
development challenges; and (5) incorporating issues related to the digital divide into their curricula. Most of
these measures clearly t into the United ations Sustainable evelo ment oals S s
or IS education in frica to contribute to the S s it is im ortant to have guidelines for uality IS education
This is the or of the International ederation of ibrary ssociations and Institutions I
or ing grou
the uilding Strong ibrary and Information Science ducation S IS a artnershi bet een the I
sections on Education & Training (SET) and Library Theory & Research (LTR) Chu et al. (2018). In 2018, they
published a white paper detailing their research on LIS education around the world. The purpose of this
research as to conduct a orld ide survey to investigate the uali cation re uirements for library and
information ractice focusing on IS uali cations and certi cation re uirements and hat it means to be an
LIS “professional.” It also sought to identify organizations who oversee professional LIS requirements across
diﬀerent geogra hic regions
ith over
res onses from
lus countries the S IS is currently
working on harmonizing the standards and guidelines of professional practice from organizations across the
world to develop recommended guidelines. Many African countries are represented on the BSLISE as well as
participants in the survey. These guidelines will be helpful to ensure that standards of LIS education are met,
to prepare information professionals to meet the needs of their communities and countries.
The role of libraries in addressing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are of increasing relevance
and importance to the LIS community as it seeks to address the major challenges facing the world today.
or e am le the theme of the nnual Meeting of the ssociation for Information Science Technology
(ASIS&T) in 2020 is “Information for a Sustainable World: Addressing Society’s Grand Challenges” (https://
www.asist.org/am20/). The previous year at the ASIS&T 2019 Annual Meeting, there was a “President-Elect’s
International Incubator Session 1: Transformational Actions Using Information to Advance the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (https://www.asist.org/am19/international-incubator-sessions/).” The purpose of
this workshop was to “develop and create transformational actions using information to advance the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These and other activities in the information community are
preparing LIS professionals to address these important development goals.
In particular, with respect to African LIS programmes and courses that can be designed and introduced (if not
available already to address some of the Sustainable evelo ment oals S s see igure belo are
evelo ment informatics librarianshi
rogramme and or course S
Social
informatics course S
ealth informatics librarianshi S
15, 16). Obviously, these are, by no means, a complete list of potential courses and/or programmes. They are
oﬀered as e am les of ho IS schools in frica through their rogrammes curricula and courses can begin
to address some if not all of the S s a u
also oﬀers the follo ing list of areas of the S s that IS
and the IS rofessions can address
uality education literacy S
overty reduction S
social economic roblems S
and
managing I Ts to bring about the
no ledge society S
If enough of the above mentioned rogrammes courses are oﬀered there is
no reason why LIS students, and future librarians, cannot have a good grasp of what challenges lie ahead and
ways to support their institutions, communities, governments at all levels, and the end users of information
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environments to support the individual countries’ and the continent’s development agenda, hence meet the
SDGs.

Figure 1: Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
(Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/df/Sustainable_Development_Goals.png)

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS: THE ROLE OF INFORMATION
ENVIRONMENTS AND PROFESSIONALS
Although there have been varying degrees of relationships between LIS schools and the library and information
rofessions and at times those relationshi s are not clear ornelius
it is advantageous to all the
stakeholders when LIS researchers, educators, and practitioners work in tandem. Strong relationships and
alliances are necessary to enhance individual schools’ or programmes’ or groups’ strengths and minimise any
apparent weaknesses. Only when existing and future relationships and alliances are calibrated that LIS, as a
eld and library and information rofessions can meet their rimary goals that are otentially aligned ith
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
In light of the relatively lower rates of literacy, both general and information literacy, combined with low
enrolments in both K-12 and higher learning institutions in Africa, well-trained LIS professionals are necessary
for the learners and educators to be eﬀective users of information resources as ell as for the countries
on the continent to achieve their education, social, and development goals. LIS education and library and
information services play crucial roles in addressing the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that were
set after the United ations Millennium Summit in
see lbright and a ooya
orsyth
odlee a enham alsh cayiyana ohen and ac er
for more on ho IS education and services
can address the MDGs). They also have a role in bridging the digital divide Aqili and Moghaddam (2008),
paving the way for a country’s progression towards a knowledge economy and poverty alleviation.
A fundamental shift in the types and nature of services by information environments as well as the practice of
library and information rofessionals are re uired if the above is to be realised Sturges
has identi ed
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one of those shifts as moving away from the model where information resources are collected ‘just in case’
they become accessed and, eventually, used to a model where they are made available ‘just in time’ based on
a user’s need for information. As Sturges (1999) rightly argues, the new information environment and library
and information professional need to engage in several activities beyond collecting and providing access to
information resources, whether this is done ‘just in case’ or ‘just in time’.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES, LIS
EDUCATION, AND THE INFORMATION PROFESSIONS
Because we are in the middle of the digital or knowledge age, the success of any endeavour is bound to
be tied to the extent to which it takes advantage of the dynamic changes and developments in information
and communication technologies (ICTs). Albright (2005) notes that ICTs are causative of economic, social,
olitical and cultural change conomic gro th is identi ed as an increase in gross domestic roduct er
ca ita Social change is de ned as increases in education life e ectancy and urbanisation ultural change
re ects the number of omen in arliament and olitical change is measured through civil liberties olitical
freedom, and freedom of the press. All measures were indirectly and causally related to an increased ICT
infrastructure in a country. Thus, ICTs provide the necessary means by which information is made accessible
and information resources are more readily available.
s a eld and rofession IS and the library and information rofessions are the bene ciaries of develo ments
in ICTs and other related innovations. In fact, it could be argued that while the user remains the focal point,
save a few exceptions, technology is the main driver of every new development, product, and service in
today’s information environment. Even what end users exhibit with respect to their information seeking,
search and use behaviours is in art determined by the s eci c ty e of technology available to them This is
not to say that ICTs are the be-all and end-all when it comes to information environments and the information
behaviour of their users Some of the innovations that had signi cant im acts throughout human history
include the ink, papyrus, mechanical movable type, and the telephone.
As more and more countries in Africa and elsewhere in the developing world as well as their citizens,
organisations, and businesses continue their adoption and wider utilisation of ICTs, they will eventually pave
the way for the transition to an “information society” and a “knowledge economy”. The last few decades saw
the ra id transition of the global economy from the industrial age
hat To er
calls the Second
Wave” - to a knowledge economy (or the post-industrial age or “Third Wave”). Because of this transition,
countries, their citizens, and institutions that had the means to acquire and adopt relevant and appropriate
ICTs to create, manage, package, market, deliver, sell, and provide access to information and knowledge are
able to thrive and prosper.
n the other hand those ho lac ed the economic and nancial strength to do the same remained
underdeveloped, although the fast rate at which developing countries are adopting ICTs Miniwatts Marketing
Group (2019) could spur their transition. Not only did this create the often-discussed digital divide and
information or content divide, it also made the economic divide even wider. Although library and information
rofessionals have less direct in uence on addressing the digital divide they have a ma or role to lay in
addressing the content or information divide as curators, stewards, and facilitators of access to information
resources and services. Information environments such as libraries as well as library and information
professionals, especially those in Africa, must recognise that information and information resources are
sometimes exclusionary (for instance, information resources that reside in databases and not accessible
through everyday devices). That is, information resources may not be public goods because of barriers such
as geogra hy economic level and culture ortunately through o en access initiatives avis and alters
activism by rofessional associations e g I
and other collective actions library and information
professionals, in collaboration with library vendors, booksellers, and publishers are doing their fair share to
address information access related issues.
68
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If library and information rofessionals in frican and beyond are to lay these ey roles eﬀectively they need
to both be prepared, through systematically designed LIS programmes and curricula that emphasise not just
information and communication technologies ithin the con nes of the information environment but also
in individuals’ homes, workplaces, and other settings as well as organisations in all sectors of the society,
economy, and culture. In addition, library and information professionals should embrace life-long learning in
order to keep up with new developments with respect to innovations and ICTs that are being adopted and
used by the various communities of users of their information environments. LIS schools also need to assess
the gaps that exist within the library and information professional communities in terms of skills, knowledge,
attitudes and values in order to rovide a feedbac loo into their curriculum design revision eﬀorts and
incorporate any missing elements into their teaching and scholarship.
ollaborative eﬀorts by all sta eholders including IS schools and library and information rofessionals
could go a long way to leveraging ICTs for teaching, scholarship, and practice in order to serve the information
and other ty es of needs e g social economic etc of communities across the continent or instance
the makerspace movement is becoming a standard feature of the LIS curricula as well as library and
information services. While all makerspaces do not rely on ICTs entirely, the projects and activities that could
be accomplished through makerspaces could intersect various issues related to a community or society.
This makes makerspaces a good example of a facility and a way of thinking or mindset that leverage what
is already available and practiced by the community to meet community needs, thereby addressing several
of the Sustainable Development Goals. Although skills-based opportunities, also known as makerspaces in
advanced economies, often exist in educational settings, at both primary, secondary, and post-secondary
education levels, their impact could even be greater when deployed in and integrated into a community’s
social, economic, cultural, political, governance, and environmental structures. Although they may not have
the label “makerspace”, communities in rural villages and small towns across Africa have community centers
and hubs that function as “makerspaces” that are also centers of social, economic, and cultural activities.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
With the help of foundational works on LIS education in Africa, we set out to present the major issues related
to IS education in frica oﬀer some recommendations for a course of action to address the issues and do
so within the context of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Africa’s development agenda. Our
intent was not to paint a rosy picture, although there are many positive examples of African LIS programmes
as well as initiatives by the library and information communities and professional associations within and
outside the continent. It was to show that what has already been done could serve as a solid foundation to
build LIS programmes, create information environments, and produce library and information professionals
with 21st century skills and knowledge that will support the continent and African countries to meet the SDGs
and their developmental targets. We acknowledge that, like all developing countries, African countries have
several challenges including
lac of ade uate sta ng at IS schools es ecially those ith advanced
degrees; (2) brain drain - even those schools with enough faculty with advanced degrees; (3) lack of adequate
I T infrastructure and not being able to ee u
ith obsolescence
lac of o tions for students in terms
of LIS programs, specializations, and courses that are appropriate and of high quality; and (5) lack of adequate
facilities and support from parent institutions and governments.
Some of the ways that these challenges could be addressed, at least with respect to LIS education and
the information professions, are: (1) forming alliances and consortia among LIS schools within and outside
a country, between LIS schools and information environments, and between LIS schools and professional
associations; (2) continuous programme assessment and improvement to meet demands as well as
instituting program accreditation processes and standards taking a national or regional approach to ensure
quality assurance in LIS programs.; (3) using their alumni base to lobby relevant institutions, businesses, and
authorities
engaging other relevant sta eholders including students to ma e them a are of the issues
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facing the IS eld and rofessions and see for hel in nding solutions through various media including
Social Media.
ecent re orts and discussions by I
s uilding Strong ibrary and Information Science ducation
S IS
or ing rou I
S IS
or ing rou
could also oﬀer the roadma for redesigning
programmes that meet the needs of African LIS schools, their stakeholders such as students, and the library
and information professionals who are at the forefront of the provision of library and information services
to a diverse community of end users. One of the Working Group’s next steps is developing “an international
frame or for the assessment of uality standards in IS education I
S IS
or ing rou
which could prove useful to LIS programs and the information profession in the continent.
To build and sustain strong LIS programmes, an alternative approach could be the creation of accrediting
bodies, either at the national, regional, or continental levels. Experiences by the LIS schools and accredited
programmes in North America (where programmes are accredited by the American Library Association, ALA)
and the United ingdom here I I is the accrediting body could also oﬀer another model to ensure the
consistency and quality of LIS education and programmes in Africa that meet common standards created to
address the needs of all stakeholders.
ther initiatives currently under ay by hu Mehra lbright and u
may oﬀer s eci c information
action items that can be considered to address each Sustainable evelo ment oal or each goal hu et al
(2019) are building teams across the world to develop “action briefs” to discuss the importance of each SDG
to the library and information community ho it relates to the rofession and
s eci c ays in hich that
community can act to address the SDGs from an information activity(ies) perspective. These action briefs are
currently under development and will be made available at a later date.
In addition to this paper, the session at the SCECSAL conference will outline issues in LIS education that are
important to supporting the Sustainable Development Goals, and these include audience participation to
review the list of issues, and identifying those that are the most critical to prepare future LIS professionals in
Africa that are capable of managing information environments and services that address the SDGs.
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ABSTRACT: One of the major assets of any organization is its workforce. A well skilled workforce
will have a positive impact on the productivity of the organization. Librarians are at the centre of
ensuring that people have access to information as well as skills to access the information in the most
appropriate format. To achieve this and provide better services, librarians themselves must possess
the relevant skills to provide library services that are aligned with national development plans. Zambia
has in the recent past been advantaged in that it has received support in building the capacity of its staﬀ
in public libraries. Amongst the notable support has been from the African Library and Information
Associations and Institutions (AfLIA), through the Electronic Information for Libraries (EIFL) project
as well as the Worldreader project plus other programmes that AfLIA has done and is still doing.
Other notable support has been from Book Aid International (BAI) and many others. The objectives
of this study included: to establish the various capacity building programmes that public libraries in
Zambia received; to determine the challenges that public libraries faced in building the capacity of the
library staﬀ; and to determine the impact of the librarians’ capacity building programmes on national
development. The study revealed that public librarians had received a variety of capacity building
programmes and these had a positive impact on the quality of library services provided.
KEYWORDS: public libraries, capacity building, sustainable development goals, national development
plan, public librarians.

INTRODUCTION
Public libraries in Zambia have not been left out in this quest to build the capacity of its librarians. Zambia,
being a signatory to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), places a lot of emphasis on bettering the
lives of eo le in various sectors or organizations to erform eﬀectively it is im ortant that its staﬀ are ell
equipped with the necessary knowledge and skills required for the job. Some services such as the provision
of library services are continuously dynamic. This is mainly due to the technological changes that the world
is facing, and this also has an impact on information acquisition, processing and dissemination. It is for this
reason that librarians must continuously be equipped with the skills needed to keep abreast with modern
trends in as far as information management is concerned.
Public libraries in Zambia have been advantaged in that various stakeholders have come on board to assist
with building the capacity of public libraries. This is important if libraries are going to play a cardinal role
in ensuring that access to information is supported. Access to information is a fundamental human right.
Public libraries, as institutions mandated to provide equal information access to people from all walks of life,
have a articularly signi cant role to lay in advancing this right s rime access oints designed to res ond
to various and ever-changing information needs found in their communities, libraries are at the heart of
responsive community development Koontz and Gubbin (2010).
Libraries guarantee access to information, which is a cross cutting target that supports all Sustainable
evelo ment oals S s I
ibrary services contribute to im roved outcomes across the S s
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by promoting universal literacy, including media and information literacy, and digital literacy skills. In this
way, public libraries act as instrumental development partners in meeting national development agendas.
Libraries also support development through provision of relevant, accurate, and timely information. As a
o erful develo ment tool information su orts communities in diﬀerent ays In many communities
public libraries may be the only providers of critical information on health, agriculture, education, or general
information that helps citizens make sound decisions. It is therefore important that librarians who are tasked
to drive this agenda are well equipped with the much needed modern skills to do their work.
One of the concerns of managers in organizations is professional development. On the other hand, Keshmiri
and ezhad
observe that for im roving the management system and increasing the e ciency of labor
force in every organization, it is required to accept innovations, application of new methods and technologies
and the rational use of experts and skillful employees. Hence, every organization should prepare the ground
for the gro th and develo ment of its em loyees no ledge and ma e good re arations in this eld

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study were:
1.
2.
3.

To determine the capacity building programmes for public librarians in Zambia;
To determine the challenges that public librarians face in building their capacity;
To establish how public libraries are contributing towards national development as a result of the
capacity building programmes Zambia.

METHODOLOGY
This survey targeted the 23 main public libraries across Zambia. E-Surv online survey forms were used to
collect information from the respondents. The study applied both quantitative and qualitative methodology.
Content analysis was used to analyze the data collected. The study used purposive sampling to select the
res ondents for this study This is because the study as targeting s eci c rovincial head librarians from
Zambia Library Service under the Ministry of General Education, from main council libraries and from Lubuto
Library Partners.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Public libraries in Zambia

The following were the main public libraries in Zambia and all of them participated in the study.
Table 1: Public libraries in Zambia
No.

Name of main public library
Chililabombwe Municipal Council Library
Chingola Municipal Council Library
Chipata Provincial Library
Chipata Council Library
Choma Provincial Library
Hellen Kaunda Memorial Public Library
Kabwe Municipal Council Library
Kalulushi Municipal Council Library
Kamanga Irish Community Centre Library
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Kasama Council Library
Kasama Provincial Library
Kitwe Public Library
Livingstone City Council Library
Mansa Provincial Library
Lubuto Library Partners Model Library
Lubuto Mthunzi American Youth Library
Lusaka City Council Library
Mongu Provincial Library
Mumuni Library
Ndola Council Public Library
Samuel Reuben Mwewa Public Library
Solwezi Provincial Library
Zambia Library Service – Public Library
Headquarters
The above Table 1 indicates the twenty-three main public libraries in Zambia. The study had a response of
from the above listed libraries that received the e surv online forms

Distribution and management of public libraries in Zambia
Table 2: Distribution of Public Libraries in Zambia
Name/s of branch
libraries

Ministry/
Organization responsible

Chililabombwe Municipal
Council Library

-

Ministry of Local
Government (MLG)

Chingola Municipal Council
Library

-

MLG

Kalulushi Municipal Council
Library

Chambishi and Chibuluma
Public Libraries

MLG

Kitwe Public Library

Buchi Public Library

MLG

Hellen Kaunda Memorial
Public Library

-

MLG

Samuel Reuben Mwewa
Public Library

Kamuchanga Public Library

MLG

Ndola City Council Library

Kabushi, Masala, Lubuto,
Twapia and Chifubu

MLG

Central

Kabwe Public Library

Bwacha Public Library,
Katondo Environmental
Public Information Centre,
Makululu Epic Library and
Kasabda Epic Library

MLG

Eastern

Chipata Provincial Library

-

Ministry of General
Education (MOGE)

Province

Name of public library

Copperbelt

Chipata Council Library

MLG
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Luapula

Luapula Provincial Library

Kawambwa Public Library

MOGE

Lusaka

Lusaka City Council Library

Chilenje Public Library,
Matero Public Library and
Mtendere Public Library

MLG

Zambia Library Service –
Public Library Headquarters

-

MOGE

Lubuto Mthunzi American
Youth Library

-

Lubuto Library Partners
(LLP)

Lubuto Library Partners
Model Library

-

LLP

-

ountain of o e
Community Centre

Kamanga Irish Community
Centre Library

-

Kamanga Irish Community
Centre

Kasama Provincial Library

Luwingu Public Library

MOGE

ountain of o e

Northern

Mbala Council Library

MLG

Kasama Council Library

MLG

North-Western

Solwezi Provincial Library

Kabompo and Mwinilunga
District libraries

MOGE

Southern

Choma Provincial Library

*Kalomo Public Library

MOGE

Livingstone City Council
Library

-

MLG

Mumuni Library

-

Brethren in Christ Church
(BICC)

Mongu Provincial Library

Kalabo and Senanga Public
Libraries

MOGE

Western

Table 2 above shows the main public libraries and the branch libraries as well as where they are found in
Zambia. The table also indicates which ministries and/or organizations are responsible for them. Zambia
has t enty three branch libraries as sho n above t the time of the survey ambia had a total of
ublic
libraries inclusive of the branch libraries ountain of o e and alomo ouncil libraries ere ho ever not
operational at the time of the survey. In addition, plans were underway to open a public library in Mazabuka,
Southern Province and Chinsali, in Muchinga Province.

Capacity building programmes for public librarians in Zambia

ublic librarians have over the recent ast bene ted from various ca acity building rogrammes ibrarians
that artici ated in this survey outlined the ca acity building rogrammes that they bene ted from and also
the others that ublic librarians in their libraries had bene ted from too mongst others ere the follo ing

EIFL’s Public Librarians’ Capacity Building in Zambia

lectronic Information for ibraries I
in artnershi
ith ibrary and Information ssociation of ambia
I
trained a total of
staﬀ from
ublic libraries The main ob ective of this artnershi
as to e ui
public librarians with competencies and skills that supported various components. The trainings included the
following modules:
•
•
•

Advanced computer literacy for librarians
Internet resources and sharing
New services in public libraries
Inclusive Libraries and Information Services towards achieving Prosperity for Sustainable Development in Africa
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•
•

Communication, advocacy and awareness raising for public librarians
Social learning circles for online learners

The training workshops were conducted in 2018 and 2019. The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
bet een I and I
as e tended to include a Train the Trainers or sho and t o regional trainings
where 11 of the 30 participants were trained.
The survey revealed that after the above workshops, public librarians were now more comfortable with report
writing and most especially the use of Excel and PowerPoint. They were able to help users with accessing more
online open resources. As will be explained under the results for impact on national development, public
libraries were now able to develop new and innovative library services that were useful to their communities.
The study revealed that about
of main ublic libraries in ambia ere no able to engage in some form
of partnerships with other organizations or institutions.
To a larger e tent most libraries
or ing ith artners had ell organized rogrammes being conducted
and well-articulated library services being provided than those that did not have some form of partnerships.
This, the participants indicated were as a result of the workshops and the skills they acquired from them.
In addition, 11 of the 30 public librarians trained further attended a Train-the-Trainer’s workshop which
equipped them with skills on how to train other librarians in the country.

Local Content in African Libraries (LOCAL) – Worldreader

Worldreader had a partnership with LIAZ that supported ten council libraries: six on the Copperbelt Province
and four in Lusaka Province. Local Content for African Libraries project in Zambia (LOCAL) aimed to generate
and deliver early childhood reading materials in local languages to the ten libraries. LOCAL’s ultimate goal was
to create an evidence-based replicable model for librarians to play an active role in creating and supporting
a culture of reading for primary school aged children through the use of digital, local language reading
materials.
Through
orldreader had de loyed a total of ve hundred e readers loaded ith e boo s in nglish
and two local Zambian languages (Ichibemba and Chinyanja) in ten public libraries across two regions in
ambia ach artici ating library received fty e readers and an e tra management e reader to facilitate
sending of reports. Through this project, librarians from participating libraries received training, equipping the
librarians with skills that would help them conduct reading programs with the children using e-readers. The
training components included; e-reader management, community engagement, stakeholder engagement,
ractical sessions using e readers and outreach The ro ect has been bene cial as it targeted council libraries
that have had challenges ith nancing The ro ect has also hel ed I
in su orting the Sustainable
evelo ment oals S s and s eci cally the th ational evelo ment lan currently in lace

Strengthening Innovative Library Leaders (SILL)

With the support of African Library Associations and Institutions (AfLIA), Zambia hosted a training workshop
in 2017 for Strengthening Innovative Library Leaders (SILL). Public Librarians were drawn from Zambia,
imbab e and Mala i ambia attracted
ublic librarians ho bene ted from this rogramme The
training workshop included the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership styles
Problem-solving
Communication
Innovation, and
Planning
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With so much concern over limited budgets, public libraries need to be exposed to various ways of being
innovative in roviding library services hite
argues that the need to innovate and do things creatively
and diﬀerently is a critical feature of ublic service delivery in the st century The value and sustainability
of innovation requires a mixture of creativity, practicality and a network of support. Public librarians need to
be equipped with vast knowledge of library innovativeness.

Book Aid International (BAI) and Open Doors Children’s Corners

The Ministry of eneral ducation M
through ambia ibrary Service
S bene ted from the su ort
from Book Aid International. The 6 provincial public libraries received support in form of training as well as
funding to refurbish children’s corners in all the provincial libraries under MOGE. The trainings included the
following:
•
•
•
•

Selection of children’s literature
Management of children
Selection of local content for children
Management of study hubs

In
and
I su orted M
in establishing the
en oors hildren s orners
to ve
other districts in the country, these being Ndola, Kalomo, Luwingu, Kawambwa and Kabompo. This support
has seen provincial libraries improve on the provision of children’s literature as well as attract more children
due to the beautiful children’s corners. The libraries also received funding to restock the children’s collections
with local content.
Through the support of BAI, all librarians managing the Open Doors Children’s Corners (ODCC) received
training on how to organize and take care of the reading spaces for children, arrangement of materials
and the kind of activities to implement. Children are among one of the most sensitive category of library
users. Librarians managing children must ensure that they have the necessary skills to manage and provide
the children with innovative library services. At the time of this study, eleven public libraries had ODCCs
im lemented si
S rovincial libraries and ve district libraries The trainings also loo ed at ho to handle
children ith diﬀerent characteristics as ell as hel ing children to select a ro riate materials eshmiri and
ezhad
observe that training the librarians may be eﬀective in their gaining e erience and enhancing
their performance. In Ndola Public Library, the LOCAL project complimented the Open Doors Children’s
Corner very well since both projects had similar objectives of encouraging and empowering children to read.
Managing children’s activities requires skills and as such the trainings conducted with the support of BAI were
useful in equipping the public librarians with skills necessary to provide relevant and interesting activities for
the children.
Public librarians in these libraries and district libraries are now equipped with not only resources for children
but also skills on how to select resources for children as well as handle children during library sessions as
well as outreach sessions.

Lubuto Library Partners and LIAZ training

In 2017, LLP and LIAZ jointly conducted a 5-day training workshop for public librarians in Zambia. A total of
20 public librarians from MOGE, LLP and MLG attended this training workshop. Lubuto Library Partners is an
innovative development organization that builds the capacity of public libraries to create opportunities for
equitable education and poverty reduction. LLP’s mission is to empower African children and youth and help
them develop the knowledge and skills to reconnect with their culture and community and participate fully in
society. Lubuto constructs enduring, indigenously-styled open-access libraries stocked with comprehensive
collections of well-chosen books and appropriate technology. These libraries serve as safe havens and are
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the center for ubuto s rogrammes hich oﬀer education information sychosocial su
expression through reading, music, art, drama, computers, mentoring and other activities.

ort and self

The training included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Literacy
Library program development for children and youth
ibrary services to diﬀerently abled children and youth
Outreach and marketing
Child development
Standard reference services
Customer care and customer service in libraries
Early literacy
Children’s literature and collection development
Innovation in libraries

The training, co-hosted and co-facilitated by LIAZ, LLP, and other partners (including outside experts),
University of ambia and ational Institute for ublic dministration lecturers and others as the rst
professionally-guided continuous professional development opportunity for Zambian public librarians on
library services to children and youth.

Other programmes

ublic librarians have also bene ted from the follo ing rogrammes mostly ith the su
the International ederation of ibrary ssociations and Institutions

•

ort of f I and or

The Initiative oung frican ibrary Innovators I
I
ublic librarians have bene ted
The International Network of Emerging Library Innovators in Sub-Saharan Africa (INELI-SSAf) – 6 public
librarians have bene ted
f I eadershi cademy f c
ublic librarian has bene ted

Challenges in building the capacity of public librarians
Funding
bout
of the ublic librarians indicated that they
planned to due to limited funding.

ere not able to attend all the trainings they had

Undervaluing library profession
Public librarians felt that the library profession was being undervalued by some parent organizations and
hence training of librarians was not a priority in some cases.

ICT challenges and lack of other tools

Public librarians lamented the poor technology infrastructure in most public libraries. Despite having skills
in I T related areas they ere not able to fully utilize this due to limited infrastructure ess than
of the
public libraries in Zambia have both computers and internet. Some libraries lamented that they lack tools
such as cataloguing rules etc ma ing it di cult to carry out their normal duties

Effect of capacity building for public librarians and National Development

The skills and exposure that the public librarians have received have had a positive impact in supporting
national development. Through the capacity building trainings librarians were able to contribute to national
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development by having a nation which is well informed and educated through impacting a reading culture to
the community. In addition, public librarians were able to train community members on the use of internet
search engines internet research and nding information resources that ere relevant to local needs

Promoting education and lifelong learning
bout
of the ublic libraries ere conducting library activities that romoted education and or lifelong
learning (Munsanje and Hagwelele, 2018). The activities that libraries were conducting included amongst
others the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information search
ICT trainings
Homework clinics
Study hubs
Open doors classroom corners
Reading tents
ree access to library resources for school going children

Efforts towards eliminating poverty
Another area of supporting national development involved the contributions that public libraries were making
to help eliminate poverty. A well-informed nation with citizens that have ready access to information will have
knowledge on how best to survive in hard economic times. Librarians were able to conduct these activities
eﬀectively because they had the s ills re uired to do so
am les of activities included the follo ing
•
•
•
•

Library mentoring sessions on poverty reduction
Use of story books to educate children on how poverty can be reduced
Support of women empowerment and literacy programmes
Provision of variety of resources on poverty

Gender equality / empowerment of girls, women or children
Public libraries in Zambia contributed towards the above through the following:
•

•

Mentoring sessions on gender equality – DREAMS Project (Lubuto Libraries). LLP promotes
inclusiveness and uplifts the lives of children as the libraries serve the most vulnerable children and
youth. They promote early literacy education as well as impart skills (such as ICT, Mentoring, Sexual
Reproduction awareness etc. ) in children and this helps them to make right choices in life
The activities of the ODCCs have been instrumental in empowering both boys and girls with reading
resources and may other activities.

Health
ealth as also among the areas of concern for ublic libraries bout
of the ublic libraries engaged
health specialists in conducting talks and health activities in libraries. Some libraries also had health corners
to support the health information needs of community members. Some organized and conducted sexual and
reproductive health programmes as in the case of LLP libraries.

CONCLUSION
It has been emphasized that libraries must align their services with the national development agenda.
braries in ambia are ma ing eﬀorts to achieve this and they are ma ing steady rogress o ever eﬀorts
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must be made to ensure librarians continue upgrading their skills, and adopt the use of modern information
and communication technology to enhance to the provisvion of library and information services. Various
stakeholders must be encouraged to support capacity strengthening of both the libraries and librarians.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations were made:
1.
3.

Library services being dynamic, there is need for constant capacity building of librarians.
There is need to e tend training to all librarians to ensure all library staﬀ u grade their s ills
There is need to take advantage of local expertise to build the capacity of more librarians in Zambia.
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ABSTRACT: Academic libraries are encountering numerous changes due to the emerging information
communication technological trends and the ever-changing information-seeking behaviour of their
users. For the librarians to eﬀectively implement these trends and remain competitive, they need to
be regularly engage in continuing professional development (CPD) activities. The study aimed to ﬁnd
out the factors that inﬂuenced the motivation to participate in the University of Pretoria (UP) Carnegie
CPD programme and the potential impact on service delivery of the selected academic libraries in
Uganda as represented in the programme. The study applied a qualitative research design with
an interpretive research approach. Exponential non-discriminative snowball sampling was used to
recruit participants. The sample size of the study included eight Academic Librarians who attended
the UP Carnegie CPD programme between 2014 and 2018. Data was collected using face to face
semi-structured interviews and electronically using ZOOM (online platform). The ﬁndings of this study
show that most UP Carnegie CPD participants mainly attended the programme due to its rich content;
the hands-on subject coverage and new ICT trends, and the need to build their professional networks.
The study also revealed the following challenges that were encountered by the participants during
the implementations of the various initiatives drawn from the CPD knowledge and skills: diﬃculty in
managing social media platform, lack of IR back-end support, limited data analysis skills required in
providing research support, library users’ lack of interest in IL training, limited collaboration between
Faculty and Librarians, and technophobia from some library staﬀ who frustrate implementation
eﬀorts. The study provides recommendations on how to address these challenges.
KEYWORDS: continuing professional development, academic libraries, Carnegie CPD, ICT, Uganda.

BACKGROUND
With the exponential growth in information communication technologies (ICTs), there have been emerging
technological and information trends that have impacted every sphere of academic library services which in
return have helped academic libraries to stay atop of their game Kadiri and Adetoro (2012, 25); Cooke (2012,
3); Holmner and Bothma (2018, 559). As a result, the library profession is changing and bringing numerous
o ortunities to the eld or academic librarians to ro ciently utilise these o ortunities and ee abreast
of the ever-changing trends there is a need to continuously update their knowledge, skills and expertise
about the current trends through teaching, sharing experiences, networking, collaborating and mentoring
Moonasar and Under ood
ontinuing rofessional evelo ment
rogrammes are hel ing
academic librarians to gain com etencies to remain relevant in this digital revolution oo e
The University of Pretoria in partnership with the Carnegie Corporation of New York started a CPD Programme
with the aim of building capacity for libraries and young academic librarians to adeptly apply current and
emerging ICTs to support and enable researchers in Africa. This CPD programme had 10 intakes organised
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bet een
Kenya.

ith artici ants dra n from

hana

igeria South frica Tanzania Uganda and later

The present study presents factors that motivated librarians to participate in the Carnegie CPD programme,
from a Uganda academic libraries perspective, as well as the potential impact on service delivery of the
selected Ugandan academic libraries in represented in the programme.

METHODOLOGY
The study applied the qualitative research approach with an interpretive research design. This choice was
based on the fact resented by Saunders ietz and Thornhill
that inter retive research see s
to investigate the meanings of ords or te t as they are e ressed ithin de nite social conte ts by various
participants according to individuals’ previous experiences”. Interpretivism collects small samples, intending
to conduct an in-depth qualitative investigation to answer set research objective(s). Therefore interpretive
researchers underpin the perceptions of the social actors to make sense of the activities that exist within
the de ned conte ts esse iber and eavy
our libraries re resenting the four regions that
artici ated in the arnegie
bet een
and
ere ur osively selected These libraries included
Makerere University (Central region), Mbarara University of Science and Technology MUST (Western region),
Islamic University In Uganda IUIU (Eastern region) and Muni University (Northern region).
Exponential non-discriminative snowball sampling was used to recruit participants based on Kothari,
arayanan and evi
here the rst sub ect is recruited and then he she rovides multi le
referrals. This was adopted since it was the most reliable method of identifying participants in some of the
regions under study The rst res ondent as from Ma erere University ibrary ho then rovided more
referrals for the study. Interviews were conducted until saturation was realised. The sample size included
eight academic librarians ho attended the U
arnegie
bet een
and
our ere from
Makerere University, one from IUIU, one from MUST and two from Muni University. Participation in the study
was voluntary, with individual permission sought and participants given all the required details regarding the
study objectives. Emphasis on the freedom to respond was highlighted as well as the assurance of protection,
con dentiality and ethical use of data collected ace to face semi structured intervie s ere conducted for
respondents in the geographical reach and online video conferencing using Zoom for those out of physical
reach. These were recorded, transcribed, sorted, and tabulated using MS excel sheet, and categorised under
various themes to create the research ndings and basis of discussion

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The ndings of the study ere thematically resented as follo s information on the rogramme motivational
factors, CPD content, applicability of knowledge and skills, challenges encountered, recommendations, impact
to service delivery and willingness to attend other CPDs

Information about the programme

Most participants learnt about the UP Carnegie CPD programme through referral by colleagues who had
previously attended the programme. One participant shared that he used to receive updates as an alumnus of
the U arnegie Masters of Information and Technology MIT through the alumni aceboo latform thers
learnt about the programme through their University Librarians and the Uganda Library and Information
ssociation U I
ebsite This nding agrees ith an earlier study by Moonasar and Under ood
that emphasizes the need for professional associations in highlighting CPD initiatives to their members.

Motivational factors

The participants were asked to mention the factors that motivated them to attend the programme. The
majority were drawn by the practicability of the ICT based course content, and the need to update and
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im rove service delivery This nding agrees ith ossham and ields
ho re orted that ith the
rapidly changing ICT there is need for librarians to keep abreast of the latest trends.
thers anted to enhance their no ledge and s ills as noted by one artici ant ndings also revealed that
the need to update skills was another motivational factor. As one interviewee said;
“..the content on the CPD website speciﬁed the things we do here like user education (IL),
digitization, social media which had also become an important tool in libraries as marketing
platforms…the content was a match with what we were doing in the library although we
had limited knowledge about all this, therefore, I thought attending CPD would equip me
with all that information that would improve service delivery”
This su orts the ndings of slam
ho noted that librarians must revie their s ills and no ledge
to meet the current requirement of the profession to work in the academic libraries of the 21st century.
Respondents also cited the opportunity to network and share experiences with other professionals from
diﬀerent countries s noted by a articular res ondent “…participating in the programme would open up my
career horizon to connect with international professions”.
This corroborates ith la adhi
ho asserts that during
s artici ants build bene cial
networks which in return helps them to gain an understanding of library issues that impact positively on
service delivery.

Fulfilling the expectations

The study sought to nd out hether the artici ants e ectations of the
rogramme ere ful lled
Most participants agreed that their expectations for the CPD programme were met. Emphasis was drawn
to digitisation and handling of documents for longtime archiving, Information Literacy (IL), Institutional
Repositories (IR), designing QR codes, social media management, building new networks of professionals
from participating countries and marketing and how to use collaborative platforms as illustrated by one of
the interviewees’ responses below:
“From the skills and knowledge gained from the programme, I was added on the Information
Literacy (IL) team… I was also put in charge of the library social media accounts (Facebook
and Twitter) …before CPD when digitizing we did not know to crop or clean documents but
with the CPD skills, one can think our scanned documents were born digital and lastly we
were introduced to reference management so I can transfer this knowledge”.
ne res ondent as ho ever dissatis ed ith the little time allocated for the visit to the digitization unit
hence getting little hands-on with the UP machines. This particular respondent noted that:
“We had many practical sessions but given that I work in the digitisation unit, I thought I would get a full day
in the UP digitisation unit and work with their machines…”
Participants gained knowledge and skills that enhanced service delivery in their institutions. This implies that
the
rogramme as able to ful l most of the artici ants e ectations

Ability to apply the knowledge obtained from CPD

Regarding whether the participants had applied any learned skills and gained knowledge from the CPD
programme, all interviewees indicated that they had been able to apply one aspect or the other. This included:
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Institutional Repositories (IR); Social media for communication; Information Literacy training; Digitization and
collaborative platforms for research.
Respondents have also used the acquired knowledge at their work stations as noted in the following
comments:
“…by that time my institution had started exploring dSpace, therefore the training came in
handy”
“…I was also put in charge of the library social media accounts (Facebook and Twitter)…with
the CPD skills, one can think our scanned documents were born digital and lastly, we were
introduced to reference management so I can transfer this knowledge”.
This could partly be attributed to the fact that the use of social media for communication does not require a
lot of funds to implement, and also the fact that the programme was for young professionals who could easily
adapt to the use of technology. This new technology would help academic libraries to enhance their visibility
and easily communicate ith their users The same ndings ere re ected in hu and u
study
that social media tools helped enhance library services and interaction with students.
Additionally, the participants had taken up the role of research support to the library users. This could be
attributed to the fact that library users are now appreciating the relevance of librarians; these professionals
have shown that they possess enormous knowledge and skills needed in smoothing the research process.
Another important revelation was on a personal basis as the participants had been able to use collaborative
platforms for research and some had already published papers with colleagues from other countries in
eer revie ed ournals This as highly em hasised by S runger
that research is more eﬀective hen
researchers from diﬀerent areas collaborate on a ro ect of mutual interest Im lementation of no ledge
attained can be attributed to the enthusiasm by participants to impart the knowledge and skills acquired
from
to both the library staﬀ and users
However, the study revealed that one library had not implemented the IR. This could be attributed to the long
development process an IR goes through from designing an IR policy to hosting it on the web.

Impact of CPD to service delivery
es ondents con rmed that the
rogramme ositively in uenced their service delivery This as evident
rstly in the con dence e hibited hen roviding services to the library users secondly several artici ants
have been able to build and run their IR to showcase their research output which in turn has boosted their
webometrics rankings; thirdly, the libraries can easily engage with their users through the numerous social
media platforms created by the CPD participants; and lastly, the study revealed that the participants’ mindset
towards works changed,
After attending this CPD programme they had become more self-driven, and they developed an interest in
research and ee ing abreast of the latest trend These ndings corroborate ith o en hang and osein
ho noted that
s are a ayoﬀ because of the bene ts attained li ed com etence career
advancement and job satisfaction.

Willingness to attend another CPD
When asked if they would be willing to attend another CPD, an overwhelming number indicated that
they would mainly because of their interest in CPD especially with the content on trending ICTs in library,
publishing, technical management of library systems, consultancy services, RDM and data analysis. This may
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be because technology keeps changing and that librarians as information workers need to keep abreast with
most of it because as noted by Jerry and Ramasesh (2011) ICT and its tools play a huge role in disseminating
information services.
However, one participant was not willing to attend another CPD. This could partly be attributed to the fact
that the participant had already attended too many CPD’s and it felt like it was a repetition of what he
already ne This contradicts Moonasar and Under ood
ndings hich notes that librarians
should regularly engage in CPDs to maintain professional knowledge and competence in a profession that is
constantly evolving.

Challenges encountered while implementing ideas and knowledge
In discussing the challenges that have burred some CPD participants from implementing ideas learnt during
the programme, the majority cited a lack of management support from both the university and the library.
This could be attributed to top management fronting other priorities besides the library. Additionally,
some library managers are yet to a reciate technology and this e lains the di culties in embracing and
nancing innovations This is in agreement ith Shehzad Sa ad and I az
ho assert that at times
library management may not know the value of some ideas learnt during CPDs hence hindering apportioning
of relevant funds for implementation.
nother challenge encountered as the lac of other library staﬀ s su ort for the ne ideas This could be
because some of them have never attended any
s and therefore they have diﬀerent mindsets They did
not appreciate the innovations and they were not willing to participate in their implementation.
urthermore some artici ants indicated di culties in the management of social media latforms This
could be attributed to the fact that the artici ants ere over helmed ith the ordinary o ce or and
managing these library social media accounts simultaneously.
Additionally, the study revealed that those participants who had implemented IR complained about lack of
back-end support for their IR projects. This could be attributed to the fact that the participants lacked the
necessary IT skills and knowledge to manage this new project.
The study further revealed that some library users were not interested in attending IL training regardless of
its importance. This could be because some users do not know the value of IL and therefore they do not see
the essence of attending. Another reason frustrating IL maybe because of minimum collaboration between
aculty and ibrarians This is in line ith ousef
observation that faculty members lac collaboration
in their culture.

CONCLUSION
This paper established the value of the University of Pretoria Carnegie CPD Programme towards building
strong academic libraries and library professionals in Uganda. It is no doubt that many participants greatly
bene ted from the rogramme and o ing to their artici ation they ere able to im lement transfer
knowledge and recommend more librarians to attend such programmes. Learning from a local proverb
attributed to the Baganda (the largest tribe in Central Uganda): “When the white ants change the direction of
ﬂight, you must change your trap too”, so that you can be able to harvest them. The librarian should keep
evolving with and learning from the ongoing evolution.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are in accordance with the challenges encountered by the participants in the
implementation of the knowledge and skills learnt from the UP Carnegie CPD.







The Uganda Library and Information Association (ULIA) should formulate policies and procedures to
promote the participation of all academic librarians in the CPDs. This will necessitate them to keep
abreast of the new trends hence support the new library innovations.
Institutional management should prioritize the library by increasing its budget allocation. This will help
in purchasing equipment for the new library projects and recruit more human resources.
The academic librarians need to forge a artnershi
ith the aculty by or ing together this
partnership can be in the form of teaching and research. This will improve collaboration and help in
embracing ne library ro ects or services by aculty and students
ibrarians should aggressively mar et I to aculty by sharing the relevance of having I com etent
Students and aculty This ill hel to increase the numbers of artici ants
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ABSTRACT: Knowledge brokering is a knowledge translation strategy used to promote evidence�based
practices amongst healthcare workers. Health librarians in the role of knowledge brokers facilitate the
uptake of evidence-based practice by healthcare workers. Knowledge Broker skills enable the health
librarian to contribute to the achievement of Sustainable Development Goal 3 of good health and wellbeing through the provision of evidence-based health information to healthcare workers to meet their
knowledge needs. Aspirations to create an African network of knowledge brokers brought forth the
knowledge broker learning programme. The objective of the knowledge broker learning programme
was to develop African health librarians’ role in knowledge brokering; thereby creating a support
structure for frontline healthcare workers to access the best knowledge resources to aid them in their
patient care decision making. The knowledge broker learning programme was prepared in modules
that were modelled on the elements of the Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health
Services framework as it delineates the factors of knowledge translation. The ﬁrst pilot knowledge
broker learning programme was delivered to eight health librarians from Zambia and Zimbabwe in
2018. The second knowledge broker learning programme was set for the ﬁrst quarter of 2020 and
was to be delivered to six health librarians from Zambia, Malawi and Rwanda. It was hoped that more
health librarians from other parts of Africa could be equipped with knowledge broker skills using this
knowledge broker learning programme.
KEYWORDS: health librarian, knowledge broker, evidence�based, PARIHS framework, learning
programme.

BACKGROUND
The current landsca e of the eld of medicine demands that health care or ers have access to the best
clinical evidence information regardless of which part of the world they are in. Globally the undertaking of
best ractice in the delivery of eﬀective health care has necessitated the incor oration of accessible evidence
into ractice systems of health care or ers ogherty et al
To this eﬀect health care or ers are
progressively being urged to administer treatments to their patients using evidence based practices Wilkinson
et al. (2009). However, so many factors hinder the use of evidence-based information by healthcare workers
in their ractice hich has rami cations on atient care and inadvertently translates to oor utilisation of
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insu cient health care im lements raham et al
The failure on the art of healthcare or ers to use
evidence-based health information generated from research suggests a fundamental gap between what is
known from research and what is done with relevant knowledge use in health care practice Lomas (2000). On
this basis, health librarians acting as knowledge brokers have a major role to play in bridging this gap between
research and practice in the health care setting by providing relevant healthcare information from the health
research base to health care workers Booth (2003). The actions to link research to health care workers by
way of making evidence-based information accessible for use in their practice is a stipulated function of a
knowledge broker who by doing so facilitates the transfer of knowledge Lomas (2007). These demands in the
health care sector have precipitated the role of the health librarian to evolve and be comparable to that of a
knowledge broker as their roles consist of supporting healthcare workers to have access to clinical practice
guidelines, detailed literature searches and skills development for evidence based practice activity Robeson,
Dobbins, and Decorby (2008); a role essentially played by librarians on a daily basis.
The health care systems of develo ing countries in frica are not bene ting from evidence based ractice
despite the availability of evidence from health research information National Health Service (NHS) Education
for Scotland (2015). In order to mitigate the inability of health care workers’ uptake of evidence-based
ractices for eﬀective health care delivery and to romote good health outcomes articularly for the health
care or ers of hitambo the riends of hitambo embar ed on the im lementation of the no ledge
broker role in the Chitambo health care system in 2015. A study on Nurses in Zambia showed that they
appreciated the use of research in their clinical practice Monde, Akakandelwa, and Kanyengo (2017). This is
the more reason hy the im lementation of the no ledge bro er role as critical so that it could eﬀect the
embedding of knowledge in the work practices of health care workers at Chitambo hospital, Zambia.
riends of hitambo is a Scottish funded charity organisation ho among its ob ectives as to reduce morbidity
and mortality in Chitambo district by supporting health care workers through various projects. One of the
projects they were implementing, was the ‘knowledge component’ of the ‘Emergency Care Communications
ro ect of the riends of hitambo The visualisation of the no ledge com onent as to romote converting
of knowledge into action for health care workers for improved health care service delivery in Zambia as well
as other parts of Africa. Knowledge into action facilitates conversion of available knowledge from health
care research into decision ma ing of health care or ers thereby enabling safe and eﬀective health care
delivery through implementation of its repetitive sequential activities NHS Education for Scotland (2015).
The promotion of knowledge brokering through the knowledge broker learning programme is part of the
initiatives which are now a priority in national and international research agendas; and has arisen to address
the inconsistencies in health care service delivery through policy and programme implementation leading to
the improvement of professional conduct in the health system National Health Service (NHS) Education for
Scotland (2015).
In September 2015, the United Nations Member States adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, which set the pace for global and national frameworks to implement actions to achieve the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and their 169 targets United Nations (2015). The endorsement of the
agenda for sustainable develo ment by the United ations calls for eﬀorts aimed at meeting the targets
of the goals of this agenda. In this connection, librarians can sustain innovations meant for the achievement
of the SDGs by enabling use of information resources Echezona, Momoh and Afegbua (2017). Health
librarians and libraries in particular are contributing towards the 2030 agenda, by virtue of them servicing
the health system through the provision of information to meet the ever-changing information needs of
health care workers. This is so the health workers can meet their practice needs as well their educational and
research needs Ullah and Anwar (2013). Ideally, the pursuit for sustainable development calls for accelerated
commitment of sections of public and private institutions and; as such librarians are agents of development
by virtue of their ability to generate evidence that can contribute to SDG implementation Pinto and Ochôa
(2018). Stakeholders must also recognise that health librarians work in a contributory development role,
aiding the attainment of good health and well-being for all global citizens through SDG 3.
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PURPOSE
The knowledge broker learning programme targets health librarians with the aim of helping health librarians
understand the importance of facilitating the translation of knowledge into practice, in a healthcare system
through the use of the knowledge broker role. Therefore, implementation of the knowledge broker learning
programme was aimed at advancing the formation of an African network of knowledge brokers comprising of
health librarians from diﬀerent frican countries ealth librarians ho have artici ated in the no ledge
broker learning programme have competencies required for the knowledge broker role. Competency in the
knowledge broker role helps health librarians engage in activities that can positively contribute to healthcare
systems they serve, by ensuring access to current and relevant information, which they repackage to suit the
s eci c no ledge needs of the health care or ers in the health system

METHODS
The rst no ledge bro er learning rogramme course as delivered over a three month eriod
ril to uly
2018. A team comprising of librarians from the University of Zambia (UNZA) Medical library and the Information
Training and Outreach Centre for Africa (ITOCA), with remote guidance and technical support from the Health
Service - Scotland prepared the course content of the knowledge broker learning programme. The course
content adopted the constructs of the Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services
(PARIHS) framework as contented by Helfrich et al. (2010) with the principles of the framework suggesting
interrelations bet een its elements that stimulate eﬀective enactment of evidence based ractice by health
care workers.
The no ledge bro er learning rogramme course has four core learning modules igure
ational ealth
Service (NHS) Education for Scotland (2015). These modules can be adapted to whatever context thereby
creating a ossibility of modi cations to the core modules
Introduction
to knowledge
into action and the
knowledge broker
role

Context - how to
lead and inﬂuence
within your
organisation.

Knowledge broker
learing programme
course

Evidence
- sourcing,
eveluating and
synthesising
knowledge

Facilitation
- enabling
knowledge users
to ﬁnd, share and
apply knowledge.

Figure 1: Knowledge broker learning programme course has four learning modules
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The knowledge broker learning programme course had its content compiled into a workbook with guided
readings. The delivery of the course was done in two parts:
The rst art as a face to face learning session from
ril
held in usa a ambia The
session was comprised of presentations, group exercises and discussions
The second part ran for fourteen weeks. This part had blended learning content of the four modules
delivered through the Information Training and Outreach Centre for Africa Moodle virtual learning
platform. This was necessary as during the blended learning participants were required to hand
in short work-based reports at the end of each module to apply the lessons learnt on a particular
module to which the course facilitator in Scotland gave written feedback. The learning in this part
incorporated facilitated group discussion via a knowledge broker WhatsApp group.

•

ll artici ants of the rst no ledge bro er learning rogramme ere as ed to com lete three surveys
1.

Pre-workshop survey of knowledge broker learning programme,
ace to face learning rogramme survey and
no ledge ro er lended earning ost or sho Survey

Seven out of the eight participants answered the survey questions. The eighth participant did not take part
in any of the surveys.

FINDINGS
Perceptions of participants before the knowledge broker learning programme

our out of the eight artici ants indicated that they had an o ortunity to receive some form of training
on knowledge management prior to attending the course. However, all the participants gave a response
when asked to describe their understanding of a knowledge broker in one sentence. Their responses are in
indicated in Box 1.

Box 1. Perceptions of a knowledge broker before training
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

“A knowledge broker is a person/organisation that move knowledge and create connections between
researcher and their various audiences”.
“I think a knowledge broker is someone (a librarian) who interacts with various health workers in order
to provide them information and knowledge for particular situations”.
“A knowledge broker is an intermediary that brings knowledge sources together through networking”.
“A knowledge broker is someone who acts as an intermediary between health researchers, policy
makers and front line health care workers in order to promote the use of evidence-based information
in frontline health care”.
“An individual who transforms research into policy and practice by providing various links and
summaries for the purpose of transforming research into policy”.
“A person (informationist) or organisation who acts as an intermediary between the producers and
consumers of knowledge”.
“Facilitates access to ethical and sound knowledge between the producers and users”.
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Additionally, there was a consensus amongst the participants that they wanted to gain a better understanding
of the knowledge broker role after participating in the knowledge broker learning programme.

Perceptions of the participants after the face-to-face learning session

All participants rated the face-to-face learning sessions as having met their expectations with all of them stating
that they would recommend the learning programme to other health librarians. Seven of the participants
rated the overall knowledge broker learning programme as being excellent whilst one participant rated it
as being satisfactory In re lying to the uestion on hat they ill do diﬀerently as a result of attending the
face-to- face training, participants gave responses indicating some plans to begin practicing the knowledge
broker role (Box 2).

Box 2. Perceptions of knowledge broker role after face-to-face training
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Put knowledge into action by incorporating social media in my practice”.
“Conduct Systematic Reviews”.
“I will do a lot and encourage my supervisors”.
“I will be able to put across the knowledge broker role in my institution”.
“Do more reviews, more evidence-based support for my users. Better searching techniques... So much”.
“I will work more on providing usable knowledge to healthcare workers by packaging it in a format that
is usable and synthesised”.
“I hope to practice as a knowledge broker in many aspects beyond the healthcare environments”.
“I will apply management skills in my workplace, so that members of staﬀ at Chitambo Hospital can
learn and understand about Knowledge management”.

Perceptions of the participants after the blended learning session

There was a consensus amongst participants that they had gained a lot in terms of new knowledge and new
skills on the knowledge broker role. Most of the participants seemed to be inclined to evidence summaries
when asked what knowledge products they had intentions of producing or were already working on after
participating in the blended learning session. See Box 3 for perceptions of participants on the knowledge
broker role after the blended training.

Box 3. Perceptions of knowledge broker role after blended training
•
•
•
•

“I have produced evidence summaries for some post graduate medical students and lecturers”.
“Evidence summaries, A Guide”.
“Evidence summary”.
“Basic evidence Summary”.

It was also apparent from the responses given by the participants on how they would apply the new skills
and knowledge they had gained going forward in their work activities. They indicated that they were planning
courses of action that they would take after participating in the blended learning session. The planned actions
are articulated in o
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Box. 4 Future application of new skills and knowledge after training
•
•
•

•
•

“Would like to practice producing evidence summary and be an active player in information provision
to students and lecturers by meeting their speciﬁc needs”.
“To enhance our institutional repository with evidence summaries rather than populating it with
research articles that are diﬃcult to apply in practice and also oﬀer critical appraisal sessions”.
“I wish to use my skills to interact with lecturers, researchers and clinicians so I can provide them with
well synthesised evidence summaries. I want to use my skill by facilitating knowledge sharing among
health professionals in diﬀerent ways such as use of social media, face to face interaction.”
“By trying to formulate new ideas in diﬀerent skills and knowledge acquired”
“I plan to get more embedded into the activities of my faculty”.

Outcomes

The knowledge broker learning programme, which ran as a training and workshop session, brought together
health librarians who encounter similar issues thereby enabling them to explore ways in which they can
address any identi ed challenges in the rovision of information esides it sought to strengthen inter ersonal
relationships amongst the health librarians in the proposed African knowledge broker network. The learning
programme also facilitated the laying of a foundation for the establishment of an African knowledge broker
network of African health librarians to promote the sharing of expertise and further development of their
knowledge broker roles.
In the rst training eight health librarians ve from ambia and three from imbab e ere successfully
trained. Six of these health librarians were from medical school libraries of Universities; one was from a
nursing school library and one as a health information o cer for hitambo based at the hitambo district
hospital, Kabwe, Zambia. All the health librarian participants completed the face-to-face learning component
and all proceeded to the blended learning component except for one. The blended learning content was
fully completed by four of the librarians whilst three librarians did not complete all the modules. Each course
artici ant as given a certi cate that stated the level of com letion of the course In the second training
the knowledge broker learning programme did not take place physically as planned, it was conducted in the
second quarter of 2020 using online platforms (Moodle and Zoom) due to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19).
The second knowledge broker training had 23 participants with 15 participants successfully completing the
training. The participants were health librarians from Rwanda, Malawi, Namibia, Ghana, Ethiopia, Seychelles,
Uganda, Nigeria and Zambia.

Lessons learnt

The eriod for the delivery of the course es ecially the second art in articular as too long eedbac from
the participants indicated that they were of the view that the programme should be shortened in order to
keep the momentum for the course going and have it achieve its intended purpose. The GoToMeeting mobile
application was chosen as a means of communication and discussion for the course participants and course
leaders. This platform was chosen in the planning phases of the course, as the course design required that
there should be periodic discussions on modules during the blended learning part. This was not successful,
as the utilisation of this platform requires high strength internet connectivity and most participants failed
to connect to the platform owing to their weak internet connectivity. This also led to a resolution that for
the next learning programme each participant will be assigned a mentor, meaning there will be one on one
communication between a mentee and his or her mentor. Some participants who successfully completed the
rst no ledge bro er learning rogramme have agreed to ta e on mentorshi roles for the second course
The course administrators believe that this will work better than the group chats and help achieve the course
intended aims and objectives.
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DISCUSSION
Health information that is evidence based is what is deemed as suitable for healthcare workers as it enables
them to deliver eﬀective health care avis et al
ealth care or ers have a fundamental obligation
to consult the health research evidence base as they deliver patient health care so as to determine the
right intervention to take Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on the Health Professions Education Summit
(2003). It is for this reason that attempts to bring about the uptake of evidence based health care research
information are anchored in procedures and processes that will produce synthesis from health research
ndings to be fused into health care ractice so as to guide im roved service delivery ogherty et al
The PARiHS framework, can be used as a guide by individuals embarking on knowledge translation Kitson
et al. (2008), and such undertakings may lead to improved health care service delivery through the use
of knowledge brokering. This is because the PARIHS framework is a combination of context, evidence and
facilitation that gels to get the best outcomes for patients. The framework is comprised of three elements:
evidence (E) - denoting sources of knowledge for health care stakeholders; context (C) – denoting the
environmental setting in hich the no ledge translation is im lemented and facilitation
denoting
the technique used to support healthcare workers change their attitudes in health care practice Helfrich et
al. (2010). Kitson et al. (2008) postulates that successful implementation of the framework is a function of
interaction bet een the elements of
and the interaction of evidence ith conte t and facilitation of
the process of that interaction.
The utilisation of the PARIHS framework for the development of the knowledge broker learning programme
can be viewed as a strategy under the scope of capacity building of health librarians. The knowledge
broker learning programme can serve as an advocacy tool to highlight the contribution librarians make
to development. The learning programme may be used with the aim of strengthening the ability of health
librarians repackage and deliver up-to-date evidence-based health research information to the health care
workers that they serve.
The knowledge broker learning programme arose out of the need for the formation of an African knowledge
bro er net or The ur ose of this net or ould be to romote the use of techni ues identi ed as best
suited in promoting the translation of knowledge into action by health librarians for the health care workers
they work with closely. The knowledge brokering process in the health care setting is illustrated through use of
the knowledge to action framework. This framework depicts the process as being one that is multifunctional
as any generated health care knowledge is cultivated in order to make it suitable for use by healthcare
or ers in diﬀerent elds of healthcare services raham et al
ul lment of this erceived frican no ledge bro er net or re uired that health librarians be identi ed
and be capacitated to perform the role of knowledge broker. Tactical approaches for capacity development
can encompass the incorporation of provision of platforms for innovation or inventive application of capacity
for health care delivery Bolger (2000). Bolger (2000) further asserts that meaningful capacity development
must clearly outline; whose capacity is to be developed and explain why it needs developing. The health
librarian’s role as a Knowledge Broker is important for the health care system as it expedites the knowledge
translation process by spanning boundaries that are inherent in health care contexts Kitson et al. (2008). One
can therefore frame the health librarian in the bigger picture of meeting targets for the health agenda 2030
through highlighting how, in their role of knowledge broker, they have the capacity to translate knowledge
into actionable formats for health care or ers to use at oints of atient care o ever the signi cance of
the knowledge broker learning programme may not be visible in the short term especially given that only a
fe countries in frica have ta en art in the training so far Its far reaching bene ts for the health librarians
who undergo the training, as their ability to make meaningful contributions to strengthen health care service
delivery, cannot be under-estimated. Overall promotion of the United Nations 2030 agenda must begin with
localised eﬀorts The eﬀorts of a librarian to rovide access to relevant information in a articular sector are
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contributory steps towards the achievement of sustainable development goals for that sector by 2030 United
Nations (2015).

CONCLUSION
The health librarian in the knowledge broker role depicts one of the key roles librarians worldwide are playing
in the United Nations 2030 agenda for sustainable development. The resultant collaboration between health
librarians and stakeholders in the health sector have brought about important partnerships that can alleviate
improved health care delivery. The partnerships are also in line with the targets of sustainable development
goal
hich call for collaborative artnershi s amongst the diﬀerent sectors of society to achieve the other
goals, in this case the SDG 3.
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ABSTRACT: Noting the technological changes in the 21st century, academic libraries have been striving
hard to remain competitive and relevant in their operations by providing transformative products,
services and adopting best library practices to hype the whole process of service delivery. University
libraries in the millennium age must meet the needs of a contemporary and pluralistic society with
some sort of agility. In a technologically driven environment, library research and development,
creativity and innovation are catchwords and they have been essential elements in restructuring library
products and services for eﬀective service delivery and best customer experience. This study explored
the signiﬁcance of R&D, creativity and innovation in twenty-ﬁrst century librarianship at the University
of Livingstonia (UNILIA). A descriptive survey was adopted for the study while a questionnaire was
used as a data collection instrument. Findings revealed that at UNILIA libraries, innovative products
and services mainly include Information and Communication and Technologies (ICT) based services
(internet, emails, library 2.0. social media platforms); and electronic catalogues and portals. It was
also discovered that with R&D, creativity and innovation, UNILIA libraries are able to adapt the
rapidly technological changing environment, and improve existing products and services while at
the same time exploiting new opportunities and trends in the library and information science. Major
issues obstructing the pursuit of library R&D, creativity and innovation in UNILIA libraries include
lack of research and innovation policies, lack of a well-established research and innovation centre,
unpredictable changes in the 21st century technological landscape, and university culture that doesn’t
support research and innovation.
KEYWORDS: research & development, innovation, academic libraries, UNILIA, Malawi.

INTRODUCTION
In the millennial age libraries must remain relevant to their t enty rst century users in the ay they deliver
information products and services. New changes in the information service industry as a result of novel
information technologies have put libraries under siege, as to whether they will continue to exist or else
succumb to the forces of these novel technologies, and fail to thrive and adapt. What can libraries do to remain
relevant to their users in the t enty rst century environment is increasingly becoming a uzzling uestion
to library managers of the t enty rst century o ever hen one considers the evidence of advancing
technology, educational reforms, societal changes, information literate users, and globalisation of ‘everything’
and their im act on librarianshi and libraries it is crystal clear that t enty rst century librarianshi must
be drastically diﬀerent from all revious conce ts of librarianshi It re uires a rofessional ho embraces
the otential of technology creatively nds a ro riate ays to im lement it into library services and one
ho has more diverse even unconventional s ills than ever before Matthe s
or higher education
institutions to survive and thrive in the future, libraries must change and adapt to a rapidly evolving external
environment Jantz (2017). Library Research and Development (R&D) and innovation are the catchwords in
modern academic librarianship. The digital environment has impacted on academic libraries and caused
countless transformations in library products, services and practices Emezie (2018). According to Deiss
98
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and etro s i
academic libraries are aﬀected by three drivers of change the oor economy and its
negative impact on higher education; the changing needs of students; and rapidly evolving technologies.
Moreover in the eld of higher education the library environment is e eriencing a shift in the ay information
is disseminated to students, faculties and research scholars for the growth of universities. Academic libraries
are moving from a physical place where basic traditional services of acquisition, storage, preservation, retrieval,
access and display are provided to on-site library patrons; to an electronic space where these same services
have been enhanced by technological innovations Muthu, Rameshbabu, and Baskarani (2015). New forms
of technology have necessitated the change in approach in the way libraries deliver their services to user
communities. More innovative products, services and practices are being coined in academic librarianship.
Consequently, vast amounts of digital information are now available via the web in any computer with an
Internet connection, anytime, and this places a huge impact on libraries. As such, more users have stopped
requiring a library to get information. The development of online services and the availability of digital content
is the ans er to this shift arvalho
Worth noting, in the era of digital revolution, library R&D and innovation are strategies that have allowed
libraries to develop and survive in a context of changes, of which many of them are disruptive in nature.
Through innovation, libraries have found a way to subsist the technological militants through the introduction
of user catching library services such as online catalogues and portals, open access repositories, search
engines and eb
technologies among the fe
ola lar
urthermore the develo ment of online
reference services, online databases, technological advances in library instructions, and hybrid automated
system are services which should be acknowledged as innovative changes in academic libraries Ilako and
I o a dongo
Innovative roducts services and ractices in academic libraries hel in eﬀective and
e cient service delivery of information services to meet users needs and e ectations in universities
Academic libraries are facing times of unprecedented challenges and unparalleled change. Innovation has
moved from a consideration to a necessity Curty (2015). And yet, libraries continue to operate in a climate
of declining budgets and increasing costs. In such a resource-scarce environment, academic library leaders
are under pressure to make wise decisions in regard to how innovations are adopted and implemented in
their libraries. While at the same time, Jantz (2012) noted that the libraries condition in the modern university
is one embedded in a state bureaucracy, complicated by union contracts, faculty norms and traditions. The
academic libraries inherit many of these characteristics from their parent institutions. Most libraries have
signi cant e ternal controls both administratively and nancially hich can limit innovation udd
notes that each academic library is part of a larger organisation and, ultimately, authority rests outside of the
library.

CONTEXT OF STUDY
The University of Livingstonia (UNILIA) was established on August 27, 2003 as a Christian private university
in Malawi (UNILIA) (2019). The Synod of Livingstonia believes that the Christian University provides an
exceptional education for the young people of Malawi. The mission statement of the university is “To educate
and inspire learners, guided by Christian values, to become principled leaders who will transform society
through excellence in teaching, research, consultancy, and learning environment for the glory of God” UNILIAStrategic lan
To date the University of ivingstonia has four faculties oﬀering various certi cates
diplomas and undergraduate degree programmes UNILIA (2019). The University has two libraries situated
at the Laws Campus and the other one at Ekwendeni Campus and it has a collection of over 25,000 volumes
of books and subscribes to more than 1000 electronic journals and databases. UNILIA libraries provides
traditional lending and circulation services, reference services, current awareness services, readers’ services,
Inter-library loan services, internet services and e-resources services Malanga and Jorosi (2018). In addition,
UNILIA libraries also provide internet-enabled services mainly in the form of digital libraries and archives to
their users to align with the changes in the information explosion era UNILIA (2019).
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
oting the technological changes in the t enty rst century academic libraries have been striving hard
to remain competitive and relevant in their operations by providing transformative products, services and
adopting best library practices to hype the whole process of service delivery. University libraries in the
millennium age must meet the needs of a contemporary and pluralistic society with some sort of agility. As
such, Library Research and Development (R&D), creativity and innovation have been essential elements in
restructuring library products and services in response to the technological environment in which academic
libraries are operating. While other libraries stay abreast with the latest trends with library R&D, creativity
and innovation, some academic libraries still practice old librarianship due to some issues relating to
organisational culture. At the University of Livingstonia (UNILIA), despite the fact that the information industry
is being challenged technologically, the practice of R&D, creativity and innovation is still at its infancy stage
due to some revailing issues such as constrained nancial budgets to s earhead library innovation lac of
innovation policy at the university, lack of support from the top management and lack of a well-established
R&D centre. In Malawi, particularly in the higher education libraries landscape, there is no empirical study
that has ever been championed on library R&D, creativity and innovation. Against this background, this study
addresses this gap through the following objectives:
•
•

To identify innovative and creative products, services and practices in UNILIA libraries;
To nd out the signi cance of
creativity and innovation in U I I libraries and
To establish the challenges that library professionals face in pursuit of R&D, creativity and innovation
in UNILIA libraries.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Research and development, creativity and innovation and academic libraries

The era of information explosion and emerging information and communication technologies has changed
the higher education landsca e orld ide cademic libraries are e ually aﬀected by the information
technological changes, and in order to survive this threat, higher education institutions are adopting
various forms of technologies to aid libraries to deliver information services more e ciently to their user
communities arvalho
stresses that libraries are indeed at the edge of a very dee change Until
some years ago, libraries were sought to get content, to study, and to meet other people. However, due
to technological transformations, modern libraries have embarked on research and development including
innovation processes. Innovation and transformation are important concepts in today’s libraries especially in
light of the libraries’ ongoing transition from acquiring serials in print to providing access electronically, thus
moving towards the virtual library Carr (2009).
Concepts of R&D and innovation cut across a number of disciplines including Library and Information Science
IS and these conce ts are closely lin ed to scienti c discoveries of all times esearch and develo ment
is de ned as creative or underta en on a systematic basis in order to increase the stoc of no ledge
including knowledge of man, culture and society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new
applications” Hall (2006, 5). R&D is generally thought to consist of three main activities: basic research, applied
research, and development. In the library set up, R&D could entail all the activities undertaken by librarians to
create new or improved products, services and processes to meet user expectations and demands.
n the other hand innovation is generally de ned as a change to ards renovation or ado tion of something
new and useful in the practice Gunjal (2017). In other words, innovation entails the synthesis of new ideas
and thoughts which will re-construct or re-combine present things, and it is an inner feature of humans
ola lar
In IS innovation is a com le rocess of creation distribution and usage of novelties in
order to enable library development as a social institute and enhancement of library performance. Library
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innovation is a system of new ideas proposed by creatively thinking professionals or by a team Muthu,
Rameshbabu, and Baskaran (2015). There are three key reasons why libraries should innovate; the need to
adapt to a changing environment; the need to improve existing products and services and the need to make
use of new opportunities Elves (2015). Also, worth noting is that in academic libraries, some innovations
are disru tive hile others are sustaining innovations S eci cally alvalho
echoed that the most
im ortant disru tive innovations in academic libraries identi ed ere the o en access movement and the
eb
and the rst as highly regarded and as considered the most im ortant innovation ith im act
in academic libraries.

Innovative products, services and practices in academic libraries

The ractice of
creativity and innovation in academic libraries is heightened by the su er uity of
information and communication technologies. Many of the revolutionised services in libraries often come as
a res onse to the technological sha eu s in the t enty rst century i
em hasises that resent and
future academic libraries should continue to rede ne their roles in the digital environment and there is a
growing need for academic libraries to leverage their strengths and be innovative to create responsive and
convenient services to users. In general, innovative library products and services include ICT based services
(use of internet, email, online information literacy trainings, Ask a librarian, virtual reference); digital archives
and e-libraries Muthu, Rameshbabu, and Baskaran (2015); mobile services in libraries (Short Messages
Services to users, Global Position Point (GPS) to locate remote libraries, Web OPAC on mobile phones,
subscription to RSS feeds on mobile phone applications and software); and information and communication
innovations (Digital resources, electronic catalogues, online electronic document delivery form, online
interlibrary borro ing form online reference form nline resources accessible
a diﬀerent ty e of
communication e mail S y e aceboo virtual reference services as a librarian e ublications

Significance of research and development, creativity and innovation in academic
libraries

Innovate! Or cease to exist. Academic libraries are at the crossroads, as such innovation results when
librarians come up with ideas which are applied in order to further satisfy the needs and expectations of the
t enty rst century users eh and alter
ccording to arvalho
innovation is a strategy that
has allowed organisations to survive in a context of changes, many of them that are disruptive in nature. In
the library context, R&D, creativity and innovation breeds new library products, services and practices that
can transcend both time and distance, and that can best meet the needs of tech-savvy users. Elves (2015)
notes that libraries should engage in research and development, be creative and innovative, to adapt to the
ra idly technological changing environment T o areas of change directly aﬀecting libraries are the move to
digital, which is now almost complete for journals but still has some way to go for books; and the changing
way our users search for information, meaning that the traditional OPAC and even local discovery systems
are becoming less relevant. Secondly, is to improve existing products and services, and thirdly to make use
of new opportunities and trends in the LIS profession. Above all, research, innovation and creativity in library
and information services are aimed at achieving sustainable development of the information provision and
professionals because of the attributes to the intellectual, inspirational, and physical development of man
which helps him to overcome challenges in his search for scholarly activities, knowledge and development
tata i and Tom
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Challenges library professionals face in pursuit of library R&D, creativity and
innovation

Academic libraries face the daunting challenge of innovating in the face of static and declining budgets and
a shifting and un redictable technological landsca e in the t enty rst century rundy
The inability
of academic libraries to innovate mostly is being perpetrated by organisational culture Jantz (2015). Library
culture perpetuates some of the more restrictive aspects embedded in the norms and traditions of the
profession. In these more bureaucratic organisations, “There’s little room for passion, ingenuity, and selfdirection amel
resulting in an inability to res ond to a ra idly changing environment that re uires
e ibility and creativity In other organisations lac of a research and innovation olicy hinders libraries to be
creative and o erate outside the rescribed library norms and rocedures S ain

METHODOLOGY
This survey study as conducted to determine the signi cance of
creativity and innovation in the U I I
libraries in Mala i The research universe consisted of the library staﬀ at the University of ivingstonia
Basically, the survey was largely quantitative in its approach. The quantitative research approach is based on
the measurement of quantity or amount Rajasekar, Philominathan, and Chinnathambi (2006). In quantitative
research, a process is expressed or described in terms of one or more quantities. According to William
(2011), quantitative research is characterised by its numerical, non-descriptive nature as it applies statistics
or mathematics and uses numbers; follows an iterative process whereby evidence is evaluated, the results are
often presented in tables and graphs; and mostly the approach uses closed ended questions to collect data.
Survey uestions ere ur osely sent via e mail to
staﬀ in U I I libraries ine library staﬀ ans ered
the survey uestions and this translated into
of the total research sub ects ho gave feedbac The
survey technique is used to collect data in research. In this regard, a survey form was created in Google Drive
rogramme htt s forms gle c r
T z
o and bac ed u using a er based uestionnaires The
survey consisted of multi le choice uestions ll ans ers ere e t con dential
rogramme lin as
sent to the e-mail addresses of all library personnel and they were asked to answer the survey questions
voluntarily. Data collected via the survey was transmitted to the Google Drive survey form application, and
analysed and evaluated via MS Excel for graphical, tabular and percentages presentations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section resents the ndings of the survey on the follo ing ob ectives innovative roducts services
and ractices in academic libraries signi cance of
creativity and innovations in academic libraries and
challenges library professionals face in pursuit of library R&D, creativity and innovation. Data were analysed
using descri tive statistics re uencies tables and gra hs ere em loyed to resent data

DEMOGRAPHICS OF UNILIA LIBRARIES STAFF
This section investigated the demogra hics of U I I libraries staﬀ in terms of gender and highest academic
uali cations f the res ondents
ere males and
ere females The University of ivingstonia
adheres to a gender policy in providing equal employment opportunities between males and females, hence
these results igure summarizes the ndings
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Figure 1: Gender distribution of respondents
In terms of highest academic uali cations
had Mala i ibrary ssociation M
certi cate
had a achelor s degree in ibrary and Information Science IS
had a i loma in IS one
a Master s degree and there as no res ondent ith a h
igure
resents the ndings

had

Figure 2: Qualiﬁcations of respondents

Innovative products, services and practices in academic libraries

Technological advancements have generated rofound eﬀects on ho academic libraries deliver their
services to the user community. In order for libraries to remain relevant to their customers, they must follow
the fundamental rule of business, that is, to supply what is demanded by their market (Salve and Waghmare
2008). “You can’t do today’s job with yesterday’s tools and still be in business tomorrow” (Anonymous). Today, those
academic libraries that still enjoy massive patronage and readership have quickly responded to changes in
the external environment by adopting innovative and technology assisted products and services to meet the
user’s demands and expectations.
The ne t section sought to nd out innovative roducts services and ractices in U I I libraries ll the
nine res ondents
indicated that in U I I libraries innovative roducts services and ractices
are evident in I T based services Internet emails library
aceboo t itter rovided to their users
enerally the su er uity of I Ts in every sector including education is increasingly ado ted to aid in service
delivery our
res ondents indicated that U I I libraries rovide electronic catalogues and ortals
hich students use to access the contents of the libraries These ndings agree ith those of mezie
that most innovations in academic libraries are driven by ICTs. In Emezie’s (2018) study, it was found that ICTs
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result in library innovative products and services such as internet, emails, e-books, e-catalogues and portals,
e-journals, library 2.0, and social media platforms. In other studies, it has however been indicated that in
libraries, technological innovations have led to the birth of more novelty services such as virtual references,
e-publications, mobile library services, e-libraries, online reference forms, online interlibrary borrowing, digital
marketing services Li, (2006); Salve and Waghmare (2008); Val Skelton (2011). In UNILIA libraries, it seems that
the ado tion of innovative roducts and services is at a slo
ace This is noted in these ndings that some
trending innovations in academic libraries such as open access repositories, mobile libraries, and online
library services among others are not fully leveraged in service delivery.
Table 1: Innovative products and services are available in your library
Innovative products and services in academic libraries
I T based services Internet emails library

aceboo T itter

f

%
9

100

Virtual reference services (ask a librarian)

3

33

Open access repositories i.e. Institutional Repositories (IR)

2

22

Mobile library services (Mobile OPAC app, RSS feeds on mobile phones, SMS, GPS)

2

22

E-publications

1

11

Digital Marketing Services (DMS)

0

0

Online electronic document delivery form

0

0

Online interlibrary borrowing form

0

0

Online reference form

0

0

Electronic catalogues and portals

Significance of R&D, creativity and innovation in academic libraries

Academic libraries are at the edge of a very deep change, and R&D, creativity and innovations are strategies
that have allo ed organisations to survive in a conte t of changes many of them disru tive arvalho
1). According to Yeh and Walter (2016), it was undebatable that traditional library users visited a library
building to conduct research, locate and retrieve items from the collection, or consult a librarian at the
reference desk. With the advent of the Internet, more and more library services are delivered digitally. The
fact is that in the information age, the best thing that library managers can do is to constantly respond to the
technological changes to meet the needs of the t enty rst century users In this section res ondents ere
asked to highlight the importance of library R&D, creativity and innovation in UNILIA libraries. As presented
in Table 2, it is seen that academic libraries mainly pursue library R&D, creativity and innovation for three
reasons irstly the ma ority of res ondents as re resented by eight
res ondents indicated that
creativity and innovation help libraries to adapt the rapidly changing technological environment and through
innovations libraries also im rove e isting roducts services and ractices to meet t enty rst century users
needs and e ectations Seven
res ondents said that
creativity and innovation hel libraries to
exploits new opportunities and trends in LIS profession. In a study conducted by Elves (2015), it was stressed
libraries should engage in research and develo ment be creative and innovative rst to ada t the ra idly
technological changing environment; secondly, improve existing products and services and thirdly to make
use of new opportunities and trends in the LIS profession.
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Table 2: Signiﬁcance of R&D, creativity and innovations in academic libraries
Signiﬁcance of R&D, creativity and innovations in academic libraries

f

%

Helps libraries adapt the rapidly changing technological environment

8

89

Helps libraries improve existing products, services and practices to meet 21st century
users’ needs and expectations

8

89

Helps libraries exploits on new opportunities and trends in LIS profession

7

78

The challenges library professionals face in the pursuit of R&D, creativity and
innovation

The section presents the challenges UNILIA library professionals face in the pursuit of R&D, creativity and
innovation in libraries. The analysis of data collected is presented in Table 3 below:
Table 3: The challenges library professionals face in the pursuit of R&D, creativity and innovation (N=9)
The challenges library professionals face in the pursuit of R&D, creativity
and innovation

f

%

Lack of R&D and innovation policies in universities

9

100

Organization culture doesn’t support R&D and innovation

9

100

Lack of well-established R&D and innovation centres in universities

8

89

6

67

5

56

ac of nancial resources for library innovations
Unpredictable technological landscape of 21 century
st

To pursue the culture of research and innovation in academic libraries, library professionals are challenged
in many ays In this study at U I I libraries all nine
res ondents indicated that
creativity and
innovation are obstructed by the lack of an R&D policy and the organisational culture that doesn’t support
research and innovation ight
res ondents indicated that due to lac of a ell established
and
innovation olicy at U I I aﬀects the ursuit of research and innovation In a nutshell the ursuit of a library
R&D, creativity and innovation at UNILIA libraries is obstructed by the following challenges: lack of R&D and
innovation policy, unsupportive organisational culture, lack of a well-established R&D and innovation centre,
lac of nancial resources for library innovations and the un redictable technological landsca e of the st
century. Generally, in the absence of research and innovation policies, library professionals lack a policy
direction in ursuit of a library
creativity and innovation randy
S ain
esearch and
innovations in libraries also ourish in the resence of monetary su ort by the arent institution hich at
the same time also advocates for the innovative culture antz
In a study by arvalho
it as
also indicated that even though library services, contents, users and the context of academic librarianship
has changed deeply in response to the technological environment, the mission, culture and structure of
an academic library have not changed much in universities. Worth noting is that in general, universities are
very hierarchical and formal organisations and within them academic libraries are not independent, but they
are mirrors of this structure and culture. Academic libraries may want to change and embrace innovative
models of management and develop innovative strategies, but mostly due to lack of support from the
University they fail.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
s the ractice of the t enty rst century academic is increasingly becoming more com le and more of
transformational service delivery approach, academic libraries will likely to continue experiencing additional
ressure to come u
ith ne
roducts and services to ee users satis ed Academic library managers
should be upfront in embracing new and innovative products, services and practices. In reference to the
ndings of this study the researchers suggest that the management of U I I should formalise the research
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and innovation policy. In addition, it is also recommended that the University of Livingstonia should establish
and o erationise a research and develo ment centre inally the university management should also create
a culture that will facilitate the sharing of ideas and knowledge through research, creativity and innovation.
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TACIT KNOWLEDGE IN THE KNOWLEDGE
ECONOMY: MAPPING STRATEGIES FOR THE
AFRICAN NATIONS
Aderonke O. Adesina
University of Zululand, adesinaronke186@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: In the present age, tacit knowledge is gaining wider publicity. Still, many economies rely
only on the currently available information, ignoring the required tacit knowledge to create new
economic activities. This paper, premised on the position that know-how resides in brains, argues that
urbanisation and internet access are not enough to enhance national productivity, particularly in the
African nation. This study asks how the African nation can motivate and tap into tacit knowledge to
be fully integrated as a knowledge economy? This study sought to establish the status of the African
nation as a knowledge economy, identify some pillars of selected knowledge economies, and explore
the inﬂuence of tacit knowledge on the African knowledge economy’s suggested pillars. The study
uncovered gaps in the African nation and highlighted innovation, ICT, skilled human capital and
education as pillars that the African nation can build on as a knowledge economy. A notable ﬁnding
of this study is the need for African nations to explore local knowledge, popularly known as indigenous
knowledge. Also highlighted is the fact that the English language is fast becoming the language of the
knowledge economy. The paper closes with the presentation of tacit knowledge strategies that can be
considered under each pillar that has been attested to enable a knowledge economy. It is expected
that the study will contribute to existing literature on tacit knowledge management, inﬂuence the
decision-making process of policy-makers and boost the productivity of African economies.
KEYWORDS: knowledge, tacit knowledge, Africa, knowledge economy.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In an agrarian economy, the primary national resource is land, while in an industrial economy, the concentration
is both labour and natural resources. However, in the knowledge-based economy, which emerged from the
increase in the knowledge intensity and globalisation of economic activities, the main engine of economic
growth is knowledge Dahlman, Routti, and Ylä-Anttila (2006). A knowledge economy is also described as
one in hich administrations and societies e ciently gain create and disseminate no ledge for better
socio-economic development Mustafa (2015). Wanat and Potkanski (2010) submit that the contemporary
economy continues to depend on knowledge management. According to Dahlman, Routti, and Ylä-Anttila
no ledge ma es it ossible for the less develo ed economies to nd a short ath to achieving
development, advancement in technology, and speedily integrate into the global economy. However, it is
suggested that developing countries will be most likely side-lined unless they boost the knowledge contents of
their economies through learning and innovation(the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
U T
The United ations ducational Scienti c and ultural rganization U S
160) ascribes the emerging knowledge divide to the combo starting from the gulf in culture, education, and
science.
The economics and production of knowledge require a shift from a focus on technology to knowledge from
human made brain o er eters
ccording to ruc er
the e ciency of no ledge ill
determine the competitive position of a country. He opines that what places a country in an advantaged
osition is the ability to e lore no ledge no ledge in this conte t is ta en as either e licit codi ed and
ob ective or tacit ersonal and sub ective Ta euchi
as cited in hu
argues that the estern
world focuses on existing explicit knowledge and carries out knowledge management initiatives; rather than
Inclusive Libraries and Information Services towards achieving Prosperity for Sustainable Development in Africa
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focusing on tacit knowledge to create new knowledge. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) report that Japanese
com anies thrive on organisational no ledge creation hich ositively re ects their innovation ca ability
and their status in the international market. The Japanese society is rooted in collectively held tacit knowledge
ay and ittle
and favours the idea that tacit no ledge is the best mode of creating no ledge
S ovira
urro s rummond and Martinsons
The hinese e lore the socialisation
process of knowledge management to their national advantage. Unlike the Japanese and the Americans,
they acquire knowledge from domestic and foreign sources to create their national knowledge through R&D
activities in their universities
iven the a lauded in uence of tacit no ledge in the no ledge economy
statuses of nations, this study is interested in mapping out strategies for the African nation to tap into tacit
knowledge to be positioned as knowledge economies.
elevant studies have highlighted hat constitutes the ma or illars of a no ledge economy or instance
hen and ahlman
identify economic incentive and an institutional regime that ma es it easy
to create, disseminate and use knowledge in good facilitating conditions; educated and skilled workers;
innovation system com rising consultants rms research centres universities among others
ho
can adapt global knowledge to local needs; and adequate and up-to-date information infrastructure for
eﬀective communication information and no ledge management as de ned by the orld an Institute
(n.d.). Moreover, Hooker (2010, 3) highlight education, ICTs, and innovation, and Lor and Britz (2007) report
information and communication technologies and connectivity, infrastructures apart from ICTs, and human
capital capability.
The pillars mentioned above can be collapsed into ICTs, education, innovation, infrastructures apart from
I Ts s illed human ca ital and enabling environment olicies hen and ahlman
building on the
knowledge economy pillars as put forward by the World Bank (n.d), recommend that fundamentals, such
as investing in education, innovation competency, modernising information infrastructure, and ensuring an
enabling economic atmosphere, are required to move to the knowledge economy successfully. It is expected
that in the modern and competitive global economy, when a nation invests in the pillars mentioned above,
knowledge creation and use in national economies will be enabled and enhanced, with attendant improvement
in economic development. Therefore, this study explores how tacit knowledge can be promoted in education,
ICT, innovation, and skilled human capital to enhance the functionality of these pillars in positioning the
African nation in the knowledge economy environment.
To achieve this aim, the study will review extant literature to establish the status of the African nation as
a knowledge economy, identify some pillars of selected knowledge economies, describe the relationship
between tacit knowledge and suggested pillars of the African knowledge economy, and develop a synthesis
of strategies that will promote tacit knowledge management for each of the pillars.
The study, using Google Scholar, reviewed relevant literature using the search terms: tacit knowledge,
no ledge economy and the frican nation and through content analysis identi ed no ledge economy
pillars on which the African nation can leverage. The paper proceeds by examining the African economy’s
status in the knowledge economy dynamics and subsequently peeps into lessons from some global knowledge
economies.

State of the African nation as a knowledge economy

Dahlman (2007 10) observes that even though developing nations, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, have
made progress in their knowledge economy worldwide ranking, most of the countries still rank low. Asongu
(2017) reports that Africa’s global knowledge index declined between 2000 and 2009. The author opines that
Africa, on the path to knowledge economy status, can learn from the miraculous transition of South Korea,
mainly due to their knowledge-based approach to development.
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Ten years after the submission of Dahlman (2007), Ojanperä and Graham (2017) add that internet access is
insu cient to transform sub Saharan frican nations economies as most countries in frica are behind ven
though improved internet access can help Africa transit to the knowledge economy, the continent still has the
smallest share of digital knowledge production. They conclude that a total shift into an economy dependent
on technology and human capital may not be immediately feasible in sub-Saharan Africa, as long as the
continent relies heavily on extractive industries and agriculture. They acknowledge that knowledge-based
economic ractices are emerging o ever the recommendation is that more concentrated eﬀorts should
target improved locally produced knowledge that will aid the transformation into knowledge economies. This
goes beyond merely increasing internet connectivity
In another study, Ojanperä et al. (2017) reveal that innovation and investment in education are crucial to
no ledge economies t the orld conomic orum in uly
dotey
adds that frica contributed
only
to scienti c no ledge orld ide being the lo est globally lso missing is that frica does not
have synthesis centres, where groups of professionals, such as communities of practice, can collaborate and
share tacit knowledge (expertise). According to Adotey (2019), synthesis centres will enable Africa to pull
together its human ca ital to hy othesise carry out research and roﬀer solutions through interdisci linary
collaboration.
It can be implied from the above discussions that many developing countries have not tapped into the
vast stock of global knowledge, which can be applied to meet their needs (World Bank Institute n.d.). The
next section describes knowledge economies across cultures and closes with a tabular presentation of the
knowledge economy pillars (Table 1) favourable to the countries.

PILLARS OF SELECTED KNOWLEDGE ECONOMIES
In section the illars that nations can ado t ere identi ed and colla sed into education I Ts innovation
and skilled human capital. Through content analysis of the reviewed literature, this section highlights the
knowledge-related strategies that selected current knowledge economies have explored that aided their
transition Table
The revie further con rmed that among others education I T innovation and s illed
human capital are major pillars that nations, African nations inclusive, can build on.
Table 1: Reviewed pillars of selected knowledge economies
Source

Country

Pillars

Houghton and
Sheehan (2000 16)

Australia

• bene ts from its use of the nglish language hich is fast
becoming the language of the knowledge economy
• the rapid uptake of new technologies

Rodriguez,
Dahlman, and
Salmi, (2008)

Brazil

• education
• innovation

Dahlman and JeanEric (2001)

China

•
•
•
•

education and training
improving relevant economic incentives and institutions
innovations
research
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Porter and Solvell
(2002); Dahlman,
Routti, and YläAnttila (2006)

inland

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

access to high technology and knowledge
domestic knowledge generation, indigenous innovations
educational system
e cient technology transfer TT
globally-focused knowledge base
good innovation systems
highly uali ed ersonnel
ICT
intelligent manufactures for the global market.
knowledge-intensive services
combining ICT, nano and traditional technologies
own research and development technologies and products

Dahlman and Utz
(2005)

India

• Investment in various science
infrastructure
• availability of skilled human capital
• global niches in IT
• widespread use of English

and

technology

Suh and Chen
(2007)

Korea

• accumulating indigenous capabilities
• Enhancing productivity through innovation
• Education policy aligned with economic development

Raspe and Van Oort
(2006)

Netherlands

• innovation
• research and development
• skills of employees (knowledge workers)

Mustafa (2016)

Singapore

•
•
•
•
•

(S&T)

Technology
R&D
technical education
ICTs
subsidised multinational corporation (MNC) training to nurture
the skills of the workforce
• Engaging leading educational institutions of the world to
enhance the accessibility of talent pools
• Use of science and engineering research hubs to boost
technologies

Source: Author generated from multiple sources

Synthesising the illars illustrated in Table this study classi es economic incentive and institutional regime
and infrastructure apart from ICT as facilitating conditions and ICT, education, human capacity, and innovation
as major pillars. Therefore, governments and political leaders need to strategise to achieve and sustain a
dynamic system that integrates education, ICTs, innovation, and Science and Technology for economic growth
Hooker (2010 10). This study, hereafter, explores the relationship between tacit knowledge and the suggested
pillars for the African economy to leverage as a knowledge economy.

Relationship between tacit knowledge and the suggested pillars of the African
knowledge economy
Tacit knowledge and education
According to Mustafa (2016), to create, share and use knowledge, there is need to have a higher proportion of
the educated and skilled population. This bolsters the importance of education, corroborating the conclusion
of Ojanperä and Graham (2017) that having internet connectivity is not enough. Mustafa (2016), therefore,
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suggests the establishment of research centres, formation of think tanks, the inclusion of universities,
community groups, and private enterprises that can access universal knowledge, integrate and streamline
it to local requirements, generate new knowledge from it, and tailor it to local needs. This call of Mustafa
(2016) can be likened to brainstorming sessions and the use of communities of practice, both of which are
tacit knowledge management processes. Hargreaves (1999, 123) opines that traditional education is mostly
about propagating current best practices and research output, which is inadequate for schools to operate in
the knowledge economy. The author suggests the need to generate better professional knowledge, which
is tacit knowledge, and requires that teachers share their professional knowledge. The author proposes that
knowledge management models, such as the socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation
(SECI) of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), which is employed by commercial institutions, can be adopted in the
education sector Hargreaves (1999, 127).
It is also revealed that the knowledge-base of an experienced teacher, compared with those of other
professionals, is richer in personal and tacit knowledge than in explicit, collective knowledge (Hargreaves 1999,
138). This implies that for a more productive education system, it is necessary to create an avenue where
teachers can share and e ternalise their tacit no ledge Tschannen Moran and estor a er
o ine that there should be a latform in education through hich other scholars can learn from more roli c
scholars tacit no ledge The
re ort lssen and eters
sho s that tacit no ledge hich
showcases through skills, is essential, as education will play a major role in knowledge-based economies.
Stiglitz (1999) links knowledge and development by implying that higher institutions of learning, being
traditional knowledge centres, will lead the service sector in the near future and will need to be restructured
as done in China in her transition to the knowledge economy. Burton-Jones (2001, 225) emphasise that to
transit to a knowledge economy, it is necessary to consider the interaction of education, learning and work.
Olssen and Peters (2005) stress that it is not enough to acquire the best available knowledge globally. The
authors propose the creation of local knowledge by building on indigenous knowledge through research and
development. The above submissions imply that tacit knowledge sharing will enhance the education system,
hich ill in uence the shift to a no ledge economy here education is a ma or illar

Tacit knowledge and ICTs
According to Stajic in Al-Qdah et al. (2009, 315), ICT is any form of information and communication tool,
such as personal computers, smartphones, audio and video transmission devices. These devices enable
communication and the sharing of data information and no ledge I Ts ositively in uence the transfer of
tacit no ledge reduces geogra hical distance and cost of transmission To l dah and Salim
information technology is an enabling factor for acquiring, processing, storing, and retrieving knowledge. In
other words, the use of ICTs will positively enhance tacit knowledge management and boost the knowledge
economy.

Tacit knowledge and innovation
According to Dahlman (2007, 11), innovation encompasses using existing knowledge in the domestic setting.
As opined by Porter (1990), successful innovations are giant steps in creating a new competitive advantage for
now and in the future. As observed by Oluwatobi (2015), statistics revealed that economies that are primarily
driven by innovation advance more than those that depend mainly on natural resources to sustain their
economies os inen and anharanta
note that innovation can be lin ed to eﬀective utilisation
and tacit knowledge sharing. Mascitelli (2000, 182) describes the roles of tacit knowledge on innovative
abilities: the provision of whole-concept solutions, revolutionary breakthroughs, sophisticated and creative
solutions to s eci c roblems among others It is therefore safe to conclude that tacit no ledge is both an
innovation and a knowledge-economy-enabling factor. Mustafa (2016), in agreement, submits that knowledge
and innovation are widely recognised as strategic platforms for growth and development. The author reports
that the knowledge revolution improves countries’ socio-economic development, especially through higher
and technical education, innovations, and ICTs.
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Tacit knowledge and skilled human capital
ccording to ereira erreira and lves
and illiams
the no ledge that generates
innovation, the attendant competitive edge and improved performance is tacit and embedded in humans.
ven in the era of the ourth Industrial evolution I Schr der
observes that smart technologies
cannot take over workers’ tacit knowledge that is not coded. Schröder’s standpoint was in agreement with
that of rey and sborne
ho submits that technologies have no intelligence in themselves e ce t
as coded by human beings and can as such not be substituted for human beings ho can act e ibly and
creatively to unantici ated situations dditionally Soliman and S ooner
reveal that it ill be di cult
to im lement ne technologies ithout e cient human resources management The authors add that
intellectual capital and assets will be of better use if organisations (in this case, economies) apply knowledge
management strategies to leverage their human resources management. Again, these submissions buttress
earlier reports that internet connectivity and improved communication are not adequate to transition to the
knowledge economy. In other words, tacit knowledge is embedded in the skilled workforce in any economy,
and human resources are also responsible for the performance of knowledge tasks that enable innovation
and productivity. In the words of Thurow (Peters 2001, 1), “Today, knowledge and skills now stand alone as the
only source of comparative advantage. They have become the key ingredient in the late twentieth century’s
location of economic activity.” Knowledge, particularly tacit knowledge, and skills are attributes of the human
capital, implying that African nations that desire the knowledge economy platform should invest in their
human resources as as done by other no ledge economies hina ahlman and ean ric
inland
Dahlman, Routti, and Ylä-Anttila (2006), and Singapore Mustafa (2016).
To conclude this section it has been established that tacit no ledge is a ey layer in all the identi ed illars
of the knowledge economy. Undoubtedly, the African nation needs to promote tacit knowledge management
to leap into the knowledge economy status.

TACIT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR THE AFRICAN
NATION
The Washington Consensus, a set of policies and reforms required to promote economic growth in developing
countries Williamson (2009), propose that developing countries should adopt appropriate knowledge
strategies and broad innovation system hich re uire that they increase their eﬀorts to ac uire ada t diﬀuse
and use existing knowledge, including indigenous knowledge, which is characteristically tacit. The author also
stressed the need to pay more attention to using existing knowledge to create their technologies. Similarly,
Lwoga and Ngulube (2007) report that indigenous knowledge is key to sub-Saharan Africa’s development.
Thus, this study suggests the strategies in Table 2 below for consideration by the African economy.
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Table 2: Strategies for tacit knowledge management for the African knowledge economy pillars
Education

ICTs

Innovation
Systems

Skilled Human
Capital

Facilitating
Condition

Indigenous
knowledge

Indigenous
knowledge
management
systems

Research centres

Platforms for
knowledge sharing

Basic technological
infrastructure
other than ICTs

Knowledge
creation
Knowledge
synthesis
centres
Collaborative
learning
Technical
information
centres

Tacit knowledge
management
systems
Knowledge
dissemination
mechanisms

Research
universities
Knowledge
experts and
consultants that
can tailor external
knowledge to
meet national
needs

IoTs
ICT tools

Productivity
organisations.
Public research
institutes
Interactive
learning,
processes
Interactive
networks of
people and
institutions

Multi-stakeholder
knowledge sharing
Virtual
collaboration
Communities of
practice
Alumni networks

Norms and
standards,
Quality control
Economic policies
Knowledge
management
policies

Apprenticeship
Mentoring

Intellectual
property rights
.

Storytelling
Expert interviews
Best practices
Reviews of lessons
learned
Brainstorming
sessions

Research schools
Internship
Programmes
Source: Author generated from literature (Hooker 2010; World Bank Institute, n.d.; Williamson 2009; Hargreaves 1999; Lwoga, and Ngulube 2007; Chen and
Dahlman 2005)

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, the importance of knowledge, particularly tacit knowledge for the leap into the knowledge
economy, by the African nation, was discussed. This study purposively examined extant literature on
knowledge economies and the pillars that enabled and sustained them. The study uncovered that the
African nation is currently behind in the rise to being a knowledge economy. The study also highlighted that
economies that succeed as knowledge economies create knowledge, which is a product of tacit knowledge
management Innovation I T s illed human ca ital and education ere identi ed as illars of no ledge
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economies This author found insu cient literature that clearly de nes the tacit no ledge management
status of frican nations The a er therefore loo ed at the in uence of tacit no ledge on these illars and
discovered that tacit knowledge is indeed central to building knowledge economic pillars that will be dynamic
and sustainable Tacit no ledge sharing ma es the diﬀerence bet een the traditional education system
and the static curricula in learning institutions; tacit knowledge spurs innovation; tacit knowledge sharing
empowers and improves the skills and capabilities of human capital for better performance. Hence, the study
produced a strategic structure of tacit knowledge promoters that will aid the transition to the knowledge
economy status for nations in Africa. It is hoped that the African nation will provide the suggested facilitating
conditions in all sectors of the economy to im lement the identi ed factors for a successful transition into
the knowledge economy.
Education appears to be at the forefront of these enabling factors. Therefore, this study recommends
expanding secondary and higher education to include vocational technology education and indigenous
knowledge management. Education should be made more dynamic through the tacit knowledge sharing
activities of rofessionals in the eld This of course may demand curriculum revie in institutions of learning
across Africa. While strongly advocating the continuity of indigenous languages, it is suggested that the use
of the English language should not be neglected in learning institutions, as the study revealed that it is
speedily becoming the lingua franca of the knowledge economy. It is also recommended that African nations
invest in staﬀ training and res illing hich ill im act staﬀ members innovative ca abilities and motive tacit
knowledge sharing. The study suggests that future studies explore the contextual implementation of each
pillar of the knowledge economy in each African country, with the possibility of coming up with knowledge
management systems that can be ado ted for eﬀective im lementation
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BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN THE INFORMATION
RICH AND INFORMATION POOR IN MALAWI
Lizzie Malemia
Mzuzu University, lmalemia@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of the appraisal of the gap between the information rich and
information poor in Malawi by focusing on the notable legislations and technological infrastructures
that contribute to the information ﬂow in Malawi. It also explores the strides made in Malawi in
terms of library development, electronic information development and human resource development.
The appraisal employed a desk research approach where journal articles, internet publications,
government publications, online newspapers, books and international organisations’ databases like
UNESCO, World Bank, UNDP, European Commission and United Nations were reviewed The review
found out that the Malawi government has notable legislations that can assist in bridging the gap
between the information rich and poor and these include Access to Information Act, Copyright Act,
and National Information Communication and Technology Policy. It also found out that there are
initiatives from the government, and private and non-governmental organisations to reach out to the
masses with ICT, technological infrastructure, library, electronic information, and human resource
development. The paper concludes that although there are initiatives that have been developed, they
are inadequate especially for the rural masses to close the gap between the information rich and
information poor.
KEYWORDS: information rich, information poor, information gap, information society, Malawi.

BACKGROUND
The United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development aims at ending poverty, protecting the planet,
and ensuring prosperity for all United Nations (2015). There are extremely huge challenges for countries on
their road to sustainable develo ment lot of eo le still live in overty and there is an increase in diﬀerences
within and among countries. In concurring with the United Nations, African countries also adopted a vision
of the future towards sustainable development called “Agenda 2063 – The Africa We Want”. It is aimed at
repositioning Africa to becoming a dominant player in the global arena African Union Commission (2015, 1).
ll these are develo ment eﬀorts hich embrace the economic social and environmental sustainability of
countries.
The United ations rogress re ort on Sustainable evelo ment oal on uality education estimated
that 750 million adults remained illiterate by 2016, and two thirds of them were women. Half of the global
illiterate population lives in South Asia, and a quarter live in sub-Saharan Africa. Many developing countries
still lac basic infrastructure and facilities to rovide an eﬀective learning environment Sub Saharan frica
faces the biggest challenges at the primary and lower secondary levels, less than half of schools have access
to electricity, the Internet, computers and basic drinking water United Nations (2019).
According to the World Bank (2015), nearly 1.1 billion people were still living in extreme poverty compared
to 1.7 billion in 1990. The population of people who lived on less US$1.90 a day was 736 million, down from
1.85 billion in 1990. Despite the progress made in reducing poverty, the number of people living in extreme
poverty remains unacceptably high and the declined rates have been uneven in all regions. More than half of
the extreme poor live in Sub-Saharan Africa. In fact, the number of poor people in the region increased by 9
million ith
million eo le living on less than US
a day
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BACKGROUND OF MALAWI
Mala i is a land loc ed country in south eastern frica ith a total o ulation of
million ational
Statistics of Mala i
It is
s uare ilometers including land and ater The country is divided
into four regions and the capital city is Lilongwe. It shares boarders with Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique.
It has ten major ethic groups that is Chewa, Nyanja, Lomwe, Yao, Tumbuka, Sena, Tonga, Ngoni, Ngonde and
ambya rom
to
he a as the only national language a art from nglish It as one of the
languages used in print and broadcast media and it is spoken by a majority of the population. A majority of
the o ulation are hristians and Muslims constitute about one fth of the o ulation Traditional beliefs
are also adhered to by a small ro ortion of the o ulation alinga et al
Malawi is one of the least developed countries and it is ranked 171 out of 189 countries in terms of human
develo ment United ations evelo ment rogramme
es ite ra id urbanisation around
of the
population lives in the rural areas and an overwhelming majority of the rural households are poor. According
to the United ations
of the o ulation earns less than US
a day The overty is derived
from reliance on risk-prone activities like rain-fed agriculture where harvested quantities of crops, livestock
and sh are rimarily aﬀected by eather shoc s Mc arthy ruba er and de la uente
ccording
to U S
Institute of Statistics
Mala i s literacy rate stands at
for males and
for females
Mala i became an inde endent country in
n im ortant change in the olitics of Mala i too lace in
hen a multi arty system of government as established after about three decades of one arty rule
n the onset of its democracy in
the overnment came u ith long term strategy documents to assist
in developing the country further. Most important of these were the Malawi Vision 2020 (1997), the Malawi
Poverty Reduction Strategy (MPRS) in 2002 and the Malawi Economic Growth Strategy (MEGS) in 2003.

INFORMATION GAP
Topping the several factors that contribute to the underdevelopment of a country are poverty and illiteracy.
iteracy is critically im ortant because being able to read and rite ma es a huge diﬀerence in doing many
simple day-to-day activities. High illiteracy levels inhibit access to information especially in the rural poor. To
eﬀectively access and use information for sustainable develo ment illiteracy levels must be lo
anguage
religion and cultural inclination have also an in uence on ho one can access and use information s there
is more information no adays it is more central in leading to a ne ty e of society ebster
There has been a long-standing tradition to characterise developing countries as ‘underdeveloped, poor, and
primitive’. These countries are viewed as if they do not possess any knowledge, information and ideas that
could be transferred or copied by other countries Lundu (1989, 223). On a global scale, there is a growing
gap between the rich and the poor in access to information. Information gap between the two groups in
access to information can also be the lack of ability and opportunity to use the information in a way that
contributes to people’s cultural knowledge and economic well-being.
Information rich and information poor is related to the division of the general public into two groups
depending on the way in which they use and relate to information. The information rich tend to be of a higher
socioeconomic status, better educated, have better access to technology and are more technologically savvy
than the information poor Chandler and Munday (2011). In most cases on a global scale, the information rich
are considered to be those from the ‘global north’ and the information poor are from the ‘global south’ of the
world. In countries, that is the gap between the advantaged and the disadvantaged Kagan (1999).
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One of the critical aspects in the development of a country is information and it is the basis for economic
growth. Access to information should be extended to embrace the society in order to develop. Therefore, the
essential driving force of a developed country is the development of the deep-set structures of information
to have an informed society. Considering the poverty and illiteracy levels of the Malawian population, diversity
in cultures, languages, and religion, it is not clear what strides Malawi has made to close the gap between
the information rich and information poor. This paper, therefore, appraises the gap between the information
rich and information poor in Malawi. It explains the notable legislations and technological infrastructures that
contribute to the information o in Mala i It also e lores the strides made in Mala i in terms of library
development, electronic information development and human resource development.

METHODOLOGY
In order to achieve the aim of the paper, the researcher employed a desk research methodology where
extensive literature was reviewed from journal articles, internet publications, government publications, online
newspapers, books and international organisations’ databases like UNESCO, World Bank, UNDP, European
Commission and United Nations. Desk research involves accessing data collected by key experts and
information can be collected remotely Largan and Morris (2019, 30). The paper adopted mainly a qualitative
approach.

GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND NOTABLE LEGISLATIONS
It is a fundamental human right to ask for, and receive information held by the public organisations and
bodies. It is critically important to make sure that information held by the public, and in some cases private
institutions is available and accessible to citizens. The right to seek, access and receive information is
guaranteed by Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 9 of the African Charter on
uman and eo le s ights and rticle of the eclaration of rinci les on reedom of
ression in frica
Media Institute of Southern Africa (n.d.). It is also recognised under Section 37 of the Malawi Constitution.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION ACT
Sustainable Development Goal 16 seeks to ensure public access to information. In 2017, the Parliament
of Malawi passed the Access to Information Act 2017, which gives ordinary Malawians the right of access
to information which, is under the control of a public authority in order to promote transparency and
accountability of ublic o cers uthorities are re uired to res ond to re uests ithin fteen
days
request for access to information is made orally or in writing. This implies that the society can request for any
permissible information from the government. However, no penalty is stated on failure of public authorities
to grant access to the re uested information This could deny access to information eﬀorts by Mala ians

COPYRIGHT ACT
The Malawi Copyright Act 1989 was amended in 2016 to accommodate new developments. The Copyright Act
2016 of Malawi is a form of intellectual property protection granted under the Malawian law to the creators
of original works of authorship such as literary works including sound recordings, dramatic, musical and
artistic works, audio-visual works, sound recordings and broadcasts, the rights of performers, technological
measures and rights management information, establishment of Copyright Society of Malawi (COSOMA) and
the reativity romotion und
S M
In addition Mala i is a member of international treaties li e
the Marrakesh Treaty which helps to end the book famine faced by people who are blind, visually impaired
or otherwise print disabled. According to the Marrakesh Treaty, countries which consent to the Treaty must
ensure that their laws allow blind people and their organisations to make accessible format books without
the need to as ermission rst from the co yright holder frican egional Intellectual ro erty rganization
2018, 3). The amended Malawi Copyright Act is in compliant with the Marrakesh Treaty in terms of accessible
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formats Section
of the Mala i o yright ct indicates that the re roduction of co ies shall be made
available only to disabled people for intended purposes COSOMA (2017).

NATIONAL INFORMATION COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
POLICY
Information and communication technology I T bring a lot of bene ts and o ortunities Mala i cannot
forge ahead with its development agenda without putting in place an appropriate framework for ICT to
support and accelerate various initiatives and interventions at all levels of society. Malawi aspires to have a
knowledge-based economy with a global role and it believes that through maximum integration of ICT in all
sectors and the provision of ICT services to the rural areas, the use of ICT can help usher in sustained growth
of the Malawian economy.
In
Mala i develo ed a ational I T for evelo ment olicy I T
in order to build a no ledge based
economy and information rich society. Malawi was convinced that its agriculture-based economy can rapidly
grow and diversify through participation in the information society and this policy had eight priority areas.
ater in
I T
olicy as amended to be named ational I T olicy The ational I T olicy focuses
on ten priority areas namely: Strategic ICT Leadership, Human Capital Development, E-Government Services,
Industries, Infrastructure Development, ICT in the priority Growth Sectors, Responsive ICT Legal, Regulatory
and Institutional rame or
ational Security International oo eration Universal ccess of I T and I T
related services ith aim of facilitating the creation of an enabling environment for e cient eﬀective and
sustainable utilisation, exploitation and development of ICT in all sectors of the economy, including the rural
and underserved communities in order to attain an information rich society ICT Policy (2013). Countries that
have poor ICT infrastructure are faced with a threat to faster economic growth.

TECHNOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Technological capabilities have always been a fundamental component of economic growth. New technologies
are one of the most visible indicators of new times, and they are frequently taken to signal the coming of
an information society ebster
Many frican countries are trying hard to catch u
ith the fast
changes in information and communications. Malawi, like many other countries in Africa, has a history of
underdeveloped communications infrastructure. Malawi Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS) highly
prioritises the development of the ICT sector MGDS (2017).
ccording to a survey by the Mala i ommunications egulatory uthority M
revealed that
of Mala ians in urban areas and
in the rural areas o n or have access to a com uter This
mainly could be due to the expensiveness of the machines. The Internet is a vital infrastructure for access
to knowledge. Although Malawi has experienced growth in the ICT industry after the development of the
ICT policy, the level of access to information technology infrastructure is still low. The survey also revealed
that only
of the rural Mala i and
from the urban area has access to the Internet That is a small
ercentage considering that
of the o ulation lives in the rural areas It further revealed that
of
Mala ians have a mobile hone nly
in the rural areas have a mobile hone and only
o n a hone
that is capable of browsing the Internet.
In 2009, the government of Malawi in collaboration with the World Bank embarked on a Regional Communication
Infrastructure ro ect hich aimed at im roving the uality availability and aﬀordability of communications
services while at the same time improving Malawi’s connectivity to international communications services
Public Private Partnership Commission (2009). In 2015, the project came to an end when the construction
of the international o tic bre net or as launched hich reduced the costs ham ering Internet access to
broadband In addition the lectricity Su ly oo eration of Mala i S M laid bre o tic cables on their
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o er lines throughout Mala i in order to build the net or s that form art of the country s national bre
optic backbone Mogha (2017).
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) pioneered the implementation of provision of
Internet services in Malawi. The Sustainable Development Network Programme (SDNP) was put in place to
help countries in facilitating access to information about sustainable development and also encouraging
participation in decision making for sustainable development. The SDNP project enhanced the capacity of
stakeholders to use computer mediated communications, including Internet and also enhanced capacity for
open and participatory decision processes and strives to encourage local and community-based involvement
in sustainable development IST-Africa (2017).
There were nationwide initiatives from the government, private and non-governmental organisations to reach
the masses with ICT. MACRA implemented telecommunications infrastructure development through the
establishment of telecentres in several rural areas of Malawi. The idea was to have at least one multipurpose
community telecentre in each constituency here eo le have access to I T enabled a lications ifty
six telecentres were established from 2010 to 2013 and these telecentres are underutilised due to several
challenges like slow internet connection and unreliable electricity Kapondera and Namusanya (2016, 13).
Malawi Library and Information Consortium (MALICO) pioneered the establishment of the Malawi Research
and Education Network (MAREN). In 2005, MAREN was formed with the aim of establishing sustainable
communication and networking among research and education institutions in Malawi. It launched its Very
Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) technology for providing satellite access by giving academic institutions
connectivity from the north to south of Mala i Through the Ubuntu et lliance M
is a bene ciary under
the frica onnect eInfrastructure ro ects IST frica
The availability of national and international bre
is a catalyst for the implementation of the physical network.

LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT
Libraries are important institutions in any organisation as they are sources of information, knowledge, and
experiences which are selected, acquired, organised, preserved and disseminated to those who need them.
ibraries are im ortant tools to ll the gro ing ga bet een the information rich and the information oor
They are a visible sign of commitment to the sustainable development of communities in Malawi. There
are many types of libraries in Malawi ranging from public, special, school, to academic libraries existing as
supporting entities of institutions such as public and private schools, research institutions, government
departments, statutory organisations, non-governmental organisations, and universities Salanje (2012, 3).
In
Mala i announced universal rimary education and school enrolment started to rise Universal
education had put pressure on class sizes, which were often over 100 pupils. Resources such as books and
learning materials ere stretched and education uality had suﬀered from those higher enrolments Therefore
Book Aid International came in to assist and their main aim is to create access to books across the country.
It has been supporting libraries in Malawi since 1962. In partnership with Malawi National Library Service
(MNLS) which oversees public library services, Book Aid International books are distributed to a network of
16 branch public libraries of MNLS. MNLS also distributes books to primary and secondary schools, higher
education institutions, medical institutions and other non-governmental organisations Book Aid International
nd
s boo s are di cult to obtain in Mala i some institutions in rural areas are artnering ith the
African Library Project which provides books to communities especially rural primary schools. Although
public libraries are available in some parts of Malawi through partnership with international organisations
like Ripple Africa, public libraries are lagging behind due to inadequate support and lack of funds from the
central government This is evident hen there are
government funded ublic libraries and out of
are
in partnership with Building Malawi. This implies that a larger proportion of rural communities do not have
access to public library facilities hence this is creating a hindrance to information access.
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ELECTRONIC INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT
MALICO was established in 2003. It facilitates the subscription to electronic resources and the production
of local and relevant content for Malawi’s repositories. MALICO has been working with international
organisations li e the International et or for the vailability of Scienti c ublications I S and the
lectronic Information for ibraries I
I S s main aim is to strengthen the ca acity of individuals and
institutions to produce, share and use research information and knowledge for sustainable development
I S
I s main ur ose is to negotiate encourage and advocate for the ide availability of scholarly
electronic information by library users from the education and research sectors, professional communities,
governmental organisations and the civil society u ryte Segbert lbert and ernal
I has
been working in Malawi since 2001. It supported the creation of MALICO and the creation of open access
re ositories and ournals I
M I
ith the su ort from the I S and I
develo ed a
proposal for the establishment of a digital repository for research in Malawi. This increases the visibility and
accessibility of Malawi’s local content on the Internet.

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
ibrary services have been termed as crucial in the rovision of uality and relevant information to diﬀerent
sectors that strive to develop the nation of Malawi. A library is nothing without librarians, but just a collection
of books (Ziba 2018). In 2002, Development Aid from People to People (DAPP) Malawi established a teacher
training college. Apart from the teacher training programme, the teachers are also trained on how to manage
a simple library as most freshly trained teachers are placed in rural primary schools. African Library Project is
a partner of DAPP in the establishment of school libraries African Library Project (2018).
In order to romote libraries to be manned by rofessionals Mala i ibrary ssociation M
oﬀers a
certi cate course and Mzuzu University oﬀers ibrary and Information Science courses at di loma bachelors
and master s degree levels s of
over
students have graduated ith a M
certi cate s
of 2019, over 200 students have graduated with diplomas, bachelors and masters’ degrees in Library and
Information Science IS Mzuzu University egistry
study by Ma ulanga
on ros ects
and constraints of staﬀ develo ment indicated that all the libraries under the University of Mala i ere
headed by professional librarians with at least an undergraduate degree, while the majority of the support
staﬀ had a certi cate in ibrary and Information Studies lthough more eo le are trained challenges are
still available as most libraries in rural areas are manned by people who have no professional development
in librarianship. Ocholla (1999) indicates that graduates fear to work with the poor, the illiterate, and in rural
areas.

CONCLUSION
On the global level, Malawi is making some strides in closing the gap between the information rich and the
information poor of the communities. The extent to which Malawi is closing the gap is not encouraging, as
Malawi is number 171 out of 189 countries in terms of human development. Several legislations like Access
to Information Act, Copyright Act, and ICT Policy have the capacity to contribute access to information by
communities in Malawi. The introduction of telecentres in the rural communities of Malawi could promote
access to information. However, there are some challenges that are faced by the telecentres like slow internet
which impedes the use of technology in information access. Although illiteracy level is decreasing due to free
primary education and adult literacy education, still a good proportion of the population are illiterate and the
eﬀective use of technology usually re uires ne e ui ment literacy as ell as s ecialised training
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Although libraries, electronic information, and human resources have been developed, they are inadequate
especially for the rural population. All in all, Malawi is not lagging behind in its endeavour to strive towards an
information rich society, but as a country there is a need to re-examine the government’s role in developing
an information society, and to also train people by equipping them with 21st century skills if the country is to
transform the society into a fully edged informed society

RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•

The Malawi government should invest more in public libraries, telecentres, and technological
infrastructure to make them true information resource centres for the rural poor.
MALICO should press government to come up with a deliberate policy to ensure that all public and
government libraries and information centres are manned by trained librarians in order to promote
the use of information.
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ABSTRACT: Academic libraries the world over are now embracing Library 2.0 to improve the
operations of their library services. It therefore follows that there is need for academic librarians in
Africa to embrace Library 2.0 applications to meet the twenty-ﬁrst century library user’s needs. Library
2.0 has major impacts on how librarians and library users alike access information. Library 2.0 is
there to support social, human, participatory and interactive experience that will result in the end
user’s academic achievement. This paper therefore explores the impact library 2.0 technologies are
having on academic library services. The author considers some of the services that are now being
oﬀered in most university libraries in Africa like the provision of information literacy skills, institutional
repositories, and electronic resources as well as community engagement which entails reaching out to
the community to introduce and embrace these vital technologies. The paper oﬀers recommendations
on the best way forward regarding merging twenty-ﬁrst century academic library services with Library
2.0 technologies to promote eﬀective use of library services in Africa. The researcher used a mixed
research methodology and employed survey research design to investigate Library 2.0 applications.
The researcher went further to establish the Library 2.0 applications currently used in numerous
Zimbabwe State University Libraries. Data was collected using questionnaires and interviews. The
research ﬁndings revealed that Library 2.0 helps academic librarians to reach out and interact with
library users and their communities, quenching their information needs as well as increasing user
interests in the library resources.
KEYWORDS: Africa, academic libraries, Library 2.0, ICT technologies, Web 2.0.

INTRODUCTION
The innovation of technology, in the norm of Web 2.0, with its emphasis on user involvement and collaboration
has altered the process of information services and resource sharing in academic libraries. Kwanya, Stilwell,
and Underwood (2009) note that there is, in reality, been a shift from formal scholarly publishing, to
unpublished materials, and to self-publishing, which poses unlimited tests to information management in
academic libraries The e istence of a ebsite is not surety for the eﬀective use of library services esearch
indicates an increase in the use of search engines, e-mail, and blogs and that the use of library websites has
declined. Propositions are that library users may not be conscious of the library services and, hence, libraries
need to nd ays and means to involve users in their services Identifying the need to involve users and to
harness user-generated content, most libraries are now integrating Web 2.0, or Library 2.0, technologies into
their services.
Numerous schools of thought, including Chua and Goh (2010) and Harinarayana and Raju (2010), validated
that the integration of Web 2.0 tools into the library setting can improve the value of library services. Web
2.0 technologies can enhance library services by improving communication with customers, promoting and
marketing services, and imparting information literary skills Chua and Goh (2010) Harinarayana and Raju
(2010). Library 2.0 technologies inspire users to partake in the design and implementation of library services
through their feedback. Library services are continuously updated and re-evaluated according to user needs
based on their feedback Pienaar and Smith (2008). Studies in Sub-Sahara Africa have revealed that most
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libraries provide information about their services and content on their websites, while their counterparts in
the develo ed orld are already oﬀering online resources and services by integrating eb
technologies
Muswazi (2000); Lwoga (2012); Makori (2012a). Academic libraries need to make available their traditional
services more resourcefully and to oﬀer su lementary services through ibrary
tools to those users ho
are more at ease with the new environments of accessing and using information.

WEB 2.0 AND LIBRARY 2.0
The catch hrase eb
as coined by Tim
eilly of
eilly Media in
It is also fre uently referred
to as “Library 2.0” because it has become a standard technology that is used in the provision of library
services
eilly
states that eb
is the net or as latform s anning all connected devices eb
2.0 applications are those that make the most of the intrinsic advantages of that platform: delivering software
as a continually-updated service that gets better the more people use it, consuming and remixing data from
multiple sources, including individual users, while providing their own data and services in a form that allows
remi ing by others creating net or eﬀects through an architecture of artici ation and going beyond the
page metaphor of Web 1.0 to deliver rich user experience O’Reilly (2005).
The Web 2.0 capabilities connect the library to its users in a two-way communication and enable knowledge
e change oombs
de nes eb
as a s ace that allo s anyone to create and share information
online a s ace for collaboration conversation and interaction in a highly dynamic and e ible latform
n the other hand nderson
de nes eb
as a grou of technologies such as blogs aceboo
wikis, RSS feeds and others that promote sharing, editing and creating contents in a socially networked web
environment.
Web 2.0 embraces a number of tools and technologies, stretching from wikis, blogs, and syndication feeds
to social and virtual networking. Library 2.0 is a “change in interaction between users and libraries in a new
culture of participation catalysed by social web technologies” Holmberg, Huvila, Kronqvist-Berg, and Widenulﬀ
ibrary
facilitates libraries to change and deliver demand led services by concentrating
on the needs of users already using the library and non-users who the library may reach out to bring into the
library.

ADOPTION OF WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGIES IN LIBRARIES IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
There has been considerable growth of literature on the implementation of Web 2.0 technologies in a library
setting
anya et al
The University of retoria ibrary develo ed ibrary
services eﬀectively
because it formulated an e information strategy and technology committee in
identi ed users needs
and developed strategic alliances with other departments at the university that promote the development
of Web 2.0 with the aim of making optimum use of the new Web 2.0 technologies Pienaar and Smith (2008);
Penzhorn and Pienaar (2009), collaboration with ICT professionals,; and revision of the library and information
studies curriculum to incorporate social media Banda (2011).
In the developing world, particularly in Africa, studies show that few university libraries have embraced the
application of Web 2.0 systems, such as in South Africa Wood (2009), Tanzania Muneja and Abungu (2012),
and Zambia Banda (2011). Some African libraries have just recognised the potential of Web 2.0 tools and they
are beginning to adopt this technology. It is thus important for African libraries to engage in social media,
since many librarians are already using these tools for social networking rather than for improving library
service delivery. This is supported by Chisenga and Chande-Mallya (2012) who indicated that librarians in
Southern, Central and Eastern Africa regions are engaged in social media applications and utilise these tools
more for social than professional networking purposes than for library and information work activities.
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Research further shows that not all Web 2.0 tools and services are used to the same extent and that some
services are more o ular than others
anya et al
revealed that aceboo as the most o ular
eb
tool in enya s libraries follo ed by T itter SS SlideShare ouTube lic r and blogs In Tanzania
aceboo as also the main tool ado ted by libraries follo ed by T itter blogs and oogle docs Mune a
and Abungu(2012). Collins and Quan-haase (2008) posit that the interests, demands, needs, and practices
of an institution largely in uence the ado tion and use of a certain ty e of social media ithin that setting
There are various barriers that constrain libraries in their eﬀorts to ado t eb
These barriers may be
associated with such factors as limited infrastructure and other information-based technologies, lack of
library-centred social media policies, lack of funding for training and resources Collins and Quan-haase (2008),
inadequate knowledge and skills among information professionals, inadequate support from the management
Makori, (2012b), lack of time by librarians to use social media, and lack of interest among librarians who prefer
to do things the way they have always been done Banda (2011). Other barriers include moral and ethical
issues in eb
environments hich are related to rivacy con dentiality safety harassment ornogra hy
fraud, and security Mutula (2012). It is imperative to consider all these obstacles when implementing Web 2.0
technologies in a library setting.

LIBRARY 2.0 TECHNOLOGIES AT MIDLANDS STATE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
Midlands State University (MSU) Library (http://www.msu.ac.zw) is part of the University network wide campus.
The library currently houses over
volumes of materials subscribes to over
academic databases
has automated its services, established a digital repository, and provides a wide range of other information
and reference services.
The library adopted Web 2.0 services for the purpose of providing access to information, getting feedback
from users, stimulating interactive and collaborative learning, and promoting library services. The library,
therefore, developed the following tools: information organisation (social bookmarking and tagging system,
downloadable library toolbar, and a search tool embedded in blogs); information acquisition (blogs, wikis);
information dissemination (RSS); and information sharing.
dditionally the university has integrated eb
as ects into the rst year undergraduate curricula The
aim of the course is to impart knowledge and skills to students with regards to the use of the e-learning
system and Web 2.0 for collaborative learning, as well as for information searching purposes. The library
also provides online tutorials on IL aspects and annotated links to online tutorials via its wiki. The integration
of eb
into the I rogramme has enabled the library to be eﬀective in creating and managing course
materials.
The library adopted Web 2.0 services for the purpose of providing access to information, getting feedback
from users, stimulating interactive and collaborative learning, and promoting library services. The library,
therefore, developed the following tools: information organisation (social bookmarking and tagging system,
downloadable library toolbar, and a search tool embedded in blogs); information acquisition (blogs, wikis);
information dissemination (RSS); and information sharing (social networks).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social bookmarking and tagging system
Single-click downloadable library toolbar
Blogs and mashups
RSS feeds
Social networks
Wiki
Information literacy
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ther libraries also use eb
to further demonstrate di cult I conce ts study by uo
sho ed
that Web 2.0 technology was used in three levels in IL programmes, which were to organise and manage
course-related material for librarians’ own purposes. It was envisaged that it would help to facilitate the
delivery of content to students so as to illustrate IL concepts. However, the second level of Web 2.0 use was
the most popular among librarians Luo (2010). The Web 2.0 technologies are changing at a rapid rate and,
consequently, it is important for librarians to keep up with these developments.

CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGIES AT THE
MSU LIBRARY
Despite the fact that Midlands State University has implemented Library 2.0 for over a year, the university
still faces a number of di culties hich include an inade uate number of com uters unstable internet
connectivity and insu cient electricity inade uate a areness and internet s ills inade uate nancial
resources a shortage of trained I T and library staﬀ and lac of su ortive olicy guidelines authentication
security, and ownership of intellectual property of Web 2.0 services.
To improve the situation, the Midlands State University Library has undertaken the following measures: the
University is soliciting funds to increase bandwidth to enhance the use of Library 2.0 and other ICT services;
the library developed a curriculum on information and learning technologies, which includes Web 2.0 aspects
the course is taught to all rst year undergraduate students the library organises faculty develo ment
programmes regularly to enhance faculty’s IL skills including the use of Library 2.0; the university regularly
increases the number of technical staﬀ and librarians and rovides them ith ade uate training to ensure
the smooth running of ICTs, including Web 2.0 services; the librarians manually monitor the content on
aceboo and blog comments on a daily basis to ensure that unsuitable content is not ublished on the sites

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
eb
technologies rovide otential bene ts to academic libraries and the role of librarians as facilitators
of no ledge sharing collaboration and communication is becoming signi cant in the eb
environment
or atrons to communicate and interact ith librarians more conveniently and e ciently the academic
library must embrace the medium that patrons are already using, such as social networks and blogs. The
adoption of Library 2.0 tools improved the quality of library services by providing more interactive and useroriented reference services; increased access to print and digital resources through a search facility on the
library’s blog; enhanced delivery of online and physical IL instructions to suit user learning styles; shared news
and promoted library services in relatively less time; and increased user participation and feedback in the
delivery of library services. Most academic libraries in Africa have not yet adopted Web 2.0 technologies to
improve their services. The following recommendations may help other libraries to plan and integrate their
Library 2.0 technologies in their services:
•
•
•

•

libraries should conduct regular studies on user information needs and seeking behaviours for
eﬀective ado tion and use of eb
technology
libraries should develop standards and policies for managing Library 2.0 tools and its content, as well
as guidelines for managing inappropriate user-generated content;
libraries should select tools that are user friendly and require relatively less time to set up and maintain
to ensure eﬀective management of the tools
libraries should create or redesign ob descri tions and organisational structure to eﬀectively run
Library 2.0 services;
librarians should redesign librarianship training curricula to build skills in such areas as marketing,
public relations, and ICTs;
librarians should communicate the bene ts of eb
tools to the institutional management for the
eﬀective de loyment of these technologies
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libraries should consistently re evaluate library
services for the eﬀective management of these
tools;
governmental supply of stable electrical power and release of funds for improving bandwidth would
be helpful; and
universities should also seek alternative power sources, increased bandwidth, and additional
computers.

•
•
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ABSTRACT: This study investigated the use of WhatsApp as the platform for the delivery of library
services at Mzuzu University Library in Malawi. The researchers conducted interviews with librarians
and did content analysis of WhatsApp posts. Data was analysed thematically. Findings revealed that
WhatsApp has successfully been used to deliver a number of user and reference services to students
and staﬀ. Notwithstanding this, a number of technical, human resource and service-related factors
were discovered to be aﬀecting the delivery of services hence these need to be addressed. It is therefore
recommended that Library Management should take steps to address these challenges to ensure
eﬃcient and eﬀective service delivery.
KEYWORDS: WhatsApp, library and information services, library reference services.

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
WhatsApp is a cross-platform encrypted instant messaging application developed by Brian Acton and Jan
oum in
nderson
but o ned by aceboo since
nsari and Tri athi
It
is available for both PC and smartphones, and uses the Internet to send text messages, images, audio
messages, videos, documents, user location, and contacts to other users. WhatsApp is free from adverts that
inconvenience users in other social media technologies Aharony (2015, 137), and had over 1.5 billion users
by August 2019 Lee (2019).
The popularity of WhatsApp, more especially amongst the younger generation Nyasulu and Chawinga (2019,
ma es it an ideal latform for the delivery of library and information services Moreover nsari and
Tripathi (2017, 363) discovered that users’ attitudes towards the use of WhatsApp in the delivery of library
services are favourable as they view it as a vehicle for the provision of better services. There is also evidence
that WhatsApp is increasingly being deployed in libraries. In India, for instance, WhatsApp has been used
successfully by a number of academic libraries to promote library services and new acquisitions, to connect
with potential users, to provide customer services and as a communication tool amongst librarians Sahu,
In the conte t of Mala i the ilong e University of griculture and atural esources
(LUANAR), Kamuzu College of Nursing (KCN), The Polytechnic and Mzuzu University (MZUNI) libraries, all
indicated that they ere lanning to oﬀer their services through hats
ha utula and Mutula
The use of hats
in the delivery of library services has several bene ts These include increasing the
engagement and interaction among library staﬀ and their users hel ing in gathering feedbac to enhance
user services, increasing the utilisation of library content, maximising the utilisation of documents, and
facilitating collaboration and romoting eﬀective communication bet een library staﬀ and their atrons
Ansari and Tripathi (2017, 361).

CONTEXT OF THE STUDY
Mzuzu University ibrary as established in
to serve the information needs of staﬀ and students of its
parent institution. The Library serves close to 6,000 undergraduate and postgraduate students pursuing their
programmes through face to face and Open, Distance and eLearning (ODeL) modes plus over 200 academic
members of staﬀ Mzuzu University nrolment Statistics ugust
Mzuzu University Staﬀ ist
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Mzuzu University Library introduced the Reference Desk in 2013 to assist in facilitating access to information
and adequately serve the blossoming student population. The Reference Desk embraced the use of social
media to better serve the needs of its clients. WhatsApp is one of the social media applications that was
introduced in 2017 when the Library received a donation of 12 tablets from a US-based donor.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Several studies conducted in Malawi have reported on the use of social media and mobile instant messaging
tools such as WhatsApp in academic activities and libraries. A study conducted by Chawinga (2016, 107-116)
reported the general uses of social media in academic institutions. Another study conducted by Nyasulu and
ha inga
re orted on the use of hats
for academic activities o ever no study has
reported on the use of WhatsApp in academic libraries in Malawi let alone the service which was recently
introduced at the Mzuzu University ibrary This means that very little is no n about the service oﬀering
and its eﬀectiveness The use of hats
in libraries has the otential to reach out to under served distant
clients 27/7. This study was therefore undertaken to address the existing knowledge gap and the following
objectives:
To identify services that are oﬀered using hats
at the Mzuzu University ibrary eference es
To assess the eﬀectiveness of the services oﬀered through hats
and
To determine factors that aﬀect the delivery of services oﬀered through hats
at the Mzuzu
University Library Reference Desk.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The study used the iﬀusion of Innovation
I theory as an anchoring model
I theory describes the
rocess through hich ne ideas ractices or technologies are s read into a social system ogers
I osits that there are four ey elements that e lain the diﬀusion of innovations ithin a articular
conte t These elements are
innovation
communication channels
time and
social system
I
has become such a popular theory that the book that introduced the theory is now in its 5th edition.
The
I theory as chosen to be used in this study because it is ell established and idely used in
information technology IT diﬀusion related research The o ularity of the model is re ected in that it has
been used and revised several times, and it is the basis of most of the models that attempt to explain the
factors aﬀecting hether an innovation ill be shared and ado ted by other individuals and organisations
Aizstrauta, Ginters, and Eroles (2015, 73).

METHODOLOGY
The study adopted the case-study research design that incorporated a convergent mixed methodological
a roach Multi le data collection methods ere used irstly the researchers conducted in de th semi
structured intervie s ith ve librarians that ere either or ing or had or ed at the eference es
for a period of not less than 6 months. Secondly, the researchers conducted a detailed content analysis of
WhatsApp posts for one of the two tablets deployed to the Reference Desk. The qualitative data realised from
the intervie s and document analysis ere content analysed and ndings re orted based on themes
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Studies focussing on the use of WhatsApp abound in the literature, signalling a growing interest of researchers
on the to ic esides detailing ho the a lication is used the studies further discuss the bene ts accrued
through its usage but also tackle challenges associated with the usage of the mobile application. Abok and
anya
investigated ho academic libraries in enya can ma imise the otential of social
media to deliver their services by using the Technical University of Kenya Library as a case study. Data was
collected from students and librarians through intervie s indings indicated that academic libraries in enya
use a number of social media applications, WhatsApp included, to among others, facilitate the sharing of
information resources, provide reference services, form professional networks, and promote library services.
Some of the bene ts associated ith the use of hats
in academic libraries in enya include saving of
time for searching, accessing and using information, reduction in costs associated with space, and enhanced
promotion of library services and products. However, lack of adequate ICT infrastructure, human resources
and appropriate policies were discovered to be hampering the delivery of services through WhatsApp.
Chaputula and Mutula (2018, 52-69) carried out a mixed methods study that investigated the provision
of library services through mobile hones in three Mala ian universities indings revealed that only one
library had fully implemented the provision of library services through the use of mobile phones while the
rest ere lanning to introduce the same focusing on hats
indings further revealed the e istence
of some factors that could im act the oﬀering of library services through mobile hones The ma or ones
being net or uality high mobile telecommunications service costs and availability of s illed staﬀ These
challenges are similar to those that came up in an earlier study conducted by Abok and Kwanya (2016) in
Kenya.
In yet another study, Sahu (2016, 302-308) employed a social survey approach to examine how librarians
are adopting social media tools to promote a number of library activities. An online questionnaire was
administered to a sam le of
engineering college librarians attracting a res onse rate as
The
study ndings revealed that hats
as one of the heavily used social media tools in the libraries studied
The application was used as a way of attracting new acquisitions in terms of library collections and enrolment
of new users, provision of customer services, and for communication among librarians. The study concluded
that while the use of social media tools was blossoming in libraries, it had not yet reached maturity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Services offered using WhatsApp at the Mzuzu University Library Reference Desk

The study found that Mzuzu University Library launched the WhatsApp service in 2018 although the “exact
date is not known”. According to one of the librarians interviewed, the service was started “when Mzuzu
University Library received tablets from a donor based in the United States [of America]” as part of the
recovery eﬀort of the re disaster the ibrary e erienced in the night of
ecember
An analysis of the interviews conducted shows that there were many reasons that were behind the
establishment of the WhatsApp reference service. One librarian indicated that “a lot of people don’t like
coming to the library and hence the library wanted to reach out to them.” Another stated that “the library is
aware that each and every person has a mobile phone which they can use to access information from the
library while they are in their homes.” Yet another librarian said that the aim was “to assist people who feel
shy when requesting information physically [inside the library].” One more librarian indicated that “ODeL
[Open, Distance and eLearning] users only access information through WhatsApp since they do not have
libraries where they can get information when they are at their homes.”
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Although a number of reasons were given as the reason behind the establishment of the WhatsApp service,
all of them seem to be converging on one main theme: the library’s desire to serve people from a distance.
This is in line with current global trends in library service provision whereby libraries are deploying various
information and communication technology gadgets with the aim of reaching out to distant users and also
to rovide around the cloc accessibility to library services This nding re ects other ndings obtained in a
study conducted by Abok and Kwanya (2016) where it was discovered that academic libraries in Kenya use
hats
in service rovision Some of the bene ts accrued through the use of hats
include the saving
on time for searching, reduction in costs associated with space, and enhanced promotion of library services.
It is ho ed that the eﬀective use of the hats
service in the Mzuzu University ibrary can lead to the
realisation of similar bene ts
The study has established that there is a large number of services that are oﬀered through the hats
service. One librarian commented that WhatsApp is used for “downloading information especially past
papers, books and other research works from the institutional repository”. What happens is that students
make requests for past papers and e-books which are downloaded from the Mzuzu University Institutional
Repository and open source websites respectively. After downloading, the items are sent to the students
through WhatsApp. Another librarian stated that the service is used for “screen shooting pdf documents for
sharing ith users and to nd information from electronic ournals et another librarian commented that
the services oﬀered include ans ering users ueries and in uiries using hats
at the eference es
This could be termed general research advice ther services oﬀered through the hats
service include
“citation and many other things”, “providing information services such as pdf documents”, “answering clients
queries”, ‘‘teaching users how to search information’’, and “downloading information for research for 3rd and
th level students
With regards to the main users of the services provided through WhatsApp, one librarian indicated that the
“main users are students especially ODeL students who are far away from campus.” However, responses
given by two other librarians show that the range of patrons is broader as one librarian said that “ODeL, face
to face students and lecturers atronise the service hilst another stated that staﬀ members including
ODeL students and face-to-face students” patronise the service. One other librarian stated that “generic
students especially level ones” patronise the service and another librarian was of the opinion that “ODeL
students outnumber face to face students These ndings sho that the hats
service has a large
number of atrons that include students face to face and
e and academic staﬀ Much as this is the case
ODeL students seem to be the main users of the service.
The researcher conducted content analysis of one of the tablets deployed to the Reference Desk to determine
the ind of ueries that are received indings are resented in Table
Table 1: Analysis of the queries received through WhatsApp at the Reference Desk
Programme of
study
BAE

Level of study
1

28 e-books + 58 Exam past papers.

2

12 e-books + 35 Exam past papers.

3

31 Exam past papers.

Level of Study Unknown
BScE

BICT
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Types of queries received

Total queries
received
86
31

7 e-books

7

1

6 e-books + 3 Exam past papers.

9

2

1 Exam past paper.

1

3

3 Exam past papers.

3

2

8 Exam past papers.

8
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BLIS

3

1 e-book

1

orestry

2

5 Exam past papers.

5

Nursing

2

Security Studies

e boo s

am ast a ers

6

1 e-book

1

MLIS

Masters

9 e-books

9

MSWRM

Masters

2 e-books

2

Total

66 e-books + 150 past exam papers

216

An analysis of the data captured in Table 1 shows that most of the queries received through WhatsApp at
the eference es
ere in the form of e amination ast a ers
and e boo s
These ndings
corres ond ith those obtained through intervie s that identi ed ast e amination a ers and e boo s as
the main services accessed through hats
urther analysis of the data revealed that a vast number of
the ueries
originated from
achelor of rts ducation students ith those in evel
and evel
ma ing the most re uests Sc
achelor of Science ducation students made
the second highest number of ueries
lthough the study did not establish ho students accessing
services through WhatsApp were pursuing their studies, data shows that the BAE and BScE programmes have
more students pursuing their studies through the Open, Distance and eLearning mode Mzuzu University
nrolment Statistics Se tember
It is therefore ossible that most of these ueries ere led by
ODeL students who have been found to be the main users of the service.

Effectiveness of the services offered through WhatsApp

The researchers osed a number of uestions to the librarians that ere aimed at gauging the eﬀectiveness
of the WhatsApp service. As the study had already established that ODeL students were the main users of
the hats
service the researchers sought to nd out hy and hen students do not use the service In
this regard, one respondent stated that “generic students rarely use WhatsApp because they come to the
library on their own to ask questions, they may have at the Reference Desk or download [materials they need]
themselves.” It was also indicated that ODeL students do not use the WhatsApp service much “when they are
on cam us because they thin it is not necessary This im lies that erce tion about the eﬀectiveness of the
WhatsApp service is determined by programme of study, time and location.
The researchers further sought to nd out the ty e of feedbac librarians managing the eference es get
ertaining to the eﬀectiveness of the hats
service It as found that mi ed reactions are e ressed
by users of the service, and this is determined by one’s experience, with others exhibiting positive views
whilst others displayed negative sentiments. On the positive side, one librarian remarked that “students
give positive feedback congratulating Mzuzu University Management for starting the WhatsApp Service.”
Another librarian commented that “students appreciate due to lower cost of accessing information from
the library through the use of WhatsApp.” Yet another librarian stated that “students’ express thankfulness
when they are assisted.” On mixed feedback was noted that “users are appreciative of the service but they
complain that they receive feedback very late.” Another librarian remarked that: “In most of the cases if they
are satis ed they a reciate but in most of the cases they do not give feedbac
n the negative side the
follo ing ndings ere made
e receive negative comments hen you librarian ta e days to res ond
to the queries.” Another librarian said that “not many students give feedback when assisted.” Although the
feedback received on the operation of the WhatsApp service is mixed, much of it leans on the positive side.
It can therefore be said that the service is largely eﬀective
ibrarians ere further as ed to rate the erformance of the hats
service gain ndings sho mi ed
views pertaining to the performance of the service. One librarian indicated that the service is “timely and
helpful”. Another librarian commented that the service “is good.” Yet another librarian indicated that the
service is not uite good since only a small ercentage of users ere bene ciaries Still another librarian
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commented that the service is “still in the developing stage.” The feedback received shows that the service
has lots of potential but still needs some perfecting. Just as it has been noted in other mobile library services
Chaputula and Mutula (2018, 58-59), the WhatsApp service may be facing some of these challenges probably
because it may not have reached maturity stage.
The researcher did a content analysis of the interactions between librarians and users using WhatsApp. Results
revealed that
ueries of the
received re resenting
ere res onded to nly
ueries ere not res onded to urther analysis sho s that
users e ressed satisfaction ith
the assistance they received n the contrary
users e ressed dissatisfaction These ndings
signify that the service as better managed hence eﬀective

Factors affecting the delivery of services offered through WhatsApp at the Mzuzu
University Library Reference Desk

The researcher as ed res ondents to indicate the factors that are aﬀecting the delivery of services through
WhatsApp. An analysis of the responses shows that the factors fall into three main categories: Technical,
human resource and service-related factors. However, the technical-related factors were many, and were
frequently cited by almost all the librarians interviewed.
Some of the technical-related factors raised were that the “computer does not have enough space to enable
us to download information.” [Here reference was made to the desktop computer stationed at the Reference
Desk which librarians use to download some of the content requested by users before transferring it to the
tablet for onward delivery to users through WhatsApp]. Still on the same, another librarian stated that “it
seems like the space of the computer is running out so it gives us problems to download.” Other technicalrelated comments received focussed on the tablet and network connectivity. With regards to the tablets,
one librarian indicated that “one tablet had challenges in connecting to the network” whilst another librarian
observed that “one tablet has developed a fault and users who used to access library services [through
that line cannot reach library staﬀ et another librarian em hatically stated that gadgets tablets are not
enough.” A number of other comments were raised in relation to the network. One librarian complained that
“in most cases the network drags and this makes us to take more time to respond to users’ queries.” Another
librarian said, “Internet connectivity becomes very slow when providing responses to user queries.”
Similarly a number of service related factors ere raised by the res ondents that aﬀected the o erations
of the WhatsApp service. One librarian bemoaned the nature of requests received indicating that they
are repetitive, thus saying: “Students ask for the same service each and every day instead of doing it on
their own i.e. downloading past papers today and they come tomorrow to ask for the same information.”
indings dis layed in Table have sho n this to be true
robable e lanation to this scenario is hat as
expressed by another librarian who indicated that “some people do not understand what we provide at the
Reference Desk.” Considering that a number of other services such as “general research advice” and “proper
citation styles are oﬀered if this e lanation does not hold then it is ossible that users do not nd the
other services to be of value to them. Another service-related factor that came up in the study is failure to
receive and respond to user queries on time due to network challenges. It was also noted that some students
do not share their numbers because they are shy n the human resource factors it as noted that staﬀ
is inade uate hich ma es it di cult for them to serve clients at the eference es in addition to those
ho ost their re uests through hats
It as further noted that the staﬀ have challenges in search
techniques which needs to be addressed. Similarly, a study by Chaputula and Mutula (2018, 58-59) that
investigated the provision of library services through mobile phones in public universities in Malawi noted
that technical, human resource and service-related factors need to be overcome to ensure smooth delivery
of services through mobile phones.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study investigated the use of WhatsApp as the platform for the delivery of library services in the Mzuzu
University Library in Malawi. The researcher conducted interviews with librarians and also did content analysis
of hats
osts ata as analysed thematically indings revealed that hats
has successfully been
used to deliver a number of user and reference services to students and staﬀ ot ithstanding this a
number of technical human resource and service related factors ere discovered to be aﬀecting the delivery
of services hence need to be addressed. It is therefore recommended that Library Management should take
ste s to address these challenges to ensure e cient and eﬀective service delivery
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GEO-SPATIAL MAPPING OF LIBRARIES TO
ENHANCE OPTIMAL ACCESS TO LIBRARIES AND
GLOBAL VISIBILITY
Andrew Malotle
National Library of South Africa, andrew.malotle@nlsa.ac.za

ABSTRACT: This paper reﬂects on a project by the National Library of South Africa to utilise digital
technology in the form of geo-spatial mapping to improve the exchange and dissemination of
knowledge regarding public libraries in South Africa. The objectives of the project are aligned with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and aim to promote optimal accessibility and global
visibility of libraries, enable and empower library users and potential users as well as researchers and
related stakeholders to locate public libraries. The project entails a collaborative partnership between
the National Library of South Africa and the Provincial Library Services in South Africa and emphasise
the need and value of institutional partnerships in the library and information services sector to
facilitate access and availability to library collections.
KEYWORDS: National Library of South Africa, geo-spatial mapping, public libraries, digital technology.

INTRODUCTION
The application of geographic information systems (GIS) within the context of library and information services
(LIS) falls primarily within two categories according to Mandel, Bishop and Orehek (2020). These two categories
are an analysis of:
(a) “library service populations and related adjustments to facilities and services based on userdemographics and other variables; and
(b) an analysis of collections, in-library and other facilities-based use.”
The National Library of South Africa (NLSA), by virtue of its legislative mandate as the “custodian and provider
of South frica s ey no ledge resources has identi ed the use of geo s atial ma ing as a mechanism
to exchange knowledge regarding the accessibility of provincial library services within the country National
Library of South Africa (2019). Geo-spatial mapping technology facilitates the function of the NLSA which
relates to “promoting optimal access to published documents nationally and internationally”. Additionally,
geo-spatial mapping technology also promotes and provide impetus to several more functions of the NLSA.
These includes:
•
•
•
•

Promoting awareness and appreciation of the national, published documentary heritage; and
promoting information awareness an information literacy;
Providing leadership, guidance and advice to South African libraries and information services;
Undertaking research and development; and
Liaising with libraries and other institutions in and outside South Africa. National Library of South
Africa (2019).

The National Library of South Africa Act, Act No. 92 of 1998, Section 3 states: “The NLSA is mandated to
contribute to socio economic cultural educational scienti c and innovative develo ment by collecting
recording, preserving and making available the national documentary heritage and promoting an awareness
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and appreciation thereof, by fostering information literacy, and by facilitating access to the world’s information
resources” National Library of South Africa (2019).
The use of GIS in the form of geo-spatial mapping to provide access to public and community libraries by
the NLSA therefore facilitated an extension of the two categories of GIS applications within LIS as indicated
by Mandel, Bishop and Orehek (2020). The use of geo-spatial mapping technology by the NLSA served to
promote the use of geo-spatial mapping by to support literacy and the strengthening of the reading ecosystem
in South Africa. It is therefore evident that although the adoption and utilisation of geo-spatial mapping
rimarily facilitated no ledge sharing in res ect of rovincial libraries it also had secondary bene ts for the
NLSA since it contributed towards the realisation of various sustainable development goals (SDGs) aimed at
literacy as a basic human right.
Siddiqi (2017) states that “Geospatial technology, commonly known as geomatics, refers to technology
used for visualization, measurement, monitoring, and analysis of features or phenomena that occur on the
earth Siddi i
continues by con rming the relevancy of geos atial technology including ma ing in
respect of the realisation of SDGs and state that interconnected technologies [such as geospatial technology]
leverages vital information and communication technologies to positively impact the community, preserve
the environment, and improve health. Investments in human and social capital and infrastructure through
the adoption of technology play a critical role in creating sustainability.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
The ur ose of this a er is to re ect on a collaboration bet een the S and the rovincial ibrary Services
to use geo-spatial mapping technology to provide access to public and community libraries. Although, the
rimary ob ective of the ro ect as to utilise geo s atial ma ing technology in an eﬀort to facilitate im roved
and enhanced access to provincial libraries it soon became evident that the project also has a substantial
impact in terms of three adjacent yet related areas. These three areas are:
•
•
•

Promoting literacy;
Realisation of SDGs;
Incorporating digital technologies.

The project contributed towards promoting a culture of reading and additionally enabled a more informed
understanding of the reading ecosystem in South Africa. The NLSA together with institutional LIS stakeholders
such as the Provincial Library Services are responsible for inculcating a culture of reading amongst South
Africans. Mandla (2020) states that “Over the years, several role players have been working in the reading
space, driving programmes and projects that are meant to convert South Africa into a reading nation, especially
with regard to leisure reading. Whereas anecdotal evidence suggests that some of these programmes are
beginning to bear fruits, a study by the South African Book Development Council published in 2016 has found
that very small strides have been made over the last few years, and that a lot more needs to be done if South
frica is to achieve signi cant levels in terms of leisure reading Some of the criticisms levelled against these
initiatives are that they are not sustainable and continuous in nature and hence fail to achieve the necessary
impact and value. Literacy is a human right. It is implicit in the right to education. It is recognized as a right,
explicitly to both children and adult. Literacy should be understood within a rights-based approach and
among principles of inclusion for human development. The rationale for recognising literacy as a right is the
set of bene ts it confers on individuals families communities and nations It is included in ey international
declarations:

•

Universal eclaration of uman ights
1966: International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

1966: International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights;
1960: Convention Against Discrimination Education;
1975: Persepolis Declaration – ‘Literacy is not an end in itself. It is a fundamental human right’;
onvention on the limination of ll orms of iscrimination gainst omen
1989: Convention on the Rights of the Child explicitly recognises literacy not just education;
1990: The World Declaration on Education for All;
1993: Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action emphasises the use of human rights – informed
education as a means of combating illiteracy;
1997: Hamburg Declaration: ‘Literacy, broadly conceived as the basic knowledge and skills needed by
all in a rapidly changing world, is a fundamental human right’ (Resolution 11, UNESCO);
U S
round table re ort iteracy as reedom literacy must be understood ithin a rights
based approach and among principles of inclusion for human development;
2005: UNESCO B@bel Initiative.

Mandla (2021) explains that “Literacy has been recognised not only as a right in itself but also as a mechanism
for the pursuit of other human rights, just as human rights education is a tool for combating illiteracy.
Literacy, besides being a fundamental human right, is a foundation not only for achieving Education for
ll but more broadly for achieving the overarching goal of reducing human overty nd yet
million
adults in sub-Saharan Africa lack the basic learning tools to make informed decisions and participate fully
in the development of their societies. In addition to being a right in itself, literacy allows the pursuit of other
human rights It confers a ide set of bene ts and strengthens the ca abilities of individuals families and
communities to access health, educational, economic, political and cultural opportunities. Yet, on average, less
than sixty per cent of the total adult population in sub-Saharan Africa can read and write with understanding
– one of the lowest adult literacy rates in the world Mandla (2021).
Although the project largely contributed towards improving access to libraries and supported a better and
more informed understanding of the reading ecosystem in South Africa it also facilitated the achievement
of several SDGs. Evidently and according to the United Nations (2015), access to information and knowledge
is a “cross-cutting” responsibility and have an impact on all the SDGs. The United Nations (2015) further
articulates the way in which libraries should contribute toward the realisation of by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting universal literacy, including media and information literacy, and digital literacy skills;
Closing gaps in access to information and helping government, civil society and business to better
understand local information needs;
Providing a network of delivery sites for government programmes and services;
Advancing digital inclusion through access to Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and
dedicated staﬀ to hel eo le develo ne digital s ills
Serving as the heart of the research and academic community;
Preserving and providing access to the world’s culture and heritage.

The United Nations (2015) concludes by stating that “libraries can support the implementation of the SDGs by
providing access to information, support for literacy and ICT skills, and access to community space.”
As early as in 2000 the United Nations (2000) indicated that the use of digital media in the LIS sector will
improve the exchange of knowledge, optimal accessibility to libraries and global visibility. The NLSA therefore
responded to the 2000 call for action by the United Nations and developed an interactive web portal that
features the geo-mapping and contact details of the public and community libraries in South Africa. The
ro ect su orted the S s through the eﬀective collection use and sharing of data ithin the library sector
and promoted optimal accessibility and global visibility, enable users, potential users, researchers, and
government o cials to locate ublic libraries ith ease
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METHODOLOGY
The geo-spatial mapping project was a collaboration between the NLSA and the South African Provincial
Library Services as well as related stakeholders to obtain detailed data regarding the location of provincial
and community libraries. The portal was developed on a web based Joomla platform that is linked to Google
maps. The portal which consists of a visually enabled view of the location of libraries also highlights the library
activities and rovides the contact details of ublic and community libraries in South frica urthermore
the portal serves as the initial platform to share SDG success stories through a strong commitment to global
partnership and cooperation. The portal will be enhanced by including and facilitating links to include social
media platforms and multimedia blogs to upload video clips of library activities, membership of the libraries,
o ening and closing times e learning resources and library agshi collections The afore is a critical outcome
of the library portal project as it has been proven that younger readers often prefer to include social media as
a mechanism to obtain information and knowledge. It is therefore critical that information about libraries are
made accessible and available to younger generations by means of the inclusion of social media approaches.
Some of the challenges which have been associated with the project and which serve as critical determinants
of the success and hence the sustainable and adoption of geospatial mapping projects in LIS are listed below:
•

•
•
•

Monitoring and evaluation: The need to ensure that the contact details of libraries are accurate and
updated when they change as well as the importance of regular communication with libraries to be
informed of changes;
Training: The library web portal needs to be user-friendly and content creators responsible for
uploading content to the portal needs to be adequately skilled;
Marketing and advocacy: The portal should be marketed for greater impact as well as to gauge the
adoption and usage of the initiative and to identify areas for continuous adjustment and improvement;
Planning and coordination: The complex nature of a geospatial mapping project necessitates the
incorporation of a project plan and sound project management principles to ensure that the critical
components relating to the project such as content management, coordination, control, monitoring
and evaluation as well as continuous learning and improvement occur in a coordinated and facilitated
yet measurable manner.

The im lementation of the ro ect facilitated the immediate identi cation of areas for consideration to
enhance the library web portal. These areas for consideration and further development are listed below:
•

•

•

•

Research and innovation: Ongoing research regarding the use and application of geo-spatial
mapping technology to ensure that the library web portal remains aligned to best practices information
and communication technology practices including mobile devices;
Centralisation: The need for enhanced coordination and control through establishing a project
management o ce to facilitate the various com onents of the ro ect including the ortal the content
management system, marketing and advocacy as well as research and development;
Stakeholder inclusion and management: The inclusion of information regarding the entire reading
ecosystem and in particular stakeholders such as the LIS sector and government by means of social
media applications. The afore enhances collaboration and partnerships between stakeholders and
facilitate an increase in participation in the project;
Sustainability: The project can be replicated and extended to various locations in neighbouring
African countries through collaboration and in liaison with LIS institutional partners such as the
African Library and Information Associations and Institutions (AfLIA) and the Standing Conference of
Eastern, Central and Southern African Library and Information Associations (SCECSAL).
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CONCLUSION
The NLSA anticipates the utilisation of geo-spatial mapping technology by the Eastern, Central and Southern
African states as a key initiative to strengthen collaboration between institutional partners in the LIS sector.
The afore would contribute to the realisation of SDGs but also serve as a mechanism to ensure that literacy
and the reading ecosystem is bolstered and enhanced in and across the African continent. The incorporation
and adoption of digital technologies in the form of geo-spatial mapping provide evidence of the commitment
of the IS sector to ards embracing cognitive technologies associated ith the ourth Industrial evolution in
an eﬀort to e change no ledge and e eriences The S s library eb ortal ro ect is art of harnessing
the capacity of ICT to ensure inclusion, raising the visibility of libraries in the African continent and institutional
artnershi for the achievement of S s urthermore the initiative endorsed the rinci les ado ted at the
declaration and treaty of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) in August 1992 which stated
that the one of the key founding objectives of the SADC was the “forging of links to create a genuine and
equitable regional integration” in and across the African continent. The sustainability of the NLSA’s library web
portal initiative can only be ensured through ongoing research and close collaboration between stakeholders
in the LIS sector (SADC countries, Library and Information Association of South Africa (LIASA), SCECSAL), such
as the continuous improvement of the library web portal with new developments and adjustments in respect
of geo-spatial mapping technology.
The NLSA will pursue and embrace partnerships with the SADC countries, LIASA, AfLIA, SCECSAL, Standing
Conference on African national and university librarians – Eastern, Central and Southern) to enhance access
to public and community libraries by means of incorporating data created by means of geo-spatial mapping
technology.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The empirical nature of the collaborative project that the NLSA has embarked on together with the Provincial
ibrary Services resulted in the identi cation of several thematic areas that necessitate further research
relating to the adoption and utilisation of geo-spatial mapping technology. These thematic areas are:
•

The incorporation of data relating to the location and services of public and community libraries into
smart city strategies in Africa;
The incor oration of radio fre uency identi er technology to facilitate geo s atial ma ing of
collections in public and community libraries;
The develo ment of an I T strategy to facilitate the introduction and ado tion of ourth Industrial
Revolution technology in public and community libraries in Africa.
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to explore strides made by Mzuzu University Library and
Learning resources in the implementation of a technology-based library orientation and user
education programme. The study used the qualitative approach whereby data was collected through
interviews conducted with 5 librarians and one focus group discussion conducted with 16 students.
Data was analysed through content analysis, and ﬁndings presented using themes. Findings of the
study revealed that implementation of technologically based library orientation has resulted in the
commencement of informational and instructional programmes packaged in a way that makes
their delivery to students on campus and remote places easier. Desktop and laptop computers,
LCD projectors and library websites are all used in the delivery of the programme by the library
while students use laptop and desktop computers, smartphones and tablets to access the services
oﬀered by the library. Inadequate computers and bandwidth, lack of digital skills and administrative
ineﬃciencies are the factors militating against the eﬀective delivery of the programme. This study,
therefore, recommends that Management of Mzuzu University Library should take necessary steps
to address the administrative and technical hitches that have marred the implementation of the
technologically-based library orientation and user education programme to ensure that it becomes
a success.
KEYWORDS: Library orientation, library technologies, information access, technology-based library
orientation.

CONCEPTUAL SETTING
Students in academic institutions need to be independent, self-directed learners Kift, Nelson, and Clarke
(2010, 5) in order to improve their writing, research and critical thinking skills Bovill, Bulley, and Morss (2011,
3). This is facilitated by a well-equipped and stocked library. However, libraries are also places where students
face various challenges and anxiety due to unfamiliarity with the host library’s services and spaces, as well
as the revailing academic and information use conventions ughes
ughes
iu
To overcome this roblem libraries oﬀer orientation and user education rogrammes to enable users
identify access retrieve and use information they need onald armon and Sch ei hard
ibrary orientation has traditionally been oﬀered using the face to face mode o ever the ervasiveness
of portable technological devices such as smartphones and laptops, coupled with increased access to the
Internet im lies that library orientation rogrammes can no be easily oﬀered through electronic means
The use of technological tools in library orientation programmes has assisted to overcome geographical and
language barriers Madhusudhan and erma
and also roven to be an eﬀective ay of oﬀering
information in a short s an of time convenient and e ible in scheduling time Madhusudhan
n
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Strides made by university libraries

In order to get some basic information about the online tutorials practiced by libraries, Haahr (2008, n.p)
used a random number generator to get a random selection of 100 colleges and universities from Peterson’s
list of our ear olleges
total of
online information literacy tutorials from the library ebsite
of the academic institutions ere e amined The ndings indicate that
of the surveyed libraries have
develo ed their o n online tutorials bout
have lin s to online tutorials created by other libraries or
database vendors To describe the teaching rogrammes or online tutorials about
of the libraries used
the term “information literacy” rather than “library instruction”.
A study by Mikkelsen and Davidson (2011, 67) at Mason Library reveals that its library orientation was delivered
using a dynamic multimodal resentation irst segment of the library s orientation session com rised a
short video tour of the library. The purpose of the video was to introduce new students to the library space
and show how the library is used by peers.
Another study by Schrecker (2017, 10) at Ashland University in Ohio United States of America reveals that
the library introduced a student orientation module in Blackboard which was envisioned as a point-of-need
resource, a place for students’ access and review of library information at any time. Library tours and tutorials
were designed to support the content, and instructional videos that were developed for teaching and learning.

Technology used by university libraries

EDUCAUSE tracked digital technologies that undergraduate students own and use in their academic
work. The most popular devices owned by students were smart phones and laptops Galanek, Gierdowski,
and Brooks (2018, 7). All of these have the capability of allowing access to information without imposing
any restrictions on time or place. Mobile devices have become the main way in which users connect,
communicate and discover ibraries use mobile devices in the delivery of library services or e am le
the services oﬀered on mobile library ebsites include user account library catalogue mobile ada tive
databases, Instant Messaging (IM), Short Messaging Service (SMS) reference services, working times,
ersonnel lin s to the T itter lic r ouTube aceboo ages of the library room and loc er reservations
and lin s to the libraries main internet sites Tay
n
Temase olytechnic ibrary in Singa ore
indicated that its mobile application includes a time saving feature such as ISBN barcode scanner to check
for item availability and a fun game called ‘Spin Me’, which recommends good reads when a user shakes
his/her mobile device Sabaratnam and Ong (2013, 113).
Roth et al. (2016, 36) used the case study design to investigate the possibility of using the Edventure Builder
latform to create a scalable interactive online library orientation activity indings revealed that the
dventure uilder soft are is intuitive scalable and rovides a variety of o tions to users including e ibility
in question format, and branching logic.
Sabaratnam and Ong (2013, 103) indicated that the Singapore University of Technology and Design library
adopted new technologies such as surface computing, writable tables and interactive tools to promote
collaborative research and learning where groups can share the same surface to discuss, search, save and go.

Challenges faced by university libraries

Making information and information communication technologies available to the world is not enough. Our
education systems need to ensure that today’s learners are empowered to learn and to take their place in the
learning society Marzilli et al
observed that the lac of digital literacy s ills among faculty and
students, lack of competencies to adopt and implement technology, and unreliable hardware and software
platforms are key barriers in teaching learning and research which are key goals of academic institutions.
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CONTEXTUAL SETTING
Mzuzu University Library started operating in 1998 upon the established of Mzuzu University by an Act of
Parliament in 1997 as a second public university in Malawi. The Library currently serves over 6000 students
and
academic staﬀ from si faculties namely aculty of ducation aculty of nvironmental Sciences
aculty of Tourism os itality and Management aculty of Science Technology and Innovation aculty of
umanities and Social Sciences and aculty of ealth Sciences Mzuzu University Staﬀ ist
Mzuzu
University Student Information Handbook, (2018, 6). Currently, Mzuzu University Library has 23000 volumes
of rint boo s
electronic databases and a ell stoc ed institutional re ository hosting theses and
dissertations other resources.
The ibrary has a sitting ca acity of
and the service range rovided include reader and reference
services including lending services. Reference services are provided from the Reference Desk whilst lending
services are accessed from the Short Loan/Course Reserves Counter, Long Loan Counter and Malawiana and
Special Collections. The Library also registers students’ tablets, laptop computers and smartphones to enable
o ners access electronic ournals and boo s through its I I Students ho do not o n any of these gadgets
access e-resources in the E-Library section of the Library.
The Library plays an important role of providing information resources to support information needs of the
university To ensure that staﬀ and students are ac uainted to the resources and services oﬀered in the
library an orientation rogramme is given to ne students and academic staﬀ To successfully reach out to
the huge numbers of students that get enrolled into the University, some of whom do not physically attend
the orientation sessions conducted at the beginning of the semester, Mzuzu University Library introduced a
technologically-based orientation programme a few years ago.

PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
ne of the notoriously busy time for most library staﬀ is at the start of the ne academic year This is such the
case because librarians are busy with orientation and user education programmes, and consequently library
tours are conducted in a hurried manner. Introductory classes only focus on generic information skills and
referencing conventions, disconnected from the students’ course requirements. This can be confusing, even
alienating, for new students Hughes (2016, 126). Ideally, orientation sessions should be conducted frequently
with students and faculty in academic libraries to develop and sharpen their skills on how they can conduct
research in the library and also update them on new resources the library has acquired. Mzuzu University
launched the technology-based library orientation in 2017. However, to-date no evaluative study has been
conducted to assess the impact this service has had on its users. The purpose of this study, therefore, is to
evaluate strides Mzuzu University Library has made in implementing the technology-based library orientation
and user education programme.

QUESTIONS
This study was guided by the following research questions:
•
•
•

What strides has Mzuzu University Library made in the implementation of technology-based library
orientation and user education programme?
What technologies are used in the implementation of orientation and user education programme at
Mzuzu University Library?
What are the challenges that Mzuzu University Library is facing in the implementation of technologybased library orientation and user education programme?
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study was guided by the Technology Organisation and Environment (TOE) framework introduced by
Tornatz y and leischer in
T
frame or is an organisational level theory that states that three
diﬀerent elements of a rm s conte t in uence technological ado tion decisions These three elements are
the technological context, the organisational context, and the environmental context. All the three are posited
to in uence technological innovation in an organisation ngeles
The T
rame or has also
been used in related studies. Gutierrez, Boukrami, and Lumsden (2015, 788-807), for instance, used the TOE
frame or in the study of factors in uencing managers decision to ado t cloud com uting in the U

METHODOLOGY
This study adopted a case study design that made use of qualitative research method. Data was collected
through in-depth semi-structured interviews with a purposively selected sample of 5 librarians, and one
focus group comprising 16 Level 5 Bachelor of Education Students, making a total sample of 21 participants.
Librarians were included in the study because they plan and manage the orientation and user education
programme. Conversely, selection of Bachelor of Education students was based on ease of accessibility and
their having spent more time on campus hence able to provide rich sources of data for the study. Data
collected from interviews were transcribed in MS Word, analysed through content analysis, and reported
using themes.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Strides made by Mzuzu University Library in the implementation of technologybased library orientation and user education

Results from the interview and focus group discussion revealed that a number of strides have been
registered in the implementation of technology-based library orientation and user education programme.
irstly academic staﬀ and students are able to access orientation content henever they ant it and from
wherever. This has been achieved because the Library has uploaded informational content on its user and
reference service oﬀering and instructional content on e ournal access use of the catalogue and access
to print resources on to its website. The content is in a form of videos, audio clips and brochures on to
its website. This content can be downloaded at the user’s convenient time using personal ICT gadgets and
Library computers and is used to supplement library tours and instructional sessions librarians organise for
new students. These initiatives have improved the delivery of the library orientation programme.
In the focus group discussion, a student participant commented:
“The library orientation has enabled us acquire skills on how to locate books using the
OPAC, exposed us to Library Sections, and also enabled us to access resources even outside
the library by using our personal gadgets, accorded us skills on how to borrow books using
the automated system from various sections of the library, how to access electronic library
resources using either the computers in the library or our own personal gadgets like laptops,
smart phones and tablets.”
These ndings concur ith those made in a survey done by aahr
n
from eterson s our ear
Colleges 2008 who examined 372 online information literacy tutorials from the library websites academic
institutions The ndings indicated that
of the surveyed libraries have develo ed their o n online
tutorials The results are also su orted by ndings from a study conducted by Schrec er
at
Ashland University in Ohio, United States of America that revealed that the Library introduced a Library
Student Orientation module in Blackboard which was envisioned as a point-of-need resource, a place for
students’ access and review of library information at any time. Just as it was found in the present study,
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ndings of the study by Schrec er
indicated that instructional videos ere develo ed to su
library tours and tutorials that were conducted to new users.

ort

Technologies used in the implementation of library orientation and user education
programme at Mzuzu University Library

The second question of the study sought to establish technologies that are used in the implementation of
technology-based library orientation and user education programme at Mzuzu University Library. Results
from both the interviews with librarians revealed that Mzuzu University Library uses desktop and laptop
com uters re recorded videos embedded on the library ebsite social media hats
and aceboo
and LCD projectors in the implementation of its library orientation and user education programmes. On the
contrary, the focus group indicated that students mainly use smart phones, desktop and laptop computers
to access user education rogrammes oﬀered by the library Tablets are slightly used
One of the librarians commented saying:
“One thing that you need to know is that orientation should be based on user needs.
For ﬁrst-year students, the best technology to showcase what the library has are the LCD
projectors because you can demonstrate for them to see while listening. When orienting
continuing students who are conversant with some processes of searching, videos might be
the best because videos demonstrate processes. And when you want to demonstrate routine
activities that happen in the library and you do not want to waste time, process videos are
the best.”
These ndings are consistent ith those made in the
U US
survey of undergraduate students
use of digital technologies in the USA that revealed that the most popular devices owned by students were
smart hones and la to s alane
ierdo s i and roo s
This signi es that Mzuzu University
ibrary as oﬀering its orientation rogrammes using technologies that ere idely used by the students
raising the ros ect of the services being used by many users i e ise Tay
ointed out that mobile
devices have become the main way through which users connect, communicate and discover hence libraries
use mobile devices in the delivery of services something that was taking place in this study.

CHALLENGES MZUZU UNIVERSITY LIBRARY IS FACING IN USING
TECHNOLOGIES IN LIBRARY ORIENTATION AND USER EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
The study also sought to nd out challenges Mzuzu University ibrary is facing in the im lementation of
the technology-based library orientation programme. Results of interviews conducted with librarians and a
focus group discussion conducted with students revealed challenges that are besetting the implementation
of the technology-based library orientation and user education programme. Some of them include lack of
ade uate s ills and time In this regard it as noted that
e students are not oﬀered a course in nd
user com uting The study also found that there is limited I I coverage on cam us This as ect limits users
ability to access tutorials and resources uploaded to the website. The study further discovered that the
number of computers is limited. Consequently, students who do not have their own laptops, smart phones
or tablets face challenges in accessing e resources ther challenges aﬀecting the delivery of the orientation
programme are lack of space in the Library, power outages, and slow internet connectivity.
In a focus group discussion with students, one of the participants made the following comments:
“The Library does not have adequate computers. Some of us lack skills on how to operate a
computer, and ODeL students are not oﬀered a course in End-user computing.”
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Another student added:
“The network connection on campus is poor. This aﬀects us when we want to access some
content. The orientation is only oﬀered in ﬁrst and last years. Sometimes it happens that you
only get to understand things in the fourth year after struggling all these years.’’
Yet another student said:
‘‘Nowadays students are required to register their gadgets every now and then to access the
campus-wide WIFI. Sometimes you go where the registration of gadgets takes place two or
three times and still can’t register because there are many people. You just give up, and you
cannot access Internet because the data bundles are very expensive.”
These ndings agree ith those made by Marzilli et al
ho observed that the lac of digital
literacy skills among faculty and students, lack of competencies to adopt and implement technology, and
unreliable hardware and software platforms are key barriers in teaching learning and research which are key
goals of academic institutions.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to explore strides Mzuzu University Library has made in implementing the
technology based library orientation and user education rogramme indings revealed that im lementation
of technologically based library orientation has resulted in the commencement of informational and
instructional programmes packaged in a way that makes their delivery to students on campus and remote
places easier. Desktop and laptop computers, LCD projectors and library website are used in the delivery of
the programme by the library while students use laptop and desktop computers, smartphones and tablets
to access the services oﬀered by the library Inade uate com uters and band idth lac of digital s ills
and administrative ine ciencies have been identi ed as some of the factors militating against the eﬀective
delivery of the programme. This study, therefore, recommends that Management of Mzuzu University Library
should purchase more computers and work with ICT Directorate in procurement of bigger bandwidth to
improve Internet connectivity. These interventions will ensure that the technology-based library orientation
programme becomes a success.
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ABSTRACT: This study explored perceptions of Mzuzu University ﬁnal year nursing students on the
health information systems in Malawian hospitals. The study used a qualitative approach in which
a focus group discussion was conducted with 15 student nurses. Data was analysed thematically
according to objectives of the study. Findings revealed that student nurses had pre-requisite knowledge
to enable them to use Health Information System (HIS) in Malawian hospitals, however not all hospitals
allowed student nurses to use HIS. For those that used HIS, the study found that HIS improved
communication; ﬁnding of remedies to clinical problems; bringing treatment on time, and there is
continuity in delivering healthcare to patients; enables collaboration among hospital departments;
minimizes errors in medication administration; and leads to better clinical diagnosis of patients. The
study also revealed some challenges with HIS in hospitals that included network problems which
aﬀects the eﬃciency of patients’ care; inadequate and/or non-functioning computers (hardware);
lack of training on how to use computers; high costs of maintaining the technologies; poor network
infrastructure; poor Internet connectivity; and ﬁnancial constraints. The study recommends that all
hospitals should allow student nurses to use HIS since it is the tool they will use after graduation; all
hospital departments should be linked through HIS to ensure that healthcare providers communicate
eﬃciently for problem solving and ﬁnally all hospitals should have alternative power supply to enable
HIS to function even when there are power outages.
KEYWORDS: health information system, student nurses, Malawian hospitals.

INTRODUCTION
A Health Information System (HIS) is the intersection between the healthcare’s business process and
information systems to deliver better healthcare services Almunawar and Anshari (2012, 1). HIS provides
the foundation for decision making in the health sector and comprises four key functions namely data
generation, compilation, analysis and synthesis, and communication and use WHO (2008, 2). HIS gathers
data from the health sector and other allied sectors, analyses the data and ensures their overall quality,
relevance and timeliness, and converts data into information for health-related decision-making WHO (2008,
2) HIS plays a key role in hospitals in reducing medical errors, supplying health personnel increased patient
care and enhancing atient care uality lmuna ar and nshari
os itals ith IS can im rove
on the quality of care and cost by improving communication, making knowledge more readily accessible and
improving hospital operations and services.
It is noteworthy that in today’s world, the success of HIS relies on user satisfaction. Amongst these end-users
of HIS in hospitals are nurses and midwives. These are probably the largest group of personnel who use HIS
and among the nurses are student nurses and midwives. Student nurses form a part of this group of health
care personnel who utilise HIS in the hospitals on a daily basis.
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According to Hansen (2006, 2), students in nursing schools are requested to demonstrate technological
skills and associated knowledge and elementary computer skills which include: Microsoft Word, presentation
application (e.g. PowerPoint), Web-based search techniques (e.g. Medline), spreadsheets (e.g. Excel), databases
(e.g. Access), and statistical programmes (e.g. SPSS). Nevertheless, some students still lack computer skills and
Information Technology (IT) skills due to inadequate training in Information and Communication Technology
(ICT). An action research study by Gonen, Sharin and Lev-Ari (2016, 5-6) that explored the integration of
information technology competences into academic nursing education in Israel examined nursing students’
no ledge in com uter based rogrammes such as ord o er oint
cel utloo email aceboo
Moodle sur ng the eb using com uterized information bases and diﬀerent soft are esults sho ed that
students had most knowledge in Word, Moodle (which was the college’s information platform) and general
sur ng of the eb These s ills are re re uisite no ledge for one to use technology li e IS national
survey study by Hansen (2006, 2) which examined nursing students’ attitudes towards technology in the
United States of American indicated that student nurses had a positive attitude towards technology; however,
there was no formal education that was provided to them on the use of technological applications. Therefore,
the study recommended that this problem could be addressed through adding technological courses in the
nursing core curriculum.
A qualitative exploratory study by Ndifoni, Edwards, and Halawi (2016, 193) examined the impact of Electronic
Health Records (EHR) on patients in the United States (US) and reported that by deploying electronic health
record keeping at Mount Sinai Medical Centre in New York, the centre got a range of positive results. Initially,
there was continuity of care, improved communication among care givers, patients’ access to prescriptions,
a ointment and test results The study further observed that
sim li ed the or of nursing and led to
more suitable referrals to subsidiary departments, and that using EHR led to more than 25 per cent of patients’
information being imported from a previous encounter thereby eliminating duplicate documentation. With
the EHR, the Clinical Decision Support (CDS) system in place at the hospital was able to document 100 per cent
of all medications, and as a result, many preventable medication errors were avoided. A study that adopted
a mixed method approach by D’Agostino et al. (2013, 331-332) conducted using a focus group discussion
with 38 nurses; they expressed predominantly negative experiences to the Clinical Nursing Information
System
IS since it as not able to ca ture real nursing It as found to be di cult to use and did not
improve neither their clinical practice nor patient care, however, when the same study was replicated using
in-depth interviews with 39 nurses, it was discovered that the CNIS improved their knowledge, experience
and udgment ith res ect to atient care The results of the rst study could have been due to the negative
attitude at rst encounter ith the system negative attitude can in uence results in the o osite direction
but later after change of attitude and having understood the system, positive results were found. In Kenya,
Waithera, Muhia and Songole (2017, 6) conducted a cross-sectional qualitative study that investigated the
impact of electronic medical records on healthcare delivery in Kisii. The study revealed that EMR systems
have led to increased productivity in the healthcare delivery, bringing about patient and provider satisfaction,
better clinical decision making and better collaboration between healthcare providers.
The implementation of HIS in hospitals has not been smooth. Several authors Nyella (2011, 2-5); Heavin
hamadian et al
re ort some challenges that ere faced in the im lementation
of this technology. Amongst these challenges include: cost, negative attitude of society towards using
HIS, lack of hardware (e.g. computers) and network failure, no incentives to use the system, lower speed,
personnel’s unawareness, data privacy and security concerns, lack of interoperability between solutions,
lack of professional guidelines for technology use, lack of integration, scarcity of resources, poor analysis of
data, fragmentation at the higher levels, poor feedback and lack of motivation and limited information use.
or e am le yella
conducted a case study on the challenges in health information systems
integration: Zanzibar Experience’. The study revealed that the implementation of the system experienced
problems of integration which was attributed to donor policies that tended to support the implementation
of disease s eci c IS
art from this a literature revie study conducted by eavin
in Ireland
which sought to identify opportunities and challenges of HIS in global health revealed that there are a wide
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range of health information systems a lications that are available hich ma es choice di cult Unli e the
afore mentioned studies a uantitative study by hmadian et al
hich loo ed at hallenges
of using HIS by nurses: comparing academic and non-academic hospitals in Iran” revealed mostly human
and technological factors. In this study it was found that the “negative attitude of society toward using HIS”
and “no incentive to use system” were among the human factors that hindered the implementation of HIS,
and lastly lack of hardware and network failure were some of the technological factors that impeded the
implementation of HIS in Kerman, Iran.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The study was conducted at Mzuzu University, Malawi. Mzuzu University is the second biggest public university
hich is located in the northern region of Mala i Mzuzu University oﬀers ursing and Mid ives training in
the faculty of Health Sciences. Student nurses at Mzuzu University as all student nurses in Malawi spend
approximately a better part of their education programme in a practical setting community which is referred
to as the clinical area. The current curriculum requires that student nurses do clinical practice in the hospital
settings. It is in these hospital settings that the students interact and use the HIS Management Systems
during their practical attachments.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND AIM OF THE STUDY
The use of ICTs in the healthcare system is the new paradigm shift that is sweeping across the globe. ICT
a lications in hos itals across the orld all aim at im roving e ciency and the eﬀectiveness of healthcare
delivery services. Health information systems that can record and locate important information quickly have
become a standard practice in many healthcare organisations Almunawar and Anshari (2012, 2). Therefore,
understanding and adopting HIS technologies are critical for health care services delivery, and for HIS
implementation success. In Malawi, Central Hospitals are among the places where health information systems
have been ado ted and are being used to increase e ciency o ever studies to e lore the erce tions
and experiences of the health systems remain unexplored in Malawi, hence this study. This study aimed at
e loring the nal year achelor of ursing and Mid ifery students erce tions and e eriences on the
eﬀectiveness of the IS in Mala ian os itals

OBJECTIVES
The study was guided by the following objectives, namely to:
•
•
•

Explore knowledge and understanding of HIS by student nurses,
Ascertain the impact of the system on the health care delivery; and
Establish challenges faced in using the health information system.

METHODOLOGY
The study used a case study design and ado ted a ualitative research method a roach in hich fteen
nal year nursing students at Mzuzu University ere targeted Semi structured intervie s and focus
group discussions were used to collect data and the data were analysed thematically in accordance with the
objectives of the study.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
This section resents the ndings of this study from a focus grou discussion that as conducted
nal year evel students ursuing the achelor of ursing and Mid ifery at Mzuzu University
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Knowledge and understanding of HIS by student nurses

Results from a focus group discussion with student nurses established that the majority of the student
nurses had rior no ledge in the use of I T a lications li e hats
aceboo
mail Microsoft ord
and PowerPoint. This shows that the students had prerequisite knowledge in computers to enable them use
IS eﬀectively These ndings concur ith an action research that as conducted by onen Sharin and ev
Ari (2016, 5-6) that explored the integration of information technology competences into academic nursing
education in Israel. Results revealed that students had ample knowledge in Word, Moodle (which was the
college s information latform and general sur ng of the eb These s ills are re re uisite no ledge for
one to use technology.
The student nurses were asked to mention the hospitals they were attached for clinical practice and which
one of those hospitals used HIS. The statements below depict the situation:
“I have been attached to Queen Elisabeth Central Hospital, Mzuzu Central Hospital, Zomba
Central Hospital, Mzimba District Hospital and all these use HIS.”
“I was attached to Nkhotakota District Hospital, Mzimba District Hospital, Mzuzu Central
Hospital, Zomba Mental Central Hospital, and all the hospitals mentioned above use HIS.”
“I was attached to Queen Elisabeth Central Hospital, Mzimba District Hospital, Rumphi
District Hospital, Kasungu District Hospital, Zomba Mental Hospital, and Zomba Central
Hospital for my clinical practice. All these have and use HIS.”
To summarise the ndings above the central hos itals in Mala i and the ma ority of the district hos itals
have, and are using HIS for managing patients’ information. No government health centres or clinics were
ever mentioned as having or using IS urthermore this study revealed that the ma ority of students used
HIS in the hospitals they were attached to while a few students were not allowed to use HIS.

Impact of HIS on the health care delivery

During the focus group discussion, respondents were also asked about the noticeable impact that the HIS
brings in Malawian hospitals. The following were comments that the majority of the students provided:
“HIS has brought a positive impact to both patient and ward management since the patient
is able to be treated on time as care is being continued from where it stopped previously and
the mortality rate has decreased”
“Positively, HIS improves communication and ﬁnding solutions to clinical problems thus as
a source of information for clinical diagnoses and management”
“Minimises error, brought continuity of care and improved patient care since patient care is
well documented, and it is easy to plan new interventions if the others fail”
In summary with regards to the impact of HIS on patient care and ward management, this study has found
that IS has im roved communication and nding remedies to clinical roblems it brings treatment on time
and there is a sense of continuity, it enables collaboration among hospital departments, minimizes errors in
medication administration, enables better clinical diagnosis of patients, no missing of patient results from
rays and laboratories and defaulters from
s are traced easily and others These ndings are su orted
by Ndifoni, Edwards and Halawi (2016, 193) who conducted a study on the impact of electronic health
records on patients in the United States (US). The study revealed that with the use of electronic records
system, there was an enhancement in the continuity of care, improved communication among care givers,
and patient access to prescriptions, appointments and test results. Additionally, the study observed that the
Inclusive Libraries and Information Services towards achieving Prosperity for Sustainable Development in Africa
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sim li ed the or of nursing and led to more suitable referrals to subsidiary de artments and as such
medication errors ere avoided The ndings are consistent ith aithera Muhia and Songole
who investigated the impact of electronic medical records on healthcare delivery in Kisii. The study revealed
that EMR systems have led to increased productivity in the healthcare delivery, bringing about patient and
provider satisfaction, better clinical decision making and better collaboration between healthcare providers.

Challenges with HIS in Malawian hospitals

Student nurses were also asked about the challenges that Malawian hospitals are facing with HIS. This is what
most participants of the focus group discussions said:
“Although HIS has improved eﬃciency in hospitals that have implemented it, they still face
challenges of poor infrastructure (inadequate computers, poor network and Internet),
healthcare workers lack knowledge and skills on how to use HIS, lack of training opportunities
and insuﬃcient ﬁnancial support to maintain the system”
“Inadequate staﬀ to do the collection and recording of all data generated in hospitals and
gaps in the data make it diﬃcult for the clerks to compile the required data hence they end
up having incomplete data.”
“When there is no electricity or power, there are no alternatives, staﬀ and patients have
to wait until power is on which delays healthcare service delivery leading to customer
dissatisfaction”
In summary, the majority of the student nurses in the focus group were of the view that Malawian hospitals are
challenged in their bid to use IS because of net or roblems hich aﬀect the e ciency to rovide atient
care, inadequate or non-functioning computers (hardware), lack of training on how to use computers and as
a result staﬀ ust abandon them lac of no ledge on ho to use IS and its im ortance maintenance of
technologies is e ensive oor net or infrastructure oor Internet connectivity nancial constraints lac
of technical skills on operating the equipment, some of the machines need to be improved and maintained,
and power outages.
study by hmadian et al
on the challenges of using IS by nurses in Iran revealed that
factors that hindered the implementation of HIS included hardware and network failure. In the same vein,
Kim, Coiera, and Magrabi (2017, 256) in a study that examined problems with health information technology
and their eﬀects on care delivery and atient outcomes in ustralia established that health information
technology faced a number of problems that included hardware (device) being down or slow, network/server
do n or slo soft are not accessible o er failures com uter viruses lac of staﬀ training and delays in
information transmission when there is a network/server problem. A study by Menachemi and Collum (2011,
on the bene ts and dra bac s of electronic health record systems
also su orts the notion
of im lementation and maintenance costs The study revealed that nancial issues including ado tion and
im lementation costs and ongoing maintenance costs aﬀect the im lementation and management of the
EHR system since hardware must be replaced and software must be upgraded on a regular basis apart from
the need to provide ongoing training and support for the end-users of an EHR.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study e lored the nal year achelor of ursing and Mid ifery students erce tions and e eriences of
the eﬀectiveness of the IS in Mala ian hos itals It as a ualitative study that used focus grou discussions
and in-depth interviews to collect data. The study revealed that student nurses had pre-requisite knowledge
to enable them to ro erly use ealth Information System IS ho ever diﬀerent hos itals gave diﬀerent
o ortunities to the students to interact ith IS or those that interacted ith IS the study found that
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IS im roved communication and nding of solutions to clinical roblems brings treatment on time and that
there is a sense of continuity, that it enables collaboration among hospital departments, minimizes errors in
medication administration, provides better clinical diagnosis of patients, results in avoidance of missing of
patients results from x-rays and laboratories, and defaulters from ARVs can be traced easily. The study also
revealed some challenges ith IS in hos itals that include net or roblems hich aﬀects the e ciency
patient care; inadequate or non-functioning computers (hardware), lack of training on how to use computers
hich results in staﬀ abandoning them lac of no ledge on ho to use IS and its im ortance the fact
that the maintenance of technologies is expensive, poor network infrastructure, poor Internet connectivity,
nancial constraints lac of technical s ills on o erating the e ui ment and some of the machines need to
be improved and maintained, and power outages.
The study therefore recommends that all hospitals should allow student nurses to operate HIS since it is
a tool they will use after graduation; all hospital departments should be linked through HIS to ensure that
healthcare roviders can communicate e ciently for roblem solving and nally all hos itals should have
alternative power supplies in order to enable HIS accessibility even when there are power outages.
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ABSTRACT: The importance of access to adequate library services for the attainment of higher
academic skills in nursing education, regardless of where students, faculty, and programmes are
located cannot be overemphasised. This is in view of attaining vision 2030, of ensuring a healthy
population in which the incidence of major diseases and conditions such as tuberculosis, malaria
and HIV/AIDS is reduced and brought under control. Supportive structures and services, like the
provision of quality information to distance nursing students by librarians are required. The aim
of this paper was to investigate information searching skills that distance nursing students use to
access information from the University of Zambia Medical Library during and after residential school.
A survey method with a simple random sample of 42 students was adopted. Thirty seven students
responded to the questionnaire which was sent via email. Data was analysed using SPSS version 23.
32 (86.5%) felt it was very important to supplement provided course material with information from
the library. However, 35 (94.6%) indicated that they do not get help from the Medical Library when not
in residential school. The majority, 35 (94.6%) of the respondents said that they had never attended
any training on how to access library materials, hence did not know how to search databases that the
university subscribes to. 91.1% respondents said they used Google for research, study using phones,
personal computers and laptops. In conclusion, the medical library needs to facilitate access to
information for distance nursing students through training and ﬁnd ways to support them remotely.
KEYWORDS: distance nurse education, nurse students, information support, information, library
services.

INTRODUCTION
The nursing profession is challenged to meet continuing community health care needs, while maintaining the
standards and integrity of the profession. This challenge can only be attained through lifelong learning provided
by Universities and Colleges, as well as access to timely and relevant information provided by medical libraries
and other health information providers to support learning and research. Deprived of this sustenance, this
goal may be di cult to attain imited resources in health care and nursing education es ecially inade uate
sta ng in hos itals and clinics has com elled the nursing rofession to embrace distance education as a
ay of u grading the much needed uali cations and s ills of large numbers of nurses ithout disru ting
service delivery in the hospitals and clinics. In order to achieve the much-needed higher skills and additional
educational uali cations for nurses already in service alternative learning methods a art from full time
and class-room based learning has to be considered. As the School of Nursing Sciences at the University of
Zambia (UNZA) increases the enrolments of nursing students, space limitations at the institution has dictated
that the increase be done through distance education. This is with a view to meeting the needs of the nurses,
the hospitals and clinics where they work as well as the needs of the School of Nursing Sciences at the
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University, which does not have adequate learning facilities for all the nurses that would require enrolment
at the institution. The onset of Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has made the need for digital access to
information for academic learning more prominent as more and more universities are expanding access to
learning through e learning irstly this means that information delivery by libraries are going to increasingly
be oﬀered electronically Secondly libraries ill need to res ond to the delivery of information in a safer and
healthy environment entailing the use of digital tools to oﬀer information services to students

LITERATURE REVIEW
Distance education has led to the development of specialised information services that can be termed
distance librarianshi catering s eci cally to the information needs of distance learning students In this
context, it has been argued that health professionals studying on distance basis are entitled to library services
and resources equivalent to those provided for students and faculty in regular campus settings especially
when distance learning is one of the fastest growing modes of education Holly (2009). A number of countries
the orld over are embracing distance education as a means of u grading the s ills and uali cations of
nurses in a timely manner without disrupting their jobs and service delivery Oosthuizen and Van Rensburg
It has been argued time and again that removing nurses from the clinical eld as ell as otential
nurse leaders and nurse educators from an already limited labour force for the purpose of further education
is almost impossible and perhaps immoral Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on the Health Professions
ducation Summit
This is due to the in uence it has in disru ting health care delivery and therefore
im act on atient care The rovision of distance education has signi cant im lications for library services
and academic libraries that are used to only service students who are on campus must adapt their services to
accommodate distance learners ose h and uber
urthermore irres ective of the hysical distances
involved, every user “is entitled to the library services and resources of that institution regardless of where
enrolled or here located in a liation ith the institution lm uist
This assertion ts very ell ith
the Five Laws of Librarianship as proposed by S. R. Ranganathan in 1931 that:
“Books are for use.
Every person his or her book.
Every book its reader.
Save the time of the reader.
Library is a growing organism”
(Koehler et al. 2000; Ranganathan 1931)
These ve la s of librarianshi as ro osed by S
anganathan in
are as relevant today as they ere
years ago In this regard various versions of the rules have been ro osed to t the re uirements of the
modern library and information user Sim son
oruzi
o ever at the core of these variations
is Ranganathan major theme that the library or rather information must be accessible to a user in the most
easy comfortable and e cient manner In this conte t some of the roles that librarians and libraries lay
in serving with distance education students may include: helping with searching and locating resources for
assignments; teaching them learn how to use these resources; learning digital skills and supporting their
educational needs Gandhi (2003); Latham, Gross, and Witte (2013). A few disadvantages related to distance
learning in relation to information needs are noted: “lack of time; limited access to crucial support networks
such as peers, tutors and librarians; delayed feedback; and technology which can fail, is often expensive to
im lement and often re uires s ecialised s ills to be used eﬀectively Tury obinson and a den
aturally it as assumed that librarians ere trained rofessionals ho nd and assess information and the
libraries where they work often hold valuable resources, and therefore nurse educators and librarians can
or together to educate nurses no matter their location on nding credible health information allyburton
and ohn
This belief has been su orted ith a vie that the most common library services oﬀered
to distance learners included: “remote access to online library catalogue; electronic databases; electronic
books and journals; online information literacy tutorials; electronic research guides on academic and special
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interest topics; electronic general library guides; Ask-A-Librarian (chat, e–mail, or telephone); interlibrary
loan; electronic reserves; and document delivery services” Raraigh-Hopper (2009). Additionally, it has been
argued that to bridge the gaps that disadvantage distance learning in relation to information literacy and
lifelong learning, nurse educators, their students, and their librarians must work together and use as many
communication formats as needed to accomplish their goals Hallyburton (2010).
According to Dew (2001) as cited by Ritterbush (2013) in his assessment of Academic Library Services to
Distance Learners literature review, he highlights that in most of the preceding University of Iowa surveys
which were designed to monitor and assess both the appropriateness of students use of services and
resources and the degree to hich needs are met it as discovered that
of the distance students had
used library resources for class projects and online reference ranked top, access to full-text databases, and
home delivery of books and articles were the most important services in that order. On the other hand, Moyo
and Cahoy (2003) in there survey of Penn State University distance students to learn whether they knew
about and utilised various library services and if these services ere satisfactory they re orted that
ere using the library catalog and
used full te t databases Most distance students
felt that the
library oﬀered ade uate hel and su ort urthermore it as concluded by Moyo and ahoy
that academic libraries needed “to be proactive in engaging and serving the e-learning community, including
active promotion and marketing of services”. In most of the literature surveyed, the outstanding point that
comes out is that distance students were not utilising library resources to the optimum hence, Liu and
ang
sought to better understand ho students made decisions in selecting and using information
resources at Texas A & M University and they discovered that Internet was the primary source of information
for distance students course or and academic activities hile only
used university libraries nline
databases and e ournals ere re orted as the most fre uently used resources but
of res ondents
re orted rarely or never using the libraries
study by Monde et al
found that
of the
surveyed distance learning students in the School of Nursing at the University of Zambia used the library and
felt it as im ortant to su lement rescribed coursed te ts ith materials from the library They
further noted that they used the library for diﬀerent ur oses as indicated in Table
Table 1. Purpose of using the library
Purpose of using the library
To access prescribed/recommended materials

Responses
No.

%

Percentage of
cases

21

36.2

36.2

6.9

12.9

To use computers
To read

21

36.2

67.7

To photocopy

3

5.2

9.7

To print

1

1.7

3.2

To access research materials

8

13

25.8

Total

58

100

187

Monde et al. (2020, 27)

enerally nursing students tend to face barriers to information searching and see ing identi ed as lac of
equipment, inability to access equipment, lack of time, and inability to utilise technology as some of the key
challenges; more so for those on student learning via the distance mode Bertulis (2008); Catherine (2015).
Additionally, lack of competency in searching, inadequate computer technology skills and lack of interest are
individual challenges. Lack of time, combined with lack of library access and database or computer access,
are also a great obstacle to distance nursing students Bertulis (2008) . A lack of access to appropriate and
recommended materials were one of the challenges highlighted in a study done at the University of Zambia
Nursing School Monde et al. (2020). As a result of these challenges, the Association of College and Research
Libraries stipulates that librarians/distance librarians must ensure that students enrolled in distance education
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rogrammes are rovided eﬀective and a ro riate library services and resources hich may diﬀer from
but must be equivalent to those provided for students and faculty in traditional campus settings” American
Library Association (2008, 563).

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The aim of this paper was to investigate information searching skills of distance nursing students at the
University Of Zambia School Of Nursing Sciences.

METHODOLOGY
The study employed a survey method. A mailing list was sought from the School of Nursing Sciences at the
University of ambia and a uestionnaire as built and administered via email irst year students ere
excluded from the random sampling, as the researchers felt they would not give enough information due
to lac of e erience and no ledge of the institution total of
of students res onded to the
emailed uestionnaire out of a sam le of
uantitative data as analysed using S SS version
hile
closed ended questions were analysed by content analysis.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Background characteristics of the respondents

ut of the
res ondents
ere female hile
ere male indicating that most of the
res ondents ere female Most of the res ondents
ere aged
years hile the ma ority
of the res ondents ere in fourth year of their study The data further sho s that most student nurses
ere from usa a rovince hile each of the remaining rovinces ere re resented as sho n in
igure

Figure 1: Demographic information

Importance of using the library

hen as ed if it as im ortant for distance nursing students to ma e use of the library
res ondents indicated that it as necessary hile
felt it as very im ortant to su
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provided course material with reading materials from the library this is in line with the belief that, irrespective
of the hysical distances involved every user should have access to library services oﬀered by the institution
lm uist
itterbush
ordell
It also rea rms the im ortance of access to information
resources endorsed by the student nurses at the University of Zambia. With regard to why student nurses
visited the library, the majority indicated that they visited the library to access prescribed/recommended
materials
and to study
Monde et al
and in another study at U
library
it as established that
used the library to access course materials Ma ondo anyengo and a ana
These ndings are in contrast to the ndings of iu and ang
hose ndings indicated that the
Internet was the primary source of information for distance student’s coursework and academic activities at
Texas A & M.

Training on how to access information

The distance nursing students were asked if they had attended any training on how to access information in
the library the ma ority
of the res ondents indicated that they have never attended any training
These results demand for immediate action by the University of Zambia Medical Library to train the distance
nursing students on how to access library materials. Because of this, the authors noted a need to quickly
raise awareness of library services among all distance students at the University of Zambia. These responsive
action can only be achieved by librarians whose roles include helping and teaching students the skills to
search and locate and or access resources for study and assignments Cassner and Adams (2012); Schulte
and Sherwill-Navarro (2009); Makondo, Kanyengo, and Kakana (2018).

Special arrangement of Library usage

The res ondents ere as ed if they had access to any library in their locality nly
res ondents
indicated that they had made s ecial arrangements for library services hile
indicated that they
did not get help from the Medical Library or any other library when not in residential school. Similarly Tury,
Robinson and Bawden (2015) highlighted the disadvantages relating to distance learning in relation to
information needs that included lack of time; limited access to crucial support tutors and librarians. Since
Librarians are trained professionals with special skills in locating and assessing information, nurse educators
and librarians can or together to educate nurse students no matter their location on nding credible
health information resources Hallyburton and John (2010). In this regard, the authors suggest a strong
working relationship between health science librarians and nurse educators to further the cause of distance
learning nurses access the relevant and required information for their studies.

Knowledge of searching for information on UNZA website

Respondents were further asked if they knew how to search for information available through the University of
ambia U
ebsite esults sho that
did not no ho to search for information on the U
ebsite as resented in igure belo The results are contrary to other researchers ho have concluded
that
of distance students at the e erdine libraries in the United States of merica used research
databases of the library to nd material for their literature revie s urthermore most of these students
usually started their search from the ibrary rahme
In most studies ndings sho that students
prefer to use Google, yahoo and other search engines because they believe these are easier and better than
the databases that are aid for by the Institution and oogle is most often ran ed the rst ee and Stanley
Ma ondo anyengo and a ana
o ever iu and ang
also re ort uni ue results
indicting that only
used university libraries and found out that online databases and e ournals ere
reported as the most frequently used resources.
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Fig. 2. Databases Used

Use of Google for research and study

This study revealed that the ma ority
used oogle for research and studying These ndings are
similar to ee and Stanley
rahme
Ma ondo anyengo and a ana
ho con rmed
that students feel much more comfortable when searching Google than library catalogues or academic
databases In a study at the University it as found that
of the surveyed students referred to use
google as opposed to library database Makondo, Kanyengo, and Kakana (2018). This could be due to the
fact that oogle oﬀers access to information resources ithout re uiring one to log in ith a ass ord and
additionally it’s easy to search especially using a free search approach. This worries librarians, however, who
feel that a large search may have a low precision return rate and may frustrate the user as opposed to a more
structured search nd that is hy medical librarians are there to oﬀer training to these users on ho they
can have focused searches even when they are using google search engine or other internet based search
engines.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study provides the University of Zambia Medical Library with great feedback that can be used to improve
library services to distance nursing students as well as other distance students at the University of Zambia
who may be facing similar challenges of accessing information for their studies. What clearly came out of
the survey was the lack of knowledge on the library services that are available as well as the lack of the
information s ills necessary to e ciently access the resources The students need digital s ills to enable
them navigate the digital world that enable them survive and meet their study requirements. However, in
order to achieve this, the library must organise itself to be ready to provide information in various formats
with a diversity of delivery methods, both traditional and digitally. Additionally, they should endeavour to
identify ways in which to assist distance students according to their information needs; programme, time,
and learning environment This is an era that oﬀers tremendous o ortunities for librarians and libraries
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to change roles and/or add on the existing roles. This study recommends that, The University of Zambia
management must work on modalities to incorporate information literacy courses in the curriculum which
amongst others will equip students with ideal skills for identifying accurate, reliable and credible information
from diﬀerent sources
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ABSTRACT: The Parliament of Namibia library is a legislative and a legal deposit library of the
Namibian Parliament (National Assembly and National Council). The purpose of the study was to
investigate the roles of the Parliament Library of Namibia in the provision of relevant information
to the Namibian Parliamentarians. The main research question of this study was, “To what extent
does the Parliament of Namibia library eﬀectively provide relevant and accurate information to the
Namibian Members of Parliament to make laws and informed policies?”. The study took place from
thewas collected through questionnaires from the Members of Parliament and interviews from the two
librarians. The total sampled population comprised of 23 Members of Parliament, 10 respondents
from the National Assembly and 13 participants from the National Council. The Descriptive Statistical
Analysis was used to analyse quantitative data from the questionnaires and SPSS was used for
data entry. Content analysis was used to analyse qualitative data from the interviews. The ﬁndings
show that Members of Parliament of the National Council are not aware that the Parliament library
exists, and they mostly depend on the general public from their constituencies to provide them with
information. National Assembly Members of Parliament are aware of the library’s existence but due
to time constraints, they are unable to visit the library to access the services. The study came up with
recommendation on how to improve the library services.
KEYWORDS: relevance in information retrieval; information need; e-Resources; legislative library,
Namibia.

INTRODUCTION
elevant information refers to eﬀective information
hich can solve s eci c information roblems
elevance of information is de ned as a conce t that de ends on the user s udgements of the uality of
the relationship between information retrieved and information needed at a point in time Borlund (2003).
The purpose of this research was to study the roles of the Parliament Library of Namibia in the provision of
relevant information to the Members of the Namibian Parliament, which assists to enlighten them to make
informed la s and olicies in order to ght overty and romote gender e uality The rovision of relevant
information to parliamentarians has proven to be an important key issue in law-making and the decisionma ing rocess similar study on the rovision of relevant information by sman and yei
stress
that parliamentarians are not information professionals and as such they need relevant information sources
which may assist them in their work during parliamentary sessions. This is supported by Mostert (2013)
who studied the services provided by the national parliament library of South Africa to parliamentarians
and established that the library provides in-depth information services which assist the parliamentarians in
tackling daily issues in parliament.
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INFORMATION NEED
Information need refers to the urge for information to meet a certain information problem. Wilson (2006)
refers to this as a cognitive need for information and llen
roﬀers that information need can ha en
individually or as per a group. Information need is a recognition that knowledge is inadequate to accomplish
a task. Parliamentarians need information to be able to successfully carry out their parliamentary work.
Information need is the lac of information That is the reason hy a library needs a uali ed librarian to
manage the information in order to be able to rovide the relevant information that ill solve the s eci c
information need or information problem of the user Safra and Aquilar-Cauz (2007).

SOURCES OF INFORMATION IN SPECIAL LIBRARIES
S ecial libraries rovide diﬀerent information sources such as e boo s e ournals boo s ancient materials
(historical materials), photographs, audio-visual materials and magnetic materials including the machinereadable magnetic ta e and disc to their clients Safra and uilar auz
eriot
further informs
that the Australian parliamentary library presents its information resources from blog posts on emerging
and hot issues to detailed ublished research a ers on more enduring to ics from oral brie ngs and
seminars to quick advice over the phone and from hard copies of dictionaries and encyclopaedias to the
online provision of e-books and serials.

PROVISION OF RELEVANT INFORMATION IN THE LEGISLATIVE
LIBRARIES
egislative libraries are de ned as s ecial libraries ith a target to serve a articular clientele such as the
members of the legislature and staﬀ members Safra and uilar auz
stress that s ecial libraries ta e
pride in special collections which are built around a special subject of interest in response to or preferably
in antici ation of their s eci c needs elevancy in information services rovided by legislative libraries
supports the institution as a whole and manages the archival curatory and legal deposit materials. Relevance
of information is a conce t that is de ned by the user s udgements of uality of the relationshi bet een
information and information need at a point of time Borlund (2003).
In addition, Cuninghame (2009) informs that most parliaments have both a library and a research service.
Therefore, the Parliament of Namibia library is a special library serving the two Houses of Parliament, the
National Assembly and the National Council of Namibia. The Parliament library exists under the budget
allocation and support of the National Assembly. According to Hoberman and Hoberman (2002), in 1913,
the Parliament of Namibia was built by the Germans and it has been in existence for more than 100 years.
Therefore, the Namibian Parliament library has been in existence before Namibian independence (March 21,
1990) and after 1990, the library started growing its collection, including the legal deposit (the Namibiana
collection). The Parliament library uses the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2) and INMAGIC DB/
textbase software for cataloguing its library materials, searching and loaning of books as well as barcoding
and stoc ta ing Moreover the library uses e ey ecimal lassi cation System
to classify its materials
The egal ssistance entre
states that the ational ssembly has the o er to ma e any la s that
are in the best interest of the eo le of amibia as long as the la s are not in con ict ith the constitution
hile rticle
of the onstitution of the e ublic of amibia mbudsman amibia
sti ulates that
the legislative power of Namibia shall be assigned in the National Assembly with the power to pass laws with
the assent of the President as provided in the Namibian constitution, and where applicable, to the powers
and functions of the National Council. The National Council assists the National Assembly with its task of
ma ing la s egal ssistance entre
by investigating and re orting to the ational ssembly on any
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subordinate legislation, reports and documents which under the law must be tabled in the National Assembly
and which are referred to it by the National Assembly for advice Ombudsman Namibia (2016).

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY (ICT)
I T is crucial es ecially in the fourth industrial revolution I Schmitz
hich re uires legislative
libraries to provide digital as well as quality relevant information at the right time and to the right legislator.
eriot
argues that im rovements in technology and training can assist staﬀ to access a ider range of
information including e resources faster and e ciently It is vital for legislative libraries to invest in various
technology to provide easy access to information storage and retrieval for the purpose of meeting it’s user’s
information needs.

CHALLENGES FACING LEGISLATIVE LIBRARIES
ibraries in general face various challenges from material and nancial constraints to lac of rofessional
trained librarians Mandl, Lukileni, and Niskala (2015). This is supported by Nwokocha (1998) who points
out that the ma ority of libraries do not have staﬀ members ho have received training in serving diﬀerent
needs of atrons n ar nsari and bdullah
further inform that lac of su ort from library staﬀ is a
constraint to ards the rovision of a better service to library users Mostert
informs that arliamentary
libraries such as that of South Africa lack support for library services since the parliamentarians obtain their
information from other sources other than the library. Similar to the Parliamentary library of Zimbabwe,
also the Kenya National Assembly Library, the Ghana Parliament library and the parliament library of South
frica also e erience budgetary constraints since librarians have got no o er to a rove nancial matters
beside the accounting o cers or the cler Mchombu and hisenga
This is contrary to the arliament
library of inland hich is an inde endent organisation that has a se arate and stable budget and has been
mentioned in the innish onstitution se arately Mchombu and hisenga
hich assist the librarian
to manage the budget of the library well.

CHALLENGES FACING PARLIAMENTARIANS
Parliamentarians are busy people who spend most of their time debating and drafting bills Osman and Ayei
These limits them in visiting the library and accessing relevant accurate and u to date information
to enable them to ma e the la s Mostert
stresses that arliamentarians ithout ready access
to information sources are at a serious disadvantage in keeping up with the latest developments and in
making informed decisions. Although most modern parliaments make proper provision in their budgets for
parliamentary information and research services, some parliaments neglect to do so. Inadequate funds can
result in failure to attract uali ed librarians and researchers ho are able to ful l the information needs
of the parliamentary library users. Higher salaries as well as opportunity for further development might
be needed to attract the best uali ed staﬀ Moreover eriot
also studied the services oﬀered by
the Australian parliament library to the senators and members of parliament which shows a wide range of
matters before the parliament and the personal preferences of individual clients on how they can access the
library services.

PROVISION OF EXCEPTIONAL LIBRARY SERVICES
In order for a legislative library to provide services that meet the information needs of legislators and its
library users at large, Rugambwa and Kintu (2013) stress that there is a need to develop good communication
with the Members of Parliament by organising capacity building workshops in order to increase the policy
makers’ capacity to demand, read, understand and use the library and research evidence appropriately.
Librarians need to acquire and make available easily and accessible relevant information resources in the
library. Librarians need to also market and promote the library services to make potential clients aware of the
library services as ell as inform library users at large on the relevancy and eﬀectiveness of library services
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towards solving users’ information needs. On the other hand, Brenya (2011) suggests that to market and
provide exceptional library services that meet the targeted user’s information needs, such librarians must
begin ith the mar eting rocess by de ning crucial issues ertaining to the library such as the library s
mission and ur ose nd out hat services the users need select strategies to romote your strategies and
evaluate how well the library has succeeded.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN
IDENTIFYING RELEVANT INFORMATION
This study was guided by Lalmas’ (2011) conceptual model for information retrieval (IR). Lalmas (2011)
stresses that the information retrieval system aims to identify relevant information to solve the information
need of the user. The model is important for this study as it informs the methodology such as the setting of
the research questions to be asked in interviews and questionnaires. The parliamentarians should access
relevant information using the right keywords or queries depending on the user friendliness of the library
system and retrieve relevant information from the relevant information source(s) in order to assist in making
informed la s to ght poverty and promote gender equality. Therefore, the study sought to establish if this
was what really was happening to the Namibian Members of parliament in retrieving relevant information
from relevant information source s in the arliament library that satisfy a s eci c information need

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY AND DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY
Mostert
laments lac of reading materials on the information needs of arliamentarians This study
as signi cant in the sense that it sought to establish the roles of the arliament ibrary of amibia in the
provision of relevant information to satisfy the information needs of the Namibian parliamentarians. The
study also further sought to come up with recommendations to inform on policies relating to the Parliament
library of Namibia on the provision of relevant information to the Namibian parliamentarians. This research
was limited to the study of the Members of Parliament’s use of the Parliament Library of Namibia; therefore
the ndings cannot be generalised to library users in diﬀerent amibian libraries

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The study by sman and yei
found out that arliamentarians are busy eo le ho s end most of
their time debating and drafting bills, therefore they need relevant, accurate and up-to-date information to
enable them to make the laws however they are not information professionals. The present study sought
to nd out if roblems identi ed by sman and yei
as ell as Mchombu and hisenga
aﬀect
also the Parliament Library of Namibia, especially regarding budgetary constraints and failure to deliver a
better service to the arliamentarians to ght poverty and promote gender equality through informed law
and policies. The main research question of this study was: “To what extent does the Parliament of Namibia
library eﬀectively rovide relevant and accurate information to the amibian Members of arliament to ma e
laws and informed policies?”.

SUB-QUESTIONS OF THE STUDY
The main research question of the study above was achieved through the following research sub-questions:
1.
2.
3.

What are the information needs of the Namibian parliamentarians?
What are the information sources used by parliamentarians?
What information sources does Parliament Library of Namibia provide to the parliamentarians?
hich are the electronic services and e resources that the arliament of amibia rovide to the
Members of Parliament?
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5.

What are the challenges facing the Parliament library of Namibia in the provision of relevant information
to parliamentarians?
What are the challenges faced by the parliamentarians in using the parliament library?
6. What suggestions do parliamentarians have to parliament library to improve the services provided?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study employed the survey research method and used the mixed method research design. Mixed method
research refers to combining ualitative and uantitative research a roaches ogt ardener and aeﬀele
(2012). A structured questionnaire with open ended and closed ended questions was used to collect data
from the Members of Parliament. A semi-structured interview guide was used to interview the two librarians.
Validity and reliability were addressed through a pilot study that was done in another similar specialised
library of the Ministry of International Relations and Cooperation. Piloting ensured that the questions and
language used to gather data were clear and understandable. Sarantakos (1998) and Mertens (1998) point
out that qualitative research involves an interpretive approach to its subject matter. The qualitative research
approach was used to explore the meaning in the provision of relevant information by the Parliament library
to the law makers. The quantitative research approach was used for this study to quantify and generalise
results for a larger sample population of the Members of Parliament for the National Assembly and the
National Council in the context of the provision of relevant information by the Parliament library to meet the
information needs of the Parliamentarians.
Population is the set of units that the sample is meant to represent (Simon and Burstein 2003). In this study,
o ulation refers to the ell de ned collection of individuals ho share a set of common characteristics for the
research from which the sample is drawn. Namibian Members of Parliament were the population of the study.
The o ulation consists of a ro imately
Members of arliament including librarians The ur osive
method was employed, which lies within the non-probability category in the qualitative research approach. Bui
(2009) points out that purposive sampling samples individuals who are considered representative because
they meet certain criteria for the study. The criteria could be the participants’ willingness and experience to
contribute to the understanding of the research problem, issue or phenomenon being explored.
sam le of
amibian arliamentarians and librarians as aimed at In essence from the ational
ouncil arliamentarians ere ur osively selected each from the
regions of amibia The ational
Assembly was purposively sampled according to gender (putting the 50/50 men and women representation)
as well as 10 parliamentarians from the rural areas and 10 parliamentarians from the urban areas. Altogether
this amounts to a total of
amibian arliamentarians that had to artici ate in this study nly a total of
Members of arliament artici ated in this study s eci cally
res ondents from the ational ssembly
and 13 from the National Council.
Permission was sought from the Secretary of the National Assembly who informed the Honourable Speaker
of the National Assembly. The Director of Library and Computer Services and the Chief Librarian were
informed of the study. Questionnaires were self-administered, which means that they were distributed to
every participant who wished to provide answers and to be studied for this research. No participant was
forced to participate. Questionnaires were distributed within two weeks and only when the Members of
arliament ere sitting The study too lace from May
until May
at the ational ouncil
from 09:00 to 13:00, from Mondays to Thursdays only, and at the National Assembly from June 12, 2018 until
June 28, 2018, from Tuesdays to Thursdays only as from 15:00 to 17:00. Participants were also informed via
the questionnaire about the importance and purpose of the research. This study addressed ethical rules of
social research as it ensured that the data collection techniques which were used by the study would not
cause harm to research sub ects through honoured voluntary artici ation on dentiality and the issue of
informed consent were addressed by informing the participants about the study and their role in participating.
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EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PROCESS
Evaluation of the study’s research process used a survey and mixed methods triangulation techniques
(qualitative and quantitative research approaches) for ascertaining the validity of the data and reliability in
the consistency of the study s results ogt ardener and aeﬀele
de ne reliability as the stability of
an observation, measurement or test.

DATA ANALYSIS
The descriptive statistical analysis was used to analyse quantitative data from the questionnaires. SPSS software
was used for data entry. Cross check was ensured through assigned codes (Q1 to Q23) for all questionnaires
in the SPSS. Moreover, column and row percentages were used to present the data categorically. Content
analysis was also used to analyse open ended questions and interview data. The analysed data was then used
to resent the ndings u on hich conclusions and recommendations ere based

FINDINGS AND RESULTS
This section resents the ndings of the study and the results that ere gathered through uestionnaires
from the amibian Members of arliament The data is resented in tables and gures The data of the
interview results gathered from the librarians is presented in the form of direct quotes. The section is divided
into the various thematic areas which guided the research questions, namely, demographic information of
the Namibian Members of Parliament (National Assembly and the National Council), information needs and
the provision of relevant information, information sources utilised by the Namibian Members of Parliament,
information sources provided by the Parliament Library of Namibia to the Namibian Members of Parliament,
information communication technology in the Parliament Library, challenges facing the Parliament Library of
Namibia in the provision of relevant information to the parliamentarians, challenges facing the Members of
Parliament using the Parliament Library, Namibian parliamentarians’ suggestions to the Parliament Library
for the improvement of the service, recommendations for the Parliament Library and its services to other
customers with similar needs.

Demographic data
Table 1: Gender information (N=23)
House of Parliament

Frequency
Male

National
Assembly

Valid
Missing

70.0

87.5

1

10.0

12.5

Total

8

80.0

100.0

Did not state anything

2

20.0

10

100.0

7

53.8

emale

Male
Valid

emale
Total

Missing
Total

Valid Percent

7

Total
National
Council

Percent

Did not state anything

63.6

30.8
11

100.0

2
13

100.0

Table 1 presents the gender percentages of the research respondents from the two Houses of Parliament,
namely the National Assembly and the National Council of Namibia. Males from the National Assembly
formed the highest ercentages
and the females from the ational ssembly formed the lo est
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ith
Moreover males from the ational ouncil formed the highest ercentages hich as
com ared to the females from the ational ouncil ith the lo est of
artici ation in this study There
were more males who were available and willing to participate in this study compared to the females. The
total artici ation in the hole study s highest research res ondents as
from the ational ouncil
and
from the ational ssembly In the both houses the ational ssembly and ational ouncil Male
are more dominant, and this explain the results
The comparison of various age groups of the research participants of this study found out that the highest
was for the respondents from the National Assembly who ranges between the ages of 51 to 60 years old
ith
re resentation and the lo est from the ational ssembly ere for those ones bet een the
ages of
to
years old ith
hile the ational ouncil res ondents had the highest age grou
hich artici ated having ranges bet een the ages of
to
years old ith
The lo est research
res ondents from the ational ouncil ere those ones bet een the ages of
to
years old ith
and also
years old and above ith
The ma ority
of the Members of arliament from the ational ssembly ho artici ated in the study
held university uali cations and the remaining
had secondary school educational level mong the
artici ants from the ational ouncil
had both secondary and university uali cations hile
had vocational educational uali cation

Information need and the provision of relevant information

The research participants responded to the question on the sources where they get information to tackle
matters during the debates in arliament The
of the amibian Members of arliament from the
National Assembly get information from the internet and other online services. The least respondents of the
ational ssembly ere
hich get information from the general ublic other libraries and other frican
arliaments hile the ma ority
of the ational ouncil get information from the general ublic and
this shows that the National Council Members deals directly with the people at their various constituencies.
The least as
hich sho s that the source of the relevancy of information is retrieved from other
libraries as well as using common sense and intuition.
The res ondents fre uency of visits to the arliament ibrary indicates that the
of the research
res ondents from the ational ssembly visit only once a month and the least is
of the res ondents
ho visit t ice a month nother
indicate that the library is un no n to them and other
never
visited the library The ma ority of res ondents
from the ational ouncil indicate that they have never
visited the library and the reason given is that they do not no
here the library is located The least is
of the respondents who visit the library once a month.
The research participants were asked to state their intentions on why they visit the Parliament library. The
highest ercentage at
for the Members of arliament from the ational ssembly visit the library to
borro boo s and the least
visit the library to ma e co ies binding and scanning hile the remaining
respondent did not respond to the question. Regarding the Members of Parliament from the National Council,
the ma ority at
gave no reason for their intentions and this could be because the ma ority never visited
the library nor knew the library’s existence. Moreover, it could be that, the Members of Parliament were
not a are that there is an e istence of the library in arliament The least of research res ondents is
who visit the Parliament library for reading the newspapers, relaxation, loan books and to access Hansards.
round
of res ondents did not res ond to the uestion
The subject areas of interest for the Members of Parliament from the two houses indicates that the majority
at
of the research res ondents from the ational ssembly are interested in economic and olitical
issues and the least is at
of those ho are interested in social and economic issues altogether The
remaining
res ondents never res onded to the uestion
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hile the ational ouncil res ondents ma ority at
ere interested in olitical and economic issues
The least at
ere interested in gender e uality overty information olitical economic and social
issues More the
never res onded to the uestion
Responses regarding the usefulness of information retrieved in assisting in debate participation in the House
sho that the ma ority
of the research res ondents from the ational ssembly found the information
useful and the least
ere not sure hile the ma ority at
of the research res ondents from the
ational ouncil indicates that the information they retrieve is useful and the least is
ere not sure

Information sources utilised by the Namibian Members of Parliament for debate
preparation and draft writing

The res onses on information sources used for debate re aration and bills drafting sho that
of the
ational ssembly res ondents used ne s a ers as a very im ortant source of information and
used
ournal articles electronic ournals as ell as other frican countries arliament ills and cts hile
of
the National Council research respondents’ used electronic journals, other World Parliament Bills and Acts,
ne s a ers and listening to the radio The least
used television ne s and constituency meetings at the
regions as sources of information.

Information sources provided by the Parliament Library of Namibia to the Namibian
Members of Parliament
Table 2 Information sources provided by Parliament library (N=23)
House of Parliament
National
Assembly

Valid

Missing

Frequency

Valid

Missing
Total

Valid Percent

Books

2

20.0

28.6

Journals/Serials

2

20.0

28.6

Electronic Journals

2

20.0

28.6

Newspaper

1

10.0

Total

7

70.0

Did not state anything

3

30.0

10

100.0

Books

3

23.1

Newspaper

2

28.6

Not sure

2

28.6

Total

7

Did not state anything

6

Total
National
Council

Percent

13

53.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table lists the diﬀerent sources of information rovided by the arliament ibrary to the Members of
arliament The highest ercentage
of the information sources hich the ational ssembly Members
of Parliament responded to be available for them were books, serials including journals and e-journals and
the least as
for ne s a ers hile the highest ercentage
of the information source hich
the National Council Members of Parliament responded to be available for them at the Parliament library
ere boo s and the least as
for ne s a ers The fact that Members mostly use boo s and rely on
print materials compared to digital information sources, has an impact on the library. With the Covid-19
pandemic, consideration should be given to providing access to digital information resources to cater for the
users who are not able to access the library physically.
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urthermore the librarian in an intervie informed that the information sources rovided by the arliament
library to the Members of Parliament are:
•
•
•
•

Hansards verbatim of the National Assembly and the National Council;
Records of all forms such as books as well as papers laid upon the tables in both two houses.
Past and current records that were passed in the House such as Treaties, Conventions,
Protocols etc, daily newspapers, legal deposit materials as well as internet services.

The librarian informed that the M s that use the library services are satis ed ho ever they are fe com ared
to those that are not coming to the library”.
Section E: Information communication and technology in Parliament Library

Electronic services and the e-resources that Parliament library provide

Electronic services and e-resources which the Parliament Library of Namibia provides to the Members
of arliament of the ational ssembly indicate the highest ercentage at
of the res ondents ho
res onded that the library rovides e ne s a er and the least ercentage
is internet The highest
ercentage
from the ational ouncil res ondents did not state anything and the least ercentage
is internet of the electronic services rovided by the arliament library The reason for the
could be because for the National Council members of Parliament, most of them responded that they do not
know where the Parliament library is located.

Figure 1 Ranking of information services by the respondents from the National Assembly Members of Parliament
(N=23)
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Figure 2 Ranking of information services by the respondents from the National Council Members of Parliament
(N=23)
igure and
resent the ran ing of information services rovided by the arliament library of amibia
hich sho s that the ma ority
from the ational ssembly research res ondents ran ed the services
to be very good and good to their usage in debates re aration and bills draft and the least is
hich
do not know and this could be that some Members are not regular users of the Parliament library. While a
ma ority
from the ational ouncil res onded that they actually do not no and the reason could
be that National Council Members are not aware of the Parliament library’s existence nor are they aware of
its services.

Challenges facing the Parliament Library of Namibia in the provision of relevant
information to the parliamentarians
The librarian through the interview informed that:
“The space is a challenge as it limits the library’s potential to make it of good appeal, for
instance the lack of space for the space of the speaker’s corner, lack of space for displaying
all new arrival materials, lack of space to [bring all the materials and] records from the
basement into the library shelves. [The librarian indicated that] not available platform to
market the library to the public and inform on the library services. The Parliament library
lack heavy duty scanners to convert to digital all the hard copies records, for example all
Treaties, Conventions, Statements from the house, Acts and Protocols”.
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Challenges facing the members of parliament using the Parliament Library of
Namibia
Challenges facing the members of Parliament using the Parliament library (N=23)
The ma ority
of research res ondents from the ational ssembly indicated that they are not facing
any roblem and the least
are facing a roblem ith lac of s ace in the library es ecially here
they could sit and do research oor library services and outdated library boo s hile the ma ority
of research respondents from the National Council responded that they are not facing any problem and
the reason could be that, they do not make use of Parliament Library services, nor are they aware of the
arliament ibrary s e istence and location The least
of the ational ouncil research res ondents
ere not familiar ith the arliament ibrary Moreover other research res ondents
indicated that
they have “limited time to access the library since they spend most of their times at their constituencies and
when they come for the sessions at the House, they are busy reviewing bills from the National Assembly”.

Namibian parliamentarians’ suggestions to the Parliament library for the improvement of
the service
Research respondents gave suggestions to improve the services of Parliament Library in order to provide a
satisfying and a service that would meet the information needs of the Members of Parliament. The majority
of the ational ssembly res ondents did not suggest anything and the least
M s need to be
trained on how to access information using ICT; expand the library space; update the old books with the
ne boo s as ell as that the library should ac uire inde es and abstracts hile the ma ority
of the
ational ouncil res ondents did not suggest anything and the least
suggested that arliament library
need modern equipment and networks; suggested for library tours for MPs; the librarians should get private
email addresses of MPs to update them while at their respective constituencies; MPs suggested for a library
or sho
hich ill encourage M s to read Moreover
suggested that M s need to be given enough
time in order to be able to access the library urthermore the librarian through the intervie suggested that
the institutional leadership must make time every year for the librarians to give overview of its operations to
the MPs for both two houses.
The ndings of the study sho that a ma ority
of the ational ssembly research res ondents
recommended the Parliament library and its services to other customers with similar needs. Regarding
res ondents from the ational ouncil
of the research res ondents recommended the arliament
library and its services to other customers with similar needs.

Conceptual model for information retrieval in identifying relevant information and findings
of the study
This study was guided by Lalmas’ 2011 conceptual model for information retrieval (IR). Lalmas (2011) which
stressed that information retrieval system aims to identify relevant information to solve the information need
of the user The res ondents at
from the ational ouncil ere not a are of services rovided by the
arliament library and the research res ondents at
from the ational ssembly could not retrieve
relevant information from the Parliament library because of time constraints to visit the library and indicated
that they get their information from the Internet, other parliaments, radio, television, online services and the
general public. Parliament library may have the relevant information for the Members of Parliament, however
due to time constraints and lack of awareness of the library existence by the majority of the Members of
arliament it is di cult for them to access the services

DISCUSSION
The provision of relevant information to parliamentarians has proved to be an important key issue in lawma ing and decision ma ing rocess as ell as in tac ling daily issues in arliament The study s ndings
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revealed that the majority of the Namibian Members of Parliament from the National Assembly have
university as the highest educational uali cation hile the ational ouncil Members of arliament have
both university and secondary school uali cations and fe
ith vocational training The ma ority of males
participated in this study than the females because they were available and willing to participate.
The study revealed that the majority of the National Assembly Members of Parliament’s information need
is not met by the Parliament Library because of time constraints, they cannot visit the library to access the
services sman and yei
ndings inform that arliamentarians are busy eo le ho s end most of
their time debating and drafting bills and therefore may not have that available time to access the libraries
as they may need to. The majority of the Members of Parliament from the National Council informed that
Parliament Library is unknown to them and they do not know where the library is located, which is why they
do not visit the library.
Moreover the study s ndings revealed that the ma ority of the Members of arliament utilise the ne s a ers
as a source of information for debate preparation and bills drafting and the least utilise journal articles,
electronic journals as well as African countries’ Parliament Bills and Acts. Moreover, the members of the
National Council rely mostly on information received from people in their constituencies. Additionally, the
study s ndings from the intervie
ith the librarians revealed that the arliament ibrary rovides sources
of information to the Members of Parliament such as Hansards verbatim of the National Assembly and the
National Council; records of all forms such as books as well as newspapers laid upon the tables in both two
Houses, Treaties, Conventions, Protocols etc, daily newspapers, legal deposit materials as well as internet
services The study s ndings inform that the Members of arliament that use the library services are satis ed
with the services provided, however the users are few compared to those that are not coming to the library.
The study, moreover, revealed that Parliament Library provides electronic services and e-resources such as
e ne s a ers and internet e resources urthermore the study s ndings revealed several challenges hich
were indicated by research respondents such as lack of space in the library especially where the Members of
Parliament sit and do research, poor library services, and out-dated library books.

RECOMMENDATIONS
elo are the recommendations from the study by adhering to the advice by sman and yei
ho
stress that “parliamentarians are not information professionals and therefore requires relevant information
sources which may help them in their work during parliamentary sessions:
•
•
•

•
•

Members of Parliaments should be trained on how to access relevant information using ICT. Instead
of acquiring hard copies of volumes of materials,
The Parliament library should consider migrating to electronic resources such as e-journals, e-books,
e-newspapers, etc.
Library tours and training workshops should be organised for Members of Parliament to encourage
them to read and give enough time to be able to access the library. Rugambwa and Kintu (2013)
stress that there is a need to develop a good communication with the Members of Parliament by
organising capacity building workshops in order to increase the policy makers’ capacity to demand,
read, understand and use the library and research evidence appropriately.
Librarians should attend customer care services training courses.
Institutional leadership should make time every year for the librarians to present an overview of the
Parliament library operations to the MPs for both Houses of Parliament.
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CONCLUSION
The provision of relevant information to parliamentarians is key to satisfying their information needs
in la and decision ma ing rocess as ell as in tac ling daily issues in arliament The study s ndings
indicate that the ational ouncil Members of arliament highest educational uali cation is secondary and
university education, while the National Assembly is topped by the Members of Parliament with university
as the highest educational uali cation o ever regardless of the Members of arliament s educational
uali cations they need training on ho to access relevant information in arliament library and in using I T
to prepare for debates and bills drafting. Librarians need customer care service training as well as capacity
building or sho s on the us The ma ority
of the Members of arliament from the ational ssembly
ho artici ated in the study held university uali cations and the remaining
had secondary school
educational level mong the artici ants from the ational ouncil
had both secondary and university
uali cations hile
had vocational educational uali cation of e resources The library needs to start
acquiring e-resources to address limited space and limited resources.
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ABSTRACT: How do you launch a library literacy programme to inspire and empower a community
of HIV/AIDS survivors in an inner-city slum in sub-Saharan Africa? This is exactly what the founder and
citizens of the Chikumbuso Women and Orphans project in Ng’ombe compound, Lusaka, Zambia
have achieved and continue to reﬁne and grow. This paper focusses on the continuing development
of the Chikumbuso library programme. In addition to providing resources for the school faculty and
classroom curriculum, the Chikumbuso library has developed extracurricular programmes including
a young adult book club, cultural awareness events, and technology trainings. The evolution of
the library book discussion programme is the main topic of this paper. It also provides ideas and
suggestions for other libraries wishing to implement a similar programme.
KEYWORDS: information literacy, sub-Saharan Africa, school libraries, book discussions.

INTRODUCTION
The focus of this paper is on a school library programme in Ng’ombe compound, Lusaka, Zambia. The authors
demonstrate ho this rogramme has bene tted its users by teaching and reinforcing literacy s ills for not
only the students at the school, but also the teachers and other members of the project. This paper highlights
the develo ment and literacy bene ts of the library including its young adult boo club
The bene ts of access to literature and libraries are undis uted U S
United ations ducational
Scienti c and ultural rganization recommended develo ing rich literate environments in its
lobal
Monitoring Report on Education for All: Literacy for Life UNESCO (2006). According to Easton (2009, 311-312),
a literate environment is one that provides access to reading materials, and availability of formal or nonformal continuing education Shrestha and rola
argue that once literacy s ills are obtained they
must be su orted by a literature rich environment or they are in danger of being lost
roviding a
community ith a ell stoc ed and staﬀed library hel s to reinforce the reading and critical thin ing s ills
that students learn from an early age I
nd
ccess to reading materials and literacy instruction rovide
students who have limited resources the ability to learn about other cultures and places, giving them a global
perspective and the tools to be a more productive member of their own society Anderson and Matthews
(2006, 577-578); Dent (2010, 7-8).
This paper is a case study of a successful school library in Zambia, located within a women’s and orphans’
project. Special attention is focussed on the secondary student book club and its impact on the participating
students. The creation and evolution of the book club serves as a model for other public and school libraries
wishing to reinforce the literacy skills of their young adults and nurture a life-long love of reading. This paper
provides an overview of the community project, the development of the school and library, and the creation
of activities for the book club. The authors also look ahead to the future of the project and the library.
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CONTEXTUALISATION
The Chikumbuso Women and Orphans Project is a grassroots project that was launched in 2005 in Lusaka,
Zambia, initially as a micro-enterprise to give widows in the Ng’ombe compound community training and a
means to support themselves. The project grew, eventually incorporating a free K-7 school, meals for students,
an after-school programme, support for students from grade 8 through college, a gap-year programme, an
emergency safe haven for girls, job placements, healthy life skills training, and a school library, which is the
subject of this paper. Chikumbuso also provides food and supplies for families, including the elderly in the
community.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHIKUMBUSO LIBRARY PROGRAMME
Establishment

The library programme at Chikumbuso was established in 2011. An empty classroom at the Chikumbuso site
was dedicated to house the library. It was painted in bright colours, shelves were installed against three walls,
and tables, chairs, and comfortable reading spaces were created using chitenge-covered cushions and mats. A
school in the United States donated a collection of 3,000 books. This original collection of gently used books
consisted of ction and non ction suitable for reading levels re through th grade, and they were primarily
in the English language.
The collection is used to supplement classroom lessons about subjects such as weather, history, geography,
and biology, in addition to literature. All classes visit the library weekly to explore the stories and information
there, and to receive information literacy lessons from the librarian. The physical space is also used after
school by the older students who have graduated and now attend local secondary schools.
The library also bene ts the omen of hi umbuso by roviding technology training and reading materials to
increase their literacy. The Chikumbuso librarians are recruited from the community, often being graduated
students from the programme. This training and employment have resulted in empowering the librarians
with the skills, knowledge, and a sense of pride and accomplishment, as well as providing a means to support
their families. In addition to their in-house training, the librarians are given paid time and funds to travel to a
nearby ubuto library here they are mentored by a certi ed ambian librarian

Organisation

team of librarians from the merican riends of enya
af inc org visited the ro ect in the summer
of 2011 to assist with organising the newly arrived collections. A member of the Chikumbuso community was
hired to be the rst librarian and as also involved in the sorting of library materials Many of the hi umbuso
students arrived every morning to help apply barcodes and spine labels, making it a true community project.
Initially the library subscribed to the cloud-based library automation system, the Library World (www.
libraryworld.com), to establish a database of titles with the ability of managing circulation electronically.
Eventually this subscription was discontinued due to unreliable internet connectivity, costs, and lack of
use for circulation The boo s ere classi ed by the e ey ecimal lassi cation System and the team
of librarians used resources such as the Sears List of Subject Headings Sears and Miller (1997) and a Dewey
ecimal lassi cation hart
do nloaded from the internet They had also brought a su ly of
spine labels and markers. These were used to create spine labels for each book to assist with organising the
boo s on the shelf s the boo s ere classi ed they ere laced on the designated shelves The categories
used for shelving the boo s ere icture boo s I an ead ction non ction and reference aura endell s
(2011) seminal publication Libraries for all: How to start and run a basic library was also referred to when
setting up the Chikumbuso library. These resource materials were left behind by the visiting team of librarians
for use by the Chikumbuso librarian.
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Staffing and Training

The rst librarian at the hi umbuso library as a community member inety Muntango She or ed ith
the visiting librarian team to learn how to classify, label, and shelve materials, and how to circulate the
books. Because of the unreliable internet connection, the automated Library World circulation system was
bypassed, and circulation information was (and still is) kept in a journal. The visiting librarians also worked
with Muntango on ways to promote the collection using displays and providing classroom teachers with
resources that reinforced classroom sub ects for instance eather
ithin a year Muntango as oﬀered a
job as a classroom teacher, and another member of the Chikumbuso community was selected to take on the
librarian position. Training for incoming librarians is provided by the outgoing librarian and visiting volunteer
librarians when they are available. In 2015 a group of Chikumbuso teachers and the librarian visited the
Ngwerere Lubuto Library (www.lubuto.org/ngwerere) to observe their community library programme. The
Ngwerere Lubuto librarian, Givenchy Besa, who has a library science degree from the University of Zambia,
oﬀered to mentor the hi umbuso librarians ccordingly the hi umbuso librarians are given aid time
and transportation fare to visit the Ngwerere Lubuto library for ongoing mentoring and training, thereby
reinforcing their growing library management skills.

Chikumbuso Book Club

Each of the K – 7th grade classes at Chikumbuso visit the library once a week. During their visits, the
librarian reads aloud to the younger grades and assists the older students in selecting books for school
and recreational reading. Students attending grades 8 – 12 at the local public schools frequently return to
hi umbuso before or after school and use the library as a uiet lace to study In
a visiting school
librarian from the United States brought several copies of the young adult book, A Long Walk to Water Parks
Simultaneously the hi umbuso teacher trainer identi ed several secondary school students to
participate in an after-school book discussion group. This was the pilot group for the Chikumbuso Book Club.
Since then, book club members have read and discussed titles such as A Long Walk to Water Park (2010), The
Boy Who Harnessed the Wind Kamkwamba, Mealer, and Zunon (2012), The Heaven Shop Ellis (2005), Waiting for
the Rain Gordon (1997), I am Malala Yousafzai and McCormick (2016), and Thunder Cave Smith (1997), to name
ust a fe
ften the discussions are accom anied by related e eriences or instance after reading A Long
Walk to Water, the students had an on-line discussion with American students who had also read the book
at a secondary school in Connecticut. After reading Waiting for the Rain, a story set in South Africa that deals
with prejudice, the students watched the movie Mandela Menell et al. (2006) and had in-depth conversations
about the com le ities of a artheid and civil rights ollo ing the reading of Thunder Cave, the students were
able to have a Skype conversation with the author, Roland Smith, to learn about the craft of writing. Being
able to read and discuss these ideas and stories has expanded the students’ global exposure.
The book discussion groups are typically made up of six to ten secondary school students and they span a
two-week period. Each weekday, the students meet with the discussion facilitator (the librarian) to discuss
the revious evening s readings and they start the ne t section hen the boo is nished a concluding
discussion is held and there is usually some sort of activity related to the readings. The books are selected
not only for their availability (as several copies are needed to accommodate the club members), but more
importantly for their subject relevance. The book club has discussed books dealing with AIDS/HIV Ellis (2005),
apartheid Gordon (1997), resource scarcity Kamkwamba et al. (2012); Park (2010), elephant poaching Smith
(1997) and bravery and human rights Yousafzai and McCormick (2016).
Books clubs give young adults a social interaction forum in which to hone their critical thinking skills and
develop a strong sense of self (Appleman, 6). When asked how participating in the book club impacted his
studies and future, former Chikumbuso student Teddy Nosiku noted:
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eading and riting has al ays layed a vital art in my life o ever even though it signi cantly hel ed
schooling as not hat in uenced me to continue develo ing those s ills It as the boo club and the
library at Chikumbuso that sharpened the person I am today. Believe it or not reading in the developing
world like Zambia where I come from, reading is not for everyone. This is not because they don’t like reading,
it’s because they don’t have an opportunity to do so. Lucky me, the book club gave me that opportunity, that
opportunity to comprehend the world beyond the one I knew. It developed positive thinking and gave me a
better ers ective of life enhanced my no ledge im roved my concentration and made me more con dent
and debate ready
eading is one of the most im ortant and bene cial activities I have ever engaged in The
pleasure and rewards I got from the book club is immeasurable. Reading is the kind of exercise that kept my
mind engaged, active and healthy from all the toxic activities that was going around me and in my community.
eading has bene ted me not only for the sa e of no ledge but also for ersonal gro th and develo ment
All that thanks to the book club and that library (Teddy Nosiku, email to author, September 26, 2019).
ormer hi umbuso student aron yambe added
It [the book club] has impacted my life in so many ways. Such as being able to analyse or understand what I
am reading in a diﬀerent ers ective i e learning about diﬀerent cultures and about life through reading
non ctions from diﬀerent authors The boo club has hel ed me to be here I am today It s here I as
meeting friends and sharing ideas as ell as interacting through discussions about the boo e ould read
Schools would have been boring without libraries (Aaron Nyambe, email to author, September 26, 2019).

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
The library recently celebrated its eighth anniversary. Nearly a decade after their establishment, the
Chikumbuso School and library are now realising several cohorts of graduates who are moving on to higher
education and training In
high school graduates from the rogramme ere attending trade schools
colleges, and other forms of post-secondary training (Chikumbuso 2019). Seventeen 2019 graduates are
currently being placed in a wide variety of post-secondary training programmes, including nursing, electrical
engineering, teaching, economics, environmental health, pharmacy, and computer studies (Mishek Mvula,
email to author ugust
hile di cult to uantify the authors dra a direct correlation bet een
the library programme and these student achievements. The positive reaction to and strong participation in
the book club supports its continuance. The biggest challenge is to secure multiple copies of selected titles
for student distribution. One possible solution is to plan the titles well in advance and work with Lusaka
bookstores on discounted prices.
Library use at Chikumbuso has evolved as community needs make themselves apparent. Instruction at
hi umbuso is delivered in nglish and by the time the students are in the second grade they are uent
o ever it as recognised that roviding materials in the local languages ould also be bene cial and the
original collection has been supplemented with books in the local languages of Bemba and Nyanja. Retention
of the librarian has also been an ongoing challenge. Identifying an individual with high interest in the library
rogramme and ho recognises the bene ts of information literacy has sometimes been di cult often ith
the erson in the osition leaving for ersonal reasons ortunately having a strong training rotocol in lace
has helped in onboarding new librarians. Additionally, the librarian is now compensated at the same rate as
the classroom teachers to demonstrate equity and recognition of her contributions to the students and the
teachers.
The strength and responsible management of Chikumbuso and its library programme has resulted in
increased support from a wide range of donors. An American Rotary club has funded new furniture, books,
and teaching materials to the programme. A cohort of American and Zambian Rotary clubs provided funding
for the recently com leted com uter lab hich ill lay a signi cant role in re aring the students and
community of Chikumbuso with the knowledge to succeed in a technological and information-rich global
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society. The Chikumbuso project, including the school and library, is funded in part by proceeds from the
micro-enterprise projects. The project relies heavily on grants, donations, and volunteerism to support the
rogramme or security reasons the library at hi umbuso is accessible to members of the hi umbuso
community but not to una liated citizens of g ombe This restriction limits funding o ortunities available
to public libraries in the region.
The word Chikumbuso comes from the Bemba term for “Remembrance.” Members of the community are
encouraged to “Remember those who have died, where we have come from, and to do for others” (https://
www.chikumbuso.com/). To retain sustainability for the project, students who have graduated and receive
professional training are expected to “remember” by giving back to the project that gave them their future.
The base of support for the project grows as more students graduate from the programme and return as
rofessional and nancial su orters

CONCLUSION
The Chikumbuso library programme was founded in opportunity. It was established and has evolved due to
the eﬀorts of the ro ect administration its teachers and librarians and the contribution of boo donors
teacher-trainers, and discussion facilitators.
The im act of the library and boo club at hi umbuso is re ected in student outcomes very year the
number of graduating students who go on to successful careers and/or higher education continues to grow.
They leave Chikumbuso with an appreciation for the written word, the value of the knowledge they have
obtained, a heightened global awareness, and the desire to give back to their society and their country.
The authors of this paper welcome inquiries regarding further information about the Chikumbuso School
Library and book club.
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ABSTRACT: This paper is a synopsis of a doctoral dissertation done at the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal
with the objective of investigating information literacy integration strategies into the curriculum of
senior secondary schools in Botswana. The rationale of the study was ﬁrstly the persistent concern that
undergraduate students enrolling into University of Botswana (UB) appeared to lack adequate IL skills
and competencies. Secondly, secondary school teachers played little roles in promoting information
literacy integration strategies into their speciﬁc subjects. The study applied the constructivist theoretical
lens complemented by IL models and standard. Qualitative and quantitative research approaches
were employed. Questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were used to collect data. A sample
of 150 teachers responded to the survey. The ﬁndings revealed that senior secondary schools in
Botswana did not have clearly stated goals of information literacy. Importantly, there is no national IL
policy, guidelines or standards for Botswana secondary schools. The study also revealed that teachers
relied heavily on traditional methods in developing IL skills that fell short of constructivist approaches.
The study recommended IL integration into the curriculum of senior secondary schools including
adoption of international best practices based on IL models/frameworks aligned with constructivist
principles.
KEYWORDS: teachers, secondary schools; information literacy, integration strategies, constructivism,
Botswana.

INTRODUCTION
The to ic of information literacy and the eld of teacher school librarianshi have been under researched
in Botswana Jorosi and Isaac (2008). The concept of information literacy (IL) refers to an individual’s ability to
recognise information needs nd evaluate and use information eﬀectively for roblem solving or decision
making ALA (1989). The revolution in IL and the emergence of the information society has become a global
riority and it has changed the ay eo le search nd and use information for ersonal rofessional and
educational purposes Bernier (2007). Taylor (2006) asserts that educating students and equipping them with
IL competencies is a goal that must be at the heart of the library programme in schools. The constructivist
philosophy of education advocates for students to develop the ability to understand and use information to
gain lifelong learning Taylor (2006, 1). However, the degree to which teachers can tip the balance in integrating
I into the curricula and teaching I eﬀectively to students remains a challenge in a ots ana Isaac
The American Association of School Librarians and the Association for Educational Communications and
Technology (AASL/AECT) (1998) posit that an information literate person is multi-skilled, having the technical
application, and research abilities in addition to constructing knowledge and thinking critically. Teachers and
school librarians in collaboration with the school principals are expected to teach, train, and improve IL skills
and teaching strategies that may be relevant for students in the 21st century (AASL/AECT) (1998). Information
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literacy s ills can be taught generically across curricula for e am le by a school librarian and s eci cally
within the context of a learning area (by the teacher).
The Botswana Senior Secondary School Blue Print advocates skills such as problem-solving, critical thinking,
communication, inquiring, teamwork and interpersonal skills to help students to be productive and to survive
in the information society. Teachers are viewed as facilitators and guides rather than reservoirs of knowledge.
Active learning (by doing) is promoted over passive learning (by listening) to improve education for life-long
learning Republic of Botswana Vision, (2016), Republic of Botswana, Senior Secondary School Curriculum
Blueprint (1998, 7-8). However, Maruatona (2005) observed that the teaching arrangement in Botswana
schools is mostly anti dialogic and is designed to sti e the otential of the learners to develo critical thin ing
in the programme taught. The integration of IL into the secondary school curriculum ensures the students to
acquire relevant IL skills before joining the university was emphasised by Mutoroke (2009).

RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES
Despite the fact that the government of Botswana through the Ministry of Education and Skills Development
recognises the importance of IL in the senior secondary school curriculum, but there is no policy framework
to guide its integration into the curriculum and implementation. Moreover, there is persistent concern that
students leaving senior secondary schools to oin university are not e ui ed ith I s ills to eﬀectively
pursue undergraduate programmes. In particular, students have been found lacking critical thinking and
problem-solving skills. Students are also reportedly weak in question formation, brainstorming, categorising,
skimming and scanning skills, the use of search engines and databases, evaluation of online and printed
material, internet, use of indexes, note-taking and ability to analyse or synthesise information when writing
assignments idzani and umande
Mutula amu oya and ulu
The objectives of this study were (1) to examine the strategies of IL delivery in senior secondary schools
in Botswana, and (2) to ascertain the roles teachers play in promoting IL in senior secondary schools in
Botswana.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Both interpretive and positivist paradigms underpinned the study. Constructivist theoretical model
com lemented by I models such as the Information Search rocess IS model uhlthau
the ig
Information Problem-Solving Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990); and the Information Power: Building Partnerships
for Learning frameworks of the American Association of School Librarians and the Association for Educational
Communications and Technology (AASL/AECT) (1998) were used as the theoretical lenses.
Gordon (2009, 39) asserts that strategies that promote active learning have the following common
characteristics: (1) students are involved in a class beyond listening; less emphasis is placed on transmitting
information and more on developing the skills of the students; (2) students are involved in higher order
thinking such as analysing, synthesising, and evaluation; (3) students are involved in activities like reading,
discussion and riting and
greater em hasis is laced on the e loration of student values and attitudes
There are various related studies that have used constructivist approaches Herring (2010); Walczak and
Jackson (2007); Sharkey (2006); Hart (2006).

LITERATURE REVIEW
The fundamental goal of IL is to develop critical users of information Taylor (2006). Yaacob, Iskandar, and
usoﬀ
state that educators bear an enormous obligation in the t enty rst century to e ui students
with IL skills while pursuing their education, and extending it further into their workplace, and developing lifelong skills. The constructivist approach is at the centre of teaching IL skills, especially cooperative, authentic,
collaborative, independent and lifelong learning Kuhlthau (2001). The learning activities are characterised by
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active engagements, hands-on activities, inquiry, problem-solving, investigations, experimental design and
collaboration ith others o
Students ac uire no ledge using the necessary information de ending
on other people (teachers, partners, parents, society) to guide, help, collaborate and communicate under
certain circumstances (social and cultural backgrounds) Liu and Sun (2011, 228).
Barak and Shakhman (2007, 11) studied issues in science instructional practices and found that the teaching
of science subjects was based on traditional approaches. They pointed out that the teaching of science
subjects must shift from traditional schooling to more constructivist-oriented instruction. The authors listed
critical thinking, problem solving, independent study, and decision making as skills that must be fostered if
science education is to meet students’ needs. Other studies also found constructivist teaching methods to
be bene cial to a variety of underserved o ulations na
ohn e ey in the
s and en amin
Bloom (1956) as the main proponents of constructivist approaches have challenged teachers to leave their
pulpits as sages on the stage to become guides on the side. Tabulawa (1997) argues that many teachers in
Botswana secondary schools were trapped in an endless examination preparation cycle and see studentcentred teaching methodologies as lu uries they can ill aﬀord lassroom instruction remains redominantly
teacher-centred and authoritarian with passive students engaged mainly in recall learning.
Information literacy models that are predicated on constructivist pedagogy include Kuhlthau’s Information
Search rocess IS model uhlthau
rac er
ig
model isenberg and er o itz
and erring s US model erring Tarter and aylor
erring
I models romote roblem
based-learning and a student-centred inquiry process that aims to develop skills that are appropriate for
lifelong learning Newman (2005). The AASL/AECT is the backbone of IL programmes at the secondary school
level Its aim is to ensure that students and teachers become eﬀective users of ideas and information and
advocates for the move from a teacher-centred and textbook approach to teaching and learning that is
student-centred and information/resource/inquiry-based AASL/AECT (1998, 2). These models have been
derived from research using observation of students who have been successful in completing academic
assignments such as term papers, oral reports and multimedia presentations Callison and Preddy (2006, 36).
In Africa despite some IL research Vander Walt (2005); Jiyane and Onyancha (2010); Jorosi and Isaac (2008),
there is aucity of rmly rooted I rogrammes in schools Those I rogrammes that e ist are fairly ne and
only came into existence within the past decade Jacob, (1995). In Botswana, for example, there are limited
meaningful information literacy programmes and projects to enable learners exploit the available information
resources eﬀectively Mutula
Mutoro e
In contrast the literature resented here seems to
suggest that developed world integration of IL into the curriculum is a well-planned and collaborative exercise
between the teacher, subject teachers, students, parents, school principals and policy makers Keith (2007).

ROLE OF TEACHERS IN PROMOTING IL
In the education arena teachers uali cations e erience no ledge of sub ect areas and edagogical
s ills radically in uence student learning Todd
asserts that the role of teachers is essential for I
initiatives to be successful. These roles must be cultivated through ongoing planning, dialogue, and classroom
practice. The primary role of a teacher is to engage students in inductive, hands-on activities, group work, and
re ection to romote critical thin ing self evaluation and the integration of no ledge across core sub ect
areas Vavrus et al. (2011). Thompson and Henley (2000, 92) further point out that teachers are responsible
for designing units or lessons that ful l both curriculum and I goals and ob ectives Teachers must be e ually
involved in the integration process of IL in the curriculum so that they can see the connections and how the
s ills hel students learning Taylor
The I
U S
school library guidelines sti ulate the role of teachers in romoting I and ma imising
the potential of the library services to include the following:
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•
•
•
•

develop, instruct and evaluate students’ learning across the curriculum;
develop and evaluate students’ information skills and information knowledge;
develop lesson plans;
prepare and carry out special project work to be done in an extended learning environment, including
the library;
prepare and carry out reading programmes and cultural events;
integrate information technology into the curriculum; and
make clear to parents the importance of the school library.

•
•
•

In the context of Botswana, the role of teachers in promoting IL in secondary schools has been a subject of
debate (Jorosi and Isaac 2008) because of their full-time role in teaching, and overloaded school curriculum.

METHODOLOGY
The study was conducted in Gaborone, the capital city of Botswana. Twelve senior secondary schools (four
public and eight private schools) were investigated. Senior secondary school teachers in Gaborone were
selected using probability and non-probability techniques. The quantitative approach, which is predicated
on the tenets of the positivist paradigm, enabled the researcher to describe the research participants’ views
on IL integration strategies in secondary schools in Botswana accurately. Understanding social behaviour
involves understanding ho
eo le de ne and inter ret their articular social situation that is ho they
construct the social realities in their natural environment res ell
ne hundred and fty out of
277 teachers responded to the questionnaire. The Israel’s model (1992) was used to calculate and determine
the sample size of the teacher. Out of a population of 900 teachers, a sample size of 277 teachers for all the
schools was determined. Table 1 below lists the distribution of teacher sample sizes per school, and the total
population of the school librarians and school principals. The school names are given in pseudonyms.
Table 1: Sample size per school
Schools/Institution

Teachers

School Librarians

School Principals

1. PUB1

1

1

2. PUB2

1

1

3 PUB3

1

1

U

1

1

5. PVT1

11

1

1

6.PVT2

10

1

1

7. PVT3

17

1

1

17

1

1

9. PVT5

19

1

1

10. PVT6

17

1

1

11. PVT7

9

1

1

12. PVT8

11

1

1

-

-

-

277

12

12

T

MoEandSD
TOTAL
Key: PUB – Public School; PVT – Private School

The survey questionnaires, as well as interview schedules were used to collect data from teachers. The
analysis of data using SPSS allowed the researcher to explore and describe patterns in the study. Microsoft
Excel was used for generating simple tables. Content analysis was used to analyse the open-ended responses
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to the questionnaires. According to Teddlie and Tashakkor (2009, 263); Creswell and Plano Clark (2011, 203),
triangulation methods of data analysis enable quantitative and qualitative data analyses to be integrated into
a study.
To achieve validity and reliability, the survey questionnaire and interview schedule were created and developed
from revious validated and tested instruments
S
T
uhlthau
isenberg and er o itz
(1990). Other similar and related studies include those of Dotan and Aharony (2008); Onen (2011); RojtasMilliner (2006).
The Government of Botswana, Ministry of Education and Skills Development and respective school principals
granted permission for the research. Respondents gave informed consent and the study complied with the
University of KwaZulu Natal research ethics protocols.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
Demographical profiles of the respondents

total of
one hundred and fty male and female teachers of e ual gender distribution res onded to
the questionnaires; 99 teachers were from the private schools and 51 from the public schools. The majority
of teachers ere in their thirties and forties consistent ith a young and energetic or force Si ty
nine ercent of teachers held bachelor s degrees
masters degrees and only
ossessed di loma
uali cations

Strategies used to deliver IL

Most of the teachers relied heavily on traditional methods of teaching based on prescribed textbooks
and requiring students to memorise material. Some teachers, however, reported deploying constructivist
approaches by encouraging students to learn critical thinking and problem-solving skills and thus allow
students to investigate and solve real orld roblems ut
of teachers never gave assignments that
ould ma e students use the library Some
referred to give notes to students rather than let students
summarise and ma e their notes Most res ondents
al ays gave students hat as e ected to be
learnt in a topic and then reminded them of what they should know. Table 2 represents views of teachers
about IL teaching strategies.
Table 2: Strategies Used to Deliver IL by Teachers (N=150)
Strategies Used to Deliver IL
i.

Give assignments that make students use the library. (*C)

ii.

Rely only on prescribed textbooks for teaching. (*T)

iii.

Provide students with notes always. (*T)

iv.

Photocopy materials to students as recipients of knowledge.
(*T)

v.

Let students summarise and make own notes. (*C)

vi.

Completing course content is primary goal on lesson plans.
(*T)

vii.

Make students raise hands to ask questions or give answers.
(*T)

viii.

Allow class activities to be student-centred. (*C)

ix.

Classroom activities demonstrate multi-cultural diversity (*C).

x.

Test students for comprehension of information taught. (*T)

Always

Never
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xi.
xii.

Always sit or stand in front of the class “Sage on the Stage” (*T)
oster motivation for students to e

lore content taught

xiii.

Allow students access to primary & secondary for assignment.
(*C)

xiv.

Allow students dialogue with teacher & each other in classroom.
(*C)

xv.

Give students what is expected to be learnt and remembered.
(*T)

xvi.

Encourage social negotiation as part of the learning process.
(*C)

xvii.

acilitate grou interactions guide on the side

Key: Constructivist (*C); Traditional (*T) strategies

The reluctance of teachers to adopt constructivist approaches to teaching can be attributed perhaps to the
fact that they are re uired to cover the entire ots ana eneral erti cate of Secondary ducation
S
curriculum that is constructed around te tboo s and they also deal ith large class sizes forty ve or more
students in public schools), thereby logistically hindering variations in methodologies. Teachers are therefore
left with little room for innovations in their teaching approaches and instead they rely on lecturing in their
classrooms, with little time devoted to discussions or inquiry-based learning that constructivist approaches
romulgate urthermore the resent educational system in ots ana is e amination oriented hich is
used to determine if students continue to higher institutions of learning and beyond in their careers. The
knowing of factual information to pass an exam, therefore, takes precedence over life-long learning. Teachers
receive the curriculum sealed with the Teacher’s Guide to implementing them. As Tabulawa (2009) puts it,
“the curriculum is teacher-proof”.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions

The ndings revealed that teachers ere moderately enthusiastic about I but the e tent to hich they
ade uately romoted it through teaching in the classroom remained uncertain Signi cant numbers of teachers
relied on traditional methods of teaching using prescribed textbooks that require students to memorise
material learned e teachers used some teaching strategies such as facilitating grou discussions hich
encouraged active learning and feedback on the learning process. The study revealed that most teachers did
not have the competence to teach IL. The application of the constructivist methodology is constrained by
various issues such as lack of IL resources and high student to teacher ratios particularly in the public schools.

Recommendations

The stakeholders in the secondary school sector should work together to develop national IL policy
frameworks to guide the integration of IL into the curriculum. The University of Botswana and Colleges of
teachers’ education should also be involved because they are at the core of higher education in Botswana.
Additionally, the Government of Botswana should expedite the provision of ICT infrastructure especially
Internet connectivity in all senior secondary schools.
An innovative IL pedagogy should be developed by teachers, librarians and curriculum developers that are
redicated on I models such the ig
isenberg and er o itz
the Information Search rocess
uhlthau
and Information o er uilding artnershi s for earning guidelines of the merican
Association of School Librarians and Association for Educational Communications and Technology AASL/
AECT (1998) which espouses student-centred-learning.
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ABSTRACT: Collection development is one of the critical activities of any library management process.
The goal of collection development in university libraries is to eﬀectively provide relevant and up to
date information resources. The purpose of the study was to investigate the collection development
practices at the University of Namibia (UNAM) library (and its constituent branches) with special
reference to the electronic resources. The study population comprised of 291 teaching staﬀ from all
eight faculties of UNAM. A total number of 149 faculty members responded to the survey, which gave a
response rate of 51.2%, while a total number of 16 library staﬀ were interviewed. The study was largely
quantitative, with qualitative data being collected to supplement the quantitative data. For quantitative
data collection, the study used a self-administered questionnaire, while for qualitative data, the study
used an interview schedule with library staﬀ. The study found that not all faculty members were aware
of the guidelines, procedures and policies on the collection development activities. Eighty-one percent
(81%) of faculty members were aware of the importance of their role in selecting library materials.
As a result, a high percentage of respondents (62.4%) have been involved in collection development
activities with librarians. The main factors inﬂuencing collection development at UNAM, according to
the faculty members, are: budget allocated for e-resources, communication between librarians and
the faculty members, and procedures of placing orders for resources.
KEYWORDS: collection development, electronic resources, university of Namibia, subject librarian,
information and communication technology.

INTRODUCTION
cademic libraries are re uired to rovide information to students and academic staﬀ through balanced
collections of information resources in various formats and means of access. Electronic resources may be
acquired or access may be leased, while the print materials may be acquired traditionally or provided via
document delivery. According to Mirza and Mahmood (2012), library and information services consider
electronic resources an integral art of information sources that rovide e cient services to information
seekers. Dadzi (2005) argues that electronic resources are important research tools that can complement the
printed information sources in traditional library service. Electronic resources have the potential to provide
fast ides read and cost eﬀective access to an unlimited amount of no ledge This ra id emergence
and develo ment of electronic information resources ma es it ossible to radically envision diﬀerent ays
of organising the collections and services that the library has traditionally provided. Electronic resources
e resources are de ned as or s that re uire local and remote com uter access These include but are
not limited to, electronic journals or collections of journals, online databases, electronic reference materials,
electronic books or collections of books, and streaming media. Collection development, on the other hand,
includes many processes which are usually conducted by librarians and their associated faculty members, for
example, user analysis, selection, acquisition, collection evaluation, resource sharing, collection maintenance
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and eeding of library materials ulnaz and atima
There are no academic ublic or school libraries
without a library collection; and according to Ameen (2008), acquiring information resources is a core activity
of libraries In agreement avulya
notes that ra id emergence and develo ment of electronic
information technologies ma e it ossible to radically envision more e cient ays of organising and managing
collection, but they present a big challenge of adaptation.”

PROBLEM STATEMENT
In April 2010, the four Colleges of Education in Namibia became part of the University of Namibia, and formed
the aculty of ducation follo ing a cabinet resolution to that eﬀect ue to the mergers the libraries of
the four colleges were forced to attain the same standards set out at the University of Namibia. There was,
therefore, a need for these colleges to align their policies, including collection development policies to those
of the parent institution - the University of Namibia. According to the Colleges of Education Library report
of 2010 UNAM (2010), the libraries of the former colleges of education were failing to support academic
rogrammes oﬀered by their arent institutions The libraries ere characterised by inade uate and outdated
te tboo s and reference collections urthermore the ournal collections ere non e istent in most of the
colleges. These weaknesses of the college libraries triggered the questions: how much has the merging
aﬀected the collection develo ment of resources es ecially e resources
hat are the factors that im ede
the successful running of the libraries in as far as meeting the users’ information needs is concerned? What
are the challenges, if any, that the merged libraries as well as the main library face in collection development?
Since electronic resources are increasingly becoming popular among learners and researchers, despite
the resources budgetary limitations hat can the U M libraries do to eﬀectively develo and manage
their collections to meet the student and staﬀ member s needs These among other factors constitute the
research problem for the current study. Currently, there is no research that has been conducted that deal
with collection development, especially pertaining to electronic resources at the University of Namibia library,
so this study ma es a signi cant contribution in that res ect

AIM OF THE STUDY
The aim of this study was to investigate the collection development practices at the UNAM library (and its
constituent branches) with special reference to the electronic resources. The objectives of this study were to:
•

explore the collection development procedures and policies for electronic resources at the UNAM
library;
investigate the factors that in uence the collection develo ment of information resources and
discover the barriers to the eﬀective collection develo ment of electronic resources at the U M
library.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This study was anchored on and infomed by the Kasalu’s (2010) collection development process which
comprise selection, user needs analysis, acquisition, collection development policy, collection evaluation, and
the eeding rocess hademizadeh
states that collection develo ment is one of the critical activities
of any library management rocess The goal of collection develo ment in academic libraries is to eﬀectively
provide relevant and up to date literature Johnson (2009); Kasalu (2010, 31). Evans and Sapronaro (2005)
outline the six major components of the collection development process, namely, the assessment needs,
policies, selection, acquisition, evaluation of collections in whatever formats, and de-selection (weeding).
Similarly, Kasalu (2010, 73) states the six components of the collection development process, and these
include: “needs assessment of the community that a library exists to serve, the selection process, acquisition
policies, acquisition process, collection evaluation, and de-selection”.
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User analysis
User analysis

The collection development process in the university library begins with its community, which involves
no ing the academic community staﬀ de artments and analysing their information resources needs
The
collection
development
process
in knowledge
the university
librarycommunity
begins with
its community,
which
before
any other process
is undertaken.
In-depth
of the university
assessment
needs
involves
knowing
the
academic
community,
staff, departments,
and analysingthetheir
is the cornerstone
to eﬀ
ective
collection develo
ment rocedures
ccording to regory
goal information
of
any
university
library
is
to
meet
the
informational
and
educational
needs
of
the
university
community.
resources needs before any other process is undertaken. In-depth knowledge of the university
or a university
library to meet
the needs
of its
users it needsto
to effective
consider thecollection
re uirementsdevelopment
of its university procedures.
community
assessment
needs
is the
cornerstone
community through analysing the information needs of its users. Normally, the users’ need analysis is carried
According to Gregory (2011, 15), the goal of any university library is to meet the informational
out for collection development. Khan and Bhatti (2015) found that user needs assessment in university
and
educational needs of the university community. For a university library to meet the needs of
libraries of a istan are in uenced by various factors that include the lac of budget lac of coo eration
itsamong
users,faculty
it needs
to consider
the requirements
community
through
members,
students’ administration,
and theof
lackits
of university
policies and resources,
lack of
reputableanalysing the
information
its users.
Normally,
users’
needtoanalysis
carried
out
for collection
vendor and inneeds
ation Itof
seems
that there
is a need forthe
faculty
members
understandisand
value the
user
needs analysis inKhan
order to
together
ith librarians
The library
artici ated inin
theuniversity
study also libraries of
development.
andorBhatti
(2015)
found that
user staﬀ
needshoassessment
stated that it has been a constraint to them due to the shortage of staﬀ and insu cient time to conduct the
user needs analysis. The major problem is that subject librarians are overloaded because most faculties only
224
have one subject librarian.

Collection development policy

or a university library to be ell stoc ed there must be a sound collection develo ment olicy governing its
management by a librarian. As mentioned earlier, the process of collection development includes user needs
assessment, policies, selection, acquisition, evaluation of collections, and weeding process. These processes
of collection development are guided by a collection development policy which establishes priorities, and it
facilitates decision making. Shaw (2012, 16) describes the collection development policy as a formal document
that maintains a commitment to systematic collection building and development. Shaw (2012, 16) adds that it
can be used as an advocate for the library in terms of public relations with users, for administrative purposes,
and for the usti cation of funds In sim le terms a collection develo ment olicy is the blue rint or lan
for the operations of a library as a whole Gregory (2011, 31). On their part, Khan and Bhatti (2016, 25)
perceive the collection development policy as a guide for acquiring information resources that may support
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the mission and programmes of the institutions. The document is mostly established with the intention to
guide in uence and determine decisions actions and other matters it is a means to an end The draft
document available at the UNAM library stipulates that the aim of the policy is to provide guidelines and
standards that should serve as basis for selection usti cation of decisions and actions and the inclusion or
exclusion of certain items in the collection. However, a policy of collection development should address the
needs of all categories of users factors that should in uence the accessibility and s ecial needs elly
recommends that the collection olicies should rovide direction to librarians and users on ho their
institution chose to meet the materials and information needs of its users.

Selection process

The selection of electronic information resources in most libraries is nowadays a concept that is at the
heart of the collection development process Gregory (2011, 56). According to Ameen and Haider (2007), the
selection of library materials is the backbone of a collection development process which demands a sound
commitment and no ledge of the ublishing orld on the selectors art In addition dgar
de nes selection as the decision ma ing rocess that accom lishes the goals established during collection
develo ment using criteria se arate from the collection develo ment lan for identi cation and selection of
s eci c library resources gee
argues that a good selection of resources in any library may bring
excellent resources that could be acquired to build quality collections. Selection is the process of identifying
collections needed by library patrons. It is, therefore, an activity done by the librarian in order to ensure
that relevant, up to date, current, and quality information resources are done to meet the demands of the
university community.

Acquisition process

c uisition is de ned as the ay of ordering and urchasing all library materials as antici ated for collection
development, which also involves the selection of materials to be purchased for the library service (Dority
nother school of thought de nes ac uisition as an activity of identifying hat the library ought to
acquire, determining how it can be obtained, and actually acquiring it. Margill and Carbin (1989), as cited
in il inson and e is
con rm this analysis The rocess also involves organising the incoming
re uests in order to carry out veri cation of materials Moreover the rocess deals ith vendor licenses
contract, budgeting, and it often collaborates with regional buying consortia to secure the best prices of the
organisation.

Collection evaluation

ollection evaluation is an activity that is racticed in every library y dynmaa and uchholz
clarify that the terms collection evaluation, collection assessment, and collection mapping describe the same
process. In contrast, Johnson (2009) explains the term ‘collection mapping’ as a technique representing the
strengths and weaknesses of a library collection; it is mostly used on the curricular needs of the school.
Johnson (2009, 163) further elaborates that collection evaluation is a “systematic consideration of a collection
to determine its intrinsic merit”. Collection assessment is also referred to as a systematic quantitative and
qualitative measurement of the degree to which a library’s collections can meet the library’s goals, objectives,
and the needs of its users Johnson (2009, 372). Kasalu (2010) concludes that collection evaluation is important
for the library collection because it is impossible to build a balanced and relevant collection of resources
unless the strengths and weaknesses of the current collection are known.

Weeding process

eeding is one of the com onents of the collection develo ment rocess in the library industry It is de ned
as the “process of removing materials from the active collection for withdrawal or transfer” Kasalu (2010);
avulya
and ohnson
eeding is the ractice of discarding or transferring to storage e cess
copies, rarely used books, and materials that are no longer in use. Weeding is an essential activity of collection
develo ment s ohnson
clari es for an eﬀective eeding rocess to ta e lace libraries must have
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a ritten eeding olicy to guide decisions about eeding eeding can oﬀer a librarian the o ortunity to
revie the collection carefully in order to ful l the information needs of faculty and students in su ort of the
academic curriculum ubic i
It can ee a collection vibrant relevant and usable urthermore
weeding can also make the remaining collections more visible to students and faculty.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study was quantitative in nature, and employed a self-administered questionnaire to collect data. The
research design employed in this study was the survey. The survey was found to be appropriate for this
study as it sought the opinions, characteristics and experiences from faculty members and librarians of the
study who were located in diverse and sparce locations. The target population of the study consisted of 1200
academic staﬀ at the University of amibia or the ur ose of conducting this study it as a ro riate to
select a sam le that ade uately re resented the target o ulation so that the ndings can be generalised
to the entire population of the University of Namibia. To ensure a greater representation of the overall
o ulation the selected sam le accounted for
of the target o ulation that is a ro imately
above the minimum range of
to
as ay and irasian
recommend for a survey research
In order to select a representative sample from each faculty as listed in Table 1., the following formula was
applied:
n1 = (N1/1200)*N
Where
n1 is the sample obtained in each faculty
N1 is the total population in each faculty
N is the sample of the entire population
Using the above formula, a total of 291 faculty members were selected and therefore comprised the study
sam le ut of the
artici ants in the study sam le
faculty members res onded to the survey
hich gave a res onse rate of
hile a total number of
library staﬀ ere intervie ed
Table 1: Sampling and sample size of faculty members (population N=1200)
No. of faculty
members
aculty of ducation

%
(percentage)

Sample size

20

61

aculty of Science

150

13

38

aculty of ealth Science

160

13.3

26

aculty of griculture and atural esources

130

11

33

aculty of ngineering and Information Technology

70

6

18

aculty of a

50

aculty of umanities and Social Sciences

160

aculty of conomics and Management Science
Total

1200

13
13.3
20

61

100

291

The study used self-administered questionnaires and interviews to collect the data. Self-administered
questionnaires were used to collect data from the faculty member, whereas interviews were used to collect
data from the library staﬀ The researchers sought and obtained ermission from the
ce of the ice
hancellor for cademic ﬀairs and esearch at the university to include the U M staﬀ faculty members
as participants in the study. A self-administered questionnaire was e-mailed to the faculty members, where
they were expected to complete and return it to the researchers via electronic mail. According to Ary,
acobs Sorensen and al er
an electronic mail uestionnaire refers to survey that is e mailed
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to potential respondents. In order to understand the participants’ constructions of reality, this study also
employed a semi-structured interview with librarians on collection development practices at the University of
Namibia. This method enabled the researchers to gain the insights, opinions, attitudes, and experiences of
the librarians on collection development, and how they practice it in their university.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents is provided Table 2. Table 2 indicates that the
ma ority of res ondents ere males
and
ere female Most res ondents that is
belonged to the age grou of
years follo ed by
res ondents ho ere bet een the age
grou of
and
years
res ondents ho belonged to the age grou of
years and
res ondents ho ere the minority age grou under
years old There as no res ondent ho as
over 60 years old.
Table 2: Respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics (N=149)
re uency
Gender
Male
emale
Total
Age Group
Under 30 yrs
yrs
yrs
51-60yrs
Total
Years of Experience
Under 1yr
1-10yrs
11-20yrs
Total
Job Rank
Professor
Associate Professor
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer
Assistant Lecturer
Researcher
Assistant Researcher
Tutor
Senior Technologist
Staﬀ evelo ment ello
Total

ercentage

88
61

59.1
100.0

13
59
27

10
92

8.8
33.1
39.9
18.2
100.0
6.7
61.7
31.5
100.0

6
16
33
63

10.7
22.1

1
2
2
1
1

16.1
0.7
1.3
1.3
0.7
0.7
100.0

egarding ob e erience the study found that
of the teaching staﬀ ho res onded to the
uestionnaire had been or ing at the University bet een and years of
had
years and
res ondents have been or ing for less than a year at the University of amibia o res ondents
selected the eriod bet een
and
years and none had been or ing at the university for more than
years. The respondents were asked to indicate their job title or rank. The results showed that the majority of
res ondents
ere lecturers follo ed by
ho ere senior lecturers then
assistant lecturers
ere associate rofessors
ere from other ob titles or ran s hile
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rofessors constituted a minority of
It is therefore clear that the ma ority of those
were lecturers from various faculties of the University of Namibia.

ho res onded

Collection development policies and procedures

In order to achieve the key objectives of the study, and to answer the research questions accordingly, the
research critically reviewed the collection development procedures and policies of electronic information
resources at the U M library The study s ndings revealed that
of the res ondents ere a are of
acquisition of library materials procedures. In general, all faculty members are supposed to be aware of the
rocedures of the ac uisition rocess because teaching staﬀ remains the driving force of library resources
study by ahman and arus
on the faculty a areness on the collection develo ment re orted that
only
of res ondents ere having no ledge about the library liaison rogramme hile the ma ority
of
of res ondents did not no about the e istence of the rogramme even though they have been
teaching in the university for more than ve years ccording to this study ndings revealed that for those
who indicated that they were not aware of acquisition of library materials and procedures it could be that they
were new faculty members at UNAM and maybe they did not show an interest in selecting library materials for
their students This is an indication that for an eﬀective ac uisition rocess library staﬀ should be roactive
and ma e sure that all teaching staﬀ members are a are of the rocedures and olicies of ac uiring library
resources.
The study also found that not all faculty members were aware of the guidelines, procedures and policies
on the collection develo ment activities ighty one ercent
of faculty members ere a are of the
im ortance of their role in selecting library materials s a result a high ercentage of res ondents
have been involved in collection develo ment activities ith librarians The ndings of this study are in line
ith those made by ha utula and anyundo
hose study on the collection develo ment olicy at
Mzuzu University Library revealed that the selection of information resources at their library did not include
all relevant sta eholders or instance the selection as initiated by library staﬀ and su orted by academic
members of staﬀ hilst students ho form the biggest client base of the library ere left out The situation at
Mzuzu University Library is likely the same with the situation at the University of Namibia library whereby the
resent study found that library staﬀ only stated that they or ith academics and not ith students in the
collection development practices. Many a times, students are not involved in the selection of titles of books
and other resources to build collections of university libraries. However, it was noted that the selection of
information material at the U M library is made by library staﬀ articularly sub ect librarians in collaboration
ith academic staﬀ members and library coordinators of the faculties This im lies that maintaining constant
contact with students and academics in order to select library materials is also important Kasalu (2010).
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Figure 2: Faculty member’s awareness of the guidelines on procedures of collection development activities
The issues around the faculty members’ awareness of the procedures and policies of collection development
roduced a rather sorry icture as the ma ority
of the teaching staﬀ indicated that they ere not
a are of the olicy on collection develo ment only
re orted that they ere a are of the olicy on
collection development. A study by Vignau and Meneses (2005) indicated that although the directors of
the university libraries and managers of collection development were aware of the process of collection
development but only a few were actually adopted and implemented the policy. According to Jenkins (2005),
a library collection development policy is the foundation upon which all selection decisions should be based
and yet this important document is not widely known to faculty members. This may explain the low level of
awareness of the policy at UNAM.
In addition, it is worth noting that the UNAM library does not have a formal policy as only a draft policy is
available aculty members therefore recommended that once the olicy document is ready faculty members
should be invited to examine the document and, where applicable, make suggested changes. It is Vignau and
Meneses
ho advised that for a library to conduct eﬀective collection develo ment it is necessary to
establish a policy because it does not only manage the work of the institution, but its absence hinders the
accom lishment of im rovisations that are so hel ful in this eld n the art of the library staﬀ
of them
knew that there was no collection development policy, and that only a draft document was in place, while
of the artici ants felt that a collection develo ment olicy e isted er se and that is the olicy that they
turned to for guidelines and procedures to acquire resources.
inally the res ondents ere as ed to state their level of satisfaction ith their involvement in various
collection development activities/processes revolving around e-resources, namely: budgeting, selection of
library materials, procurement, maintenance of resources, and weeding/de-selection of library resources.
igure
rovides the ndings iven that budget is one of the im ortant elements or resources in any
university library, faculty members were asked to state their own level of satisfaction in their involvement with
the collection develo ment activities ut of
faculty members
res ondents are very satis ed
are satis ed hile
indicated that they are neither satis ed nor dissatis ed o ever
res ondents are dissatis ed and
re very dissatis ed ith their involvement in the collection
develo ment activities urthermore out of
faculty members
are very satis ed follo ed by
res ondents ho are satis ed then
are neither satis ed nor dissatis ed and
are dissatis ed ith their o n involvement in the selection of library materials one of the res ondents
indicated that they are very dissatis ed hen as ed to indicate their level of satisfaction in their involvement
208
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in relation to the rocurement of library materials
out of
faculty members indicated that they
are very satis ed
are satis ed
are neither satis ed nor dissatis ed
are
dissatis ed and
are very dissatis ed ith their involvement in the rocurement activities nother
nding indicated that out of the
res ondents nearly all the faculty members totalling
indicated that they are neither satis ed nor dissatis ed
are satis ed
are dissatis ed
are very satis ed and
indicated that they are very dissatis ed ith the maintenance of library
resources igure further dis lays that
of the res ondents are neither satis ed nor dissatis ed
are dissatis ed
are satis ed hile
of the res ondents indicated that they are
very dissatis ed ith the eeding of library materials one of the res ondents indicated that they are very
satis ed ith the eeding of resources

Figure 3: The level of satisfaction with members’ involvement in collection development activities

Factors that influence collection development of e-resources at UNAM

The study sought to determine the factors that in uence the collection develo ment of e resources and the
ndings revealed that the main factors in uencing collection develo ment at U M according to the faculty
members, are: budget allocated for e-resources, communication between librarians and the faculty members,
and procedures of placing orders for resources (see Table 3). This agrees with Oloruntoba (2002), as cited in
orido
ho notes that nance is a ma or factor in the gro th of an organisation and therefore
a library s gro th de ends on it The ma ority of faculty members i e
re orted that they ere a are of
the budget allocated to their faculty. An equally large percentage of the faculty members, however, were not
a are of the budget allocated to their faculties to urchase library materials The teaching staﬀ s ignorance of
the budget allocation for their faculties is a orrying trend because in most cases teaching staﬀ are not a are
of the budget allocated, as a result they might not be proactive in the selection of materials. It was further
observed that the budget allocations ere not ade uate to ac uire su cient information resources Similar
sentiments have been made by various authors or instance alloh
and avitha
o ine that the
most constraining aspect which libraries face in developing countries is “inadequate funds or stringent budget
cuts on library o erations s a result services at some libraries are negatively aﬀected number of studies
such as Ma ulanga
anyengo
avulya
ha utula and anyundo
and ha utula
and Boadi (2010) have all pointed out that inadequate budgetary allocations negatively impact collection
development activities. Hamutumwa (2008) also indicated that a few of the government libraries in Namibia
which were surveyed, had mentioned budget constraints as one of the factors hindering librarians from
providing electronic resources to government employees in Namibia. This means that budget constraints is
not only an issue at the university library but also in government libraries.
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Table 3: Factors that inﬂuence collection development activities (N=146)
Frequency
Yes
Budget allocation for e-resources

No

Percentage (%)
Yes

No

5

Contents of communication between faculty and librarians
based on a diﬀerent understanding of the roles

130

16

87.2

10.7

Selection of materials

133

13

89.3

8.7

Collection development policy

122

81.9

16.1

Ordering materials

135

12

91

8.1

121

25

81.2

16.8

125

21

unctions of the collection develo ment
Collection evaluation

Challenges faced in the collection development

The major challenge facing the UNAM library was the absence of the collection development policy, which
has made it di cult for the teaching staﬀ students and library staﬀ to understand all the issues related to
the collection development of electronic resources in the library. Similarly, a study conducted by Kasalu and
Ojimbo (2012) also highlighted several challenges and constraints faced by private universities during the
collection development process such as: slowness in the selection process, slow internet connectivity, the use
of print selection tools which caused delay in selection, slowness in delivery of orders and were some books
listed online might not be available at all. Other challenges mentioned were online ordering which requires
re ayment and it as against the olicy of most rivate universities lac of coo eration by teaching staﬀ
in the selection and lac of su cient to staﬀ to carry out the collection develo ment rocess This nding is
in agreement ith the ndings of iando
ho mentioned that most frican university libraries lac
comprehensive collection development policies, although they all agreed that the policies are essential in
roviding direction in the collection develo ment and management of library collections to ful l the chief
mission of the library dini
as cited by iondo
Another challenge is the inadequacy of funds to cater for the increasing costs of electronic resources in
various sub ect elds This is in agreement ith iondo
ho argues that e resources are e ensive
and they re uire an enormous nancial investment aur and aila
in their study revealed that
management libraries in India ere also having di culties ertaining to e resource collection building such
as the issue related to inadequate funds. In their conclusion, Khan and Bhatti (2016) mentioned various
factors that aﬀect collection develo ment in the university libraries of a istan and they include d indling
budgets, absence of standards, absence of collection development polies, lack of assessments of users
and collections insu cient coordination bet een faculty and IS rofessionals fast gro th of electronic
resources, application of information communication and technologies, inactive role of library associations in
the formulation of standards, absence of consortial plans as well as alternative plans.

CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY
ased on the ndings from the study the researcher ma es the follo ing conclusions according to the
objectives of the study:
irstly the study concludes that there is su cient a areness of the guidelines and rocedures used
in the collection develo ment ractices by both the academic staﬀ and library or ers at U M
Although the faculty members are aware of collection development procedures and policies that are
in lace at the U M library a signi cant number of faculty members ere not a are of some of the
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collection development components such as the collection development policy, collection evaluation
and weeding or disposal of books from the library.
Secondly in terms of the factors that in uence collection develo ment the study concludes that
there are several factors but the main one is budget allocation. The other factors were not as strongly
considered by the respondents.
Thirdly, there are a number of challenges faced by both the faculty and library workers in collection
develo ment These include lac of catalogues oﬀering electronic resources lac of a list of titles
from the vendors and having di culties ith librarians ho are not al ays available to hel faculty
members, slow intranet or internet, limited books, sample books, lack of time to surf the net, and lack
of understanding of how to use electronic resources.

•

RECOMMENDATIONS
ased on the ndings and discussions of the study the follo ing recommendations are ro osed to im rove
the collection development activities at the UNAM library:
•

The University of Namibia library should acquire more relevant materials to support the curriculum
and research needs of the university community. This can be done through conducting user needs
analysis in order to ensure the acquisition of relevant, adequate and up-to-date information and
services.
Publishers should exhibit their works (books) to the satellite campuses and also for faculty members
to be more actively involved in collection development activities.
In view of the fact that some of the faculty members did not know the budget allocated to their
de artments it is recommended that library staﬀ should ma e every teaching staﬀ a are of their
library book budget and to improve the budget allocated to e-resources.
The University of Namibia library should endorse the collection development policy, because for any
library to conduct eﬀective collection develo ment it is crucial to establish a olicy

•
•

•
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ABSTRACT: For all citizens to have access to Information Communication and Technology (ICT)
education and achieve lifelong learning, we must ensure the availability of such services both within
the formal education community and beyond into the informal education community. Community
Library users in Omusati region are currently struggling with the retrieval of electronic resources,
which is evident at information centres such as Outapi, Okalongo, Okahao Community Libraries and
Tsandi Community Learning and Development Centre as reports have shown. Hence the question; are
we failing as librarians to introduce our users to the said resources? There are a wide range of library
users that come to the said libraries to search for information, amongst them are students studying
at higher institutions who constantly search for information on the unﬁltered web. One now wonders
if journal articles are no longer part of the frequently searched list or if the users are aware of the
electronic information available. In the case where users are aware of available information, do they
know how to use the information? Do they know that there are free online resources? How many have
access to free online resources? Are they aware that their local libraries provide access to some of the
biggest databases e.g. EBSCO? This paper highlights the challenges that users face when accessing
electronic resources at the following centres: Outapi, Okalongo, and Okahao Community Libraries,
and Tsandi Community Learning and Development Centre. The paper further seeks to ﬁnd patterns of
electronic information usage between users at the aforesaid centres and brings forth successes and
challenges faced, including recommendations for eﬀective access and usage of the said resources.
KEYWORDS: electronic resources, community libraries, Omusati region, Namibia.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The world is diverting to the electronic usage and at the time of study and during observation among the four
Omusati Community libraries (Outapi, Okahao, Okalongo and Tsandi) it was observed that users normally do
not as for any ty e of electronic resources e resources Thus this research attem ted to nd out the level
of awareness and the use of e- resources at the above stated libraries.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Access to information remains one of the top priorities in Namibia, therefore there is a need to continuously
assess the use of e-resources in this digital era. This study brought to bear the utilisation of the available
e resource in the libraries shi uzzaman
de nes e resources as resources hich re uire com uter
access or any electronic product that delivers a collection of data, be it text referring to full text bases,
electronic journals, image collections, other multimedia products and numerical, graphical or time based, as a
commercially available title that has been published with an aim to being marketed. In enhancing the use and
access of e resources in the t enty rst century many institutions have ut interventions to accelerate the
use of e resources hich entirely bene ts the community at large The University of amibia U M amongst
others is no e em tion eonard
reveals that a art from U M develo ing their e collection
in meeting the user’s demands when it comes to virtual access of resources, it has also started acquiring
e-journals since 2003 to support the teaching, learning and research services of the University. According
to Hamutumwa, Mutula, and Hoskins (2017, 150), e-resources are believed to ease the access of resources,
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giving reference to distance learners utilising their study materials at any time anywhere. Nonetheless, in a
study on the use of electronic resources by law students at the University of Namibia, Leonard, Hamutumwa,
and Mnubi Mchombu
highlighted challenges a liated to e resources hich includes band idth
problems, irregular training and limited searching skills.
Most libraries started using e resources around the
s Miller
rom the early
s to the
present, libraries have moved into reliance on online systems, electronic databases, and vendor connections,
directly impacting collection development decisions.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of the study is to identify the level of awareness and use of e-resources by the students who
have access to the four Omusati community libraries.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The research aims to:
•
•
•
•

Discover the level of students’ awareness towards e-resources;
Identify the students who have access to e-resources;
Assess the students’ knowledge on how to use e-resources; and
Determine challenges faced during the use of e-resources

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
In Durrheim’s (2006, 33) words, “Research design as a strategic framework for action serves as a bridge
between research questions and the execution or implementation of the research.” The research designs are
plans that guide the arrangement of conditions for the collection and analysis of data in a manner that aims
to combine relevance to research purpose. This research design focused on quantitative methods whereby
uestionnaires ere distributed e ually amongst the community libraries in musati region

Population and sample

A study population is believed to be a group of individuals who have the same characteristic Creswell (2008,
151). The population of this study constituted of students in Omusati Region. The sample for the study
comprised students who had access to the mentioned community libraries. A total of 60 stundents, 15
students from each of the community libraries ere included in sam le for the study

Data collection and instruments

Primarily numerical data was collected using a questionnaire comprising of open ended and a few close
ended uestions ifteen uestionnaires ere distributed in each of the four designated musati libraries

FINDINGS
elo are the ndings of the study arranged as er the research uestions lthough the sam le as
students only
res ondents lled in the com leted the uestionnaires Therefore the ndings and
discussions are based on the 26 respondents.
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Demographic information

Figure 1: Gender information
The study sho s that
res ondents ere female hile
further to nd out the age grou of res ondents as indicated belo

ere male The researchers

ent

Figure 2: Age group
The gure above sho s that the ma ority ere bet een the
age and above.
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Figure 3: Name of the study institution
The study shows that the majority (7) were from UNAM, 8 from other institutions, 5 from NUST, and NAMCOL
and IUM with 3 each. The researchers further asked which libraries the respondents access the e-resources
from, as indicated below.

Figure 4: Library accessing
s er the gure above
ahao has the most res ondents that access e resources from their library ith
follo ed by Tsandi ith
uta i ith
and lastly alongo
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Figure 5: Agreement on e-resources
Students ere as ed to choose on hat they agree on about e resources and the results are sho n in g
above The ma ority
agrees ith the idea that e resources are accessible anytime
consider u to date information
for subscri tion
limited information and lastly
for
di culty reading com uters

Figure 6: Awareness of electronic resources
The researchers as ed hether the res ondents ere a are of the diﬀerent e resources available and this
shows that the majority were aware of the online newspapers 22, e-journals and e-books both 16, e-dictionary
databases referencing resources and lastly o cial ublications
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Figure 7: Eﬀectiveness of e-resources
The students
ma ority

ere as ed to state hether they could eﬀectively use the selected e resources and the
said yes they could use e reources aﬀectively and only
said that they could not

Figure 8: Types e-resources
The respondents were also asked from which of the above they could access e-resources from, and majority
indicated googlebooks (16), followed by googlescholar (12), pdfdrive (6), ebscohost (6), and lastly others 2.

CHALLENGES FACED WHEN ACCESSING E-RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slow internet was top in the list of challenges
Power failure
Poor reading skills
Too much information
Lack of searching skills
Subscription fees
Referencing academically for e-resources
Lack of space in computer lab
Limited information
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Looking at the data above, there were more male than female respondents, whereas the majority of
respondents were below the age of 30. This could be because students at higher learning institutions
are coming from high school thus, they are below the age of 30. Okahao reported the highest number of
respondents, followed by Tsandi, Outapi and then Okalongo with only 1 respondent. Most of the respondents
were from UNAM, and this could be due to the fact that UNAM has more campuses in the north. The majority
of the respondents (22) were aware of the online newspapers, followed by e-journals and e-books and the
lo est as o cial ublications Many res ondents found e resources convenient because they are accessible
at any time. The study also revealed that most respondents had access to googlebooks. However there is
need for training and raising awareness of the users on the available databases and how to access them. The
challenges highlighted by the respondents include slow internet, lack of ICT skills and too much information,
well known as information overload among others, and these could be among the factors contributing to low
use of e-resources.

CONCLUSION
The study loo ed at the use and access of e resources at the community libraries in musati egion This
study revealed low usage of e-resources which could be because of the challenges they encountered when
accessing e resources ho ever the res ondents sho ed a ositive in uence of e resources highlighting the
anytime access of resources.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The study recommends that librarians in Omusati create more awareness on the available e-resources.
It further recommends that librarians train students on ho to access e resources and nally academic
institutions should provide online tutorials and guides to students on how to access e-resources.
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ABSTRACT: Worldwide, electronic resources are becoming increasingly common in university libraries,
which are spending a sizable amount of their budgets on increasing their electronic collections. The
maximization of the usage of the sources would largely depend on the level of library users’ awareness
and perceptions of e-resources. Consequently, this current study adopted a quantitative research
approach to investigate library users’ awareness and perceptions of e-resources in the National Open
University of Nigeria (NOUN) library. A survey involving 1,513 students, 140 lecturers and 27 academic
librarians was conducted using online (Google form) self-administered closed-ended questionnaires to
collect relevant data. The ﬁndings indicate that a variety of e-resources is available in the library; there
are favourable perceptions of and attitudes to e-resources; the library has endeavoured to create
awareness of e-resources among users using a variety of contemporary means, which the users rate
highly; and lecturers have deeper awareness of the e-resources than students. The implications of the
study as well as recommendations for further research are oﬀered in the paper.
KEYWORDS: electronic resources, academic libraries, national open university of Nigeria, user studies,
library services.

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
ver the years librarians have e loited emerging technologies to oﬀer ne services to library atrons as
libraries continuously ful l their im ortant role as information dissemination entities that students teachers
and research groups use to access and explore available electronic resources Lamont (1999, 390); Vassiliou
and Rowley (2008, 355); Thanuskodi (2011, 36). Society has also witnessed a tremendous change in the
way tasks are accomplished; libraries are reducing in size as stocks of the volume of printed documents
shrink and electronic information resources (hereafter abbreviated as e-resources) gradually replace physical
monogra hs due to technological advancements hatia
atara an and evathi
E-resources have therefore become part and parcel of the collections of academic libraries. E-resources
assist in expediting access to information and facilitate the learning or research activities carried out by library
users hatia
Several scholars have ointed out the im ortance that users ascribe to e resources
e.g. Egberongbe (2011); Haridasan and Khan (2009). However, Rapple and Lambert (2010, 163), among other
scholars, lament that many valuable collections of academic e-resources are underutilized simply because
potential users are unaware of their existence. According to Tripathi and Jeevan (2008, 616), distance learners
do not take advantage of available e-resources because of they lack awareness of the e-library services
oﬀered by libraries
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es ite the im ortance that is attached to the ne form of information resources that libraries oﬀer to
their clients, academic libraries in Africa, and more particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa, are not endowed with
big budgets to meet the demands for e-resources. Many academic libraries experience budget cuts, which
reduce the amounts that can be spent on their e-resource collections. In the late 1990s and early 2000s,
libraries resorted to collaborative eﬀorts by establishing consortia in diﬀerent countries in Sub Saharan
Africa, including Nigeria Osai(2010), South Africa, Darch, Rapp, and Underwood (1999) and Botswana Molefe
(2003), to increase their purchasing power for e-resources, which were (and still are) exceedingly expensive.
o ever the eﬀorts to stoc libraries ith e resources have not resulted in ma imum usage This is attested
to by various authors from diﬀerent countries in Sub Saharan frica including igeria e g ni
lison
Kiyingi and Baziraake (2012). The factors underlying the poor or low usage of e-resources include students’
and faculties’ personal characteristics, their poor searching skills, the limited number of resources available
to users, users’ lack of awareness of e-resources, and their lack of interest in, time for and commitment to
using e-resources Alison et al. (2012). The Open University of Nigeria is no exception; therefore, the current
study was undertaken to explore library users’ awareness and perceptions of e-resources in the current
information age.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this paper was to examine users’ awareness and perceptions of e-resources at the National
en University of igeria
U The s eci c ob ectives ere
To e amine the diﬀerent ty es of e resources available in the
U ibrary
To assess the students and staﬀ members erce tions of e resources
To determine the level of staﬀ members and students level of a areness of e resources available in
the NOUN library.
To evaluate the tools used to create a areness among library users of e resources in the library

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The current study was quantitative in nature, with a survey being considered to design the study. The
o ulation for this study as divided into three categories namely academic librarians academic staﬀ
members hereafter referred to as lecturers and students The
U
nnual e ort
estimates that the university had
registered students
lecturers and
academic librarians in
Using the esearch dvisor s
table on sam ling
students
lecturers and
academic librarians were considered to constitute a representative sample. Given that the students were
scattered across si geo olitical zones in igeria as ell as across diﬀerent levels of study i e undergraduate
master’s and PhD levels), there was need to obtain representative samples for each zone and study level. The
following steps were used:
(a) The representative percentage of students in selected study centers was determined using the
formula nN x 100 , where n = student population in a selected center and N = total student population
in all selected centers.
(b) To obtain the representative student sample size in selected study centers, the representative
percentage of students in selected study centers was multiplied by the desired student sample size
(desired student sample size derived from the sample size in the Research Advisor’s table, with a
con dence level
and margin of error
esearch dvisor
(c) The representative percentage of students in each level was determined using the formula n x 100 ,
N
where n = student population on a selected level and N = total student population in a selected
center.
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(d) To obtain the representative class level sample size in selected study centers, the representative
percentage of students in the various levels was multiplied by the representative sample size of
students in the selected study centers.
The sam le size for the lecturers as
hile
librarians ere selected for the study based on the
esearch dvisor s
table on determining sam le sizes at
con dence level nce the sam le
sizes ere determined the lists of students and staﬀ ere used to identify the actual students and staﬀ
ho ould artici ate in the study using the strati ed random sam ling for students and lecturers and
purposive sampling (for librarians). The strata were zones and levels of study for students and academic
units for lecturers. An online survey questionnaire was used to obtain data from all respondents who had
been identi ed using lists obtained from the student aﬀairs o ce for students and the human resources
department (for lecturers and librarians). The researchers then sent out an email with an introductory note
requesting the respondents to complete the questionnaires by a given date, which was set at three months
after the request was made. One the data was collected; it was analysed using descriptive statistics in the
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section oﬀers a descri tion of the res ondents ro les and then resents and discusses the ndings
in three sections, namely students’ and lecturers’ perceptions of and attitudes towards e-resources; users’
levels of awareness of e-resources; and tools used to create awareness of e-resources.

Respondents’ demographic profile

The distribution of respondents as presented in table 1 was based on three categories, namely the academic
librarians
the lecturers
and the students
The study res onse rate for
academic librarians as
for lecturers
and for students
The overall res onse rate as
Table 1: Distribution of respondents based on category
Category of respondents

Frequency

Percentages (%)

Academic librarians

27

Lecturers

110

9.5

Students

1,013

88.1

Total

1,150

100.0

ut of the
librarians that artici ated in the study
ere female hile nine
ere
male The ma ority of the academic librarians ere in the age brac et
to
years
follo ed by
to
years
hich indicated that librarians in
U
ere young academics total of
of the
librarians had master s degrees or an e uivalent hile
ere holders of h degrees n the art of
the lecturers
ere male hile
ere female The ma ority as therefore male The
ma ority of the lecturers ere in the age brac et older than
years
follo ed by the age brac et
to
years
These results im ly that many lecturers ere in the rime of their career higher
ercentage of lecturers ere holders of h degrees
hich indicated the level of academic no ledge
of the teaching staﬀ at
U
ut of the
students ho artici ated in the study
ere
male hile
ere female The ma ority of the students ere in the age brac et
to
years
The distribution of the students by level of study also sho ed that more than
ere ostgraduate
students.
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Users’ perceptions of and attitude towards e-resources at the NOUN library

Lecturers and students were asked to indicate their perception of e-resources available at the NOUN library.
The o tions re ected in Table re resent the erce tions of users The mean and standard deviation scores
of academics in Table reveal that it too too much time to nd relevant e resources x = 2.98; s = 0.86);
and that there were too many e-resources ( x = 2.81; s = 1.22). The issue that e-resources were not always
accessible posted a mean score of 2.72.
Table 2: Mean and standard deviation scores of lecturers’ perception of e-resources available at NOUN
library
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A(4)

SA(5)

Mean
(x)

SD (s)

It takes too much time to
nd relevant e resources

2

27

60

13

8

2.98

0.86

There are too many
e-resources

20

23

35

22

10

2.81

1.22

E-resources are not always
accessible

5

37

56

8

2.72

0.81

E-resources are not
updated

5

33

68

1

3

2.67

0.71

hat I nd from
e-resources is not what I
need

11

35

55

8

1

2.57

0.81

M
Table 3: Mean and standard deviation scores of students’ perception of e-resources available at NOUN
library
ITEMS
There are too many
e-resources

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A(4)

SA(5)

Mean
(x)

SD (s)

233

135

259

288

98

2.88

1.31

165

376

210

2.72

1.15

373

123

35

52

15

2.38

.92

103

22

2.31

1.08

It takes too much time to
nd relevant e resources
E-resources are not always
accessible

250

232

hat I nd from
e-resources is not what I
need

207

292

E-resources are not
updated

313

210

365

1.09

GRAND MEAN = 2.3283
The results in Table 3 reveal students’ perceptions of the e-resources available at NOUN library: there were
too many e-resources ( x
s
it too too much time to nd relevant e resources x = 2.72; s =
1.15); and e-resources were not always accessible ( x
s
Tables and further sho that a large
ercentage of lecturers unli e the students ere undecided on many fronts or e am le
of lecturers
and
of the students ere undecided on the issue the time it too to nd an e resource In summary
hile
of the students re orted a ositive erce tion of the library s e resources a greater number of
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lecturers i e
ere undecided and seemed not to have a clear vie of e resources in the library There is
a big awareness gap here, as it suggests that there might be limitations to the use of the library e-resources
and the library might need to repackage its awareness programme to improve the perceptions of library
patrons and encourage the use of library e-resources. Mawindo and Hoskins (2008), Deng (2010), Ge (2010),
Dhanavandan et al. (2012), Gakibayo and Okello-Obura (2011) report respondents’ poor perception of library
e-resources because they were not familiar with the resources as a result of inadequate awareness.

How users learnt about e-resources available in the NOUN library

Respondents were asked two questions to assess how they had learned about the e-resources that were
available at the
U library irstly e as ed them to state their level of agreement ith ho they had
learned about the e resources and secondly e as ed them to rate the eﬀectiveness of the avenues or
methods through hich they had learned about the e resources In the rst instance the results in Table
show that the participating lecturers learned about the available e-resources in NOUN library via the library
staﬀ x = 3.93; s = 1.16); personal discovery ( x
s
electronic mail x = 3.16; s = 1.26); the
electronic library webpage ( x = 2.90; s = 1.23); and a friend ( x
s
Table 4: Mean and standard deviation scores of how lecturers learned about the e-resources available in
NOUN library
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

10

3

9

Personal discovery

9

15

28

Electronic mail

18

11

30

Electronic library webpage

22

15

32

A friend

21

16

22

9

Other colleagues

26

13

25

5

2.73

1.19

Library social media tools
e g aceboo T itter tc

23

15

25

3

2.73

1.12

28

12

17

1

2.55

1.06

12

–

2.31

1.03

ibrary staﬀ

irect mailing to staﬀ
Staﬀ orientation

20

UD(3)

52

A(4)
51

SA(5)

Mean
(x)

37

3.93

16

3.37

37
7

SD(s)
1.16

3.16

1.26

2.90

1.23
1.16

GRAND MEAN = 2.77
The items that best describe how the students learned about available e-resources in the NOUN library are
shown in Table 5. The most outstanding ways were: personal discovery ( x
s
through a friend
x
s
through electronic library eb age x
s
through fello students x = 2.85;
s
and through a student orientation rogramme x
s
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Table 5: Mean and standard deviation scores of how NOUN students learned about e-resources availability
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

Personal discovery

171

Through a friend

256

The electronic library
webpage
ello students

287

132

283

128

Student orientation

285

Electronic mail

301

Direct mailing to student

308

ibrary staﬀ
Social media tools
aceboo T itter
My lecturers

109

UD(3)

A (4)

110

SA (5)

Mean
(x)

SD (s)

282

217

2.89
297

2.89

168

2.85
260

177

2.81

193

289

82

2.71

173

226

191

115

267

197

285

170

327

153

239

228

319

236

268

161

1.36
1.38

2.63

1.29

66

2.56

1.31

29

2.35

1.16

M
In terms of the eﬀectiveness of the avenues or methods through hich lecturers got to learn about the
existence of e-resources in the library, Table 6 reveals that the most highly rated method or avenue was
library staﬀ x
s
follo ed by colleagues x = 3.37; s = 1.35); electronic mail ( x
s
personal discovery ( x
s
and ne staﬀ orientation rogramme x = 2.95; s = 1.31).
Table 6: Mean and standard deviation scores of how lecturers rated how they got to know about the
availability of e-resources in NOUN library
ITEMS

NE (1)

rom library staﬀ

SE (2)

EF (3)

VE (4)

ME (5)

10

15

18

63

Mean
(x)

SD(s)
1.18

rom other colleagues

7

29

27

10

37

3.37

Through electronic mail

18

22

31

10

29

3.09

Personal discovery

16

28

30

10

26

3.02

1.37

e staﬀ orientation
programme
Through social media tools

13

32

7

2.95

1.31

31

26

8

26

2.92

37

29

5

25

2.91

irect mailing to staﬀ

226
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rom friends
Through the electronic
library webpage

12

33

21

31

29

5

20

2.89

2

27

2.85

1.23

GRAND MEAN = 2.9230
or the students it as found that they thought that their fello students x
s
ran ed highest in
the list of eﬀective avenues or methods through hich they got to learn about the availability of e resources
in the library. In the second position were friends ( x
s
follo ed by ne student orientation
programme ( x
s
ersonal discovery x
s
and the electronic library eb age
(x
s
Table 7: Mean and standard deviation scores of how students rated how they got to know about
the availability of e-resources in NOUN library
ITEMS

NE (1)

SE (2)

rom fello students
rom friends

EF (3)

VE (4)

257
217

155

ME (5)

Mean
(x)

268

3.12

296

108

237

2.99

231

199

205

2.99
2.85

New student orientation
programme
Personal discovery

237
252

188

126

207

Through the electronic
library webpage
Through social media tools

295

176

98

203

313

153

255

123

169

2.69

Through electronic mail

331

280

91

169

2.62

Direct mailing to students

361

98

136

2.51

rom library staﬀ
rom lecturers

70
223

73

SD(s)

1.39
108

2.22

M
The results in this section reveal that most lecturers i e
became a are of the
U library s e resources
through library staﬀ hile the ma ority
of students became a are of e resources through ersonal
discovery. Apparently, the two groups of users learned about the availability of e-resources in the library
through diﬀerent means The study further revealed that the lecturers ere more a are than the students
as re ected in the overall mean aur
erma
ma e similar observations namely that
of faculty
members and
of undergraduate students ere a are of library e resources The level of e resources
awareness among students was found to be low and therefore there is need for the NOUN library to market
the e-resources vigorously to their users. Tripathi & Jeevan (2008) note that the majority of remote learners
are not aware of the e-resources in their libraries. The low level of awareness among students is a disturbing
trend as it implies that usage of e-resources may be limited. Previous studies by Kumar and Singh (2011),
Okiki (2012) and Dadzie and Van Walt (2015), also reveal that the majority of faculty members indicated
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non a areness of library e resources In contrast gberongbe
asola
and u ta and Sharma
(2015) report high levels of awareness among lecturers, research scholars and students.

Tools used to create awareness of e-resources in the NOUN library

This section reports on and compares responses from students, lecturers and librarians regarding the tools
used to create awareness of e-resources in the NOUN library. Special emphasis is placed on contemporary
means Table re ects the librarians res onses hich highlight the follo ing as the means em loyed by the
NOUN library to create awareness of the availability of e-resources: electronic mail ( x = 3.91; s = 1.22); notice
boards ( x = 3.70; s = 1.23); texting (SMSs) ( x = 3.63; s = 1.31); instant messaging ( x
s
aceboo
( x = 3.56; s = 1.26); and library handouts ( x
s
Table 8: Mean and standard deviation scores of the types of tools used to create awareness of the availability
of e-resources in the NOUN library as indicated by academic librarians
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A(4)

SA(5)

Mean
(x)

SD(s)

Electronic mail

2

2

2

10

11

3.91

1.22

Notice boards

3

2

1

15

6

3.70

1.23

Texting (SMSs)

3

2

5

9

8

3.63

1.31

Instant messaging

3

2

5

10

7

3.59

1.28

3

2

5

11

6

3.56

1.26

5

9

6

8

6

3.15

6

10

2

3.07

1.17

6

5

1

2.20

1.20

aceboo
Library handouts

3

Twitter

7

2

lyers

3

6

Listserv

11

1.30

M
Table 9: Mean and standard deviation scores of the types of tools used to create awareness of the availability
of e-resources in the NOUN library as indicated by lecturers
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A (4)

SA (5)

Mean
(x)

SD (s)

Notice boards

7

6

16

63

18

3.72

1.01

Twitter

38

11

51

6

3.72

1.01

2

73

17

3.68

1.17

23

36

8

3.68

1.17

Electronic mail
aceboo

228
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Library handouts

28

Texting (SMSs)

38

9

lyers

30

7

Listserv

38

7

Instant messaging

5

31

7

2.86

18

36

9

2.72

51

16

6

2.65

17
18

32

1.26

1.19
1.22

6

GRAND MEAN = 2.9020
On their part, the lecturers selected notice boards ( x = 3.72; s = 1.01); Twitter ( x = 3.72; s = 1.01); electronic
mail ( x
s
and aceboo x = 3.68; s = 1.17) as the main ways that the library used to reach out
to them in the process of creating awareness about the availability of e-resources.
Table 10: Mean and standard deviation scores of the types of tools used to create awareness of the
availability of e-resources in the NOUN library as indicated by students
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

Electronic mail

95

Notice boards

95

115
155

Texting (SMSs)

339

125

Library handouts

396

108

aceboo

A (4)

SA (5)

Mean
(x)

390

188

3.17

126

3.10

290

2.67

260

103

2.57
2.51

98

135

256

121

119

186

199

96

208

233

176

Twitter

115

167

197

79

Listserv

133

188

110

38

Instant messaging
lyers

332

SD (s)

1.50

1.28

1.98

1.22

M
The results in Table 10 indicate that the students reported that the means the library used most to create
awareness of e-resources are the electronic mail ( x
s
notice boards x
s
te ting
(SMSs) ( x
s
library handouts x
s
and aceboo x = 2.51; s = 1.50).
A follow-up question was posed to all respondents to determine their level of agreement about the
eﬀectiveness of using modern ays or tools to create a areness about e resources in the library Table
resents the mean and standard deviation scores of academic librarians o inion on the eﬀectiveness of
modern tools that can be used to create awareness of the availability of e-resources in the library.
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Table 11: Mean and standard deviation scores of modern tools that can be employed eﬀectively to create
awareness of the availability of e-resources in the library as indicated by academic librarians
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A(4)

SA(5)

Email

–

–

1

10

16

0.58

–

–

1

9

17

0.57

Texting (SMSs)

–

–

2

10

15

Instant messaging

–

–

2

12

13

Twitter

2

–

1

9

15

13

10

3.93

1.32

3.63

1.51

aceboo

Blogs

–

Mean
(x)

SD (s)

1.10

YouTube

6

1

1

8

11

lic er

8

–

2

6

11

1.72

Listserv

9

–

1

5

12

1.80

Myspace

8

1

3

5

10

3.29

1.71

Ning

10

3

2

8

2.89

1.73

GRAND MEAN = 3.7350
The results in Table
above sho that academic librarians ere of the vie that eﬀective a areness of the
availability of e-resources in the library can be created through email ( x
s
aceboo x
s = 0.57); Texting (SMS) ( x
s
instant messaging x
s
T itter x
s
and blogs ( x
s
thers s eci ed by some academic librarians include hats
delicious
LinkedIn; and Pinterest.
Table 12: Mean and standard deviation scores of modern tools that can be employed to create eﬀective
awareness of the availability of e-resources in the library as indicated by lecturers
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A(4)

SA(5)

Email

1

–

–

51

58

Texting (SMSs)

5

1

6

1

3

Twitter

13

–

2

56

39

3.98

1.20

YouTube

13

2

–

65

30

3.88

1.19

aceboo

230
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Instant messaging

1

10

51

Blogs

2

6

57

3.82
31

3.81

25

3.37

lic er

28

2

6

Myspace

31

–

8

Listserv

39

1

5

18

2

6

11

Ning

57

1.25

1.51

3.21
1.59
2.78

1.56

M
Table 12 presents mean and standard deviation scores of lecturers’ opinions on the modern tools that can
be used to create eﬀective a areness of the availability of e resources in the library The results indicate
that lecturers ere of the vie that eﬀective a areness of the availability of e resources in the library can be
created through email ( x
s
te ting SMS x
s
aceboo x
s
Twitter ( x = 3.98; s = 1.20); YouTube ( x = 3.88; s = 1.19); instant messaging ( x = 3.82; s = 1.25); and blogs ( x
s
Table 13: Mean and standard deviation scores of modern tools that can be employed to create eﬀective
awareness of the availability of e-resources in the library as indicated by students
ITEMS

SD(1)

D(2)

UD(3)

A(4)

SA(5)

Email

116

21

25

351

500

115

35

30

389

Texting (SMSs)

190

20

53

370

380

3.72

Twitter

215

33

387

337

3.59

Instant messaging

257

19

363

315

1.56

Blogs

297

271

1.61

YouTube

309

76

359

215

3.16

1.57

lic er

391

93

309

179

2.85

1.60

79

286

138

2.59

1.56

50

96

260

2.58

1.51

60

115

225

aceboo

Listserv
Myspace
Ning

521

59

Mean
(x)

1.12
3.91

92

SD (s)

1.28

2.32

GRAND MEAN = 3.0675
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Table 13 presents the mean and standard deviation scores of students’ opinions on the modern tools that
can be used to create eﬀective a areness of the availability of e resources in the library It has been found
that students ere of the vie that eﬀective a areness of the availability of e resources in the library can be
created through email ( x
s
aceboo x = 3.91; s = 1.28); texting (SMSs) ( x
s
Twitter ( x
s
instant messaging x
s
blogs x
s
and ouTube x =
s
thers s eci ed by some students include Instagram hats
oogle llo advertisements
and LinkedIn.
The results concerning the tools used to create awareness among library users reveal that academic librarians
and students on the one hand and lecturers on the other hand had diﬀerent o inions on ho the library
reaches out to its users. Whereas the librarians and students selected electronic mail, notice boards and
texting (SMSs), in that order, lecturers chose notice boards, Twitter and electronic mail as tools used by
the library to create a areness ccording to the current study s ndings the modern tools that can be
em loyed eﬀectively to create a areness of e resources in the library include electronic mail aceboo and
texting (SMSs). Some of these are highlighted by Leong (2009), who observes that the strategies for creating
awareness among distant learners include: making use of contacts; providing awareness programme on
website; and constant delivery of information. The use of modern tools such as social media in consonant
with these strategies would greatly enhance e-resource awareness among distant learners at NOUN. The
integration of the various modern tools such as electronic mail aceboo and SMSs and other relevant social
media tools, into the library webpage and the lecturers’ and students’ portal platforms would also enhance
their eﬀectiveness as more remote users ould become a are of library e resources ccording to adzie
and Van Walt (2015) and Islam & Habiba (2015), the deployment of modern tools on the library webpage
leads to improved awareness, enhanced library and user collaboration, and the creation and sharing of
information. In addition, it bridges the gap between the library and its remote users.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The NOUN library has made a variety of e-resources available to its clients, who are mainly undergraduate
and postgraduate (including masters and PhD) students and lecturers. The resources include but are not
limited to e-journals, e-books, CD-ROM databases, e-magazines and e-newspapers. The high ranking of CDROM databases in this era in which even CD-DOM readers are slowly phasing out is symptomatic of the digital
divide that exists between developed and developing countries. Nigeria, like all African countries except
perhaps South Africa, is lagging behind in terms of information technology advancements. This has resulted
in low levels of adoption of ICTs in institutions of higher learning, among others. We believe that this might also
be a factor that is hindering the ma imization of the bene ts associated ith e resources o ever the study
has revealed that the users’ perceptions of and s towards e-resources are favourable. Although the level of
awareness of e-resources among the users is low, it is nevertheless commendable. The fact that lecturers are
more knowledgeable about the e-resources that are available in the library than students is encouraging, as
students often rely on lecturers to direct them to relevant resources for their studies and research. Librarians
can take advantage of this observation and use the lecturers to direct students to e-resources. The users’
high rating of modern means of creating awareness of the availability of e-resources at the NOUN library is
equally encouraging as not only are they faster, they are also relatively cheaper than traditional means. The
email and social media platforms have a wider reach than traditional means, such as snail mail and physical
or ublic meetings To ma imize the otential bene ts of social media ho ever the library is encouraged to
introduce push services as students should not be expected to pull information from the library’s tools and
services used to create awareness.

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
We are cognizant of the fact that awareness of e-resources is not an end in itself. Utilization of the resources is
equally important. A study to investigate whether users’ awareness of e-resources has led to the utilisation of
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the said resources is strongly recommended urther research is also recommended to e lore the e tent of
accessibility of the resources to remote users, particularly in view of the fact that NOUN is an open university.
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes eﬀorts to preserve long-term priceless archival resources by making
them accessible while ensuring that they are preserved in their original format, using Okavango
Research Institute (ORI) Library’s special collections as a case study. The depth of these collections,
their acquisition and appraisal processes to determine their signiﬁcance to the library are described,
as well as steps that were followed in integrating them in the library’s collections. Special collections
are often produced informally and stored in environments determined by the personal resources of
the collectors. In ORI library, the collections were sourced mainly from researchers or enthusiasts who
worked in diﬀerent capacities in Ngamiland region and had interest in Okavango Delta and the people
who live in the region. The special collections provide unique information of historic value that has the
potential to support biodiversity conservation in this protected area. The materials form an essential
part of the library’s resources. The longevity of these materials is often threatened because they are
prone to damage due to their fragility and their previous varying physical environments. Caretakers
normally restrict access to such collections to preserve them, which is counterproductive to the intent
of the collectors and the mandate of the library. It is therefore the responsibility of libraries to ensure
that beyond identiﬁcation, processing and preservation, such collections are made accessible to users.
There are, however, numerous challenges that are encountered in the process of integrating personal
collections into the library’s resources.
KEYWORDS: preservation, special collections, collection access, electronic documents, digitisation.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
S ecial collection is a term that is used to de ne any research material that falls outside the main library
collections of current publications, serials and monographs Prochaska (2003). The Okavango Research
Institute
I ibrary is a branch of the University of ots ana U
ibrary Services hich serves a broad
community of researchers and sta eholders involved in studying and lanning for the
avango elta
region. Its collection of information resources cover a wide range of subject areas of interest to the Okavango
research community.
The Institute’s research themes include ecosystem dynamics and services, water resources management,
sustainable tourism and climate change. The library supports ORI in its vision of being a leading wetland
research institute in Africa and the world by preserving and ensuring continued access to the Okavango
region s legacy of biodiversity data and information In its eﬀort of reserving these legacy materials the
library has over the years collected information materials from scholars ho or ed in the diﬀerent ca acities
in the Okavango Delta.
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Other than materials acquired through the normal acquisition process, ORI Library has received donations
that have proven to be rich sources of information about the Okavango Delta region. The materials enhance
our understanding of the history of Ngamiland, and their contents are of interest to researchers and writers,
both as background information and data that leads to the development of further knowledge. According
to Morrison (2007), the library relied on the insights and observations of researchers to identify information
sources for inclusion in the s ecial collections The ibrary had to nd ays of reserving and ma ing the
materials, which are mostly in a fragile condition, accessible. This was made possible through digitising the
collections and sharing them using several diﬀerent latforms

THE COLLECTIONS
igitising collections is vital as digitised materials rovide broader and intensi ed access to a larger community
and collections of diﬀerent ty es an uan iu
Moreover they can be co ied to diverse formats
and from one storage medium to the other through “refreshing” as Lazinger (2001) calls it, to prevent the
destruction of original materials.
The
I ibrary has received donations of rivate collections of more than
boo s ournals aerial
photographs and maps, professional correspondence, interviews, and other materials accumulated over a
year eriod by a former government o cer Mr eter le ander Smith Many of the materials donated
by Smith were rare, unique and out of print. Smith worked in various positions for the Bechuanaland
rotectorate overnment and subse uently the ots ana overnment mainly in the areas of tsetse y
and invasive aquatic plant control. Through working in these positions, in and around the Okavango Delta,
he became recognised for his knowledge of the ecology and botany of the area. Peter Smith’s trips into the
avango elta a ma or etland in north est ots ana ith a very rich ora and fauna involved scribbling
his observations and notes on 1:50000 topographic maps. His donated works now form part of the University
of ots ana
avango esearch Institute ibrary s natural collections The ma s have a ro imately
hand ritten annotations of observed ora fauna laces and ater channels ithin the elta o ever due
to their fragility, access and retrieval of information on the maps by library clients is restricted, and decoding
the handwriting requires expert knowledge about the features on the maps.
To ensure preservation, access and usage of the information on the maps, a story map was created. This
was made accessible through a story map platform. At the scanning stage, the contextual documents were
subjected to Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology to make their contents machine readable and
searchable ach annotation as then transcribed by the library staﬀ
After transcription, error checking and interpretation by relevant content experts the institute, each
annotation was stored as a point in a GIS database. The images and annotations were then transformed for
internet access using a IS internet ma server inally a story eb ma
as created from the no
eb
friendly’ collection by applying web page templates found on ArcGIS Online to create a rich, user friendly and
interactive home for the Pete Smith Annotated Map Collection. A basemap from the National Geographic
as selected and overlaid ith the annotations eb ma layer nnotations of the sha e les ere then
loaded onto the basema To con gure the storytelling a lication the com are tem late as chosen hich
enables comparison of past and current features.
inally more information as added to the ma using botany and hydrology domain e ertise and other
users who could shed more light on the annotation data. Landis (2007), supports this and interprets it as
a hiloso hy and rocedure that romotes user artici ation and has roots in diverse elds The roduct
was then shared through a publicly accessible web-based platform called story map (https:www.odis.ub.bw/
ortal a s StoryMa asic inde html a id aa
abd e ddb ab fb be
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Another digitisation project provides access to a collection of slides documenting the culture and indigenous
knowledge of the San in the Okavango Delta and Bere/Takatshwane region by Dr Hans Joachim Heinz,
a parasitologist who lived amongst the Ko! San for many years. He studied their social organisation and
documented their botanical, entomological, and anatomical knowledge Heinz (1979).
The slides provide insights to the San communities’ collective knowledge of all aspects of their way of life. The
slides are accom anied by descri tions obtained by library staﬀ from the San themselves hile the collection
had formerly been held in the custody of the ORI library, without a formal agreement in place, copyright was
transferred to the University of Botswana in December 2006. The Library intends to publish the photographic
collection of the San through SuAVE (Survey Analysis via Visual Exploration), an online platform for visual
exploratory analysis of surveys and image collections. It integrates visual, statistical and cartographic analysis
and allo s users to annotate and share images and distribution atterns Ilia State University
A collection of books, research reports, photographs and notebooks from the late wildlife biologist, Dr
Richard Bell, was obtained as a gift in 2007. Bell was prominent for his knowledge of wildlife monitoring
techniques and community wildlife management schemes. Dr Bell worked as a wildlife biologist throughout
southern Africa for 30 years. He moved to Maun from Zambia in 1993, worked on a project with the Botswana
e artment of ildlife and ational ar s and then set u his o n consulting rm in Maun until
when he passed on. His collection come from all stages of his work in Malawi, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Botswana, Tanzania, and Mozambique. Bell was a voracious reader and collector of research materials. He
was deeply interested in the philosophy of conservation and had worked extensively with development of
community wildlife management schemes. He was known for his detailed note taking - the collection contains
a ro imately
hard covered noteboo s lled ith minutes of meetings and observations for hich an
index has been prepared.
In 2015, the library added hunting records collected by Mrs Debbie Peake, a Maun-based taxidermy supplier
and secretary of the Botswana Wildlife Management Association (BWMA). The materials are a potentially rich
source of biodiversity information. Information collected by the Botswana Wildlife Management Association
bet een
and
about hunting uotas concession location and tro hy measurements as ell
as biological specimens, forms an important piece of the knowledge legacy of legal hunting in Botswana.
ollo ing the
sus ension of hunting in ots ana recognizing the valuable insights to ildlife research
that these materials can provide, the Association worked with the University of Botswana’s Okavango Research
Institute to catalogue, transfer and preserve the materials in the ORI’s library and archival collections, and
to ca ture the data in a idely accessible online resource the lobal iodiversity Information acility
I
(https://www.gbif.org/project/82758/data-rescue-for-the-records-of-the-botswana-wildlife-managementassociation#datasets).

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED
Research libraries are often required to acquire materials supporting the institution’s areas of research, and
to anticipate the needs of future scholars. Issues of inheritance and legal transfer sometimes hamper the
legitimacy of the acquired collection as it takes time to allocate copyright when the inheritance is contested.
In some cases, the proper process of transfer is not implemented, resulting in some collections not having
deeds of transfer. Moreover, several issues are allied with the usage of digital information as it can be easily
distributed across the orld through various digital medium ma ing it rone to modi cation and di cult
for one to detect the rightful o ner Shettar
Technological obsolescence can be a challenging issue
as technological infrastructure needs upgrading from time to time. Infrastructure used as storage for the
digitized collections can be roblematic as systems at times crash ughes
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Incorporating personal collections into a library’s resources often faces challenges such as lack of storage
facilities for the original materials, which is the case with the current unique collections at the ORI. The
collections’ specialised storage facilities require the right temperature and humidity to ensure their longevity.
The library does not have adequate storage facilities. This inadequate storage space hinders exposure and
access to these valuable collections or e am le the
I ibrary s s ecial collection houses some historic
images that need to be displayed. Had there been enough space for these collections, these photographs
could be exhibited on the walls for them to become a vital part of research materials, library tours, and to be
shown to students during orientations. Such displays could also be used to market the library to potential
users.
There is also a dire need for ca acity building to enable staﬀ to ac uire the technical s ills needed to or
ith these fragile collections Training of staﬀ is not readily im lemented by institutions due to nancial
constraints Sunil
reservation standards to be follo ed are a necessity and access to a ro riate
materials for packaging is also needed. These can be expensive to acquire. Dappert (2010, 5-13), states
that: “Digital media are brittle and short lived. Hardware and software technology continue to evolve rapidly.
hanges in organizations and their cultural and nancial riorities add ris to continued accessibility and
long-term preservation of digital assets”. Thus, Conservation of library materials through digitisation should
be a priority as it is an emerging area and library professionals should draw attention to proper preservation
measures Sunil (2009).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite these challenges, the ORI Library intends to ensure that the data contained in these collections are
preserved and made accessible as they can provide insights to environmental research in the region. They
also encom ass rich conte t for scienti c and economic studies of natural resources management in the
region that can as well be substantial in informing decisions. In addition, the ORI Library’s experience with
these special collections, and their embedded data, should be of interest to other memory institutions and
to researchers seeking content for their work.
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ABSTRACT: Agrochemical products are meant to increase agricultural productivity and consequently
ensure food security in the world. Agrochemicals are used to protect crops and animals against
harmful eﬀects of weeds, pests and diseases. Farmers have better yield, when weeds, pests and diseases
are controlled. However, some farmers abuse the chemicals, especially in the developing world. The
abuse of these chemicals poses serious problems to the environment, the farmer, and the general
food consumer. Owing to the eﬀects of the abuse of agrochemicals on society, scholars made eﬀorts
towards ensuring that farmers get the right information on how to appropriately use the products
in some countries, but no such studies have been conducted in Ghana. The purpose of this study
was to explore the use of specialised information service delivery as a tool of ensuring appropriate
use of agrichemicals in Ghana. The main research question of the study was: How can specialised
information service delivery be used to ensure eﬀective use of agrochemicals in Ghana? A survey
strategy with questionnaire instrument was employed to collect the needed data from 60 farmers
in a selected farming community. The results were analysed using descriptive statistical methods
with MS Excel. The results revealed that the information needs of the farmers include information
on agrochemicals functions, their negative eﬀects and the protective measures against the harmful
eﬀects of the chemicals. The preferred format of such information is pictures/diagrams, text and
audiovisual and preferred channels of dissemination are extension oﬃcers, radio programmes and
agrochemicals distributors.
KEYWORDS: specialized information services, information service delivery, agrochemical products
use, Ghana.

INTRODUCTION
Agrochemical products are meant to increase agricultural productivity and consequently ensure food security
in the orld grochemicals are used to rotect cro s and animals against harmful eﬀects of eeds ests and
diseases. All things being equal, farmers have better yield, when weeds, pests and diseases are prevented or
controlled. Therefore, in the modern agricultural industry, agrochemical products are very critical. However,
the chemicals are sometimes abused or inappropriately used by some farmers, especially in the developing
world, partly due to illiteracy, lack of information or misinformation about how to use the products.
The abuse of agrochemical products poses serious problems to the environment, the farmer, and the general
food consumer. Owing to the dangers the misuse or abuse of agrochemical poses to the world, scholars
are ma ing eﬀorts to ensure eﬀective use of agrochemicals es ecially in the develo ing orld Studies
investigated the general factors that in uence farmers ada tation and use of the chemicals or instance
Mariyono untariningsih and om as
analysed factors that aﬀect the use of esticides
in vegetable farming in Indonesia in order provide appropriate policies that would lead to lesser use of
esticides and to minimize their eﬀects on human and environment
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rom information service delivery ers ective scholars have investigated the ind information farmers
need its sources and ho it can be disseminated to them for eﬀective use of agrochemicals enard ulle
and ieromin
assessed the information needs of sh farmers in Tanzania and ho such
information could be obtained In a similar study lly and Silayo
e lored the information
needs of rural farmers and the sources of such information, and found that the farmers basically needed
information about crop and livestock husbandry, marketing, and funding options, which came from
inter ersonal communications urthermore Msoﬀe and gulube
investigated the referred
information sources of poultry farmers in accessing poultry management information in Tanzania. The study
found that farmers in the study communities preferred acquiring poultry management information through
inter ersonal and informal sources yareza and ic
investigated the bene ts of using
community radios stations to communicate agricultural information to peasant farmers in Zimbabwe and
how to incorporate that into the country’s agricultural extension service programmes.
In hana similar eﬀorts have been made to ards roviding relevant information to farmers or instance sei
et al. (2017, 72-79) assessed the sources of information for vegetable farmers in Accra. The study found that
most vegetable farmers use radio as a source of agricultural information and that farmers strictly go by the
supplier information or prescription when applying agrochemical products such as fertilizer, weedicides, and
esticides gyir
usu enoah nno ya o and anful
identi ed ey factors that in uence
the adoption of agrochemicals on plantain farms in Ghana. Among others, the study found being literate,
having higher income from sales, having access to hi-tech machinery and being linked to extension services
and nancial institutions as factors that in uence hanaian lantation farmers to use agrochemicals es ite
the local eﬀorts made regarding the use of agrochemicals no study has been conducted in the country to
e lore ho information can be s ecially ac aged and delivered to farmers for eﬀective use of agrochemical
products. The purpose of the study is to explore the best ways of packaging and disseminating information
about agrochemical products to farmers in Ghana. The main research question the paper seeks to answer is
ho can s ecialised information service delivery be used to ensure eﬀective use of agrochemicals in hana
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Method, results, discussion, conclusion and recommendations.

METHODS
The study employed a survey strategy in its investigation. A structured questionnaire was used to collect
the needed data from sixty farmers in Tokokoe, a farming community in the Volta, Ghana. The sample was
randomly selected using member lists of three farming groups in the community. Questionnaires were
administered face-to-face to the participants by the researchers with a research assistant who is a native of
the community. The role of the research assistant was to read the questionnaire to participants who could
not read and to explain to others who did not understand certain concepts or questions.
All participants, before the process, were informed of the purpose of the study, their right to voluntarily
participate and to withdraw from process anytime they wished to do so. They were also assured that the
information to be collected as for academic ur ose only and ould be treated ith the utmost con dentiality
The data collected as analysed using descri tive statistical methods and MS
cel re uencies and
percentages of the participants’ responses were calculated using the software. The data was presented in
simple tables and in percentages.

FINDINGS
This section presents the results of the study. The information gathered can be categorised into three
main ty es artici ants farming ro le artici ants use of agrochemicals and artici ants agrochemical
information needs. These three types of information represent the main headings under which the results
are presented.
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Participants’ farming profile

This section presents results about participants’ level of education, number of years in farming and the types
of crops they farm.

Level of education
The results as sho that
of artici ants have basic education In hana basic education currently
consists of 9 years of education: 6 years in primary school and 3 years in Junior High School. Middle school
leaving certi cate has ne t high gure ith
res onses hich consisted of
years of education
years in rimary school and years in middle school The t o uali cations are almost of the same level
in hana education system The uali cation at that level used to be Middle School eaving erti cate but
as re laced ith unior igh School erti cate after educational reforms The t o certi cates recording
the highest res onses indicate that ma ority of the artici ants highest uali cation is basic onetheless
res ondents have igher ational i loma and
have rst degree This im lies that all the
participants ever attended school; however, majority of them can be described as semi-literate, as many may
not have appreciable level of reading, writing and analytical skills.

Numbers years in farming
The responses to a question on the number years of farming indicate that majority of the participants, 21
have been farmers for to
years and only
have been farming for over
years ourteen
artici ants have least e erience as their farming activities s ans only years
onetheless all
artici ants can be described as e erienced farmers albeit diﬀerent levels of e eriences

Types of crops cultivated
The results in responses to a question of the type of crops participants cultivate show that 28 out of 60
re resenting
cultivate cocoa
engage in lanting lantain
and
involve in
cocoyam and cassava farming respectively. Many farmers are engaged in cultivating cocoa probably because
cocoa farmers get incentives from Ghana Cocoa Board, a body responsible for purchasing cocoa from
farmers. Again, coco is a cash crop, so farmers who are interested in making more money are likely to engage
in cultivating the cro
lantain has the ne t highest res onses of
lantain is used to re are
diﬀerent inds of local dishes in hana It is also cultivated on large scale for commercial ur oses This could
explain why it is being cultivated by many farmers. The third highest grown crop in the community is cassava,
but its osition is sur rising in that cassava is used to re are diﬀerent meals in hana es ecially in the
forest areas li e the study community so
of the artici ant engaging in cassava farming is une ected
None of the participants cultivate rice, meanwhile many Ghanaians eat rice. Rice depends on available water
to do well. It could be that the community does not have stable water that supports rice cultivation, or the
land might not be good to do rice farming one of the cro s recorded
and above res onses This could
suggest that the farmers are engaged in mixed cropping.

Farmers’ use of agrochemicals

This section presents results on participants’ use of agrochemicals. The section consists of responses
regarding whether or not the participants use the chemicals, how long they have been using it, whether or
not they understand and follow instructions when using the chemical.
A YES or NO question was asked to ascertain whether or not the participants use agrochemical products in
their farming activities
res ondents res onded S hile said no This suggests that almost all
the farmers in the community use agrochemicals to farm.
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Types of agrochemicals used
uestion as as ed to nd out the ty es of agrochemicals farmers in the study community use list of
agrochemical products was provided for them to select from. The products were grouped into: weedicide,
esticide and fertilizer The results indicate that most of the artici ants use glamozone
cali her s
sun hoshate
trazin o der
and ni o ine
or esticides the chemicals used most
are con dor
desban
and a ati master
o ever the only fertilizers used are ammonia
and
The results im ly that the artici ants used a range of agrochemicals

Years of using agrochemicals
Table contains res onses to a follo u uestion that as as ed to nd out ho long farmers have been
using the agrochemical roducts
of the res ondents have been using the chemicals for
years
hile
use it for
years This im lies that the farmers no
hat agrochemicals are and have been
using them for quite a number of years.

Availability of instructions on the use of agrochemicals
S or o uestion as as ed to nd out hether farmers have access to instructions on ho to use
the agrochemicals
artici ants re resenting
res onded that the instructions on the use of the
roducts are al ays available and only res onded no This suggests that most of the agrochemical roducts
used in the study community come with usage instructions.

Understanding usage instructions
A follow up YES or NO question was asked to ascertain whether or not farmers understand instructions that
come ith agrochemical roducts
res onded that the instructions are understandable hile
said no hich is a good sign to ards eﬀective use of the chemicals

Following instructions of the use of agrochemicals
In response to the question whether farmers follow instructions when using the agrochemical products,
ma ority
res onded yes hile
do not follo
onetheless having ma ority follo ing the
instructions could lead to eﬀective use of the chemicals in the community studied in articular and hana
in general.

Reasons for not following instruction
In responding to a question why farmers do not follow instructions when using agrochemical products. Only
artici ants out of
res onded to the uestion mong those res onded
indicated that they do not
follo instructions because they do not have the re uired tools to do so or instance if farmers are re uired
to wear protective cloths when using particular chemical, they may not wear the cloth if they do not have it.
et
res ondents do not follo instructions because they cannot read This could be understandable
because most of the instructions are in text form and mostly in foreign languages, so farmers who cannot
read ill nd it di cult to follo the instructions

Farmers’ information needs

To determine the best way of disseminating information about agrochemical products to farmers, the
researchers tried to nd out their information needs The results in Table indicate that
of the
artici ants need information regarding the functions of the roducts hile
need information on
ho they can rotect themselves against the harmful eﬀects of the chemicals et
ant to no the
negative eﬀects the chemical ill have robably on them the land and the food that ould be roduced This
suggests that the information needs of agrochemical users in the community ranges from the function of the
chemical through the e iring date of the roduct the negative eﬀects of the roducts to here to nd the
needed material that ill enable them use the roduct eﬀectively ence agrochemical roducers should
ma e conscious eﬀorts to accom any their roducts ith such information
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Table 1. Information needs of agrochemical users
Information need of chemical users

Frequency

Percentage

The functions of the chemicals

82

the negative eﬀects of the chemicals

73

Expiring date of the chemicals

72

the steps or processes of using the chemicals

36

60

How I can protect myself during and after using the product
here to nd the needed materials for the use of the chemicals

75
39

65

Farmers’ preferred format of information

uestion as as ed to nd out farmers referred format of information about agrochemical roducts
Table belo re resents artici ants res onses regarding choice of information format Thirty eight
refer information in the form of ictures or diagrams
ant te tual information hile
artici ants choose audio visual information This suggests that to ensure eﬀective use of agrochemical
information, such information should exist in multiple formats: text, picture and audio-visual. This is to satisfy
the divergent choice of information formats.
Table 2. Farmers preferred information format
Preferred information format or form

Frequency

Percentage

Text

33

55

Audi

9

16

Audiovisual

23

Picture/diagram

38

63

Total

Farmer preferred channel of information dissemination

The value of information, arguably, depends on how it is being used in making better decisions. We further
argue that an eﬀective use of information de ends on ho it is communicated to the eo le ho need
it ased on these arguments a uestion as as ed to nd out the referred channel of disseminating
agrochemical information to farmers in ToKokoe, the study community. Table 3 displays the participants’
responses to the question.
Table sho s that
of
res ondents refer receiving information about agrochemicals through
e tension o cers robably because e tension o cers are rofessionals or ing ith recognised state or
rivate institutions so information coming from them is more li ely to be authentic and reliable
participants would like to receive the needed information about agrochemicals from the distributors of the
chemicals. Probably because they are sellers or distributors of the products, they will know better about
the products than anyone else, hence it might be prudent to hear from the horse’s own mouth. Although,
ma ority of the res ondents refer receiving information from e tension o cers and agrochemical roduct
distributors, appreciable number of them wants the information to be delivered to them through radio
announcement, local assemblies and as instruction manual. This implies multiple channels of communication
should be employed in disseminating of agrochemical information in Ghana; however, priority should be
given to engaging the services of e tension o cers and the chemical distributors
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Table 3. Farmer preferred channel of information dissemination
Preferred channel of information distribution

Frequency

Percentage

Radio announcement

21

35

instruction manual

22

37

tension o cers

71

chemical distributors

33

55

Local chiefs

0

0

Information service department (assembly)

22

37

Total

100

DISCUSSION
This paper investigated how agrochemical information can be packaged and disseminated to farmers in
hana for eﬀective use of the agrochemicals The results indicate that almost all the farmers in the community
studied use various kinds of agrochemicals for many years.
The results also reveal that for eﬀectively use of agrochemicals in the community farmers need information
regarding the functions of the chemicals the negative eﬀects of the chemicals and ho they can rotect
themselves against the harmful eﬀects of agrochemicals during and after use o ever enard ulle and
ieromin s
found sh farmers information needs include information ho to treat ater
s a ning o erations and sh reservation and rocessing In a similar study farmers needed information
on crop and livestock husbandry, marketing, and funding options (Silayo 2013). This suggests that information
needs of farmers are based on the type of farming they do at a particular place and time. Lwoga, Stilwell,
and Ngulube (2011, 383-395) corroborate this conclusion that information needs, and information-seeking
atterns of farmers are s eci c to certain locations
urthermore the results revealed that ma ority of farmers refer to receive information from e tension
o cers This nding relates to that of Inyang s
hich states that vegetable farmers in igeria receive
information mainly from e tensions o cers o ever in yareza and ic s
study e tension
service programmes was not satisfying the agricultural information needs of peasant farmers because the
e tension o cers ere not many and did not have means reach out to every household This im lies that
e tensions o cers or services are considered a reliable and authentic channel of communicating to farmers
ho ever for such service to be trusted and eﬀective there should be enough o cers ho are ell resourced
to do their work. However, some participants prefer being communicated to through radio and manuals.

CONCLUSION
This study investigated information services delivery for eﬀective use of agrochemicals and found that farmers
in Tokokoe, a farming community in Volta Region, Ghana use various types of agrochemicals in their farming
activities. Though, some of them currently abuse the chemicals, majority of them would be able to use them
res onsibly and eﬀectively if information about the chemicals is ro erly ac aged and disseminated to
them The farmers need information on hat the chemicals do the negative eﬀects of the chemicals and
how they (farmers) can be protected against the harm of the products during and after use. Such information
should be presented in the form of pictures or diagrams, text and in audiovisual format, and disseminated
through e tension o cers radio rogrammes and agrochemical roduct distributors
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RECOMMENDATION
ase on the ndings the a er recommend that information for agrochemical use should be a ro riately
and locally ac age to meet the hanaian farmer s need and that more e tension o cers should be trained
and appropriately resourced to disseminate information to farmers for appropriate use of agrochemicals.
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ABSTRACT: Academic libraries are sources of information and services, which serve not only the
academic community but also the general public. The libraries serve as preservers and disseminators
of information, adding value to the public as they give access to information through outreach services.
As such, public users of diﬀerent disciples including farmers, entrepreneurs, professionals, household
members, industries and other similar groups in the public are the beneﬁciaries of the information
held in the academic libraries. This paper discusses the issues, challenges and solutions of outreach
services provided by the University Library of the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (FUTO) in
Nigeria and Sokoine National Agricultural Library – the Sokoine University of Agriculture in Tanzania.
The paper generally discusses academic library services oﬀered to the non-academic community for
the aim of extending access to information resources held in the academic libraries.
KEYWORDS: outreach services, academic library, library services, Nigeria, Tanzania.

INTRODUCTION
Academic libraries are centres of resources for learning, teaching and research, primarily set to serve a
particular learning community. However, for some reasons, academic libraries have for long extended
their services beyond the learning community to give underprivileged communities access to information
odi ara Seneviratne and unchihe a
utreach services for academic libraries diﬀer based on the
de nition ur ose and ob ectives Some academic libraries consider an outreach rogramme as an e tensive
library service oﬀered to the academic community such as faculty graduate students and undergraduate
students to impose close collaborations and increase awareness of library services Currie (2009); Cornel
University ibrary
or the rest of academic libraries outreach rogrammes mean serving the general
disadvantaged population especially surrounding the campus and remote users to meet the information
needs, promote new or under-utilized library services and resources. Generally, academic libraries outreach
services aim at marketing library resources, increase partnership and collaborations, participating in special
events, community relationships, user education, social responsibility and other associated concepts Salamon
(2016); Schneider (2008).
roviding a common de nition of outreach for libraries is a challenge the main oint of discord being
whether a library outreach programme should be for the general community or the learning community
ourtney
as cited in Salamon
or this a er outreach services ta e account of all library
services and programmes directed to the non-academic community who could not have otherwise been
e osed to information resources and services held in the academic library as de ned by Schneider odi ara
Seneviratne, Punchihewa and Salamon.
Therefore, this paper focuses on the library public partnership programmes with the surrounding community
and outreach services provided by the two academic libraries namely Sokoine National Agricultural Library
S
the So oine University of griculture in Tanzania and the University ibrary the ederal University
of Technology
erri in igeria Thus it ill discuss diﬀerent outreach rogrammes oﬀered and targeted
o ulation bene ts challenges and solutions
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review discusses some of the publications and case studies of outreach activities in academic
libraries.
esearch ndings by raham
sho ed that inhabitants outside the immediate university community
refer the university to lay active roles in their communities li e educating the staﬀ of the local ublic library
and a further study by Schneider (2008) discussed important factors that drive academic libraries to serve
the public through outreach services and programmes. Outreach services can be determined by the need
expressed from outside the academic community demanding access to library resources and services. It can
also be in uenced by the library s mission and obligation to the community ith the need for the library to
market its resources, create value to the community and more. Besides, the academic library can develop
outreach services in res onse to a s eci c community roblem or crisis
A case study of the University of Moratuwa library describes unique outreach services designed to meet the
information needs of the community surrounding the campus (Kodikara, Seneviratne, and Punchihewa 2013).
The library is running two outreach activities namely “Child Development Programme for kids of Sumudu
Pre-School” and “Reading Camp for students of Bodhiraja Vidyalaya”. The Child Development Programme is
focused on entertaining preschool children, identify and enhance the skills and talents of preschool children
and ful lling the educational information needs of the reschool children by e osing them to modern
technology. The Reading Camp for students is determined to support students academically through modern
technology, teaching information literacy and building the reading culture among school children.
In the point of view of outreach as services beyond library walls but within the learning community, some of
the scholars have re orted the activities and bene ts to the library and academic community ccording to
urrie
outreach services rovided by academic libraries to rst year students as soon as they re ort
for the rst time on the cam us contribute to an increase in a areness and the use of library resources
and services The study further e lored eﬀective methods of engaging rst year students in outreach for
merican colleges and universities These methods include librarians artici ation in rst years learning
communities to foster regular interactions with students through designing information literacy-focused
assignments, embedding library resources in the course management system and participation in online
class discussions Some of the universities have develo ed a stand alone course for rst year students
focusing on information literacy skills. Other methods are open houses, online library instruction and peerled programmes. A survey conducted by Dennis (2012) on the outreach services for academic librarians in
the US sho s that they have a signi cant im act on the academic community
or outreach to be successful ade uate time is needed for lanning ontenot
states that in his ve
years e erience as an outreach librarian outreaching on a budget nding eo le that can net or tailoring
the outreach approach, and teaching and looking for help at all levels are some of the best practices to adopt
for success, while Phillips (2011) suggests the application of modern technology into outreach services.
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OUTREACH SERVICES AT SNAL, SOKOINE UNIVERSITY OF
AGRICULTURE
Mkulima Library

SNAL is committed to serving the public, particularly the farmers within and outside the country with access
to information resources and services. The library has a section called “Mkulima Library”. “Mkulima” is a Swahili
language word that means “a farmer”. In Tanzania, the English language is used as a language of instruction
in all higher learning institutions. Therefore, the academic libraries information resources and services are
highly provided in the English language which becomes a barrier to the majority who uses the native language,
Swahili. The section was developed to solve the challenge of the language barrier for information literacy and
access to the non-academic community SNAL (2019).
Mkulima library started in 2016 to serve the majority local farming community to access information resources
relevant to their farming activities. The library is designed to meet the information needs of farmers through the
collection of both physically bound and electronic information resources in the Swahili language. Researchers
at the university are encouraged to translate their research ndings into S ahili for the library to disseminate
and to hel farmers ut the no ledge into ractice for im roved farming and animal ee ing armers are
encouraged to physically visit the library and access resources at Mkulima collection or to remotely access
Mkulima electronic resources at https://www.lib.sua.ac.tz/mkulima/. The content of materials in the Mkulima
library is organised into publications covering single subjects with simple language, which helps farmers to
follow instructions and understand the topic of their interest.
armers ho visit the library are e osed to the use of modern information and communication technologies
and information literacy training as groups and individuals. To promote the use of the Mkulima library, SNAL
regularly visits diﬀerent regions to a district level to conduct or sho s and seminars based on the needs of
the farmers in their res ective areas urthermore the library artici ates in diﬀerent academic and farmers
conferences to market services and resources of Mkulima library in the country and beyond borders.
All the outreach services to the public are provided free of charge by the university library to give the public
access to information services and resources. The knowledge is eventually transforming the lives of individuals
as they make informed decisions.
Table 1: Mkulima Library Statistics
S/N
1

ITEM NAME
Mkulima Collection – Physical items
ll sub ects

2

250
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NUMBER OF
TITLES
co ies

653

Mkulima Collection – Electronic items (https://www.lib.sua.ac.tz/mkulima/)
Chakula na Lishe (Food and Nutrition)

31

Matumizi bora ya Arthi (Land Use and Management)

30

Matumizi bora ya Zana za Kilimo (Use of Farming Equipment)

06

Mifugo na Uvuvi (Animal Keeping and Fishing)

81

Misitu na Nyuki (Forest and Beekeeping)

22

Usindikaji na Masoko (Food Preservation and Marketing)

37

Uzalishaji Mazao (Crop Production)

275
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School reading competition

Literature has constantly reported on the poor reading culture in Africa and many other developing countries
including Tanzania (Wema 2018). In response to this problem, SNAL through its outreach services participates
in the school reading competition to build the reading culture among primary and secondary school students
in Morogoro municipality. In collaboration with other education stakeholders in the municipality, SNAL is
among the sponsors of the so-called “Saﬀepa Book Reading Competition” conducted every year.
The Saﬀepa book reading competition involves all primary school students in Morogoro municipality. About
30 schools both private and government participate in this competition every year. The competition also
involves parents, teachers and the general community participation, especially in the closing day ceremony.
SNAL as a sponsor is involved in the provision of reading materials both printed and electronic to all the
artici ating schools It also a ards free reading materials to the ve best schools on the closing day event
Teachers and arents have re orted on the signi cant im act of the Saﬀepa book reading competition.
Students have built strong relationships with reading materials especially books, and they have raised their
level of con dence in reading articularly in massive audiences urthermore the event creates a good
relationship between the academic library and primary schools surrounding the university. SNAL also uses
the opportunity of the Saﬀepa book reading competition closing day event to market the Mkulima library
to arents teachers and the general ublic audience attending the event ibrary staﬀ conducts training
especially mobile access to electronic materials in the Mkulima collection as many farmers don’t like visiting
academic libraries.

University and national exhibitions

S
is actively involved in e hibitions identi ed by the university and the national calendar hich involves
academic matters, industrial business and farmers’ activities. Edward Moringe Sokoine Memorial Exhibition is
one of the formal exhibitions in the university calendar, which is organised every year at the university premises
inviting industries, businesses, farmers, individuals, government sectors and all agricultural stakeholders. The
exhibition normally takes place for a week and closes on 12 April, the day of the tragic accident which claimed
the life of the then Prime Minister of Tanzania, Edward Moringe Sokoine. National exhibitions that involve the
active participation of SNAL include “Saba Saba Exhibitions” which is meant for trade activities, “Nane Nane
Exhibitions” meant for farmers and the Tanzania Commission for Universities Exhibitions.
Outreach services provided in these exhibitions include marketing of library services and resources,
particularly the farming community, information literacy training especially training farmers in accessing
electronic information using their handheld devices and consultancy services on general activities of the
library and university. Pre-university students normally approach the library desks to seek information that
su orts their learning and the courses oﬀered by the university and directorate of library services

OUTREACH SERVICES AT FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
OWERRI LIBRARY
Scholars believe that outreaches are more eﬀective hen lin ed to the goals of the institution to hel in
staﬀ budget and time allocation hile itron
outlines the activities that can hel to lan an outreach
that is based on achieving the institution s mission and goals hereas ishoﬀ et al
sho ho the
environment of the institution impacts on the types of outreaches chosen.
The activities of the ederal University of Technology
erri UT
igeria library is basically to su ort
the university in the realisation of its vision and mission. The outreach services likewise started, as a means
to meet the University’s Corporate Social Responsibility and the “Town and Gown” relationship to its host
communities. The university is situated on a large piece of land taken from eleven (11) host communities. The
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acquisition of this land from agrarian communities generated a lot of controversies between the university
and these communities. The areas of controversies border on boundary renegotiation, admission of host
communities’ indigenes into the university, employment, and contract award, security issues, etc.
It is in line to remedy this situation that the si th substantive ice chancellor of UT
rof higozie
siaba a
in ursuance of his vision aimed for UT viz To re osition UT to be a to ran ed rst class institution of
excellence in technological knowledge production and dissemination, through teaching, research and service
to human ind siaba a
s enca sulated in his uest for cellence he created the o ce of ost
Communities Relations Committee in 2011. The Host Communities Relations Committee is to serve as a
liaison between the University and the host communities, ensuring good rapport between the two parties.
The ommittee hich has a librarian as the head is to see
ays the host communities can bene t from
the programmes of the university, bearing in mind the corporate social responsibility and “Town and Gown”
commitments of the university to its host communities. It is through the Host Communities Relations
Committee that the university library has pursued its outreach programmes.

Corporate social responsibility

There is a growing interest in the social responsibility of corporations amongst their stakeholders and society
in general. Organisations do not operate in a vacuum, thus their activities impact their surroundings which
include their sta eholders society and other in uenced arties
All humans have moral obligations to preserve the environment and there is no excuse for doing nothing to
improve the environmental state of the globe. This also applies to institutions of higher education Christensen
et al. (2009).
However, with growing attention and focus on university world rankings, more and more universities are
settling their key performance indicators (KPIs) on the number of publications, the number of postgraduate
students etc ithout su cient focus on the a licability of the ro osed research and hether or not it ill
be of any help to the bottom billion.
In Nigeria, most universities are located in rural communities and they are expected to bring about the
development of these communities. Universities have the moral obligation to contribute to the development
of their host communities.
This was succinctly put by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt, Port-Harcourt, Nigeria,
Prof. Joseph Ajienka, who while speaking about his university’s Host Community asked; “This is an agrarian
community, when you take land from them, what do you give them in return, what new occupation do you
give to them” Asiabaka (2011).

Town and gown relation

Historically, the Town and Gown is used to portray two distinct communities in a “university town”. While the
town represents the host community or the non-academic population, the “gown” represents the university
community Omeire (2010). Babalola (2010) has summarized the purpose of university education in Nigeria as
teaching, research and public service commitment. Omeire (2010) supported public service commitment by
stating that universities cannot escape the inevitable fact of being part of a local community and supporting
the community’s growth. Thus the higher education’s locus of power is the determination of what role if any,
they will play in their community.

252
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Until recently, social issues and the engagement of the local community were hardly priorities for higher
educational institutions. They had to remain on the cutting edge of research and development to be
competitive in an ever increasingly demanding market-place for prospective students.
This perception, combined with the universities’ penchant for making unilateral decisions without community
consultation, make the relationship between the two entities discordant. On the other hand, people in the
higher educational institutions may feel that the townspeople exhibit antagonism, do not appreciate their
eﬀort to educate the o ulace fre uently do not su ort them and do not oﬀer students and faculty s ecial
services.
lorida
has argued that universities are idely recognised as bene cial to society and their host cities
lorida
asserts that the most successful metro olitan areas of the United States in the
s ere
ithout e ce tion those that had strong universities lorida
further indicates that the teaching and
research missions of universities are widely accepted and admired by the public, and most people want their
children to go to college and earn a degree. However, recent studies on town-gown relationships suggest
that universities and host communities still e erience di culties hile trying to understand each other
ossible cause of such di culties is the fact that they erceive each other in diﬀerent ays and terms meire
(2009); Onwunari (2010).

Using library outreach to solve the information needs of FUTO host communities

The concept of rural information services stems from the idea that information is a human right owed as
much to the poor, illiterate, isolated and neglected rural dweller, as well as the rich, well educated, endowed
and privileged people of the urban elite. Access to information is vital for rural people in maintaining active
and independent lives. Okiy (2003, 128) asserts that “rural development is a basis for economic development
and information is an important ingredient in the development process”.
It is the responsibility of outreach librarians to engage and educate individuals and groups on the importance
of the library and the services the library oﬀers e lain ho librarians can assist them hysically or virtually
and emphasise why they have to come to the library, rather than waiting for these people to come to the
library on their o n ontenot
otter
and for years academic libraries have engaged in outreach
services which have been accepted as their social responsibilities to the communities Salamon (2016).
In the university host communities relation eﬀective communication is very crucial for understanding eace
coo eration and mutual develo ment of the university and the host communities ormal meetings are
encouraged to identify problems and challenges, discuss expectations and develop professional relationships.
The relationship between universities and communities would be positively enhanced if there existed a wellestablished channel of communication and information services between the parties. In using such medium,
university olicies that aﬀect host communities e g em loyment contracts admission land ac uisition use
of the university’s library, health, and bank facilities, etc.) are explained. This is where the role of the librarian
becomes very valuable In the case of UT even though the outreach as cham ioned by librarians it made
use of rofessionals from diﬀerent units de artments of the university e g School of griculture irectorate
of General Studies, Health Services, Guidance and Counseling Unit, etc. as the need arises. The information
needs of UT
ost ommunities addressed through library outreach are as follo s
•

Land issue: One of the critical issues in the university/Host community relationship in Nigeria is
land matters or a university to be established a minimum land area of
hectares is re uired
by the ational Universities ommission U standard meire
In the case of the ederal
University of Technology
erri UT
igeria an enormous landmass of
hectares Imo
State of igeria o cial gazette
erri
as ac uired onsidering the large e anse of land
ac uired to establish UT in a densely o ulated agrarian area many indred and families lost their
farming lands to the university. There were also complaints of lack of compensation or incomplete
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•

payment. This generated a lot of tension between the university and its host communities. The Host
ommunities elations ommittee led by a librarian had a series of to n hall meetings ith the diﬀerent
communities where adequate information on the land used, the process of land acquisition, payment
of compensation and process of getting some part of their land back if possible were provided. This
was done in conjunction with the University Physical Planning Unit who provided the actual details
of the landmass and the acquisition processes. The introduction of the use of the university library
and the bene t accruable as al ays a focal oint in the to n hall meeting The communities ere
requested to check the original university map available in the library.
Agricultural extension services The UT host community is agrarian and needs information
concerning treated seed/improved varieties, soil conservation, prevention of plant and animal
diseases, weather forecast, farm machinery, recommended thinning practices, fertilizer applications,
proper storage of farm products, marketing techniques, cooperative activities and other agro-cultural
rocesses The university library in con unction ith the School aculty of griculture and gricultural
Technology (SAAT) organises training workshops on the above-stated areas as the need arises. The
University has a well-developed school of agriculture with seven (7) departments and a good collection
of agricultural books and journals in both print and non-print formats in the university library. The
School aculty of griculture and gricultural Technology S T also has a ell e ui ed school
(faculty) library.

To facilitate attendance, the university sometimes provides a vehicle to go to the various communities to
bring participants. These communities are not into commercial farming but subsistence agriculture. They
harvest their crops little by little to feed their families. They, therefore, require special varieties of seeds that
can suit their soil and last long without getting spoilt. At the end of the training workshop, new improved
varieties suitable for their purpose are distributed to them to go and experiment. A team from the School
of Agriculture follows up with the farmers to monitor how they implement ideas from the training. In this
training, the main role of the librarian is in creating awareness, coordination and drawing attention to the
rich collections of agricultural literature to the participants. To enhance understanding and subsequent
application of the workshop fallouts, the training is usually facilitated using the Igbo language, which is the
local language of the people.

IMPACT OF THE OUTREACH SERVICES
Many signi cant testimonies have been given by the farmers on the im act of the M ulima library in their
farming activities. Generally, farmers who have access to information resources and services provided by
SNAL have reported changing their old local farming methods to modern agriculture through the knowledge
provided in the materials collection. The farmers have also been the good marketers of the Mkulima library
to their colleagues to access knowledge for modern agriculture for increased agricultural production.
Exhibitions have been important platforms to attract more public members to visit the library and remotely
access electronic resources oﬀered by S
M ulima library gets around
visitors in the hysical
collections and
every month in the electronic collections Serving the ublic ith access to information
contributes to the attainment of sustainable development goals of quality education and zero hunger due
to im roved farming ll the outreach services oﬀered at S
are im ortant in building an information and
knowledge society.
reciable im acts have been recorded in all the UT library outreaches to varying degrees The number
of visitors from the host communities who patronize the university library has increased but the number
is still signi cantly lo com ared to the o ulation of the host communities The issue of university land
encroachment by the members of the host communities has reduced signi cantly committee no n as
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UT
riginal and
ners has been set u among the host communities
ederal Ministry of and for ossible boundary ad ustment

ho are no

liaising

ith the

There have also been reported improvements in the yields of crops in the host communities following the
use of improved seedlings and agricultural practices as evidenced by the agricultural specialist who followed
up the projects. This has gone a long way in enhancing the relationship between the university and the host
communities.
Many youths from the host communities are now being admitted to study in the university both on merit and
catchment area uota after meeting the due re uirements et een
and
over t o hundred candidates from the host communities ere oﬀered admission to study at UT
n
a reciable number of uali ed youths from the host communities have also been given em loyment at
UT after follo ing due rocesses This has ractically sto ed the regular demonstrations and disru tions
of academic activities in the university by the youths.
The secondary schools that received book donations have continued to appreciate the library for the kind
gesture as they testify that the books have been of immense help to their students.

CHALLENGES OF OUTREACH SERVICES
utreach services for academic libraries re uire resources such as time staﬀ and funding Salamon
Kodikara, Seneviratne, and Punchihewa (2013). One of the challenges faced by both SNAL and the university
library at UT is its outreach rogrammes in nance ittle su ort from the arent institution So oine
University of Agriculture) has enabled successful outreach services currently provided at SNAL. The university
library UT has been able to artially solve this roblem by liaising ith other units de artments in the
university o ever due to limited resources articularly nancial su ort S
and the university library
UT has not achieved their full otential to eﬀectively mar et and ta e information services to the ublic
More resources are needed for African academic libraries to attain the mandate of serving the general public.
Outreach at SNAL is focused on ordinary public individuals particularly farmers with minimum knowledge of
reading and writing in the Swahili language. Unfortunately, there are still many individuals in the country who
cannot read in S ahili due to the high level of illiteracy unguu
Msan ila
It has been a barrier
for information access to the target population of the SNAL outreach services such as Mkulima library.
Access to electronic information resources requires basic skills in the use of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) such as the use of computer and mobile devices; and access to internet services. The
target population of Mkulima library is farmers who largely live in rural areas where some factors include
lack of electricity, poor internet access, lack of access to ICT facilities and lack of information literacy skills are
major issues.
The agricultural extension services have the added problem of follow up. This cannot be done by the library
alone ithout the coo eration of the School aculty of griculture and gricultural Technology Sometimes
the relevant staﬀ from this school may not be readily available thereby ma ing monitoring of rogress and
re orting di cult
Most of the bene ciaries of the outreach rogrammes are old men and omen ho cannot read and rite
in the English language. This makes the usage of the library and the reading of articles almost impossible.
The outreach also faced credibility questions as a good number of the members of the host communities
vie ed the actions as a ay of invading oﬀering admissions obs and contracts to the indigenes
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CONCLUSION
Academic libraries are part of the general community; thus they have a role to play to improve life through
the rovision of information services to the ublic Serving the ublic romotes the eﬀective use of resources
held by universities and builds strong relationships for the development of the general community. Outreach
services also allow academic institutions to put research output into practice. However, the services should
be ell designed based on the articular needs and conte t of the community rom these t o case studies
outreach services are oﬀered under minimal resources of the academic libraries Therefore frican academic
libraries should be em o ered ith more resources such as staﬀ nance and time to im rove outreach
rogrammes hich in uences community develo ment
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ABSTRACT: Information is a key resource for any sector in a country. In Zambia, a lot of developmental
eﬀorts are being channeled to achieving the 7th National Development Plan (7NDP). The goal of
the 7NDP is to create a diversiﬁed and resilient economy for sustained growth and socio- economic
transformation that is being driven amongst others, by agriculture. It is for this reason that various
stakeholders, including librarians, involved in promoting agriculture need to ensure that farmers
have the necessary resources to increase productivity. Zambia has about 1.5 million small-scale
farmers. For farmers to make sound decisions, they require timely information, in a format that is
easy to understand. With this, it is imperative that libraries in Zambia align some of their services
to meeting the demands of these farmers. Libraries are key in helping to improve farmers’ lives and
livelihoods by connecting them to information and providing other skills and resources needed to
better their agricultural activities. The objectives of this study included: to determine how small-scale
farmers in Zambia looked for information; to determine the challenges that small scale farmers faced
in acquiring the needed information in their work; and to explore the ways in which libraries and
librarians in Zambia could take advantage of various opportunities that were available to help meet
information needs of small scale farmers.
KEYWORDS: libraries, small-scale farmers, information needs, information seeking behavior, farmers.

INTRODUCTION
The agricultural sector is an important instrument for development and a source of livelihood in Africa. In
Zambia, the 7th National Development Plan (7NDP) which runs from 2017 to 2021 prioritizes creating a
diversi ed and resilient economy for sustained gro th and socio economic transformation driven among
others by agriculture ith the theme ccelerating develo ment eﬀorts to ards the ision
ithout
leaving anyone behind”, this integrated approach recognizes the multi-faceted and interlinked nature of
sustainable development which calls for interventions to be tackled simultaneously through a coordinated
approach to implementing development programmes Zambia. Ministry of National Development Planning
(2017). The 7NDP is in principal a policy document that outlines the Zambia’s government’s desired
developmental outcomes as well as the accompanying strategies and programmes. This approach involves
various stakeholders working together and leaving no one behind. National development agendas are
important because they help shape many government spending activities as well as help determine programme
priorities. It is a well-known fact that information plays a key role in decision making. The International
ederation of ibrary ssociations and Institutions I
believes that increasing access to information
and knowledge across society, assisted by the availability of Information and Communications Technologies
(ICTs), supports sustainable development and improves people’s lives. The Zambian government is promoting
agriculture to diversify the economy away from an overreliance on mining. Agriculture contributes about 19
percent to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and employs three quarters of the population. The Zambia
territory is
million hectares
m out of hich
million hectares is classi ed as medium
to high otential for agriculture roduction ambia Ministry of isheries and ivestoc
Simatele
and inns
also agree hen they say that agriculture ma es a signi cant contribution to the food
basket of many urban households in Zambia. With so much potential with regards to farming and national
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develo ment it is im ortant that all sta eholders involved ma e all the eﬀorts ossible to su ort farming
in Zambia. Garforth (2001) believes that knowledge about the information needs and information seeking
behavior of small scale farmers is crucial to eﬀectively satisfy their information needs and develo demand
led extension and advisory services. In addition, Lesaoana-Tshabalala (2003) also agrees that with relevant
agricultural knowledge and information, farmers could improve their work to sustain agriculture and also
bene t economically
Agriculture in Zambia is one of the key priority sectors that contribute to economic growth and poverty
reduction. The Zambian agricultural sector comprises crops, livestock, and aquaculture. There are three
broad categories of farmers: small-scale, medium, and large-scale. Small-scale farmers are generally
subsistence producers of staple foods with occasional marketable surplus. Medium-scale farmers produce
maize and a few other cash crops for the market. Large-scale farmers produce various crops for the local and
e ort mar ets Most ambians are subsistence farmers ambia Ministry of isheries and ivestoc
ccording to the ambia ational armers Union farmers in ambia are categorized as small scale farmers
and commercial farmers; the former being those farming up to 10 hectares of land and the latter farming
above 10 hectares. Small-scale farmers play a vital role in promoting food security, yet they have to cope with
numerous challenges ranging from farming inputs to market access. It is for this reason that libraries, which
are amongst the stakeholders in national development, must ensure that they align some of their services to
supporting small-scale farmers.
Libraries, especially public ones are strategic institutions, and if well managed, can be very instrumental
in supporting small-scale farmers. All libraries regardless of type have the capacity to support information
needs of small scale farmers lectronic Information for ibraries I
re ort that ublic libraries are
eﬀective develo ment artners hel ing im rove farmers lives and incomes according to the ne ly released
im act assessment results of ve innovative ublic library services ith about
million small scale farmers
in Zambia, it became imperative to ascertain their information needs and to also establish what role public
libraries in Zambia can play to support their work. This is cardinal because small-scale farmers need relevant
and timely access to information in their day-to-day farming activities. No studies have been done in the
recent past to ascertain what libraries in Zambia can do to help farmers access the relevant information that
they need to carry out their activities eﬀectively This study ho ed to establish not only the information needs
of small-scale farmers in Zambia, but to also make suggestions to libraries and librarians on what they could
do to help the small-scale farmers.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study included the following:
•
•
•

To determine how small-scale farmers in Zambia looked for information;
To determine the challenges that small-scale farmers faced in acquiring the needed information in
their work;
To explore the ways in which libraries and librarians in Zambia could take advantage of various
opportunities that were available to help meet information needs of small-scale farmers.

METHODOLOGY
This study targeted about 100 small-scale farmers across Zambia using random sampling. An online survey
tool, eSurv, was used to collect information from small-scale farmers and to analyze some of the data
received The lin to the uestionnaire as shared ith the ational Union for Small Scale armers in ambia
US
hich subse uently shared the lin
ith its members via t o aceboo grou s Small scale
armers farming as business and
o a omen in gro usiness The study used both uantitative and
qualitative approaches. Interviews were used to collect data from Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Respondents: gender, qualifications and source of income

This study had a res onse of
from the survey that as shared on various farmers fora f these
ere males and
ere females bout
had a secondary school uali cation hilst the ma ority
had some form of tertiary uali cations The survey also revealed that
of the small scale farmers
had other sources of income a art from farming and
indicated that they solely de ended on farming
Small scale farming is done by diﬀerent eo le regardless of level of education This study revealed that
most respondents had tertiary education. It was also interesting to see the number of female small-scale
farmers in Zambia. Women constitute an important part of urban farmers, since agriculture and related
processing and selling activities, among others, can often be more easily combined with their other tasks in
the household. The ability of small-scale farmers to earn a living income is critical to ensure their viability and
economic success. Small-scale farmers play a critical role in the global food system. Their success depends on
having ade uate resources to manage the ris s of gro ing food cro s engaging ith ro table and e uitable
markets, and a governance environment that supports small-scale farmers Oxfam (2018). In Zambia, it was
evident from the ndings that or ers in formal em loyment also engaged in some form of agricultural
activities.
It is encouraging to note that despite having formal employment, people still saw the need to engage in smallscale farming which is a positive trend for the growth of Zambia.

Distribution of small-scale farmers across Zambia

bout
of the artici ants that too art in the survey carried out their small scale farming in usa a
rovince about
did it from Southern rovince The remaining rovinces all had less than
of the
participants carrying out their small-scale farming activities there.
The majority of participants were from the urban area, an indicator that more people in the urban areas were
taking up farming as an alternative source of income aside formal employment. With the creation of highly
populated areas due to the growing number of people migrating to urban areas because of poverty, there has
been an increase in urban farming to counter food insecurity and provide a source of livelihood. According
to Simatele
urban agriculture in frica has been identi ed as an im ortant income generation and
survival strategy among poor and not so poor households.

Formal training in farming/agriculture

hen as ed hether the small scale farmers had formal training in agricultural related courses about
indicated that they did not and about
indicated that they had The ma ority of res ondents in the survey
did not have uali cations in agricultural related courses hich created a ga in no ledge needed for their
agricultural related activities. This is an opportunity for libraries to provide information for these small-scale
farmers to help them obtain the knowledge needed to promote their agricultural activities. The majority of
farmers were therefore mainly using experience hence the need for more specialized information to support
them.

Experience in small-scale farming

hen as ed ho many years the small scale farmers had been engaged in farming the ndings revealed
that the ma ority of the res ondents in this survey amounting to about
had bet een and years
e erience in farming about
had over
years e erience about
had e erience of bet een
and
years and about
had e erience for less than one year The ma ority of res ondents having
been engaged in farming in the last ve years may be an indication that the occu ation has become an
important aspect contributing to national development in terms of food security. It may also be due to other
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economic conditions to supplement on their income, since the majority also had other sources of income as
indicated in

Type of farming

When asked what kind of farming the small-scale farmers were engaged in, it was revealed that the majority,
about
ere involved in both livestoc and cro farming about
ere involved in only cro farming
and only about
ere involved in livestoc farming alone This is as sho n belo in Table
Table 1: Type of farming
Type of farming

No. of farmers

%

Livestock and crop (mixed)

66

75

Crop only

19

21.6

Livestock only

3

In Zambia, government’s emphasis to make agriculture a major contributor to the country’s gross domestic
product is not only focused on diversifying from overdependence on copper, the country’s major foreign
exchange earner, but also on the need for farmers to grow other food and cash crops, increase livestock
roduction and invest in sh farming among other ventures aimed at contributing to economic develo ment
and poverty reduction Zambia Daily Mail (2018).

Sources of information related to farming

Respondents were asked to tick the sources of information for farming that they used. The following
information in igure indicated the results

Figure 1: Sources of information
igure above revealed that the ma ority of the res ondents in this survey
relied mainly on fello
farmers and the use of the internet as their sources of farming related information bout
obtained
their information from friends about
used agro dealers as their sources about
used agricultural
coo eratives and the television as sources
used the radio and
used farmers associations
used e tension o cers as sources of information
used ne s a ers and about
used libraries
and/or information centres as sources of farming information.
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Information is key in decision making regardless of the sector concerned. Mgbenka (2016) observes that
information is an essential ingredient in agricultural development programmes. It is for this reason that key
contributors to national growth such as small-scale farmers have ready access to relevant information.
Mass media plays a critical role in disseminating information to the masses and it constitutes the main vehicle
for wide and rapid transmission of information to farmers. Mgbakor (2013) supports this assertion when he
says that the mass media have a vital role to play in the communication of agricultural information among
the literate farmers Small scale farmers have not been left out in bene ting from these sources rom the
results above in igure small scale farmers used the internet radio television and ne s a ers as some of
their sources of information. These are some of the most common platforms for mass media.
The above ndings sho that fello farmers and the use of the internet to ed the list ith about
using them as sources of information. Libraries can take advantage of this by facilitating for a fora or platform
here farmers could have discussions ith fello farmers on im ortant issues aﬀecting farming
Information is an important resource in modern agriculture. The developments in Information and
Communication Technologies must be embraced in promoting and supporting current trends in agriculture.
Technology has the otential to facilitate e cient access to useful information even remotely This facilitates
eﬀective decision ma ing The modern farmer is an entre reneur ho tries to gro right cro s and animals
in the most ro table ay and as evident from the results in
these farmers have other obs so time is a
factor. They need so much information to support them in their farming activities, but they seldom have the
time to visit libraries physically. The use of the internet is a great opportunity to support such farmers. With
the majority of them having some form of tertiary education, it even becomes easier to provide e-resources
to support their activities. With the current times, there is a lot of information in electronic format that
libraries can ensure they ac uire on farming and ac age it accordingly This ould greatly bene t farmers
that access the library resources.
ver a third of the res ondents used television and radio as sources of information as sho n in gure
above nd about
of the res ondents used ne s a ers as sources of information adio is one of the
most res onsible and e cient mass medium for disseminating information re uired for mobilizing farmers
to participate actively in agricultural activities and programmes.
Lumpa observes that the media in Zambia plays the role of informing, educating and entertaining the general
public (personal communication, June 19, 2019). With regards to informing and educating, the media has
a number of social and economic issues such as health, education, science, agriculture etc. on which they
inform and educate the public. Therefore, the media reports on or produces programmes on these subjects
in a general manner. However, when it comes to Agricultural Information, the Government through the
Ministry of Agriculture has a dedicated Department called the National Agricultural Information Services
(NAIS) which is mandated to inform and educate the public on various agricultural issues. NAIS uses Zambia
National Broadcasting Corporation (ZNBC) television and radio and sometimes community radio stations to
disseminate agricultural information.
On ZNBC television and radio, the following are some of the programmes produced by NAIS: Lima Time
T
oice of the armer
adio
arm Magazine
adio
ural ote oo
adio
ll
ocal
languages armers ote oo
adio
ll
ocal languages adio arm orum
adio and arming
Today – Radio 2 produced by Zambia News and Information Services (ZANIS)
With the increase in the number of media houses in Zambia, it is necessary for libraries to partner with these
in disseminating information to small-scale farmers. Media Institute for Southern Africa (MISA) Zambia (2019)
re orts that ambia has about
television stations
commercial radio stations
community radio
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stations across the country. In addition, Zambia has six daily newspapers and two weekly ones. Libraries can
identify which ones are convenient to work with and ascertain what programmes to work with.
Lumpa further observes that media institutions like ZNBC and other print media report and produce
rogrammes on agriculture as one oﬀ re orts and roductions ersonal communication une
The recordings of these programmes can be accessed through the respective institutions that produce them
such as NAIS, as ZNBC is only used as a platform to broadcast the programmes.
bout
of the res ondents used farming coo eratives as sources for their information The overnment
of Zambia, through the Seventh National Development Plan (7NDP) has acknowledged the important role
cooperatives play in national development. The 7NDP emphasizes the use of cooperatives as a model to
contribute to job creation and poverty reduction. The Government also seeks to diversify the cooperative
model into sectors other than agriculture with emphasis on realigning the cooperatives to operate as business
entities that can create employment and income generating activities (Zambia: Ministry of Commerce, Trade
and Industry 2018). Until recently, the idea of Cooperatives in Zambia was largely associated with agricultural
activities as they have been a conduit for transmitting agricultural inputs to farmers. However, as stated
earlier, in the recent past, there has been renewed interest and focus on the general use of Cooperatives by
the ambian overnment This is because the overnment no sees oo eratives as an eﬀective vehicle to
mop up rural capital for investment and contribute to national development.
The main loan roducts oﬀered by inancial oo eratives include ordinary loans emergency or soft loans
and agricultural loans
s charge interest rates on their loans ranging from
to as high as
It is
therefore important that libraries do their research to avail this important information to farmers who may
need such important information.
When asked whether the farmers had other sources of information other than from the list that was provided,
it as revealed that the follo ing ere also sources of farming related information armers magazines
Social media latforms such as hats
grou s for farmers and aceboo grou s for farmers or sho s
trainings on farming (conducted by various people: seasoned farmers, livestock specialists, conferences and
seminars for farmers agricultural e os and sho s lace of or eld days for farmers boo s on farming
(purchased) and experts with technical support (at a fee).
hen further as ed if the res ondents found the information from these sources useful
said yes and
said sometimes lthough the ma ority of res ondents relied on fello farmers friends and internet for
information related to farming, and also additionally stated that most of the information provided was useful,
it is important that institutions such as libraries support farmers by facilitating and/or helping disseminate
information about activities that rovide e ert information for farmers rom the additional sources above
which the farmers indicated were also their sources of information, it is evident that workshops, trainings,
seminars agricultural e os and sho s eld days etc still ma e u great sources of information It therefore
takes organized institutions like libraries to create awareness to farmers about these, document or stock
information about them and ensure farmers are updated with all such activities.
The ood and griculture rganization
observed that farmers can im rove agricultural
productivity and ensure food security when up-to-date information is provided using appropriate languages
and formats and delivered through proper communication channels. Libraries should take advantage of this
need for up-to-date information by making it easily accessible.

Kind of information sought

The small-scale farmers that took part in this survey were asked as to what kind of information they sought
from various sources The results as indicated in igure belo revealed that about
sought information
on est disease control about
sought on agricultural technology about
sought information
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on mar et sources for their roduce about
sought information on agricultural in uts about
sought information related to training for farmers about
sought information on smart farming hilst
sought information on credit loan facilities
Respondents were also given an opportunity to indicate other kinds of information they sought apart from
the options that were itemized. The following were the responses:
•
•

Best crops to grow in certain areas
Modern and up-to-date ways of farming
arming grants
ther ro table agricultural ventures

Figure 2: Kind of information farmers sought
igure above sho s the inds of information that small scale farmers in ambia sought from various
sources To ing the list as information on est and disease control hich accounted for
as sho n
above ests and diseases can have adverse and damaging eﬀects on agricultural roduction ests and
diseases may cause roblems by damaging cro s and food roduction as ell as infesting livestoc
estimates that u to
of the losses in annual cro roduction orld ide are the result of ests
When these losses are combined with postharvest losses, they account for almost one-half of the world’s
otential food su ly creating a food de cit It is therefore im erative that libraries rioritize disseminating
information related to disease prevention and pest control. In times of disease outbreaks, libraries must be
in the forefront to disseminate and advertise prevention and control measures.
gricultural technology as rated second ith
of the res ondents see ing such related information
for their farming needs. With changing times, and the advancement of technology, farmers are appreciating
the need to embrace change by applying modern techniques to control the growth and harvesting of animal
and vegetable roducts
observes that modern farming technologies have eased the burden of
hard labour for many farmers worldwide. However, many of the world’s farmers, mainly small-scale farmers,
still lac the technology to e ciently rea their cro s arming technologies are crucial to the evolution of the
farming industry. It is therefore encouraging to see that information on agricultural technology was sought
by many of the respondents in this survey. It is worth noting that best modern practices in farming could
im rove small scale farmers ro ts and increase roductivity
Information on mar et sources as also highly rated as sho n in igure
Mizinga
observed that
small scale farmers often faced di culties in roduction and mar eting of their roduce as they usually sold
their produce individually at the farm gate to middlemen or on local markets at given prices. This reduces
farmers to price takers irrespective of the costs they incur in the production and marketing process. It is
therefore important that small-scale farmers are availed with the necessary information on where they could
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sell their products. Libraries, being custodians of information, must ensure that they source the relevant
marketing information and make it easily accessible to farmers.

Use of libraries/information centres

When asked whether the respondents visited libraries and/or information centres, it was revealed that of the
res ondents about
used libraries and about
did not
Of the respondents who visited the library or information centre, when asked how often they visited libraries,
the farmers’ responses were as indicated in Table 2 below:
Table 2: Visit to libraries
Use of libraries
Very often

Respondents

%

6

20.7

Often

13.8

Sometimes

8

27.6

Rarely

10

37.9

Table above sho s that about
of the small scale farmers that visited libraries rarely visited them
o ever about
visited the libraries often about
indicating that they visited the libraries often
about
indicating that they visited them sometimes
The participating farmers were asked to state what kind of information they sought from libraries – whether
related to farming or not The results revealed that about
of the small scale farmers sought farming
related information The ind of information sought as as discussed in
In addition it as observed that
the farmers also sought other kinds of information from libraries that were not related to farming such as
general ction reading research in their res ective rofessional elds current aﬀairs and children s reading
resources, amongst others. This result creates an opportunity for libraries to beef up resources on farming
needs; after all, over a third of the small-scale farmers already accessed library services even for non-farming
related reasons. Since most farmers have other professional occupations and educational needs, libraries
can provide services to support both their formal professions as well as farming related information. This
might even increase the frequency of visits of such members to libraries or where electronic resources are
available, an increase in the use of such resources.

Challenges faced in seeking information for farming

armers ere as ed hat challenges they faced hen see ing information related to farming igure
sho s the ndings

belo

Figure 3: challenges faced by farmers in seeking information
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igure above sho s the challenges that small scale farmers that too art in this survey faced in see ing
information for farming bout
indicated that the inability to nd reliable sources of information for
farming as the biggest challenge about
indicated that not having a library or information centre
ithin radius as a challenge about
alluded to unreliable internet availability as a challenge about
said that oor communication net or as also a challenge and about
indicated that too much
information around as a challenge ther challenges identi ed included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Having scanty useful data;
Unavailability of tension
cers
Lack of packaged information for farmers in Zambia;
Inadequate online resources about farming in Zambia as most information available is on other
countries;
Inadequate agro specialized easy reference services;
Unable to nd the actual farming information anted
Sometimes available farming information is outdated;
The library visited does not stock agriculture information;
Inability to access information on funding to support farmers;
here to nd the ans ers I am loo ing for and ho or here to as

To ing the list as the fact that
of small scale farmers did not have reliable sources of information
and
indicated the lac of a library information centre ithin radius This is an o ortunity for libraries
and librarians to promote information literacy amongst farmers with regards to how they sought information
from various sources. The results revealed that in as much as farming related information was available,
it was not always well packaged and localized for easy use by small-scale farmers in Zambia. In fact, some
respondents indicated that there was more farming related information on other countries unlike Zambia
especially on the internet. Libraries role is to provide timely and relevant information in the format that is
convenient to the users. The provision of farming information in electronic format must be fully explored by
libraries as farmers did state that this is the way to go especially with the current changing times.
Suggestions on what services libraries can do to help farmers
The participants in this survey were asked what they thought libraries should or can do to support them as
farmers. The following were the suggestions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Libraries to assess the information needs of farmers and then stock resources with appropriate
information;
Stocking adequate current resources on farming in general as well as latest news on farming;
Libraries to acquire well written practical agricultural articles and guidelines on various aspects of
farming;
Stocking documentaries on farming which farmers can access;
Stock journals and magazines and other research related documents on farming trends and
challenges;
Documented information on how to grow a variety of crops in Zambia;
Sensitize farmers on farming related information available in libraries. Libraries need to market their
products and services;
Sensitize farmers on Government policies relating to farming;
Stoc ing and or facilitating translation of boo s into local languages for local farmers to bene t
Information corners on agriculture here diﬀerent inds of information sought can be found in the
shortest possible time;
ibraries to rovide guidance on here to nd information relating to farming es ecially on e resources
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Libraries to be active in providing information about serious national outbreaks (like the army worms)
and what farmers should do to avoid or overcome such;
Libraries to help promote and facilitate the use of localized apps for farmers;
Libraries to support promote and even initiate Open Days for farmers;
Libraries to provide facilities such as computers and internet for farmers to access online resources;
Libraries to help create fora where farmers can help exchange information with fellow farmers or
other specialists;
Libraries to provide remote e-resources to farmers with cutting edge technologies;
Stock information on customised crops per region in Zambia, crop rotation and their related challenges
in management;
Stock information on genuine sources for inputs as a lot of fake products are available on the market;
Libraries to promote e-resources on farming since the number of libraries in the country cannot cater
for all farmers across the country. It is now easier to access e-resources than physical books.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following were the recommendations:
•

•
•
•

Libraries must create partnerships with agricultural organizations such as Zambia Agricultural
Research Institute, NAIS and other media houses to ensure that information is made available to small
scale farmers as and when needed;
Libraries must fully explore the provision of e-resources to support the small-scale farmers in Zambia;
Libraries must provide a platform for holding awareness activities such as seminars, workshops and
demonstrations to farmers;
Libraries must be proactive in collecting information on availability of loans and other support services
for farmers and package and disseminate it accordingly.

CONCLUSION
Many people in Zambia are appreciating having some land to produce some crops and sometimes even
keep livestock. This comes with its own challenges and as such small-scale farmers need support to ensure
that their produce is good. Libraries must support small-scale farmers by ensuring that information needed
to carry out agricultural activities even on a small-scale is made available and accessed. Many small-scale
farmers have no formal training in these farming related activities so providing them with useful and timely
information ill be bene cial and increase roductivity This ill hel su ort governments eﬀorts to ma e
Zambia a self-sustaining country in terms of food security.
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ABSTRACT: Cancer indigenous knowledge (CIK) through ethnobotanical research has been able to
identify plants with anti-cancer agents. These medicinal plants are used to prevent and treat various
types of cancer to improve the survival rate and quality of life. This study aimed to examine the CIK
practices in Uganda. The study-speciﬁc objectives included: to establish the information needs of the
cancer patients in Uganda; to identify the types of cancers in Uganda; to examine the CIK practices in
Uganda (CIK); to examine the factors that could either promote or hinder the access and utilisation of
CIK in Uganda. A phenomenological research design with a qualitative approach was adopted. Data
were collected through face-to-face in-depth interviews with the CIK practitioners, cancer patients,
and managers of CIK to ascertain the CIK practices in Uganda. The ﬁndings show that factors that
facilitated access were: side eﬀects from conventional treatment, information from trusted sources,
availability of herbs, and the increased interest in CIK. The study further identiﬁed factors hindering
access which include: non-documentation, non-government support, poor perception of CIK, and
lastly, non-availability of the documented CIK. Lastly, the study recommends that the government
of Uganda through the MoH should streamline traditional medicine into the health system; CIK
practitioners to engage in research and promote documentation of the available CIK practices; IK
practitioners to carry out public sensitization on what IK is and what it is not.
KEYWORDS: cancer, cancer indigenous knowledge, indigenous knowledge, Uganda.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Cancer has had a major impact across the world. This non-communicable disease is a burgeoning global
health and economic roblem annon et al
ain inca acitation mutilation side eﬀects associated
with cancer treatment, cost, and death, have compelled several cancer patients to seek alternative sources
of remedies such as cancer indigenous knowledge (CIK) practices. CIK through ethnobotanical research has
been able to identify plants with anti-cancer agents Aremu, Ncama, and Omotayo (2019, 16). These medicinal
plants are used to prevent and treat various types of cancer to improve survival rates and quality of life. It
is also believed that the use of traditional medicine compared to chemotherapy, for instance, is essential to
healthcare because it is rst of all aﬀordable assumed to be accessible and ith no ma or side eﬀects hence
a preferred treatment option Segun, Ogbole, and Ajaiyeoba (2018, 63).
More than
of cancer atients in uro e are using com lementary and alternative medicine
M in
the form of medicinal herbs or remedies to manage the symptoms, improve the quality of life, and possibly
because it is cost eﬀective ancer atients turn to herbal medicines because of oor rognosis and ra id
physical decline Molassiotis et al. (2005, 251); Bahall (2017, 9). Cancer medicinal herbs used include nettle
leaves/teas, thyme, green tea, mistletoe, Ovosan (a locally produced tablet combining many herbs), selenium,
ginseng, gingko biloba, and echinacea, blood salts, aloe vera, olive leaves, lupine extracts (angelica) and
multivitamins In the US the use of M has steadily increased and it is used by a o ulation of bet een
and
of the atients diagnosed ith cancer This is in an attem t to reduce radiation or chemothera y
side eﬀects manage disease sym toms im rove immunity and romote health uc ner et al. (2018, 277). In
China, traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is an alternative treatment for cancer that plays an important role
during the entire course of cancer treatment like chemotherapy or radiotherapy stages and improving post270
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operative symptoms like nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, pain, appetite, and fatigue Qi et al. (2015, 16). Examples
of medicinal plants include ginkgo, kava kava, grapefruit, and St John’s wort Qi et al. (2015).
The use of indigenous medicinal knowledge in developing countries has been part of therapeutic practices.
In sub-Saharan Africa, indigenous medicine is essential to healthcare mainly because it is accessible and
aﬀordable Segun gbole and aiyeoba
urthermore atients use I because of their faith and
beliefs, disappointment in conventional treatment, toxic conventional treatment and to relieve symptoms of
the cancer conventional treatment Yarney et al. (
In Uganda the use of ethnomedicine is above
especially in rural areas, with the government in the process of integrating it into the main health care system
Tugume et al. (2016, 1). Cancer patients use ethnomedicine because of health systems related barriers (longdistance, transport costs, queues, unavailability of drugs), health workers’ related barriers (discrimination,
bribes, language) individual patients’ characteristics, and socio-cultural beliefs related to the convenience,
and its readily available lo cost and high e cacy of traditional medicines M a a et al.
I has been
around for decades, however, there is limited literature on the use of CIK practices in Uganda.
This study aimed to e amine the I ractices in Uganda The study s eci c ob ectives include To establish
the information needs of the cancer patients in Uganda, 2) To identify the types of cancers in Uganda, 3) To
e amine I ractices in Uganda and To e amine the factors that could either romote or hinder access
and utilisation of CIK in Uganda.

METHODOLOGY
The study adopted a phenomenological research design. This design and approach were used because
the researchers intended to maximize the depth of information collected; therefore, the study used semistructured interviews especially for the cancer patients and this allowed the researchers to delve into the
perceptions, understandings, and feelings of the study participants since they had lived or experienced
or worked with people under the cancer ordeal. The population of the study included cancer patients,
indigenous knowledge managers/researchers, and CIK practitioners. The study population was purposefully
sampled. In this study, eleven participants were purposively sampled. They included; seven cancer patients,
two CIK managers/researchers, and two CIK practitioners. Data were collected through face-to-face in-depth
interviews with the CIK practitioners, cancer patients, and managers of CIK to ascertain the CIK practices in
Uganda. Additionally, a detailed document review was conducted using online resources such as Scopus,
Google scholar. PubMed, and ethnomedical publications. Interview recordings were transcribed for data
analysis. The transcripts together with the notes from the interviews were coded. The researchers extracted
broad descriptive categories such as information needs, types of cancer, plant species, factors promoting access,
and factors hindering access.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The ndings belo

ere resented according to the ob ectives of the study

Information needs of cancer patients

The study shows that cancer patients were interested in acquiring information about: the type of cancer they
have been diagnosed ith the medical e erts in that ty e of cancer cancer treatment side eﬀects other
alternative treatment in case there is any, how best they can care for themselves regarding nutrition and the
cost of treatment. However, it was noted that some cancer patients fail to get access to such information
especially from their physicians yet they are the most trusted sources. As shared by one respondent;
“The doctor is a very busy man; I always fail to ask him for information even when I want to
because I need to be mindful of all those people waiting outside to see him. I have always
relied on other people for information like my children, friends, and the radio”
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This shows that cancer patients require information to guide them in their treatment and management
of cancer but there are some unmet information needs and this corroborates ith aller et al.
ho noted that cancer information needs are many but they are often unful lled In studies carried out by
Noh et al. (2009, 1278), they noted that cancer patients believe in the importance of knowing the nature of
treatment and ho their bodies ill res ond to it and if there are any ossible side eﬀects to atch out for
Shea udgell ostaras Myhill and agen
further noted that atients can access information
from their doctors, family, friends, and media.

Types of cancer

The study established that the most common cancers in Uganda are cervical cancer, prostate cancer, breast
cancer, Kaposis sarcoma, Burkitt’s lymphoma, lung cancer, skin cancer, cancer of the bone, cancer of the
eye, cancer of the colon, and cancer of the blood. This is supported by the Uganda Cancer Institute report
published in The Observer (2019), which stipulated that 22,000 Ugandans have succumbed to various types
of cancer like in women most common cancers are breast cancer, cancer of the cervix, and kaposis sarcoma,
lymphoma, cancer of the stomach, and liver cancer. In males, prostate cancer, cancer of the esophagus, liver,
and lymphoma, were highly detected while the most common in children were leukemia, Burkitt’s lymphoma,
kidney, and sarcomas.

CIK practices in Uganda

One of the themes that came up during the interviews was CIK practices, which included the use of herbal
and conventional treatment. The study revealed that most of the cancer patients were using plants in the
course of managing cancer.
Figure 1: African Cherry (Prunus Africana) Entasesa
The ndings from the study re orted that the leaves and bar
from this wonder anti-cancer tree are boiled and the water
is given to cancer patients for drinking. One respondent
mentioned that “this was the ﬁrst herb I was advised to plant when
I was diagnosed with cancer…as you can see it has now grown into a
tree”. This corroborates with Komakech and Kang (2019, 1), who
reported African Cherry’s ethnopharmacological potential in the
management and treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia,
prostate cancer, skin infections, and healing wounds.

Figure 2: Marijuana (Cannabis) or Njaga
The study also revealed the use of marijuana in the treatment of
cancer It is either sniﬀed smo ed or boiled and ta en as syru
As one participant shyly commented that “I use njaga to reduce the
pains and nausea from the cancer treatment. Although every time
I use it I become so sleepy, it is like taking morphine”. This agrees
with a study carried by Machado et al.
ho re orted
that patients prepared cannabis to reduce vomiting and nausea
caused by chemothera y treatment urthermore brams
12), noted that cannabis combats anorexia, chemotherapyinduced vomiting, and nausea, pain, depression, and insomnia.
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Figure 3: Aloe vera
The study ndings sho that aloe vera leaves can either be
blended with juices or boiled and then you drink the water. As
noted by one respondent, “I blend the fresh leaves with other fruits
and drink, it is sour but I am now used to its taste. I was informed
that it stops the growth of new blood vessels where cancer cells grow”.
This agrees with Rajeswari et al.
that uids from the
aloe vera leaves promote regeneration of human normal cells,
reduces ains and in ammation and also enhances the healing
in the wounded cell monolayers.

The ndings revealed that many cancer atients ate fresh fruits
or blended the fruits to make juice for drinking. Examples of the fruits mentioned included beetroot, soursop,
carrots, etc. The participants indicated that they get the available fruits mix all of them in a blender and
extract juice from them. This juice is then taken three times a day in a big mug of 500mls. Usually, the juice is
taken thirty minutes before every major meal.
One participant explained that:
“I make juice from an assortment of various fruits such as beetroot, soursop, and carrots,
then I drink a glass thirty minutes before my major meals. This helps my body to absorb all
the required nutrients to ﬁght cancer in my body”.

Figure 6: Beetroot
The participants in the study shared that they use beetroot
to increase their blood levels. One of the respondents who
re orted that she as suﬀering from leu emia noted that she
makes juice out of the beetroots.

Figure 7: Guanabana Soursop
Soursop is another commonly used plant by cancer patients to
kill malignancy cells in various cancer. It is commonly known as
the “cancer cure fruit”.One particular respondent remarked that “I
sometimes blend the fruits to make juice or boil the leaves and drink
the water”. Okoro-Shekwaga and Osunde (2013, 1) reported that
soursop leaves, seeds, and skin are used in traditional medicine
used in the treatment of cancer
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Figure 8: Garlic
The study further revealed that cancer patients use garlic in
boosting their immunity. As noted by a particular respondent,
“I always have garlic in the house, I blend it with other juices and
drink. I also use it in preparing our meals” Petrovic et al. (2018,
re orted that garlic e tracts are bene cial in giving better
therapeutic outcome, stops the proliferation of cancer cells and
reduces cancers in breast cancer.

The respondents indicated that they regularly ate greens in one of their two main meals to improve their
immunity. They mentioned greens such as amaranthus, Sukuma wiki, spinach, gyobo, and comfrey. As one
participant noted: “My daughter who is a market vendor sends me greens every after two days. I was advised to
either steam or boil the greens not to lose the nutrients”
Figure 9: Amaranthus (Amaranthaceae) or dodo
The leaves from this plant are boiled and taken by the cancer
patients to boost immunity.

Figure 8: Comfrey
The comfrey is boiled, and the water is drunk to cure pain in the
bones

Figure 9: Rosemary
The rosemary herb has anti-cancer properties. The respondents
shared that rosemary is prepared by drying the leaves, pounding
them, and adding the powder to tea. Pérez-Sánchez et al. (2019,
1) revealed that the rosemary extract inhibits various cancer
progression and metastasis.
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Figure 10: Black seed plant (Nigella sativa)
The black seed plant are added to hot water and the concoction
is taken lukewarm. Black seeds contain thymoquinone, which is
an antio idant and anti in ammatory com ound that may also
have tumor-reducing properties.

Factors promoting access and utilisation of CIK in Uganda
Side effects from conventional treatment
This was one of the reasons why many cancer patients turn to CIK. One particular respondent noted that; “…
most of the cancer patients turn to our traditional herbs to ﬁght oﬀ the side eﬀects as a result of the treatment they
receive from hospitals like chemotherapy…”
There are several traditional herbs which are used by the cancer patients to help in addressing the side
eﬀect hich arise from treatments li e chemothera y radiation The herbal medicine ith its lo to icity
and minimal side eﬀects hmad et al.
are being used to minimise the harmful side eﬀects of the
drugs Iqbal et al. (2017, 1130).

A trusted source of information
nother im ortant nding as that cancer atients use I because the information
parties like one particular respondent who said that:

as got from trusted

“I have a friend who is a doctor, he has on several occasions pointed out herbs for me to use
to address some of the illnesses brought on by cancer or the eﬀects, I look around for the
herbs and if I can’t ﬁnd it I request one of my daughters to buy it from Nakasero market.”
The study also revealed that CIK is used to complement the conventional treatment, as noted by one
respondent; “I have leukemia and instead of chemo the doctor prescribed Livic. I do use some herbs in boosting
and stabilizing my platelets but this does not mean I stopped using Livic”.
This shows that cancer patients use conventional and herbal medicines concurrently in the management of
the illness.

Availability of herbs
The study further revealed that the readily available herbs promote the use of CIK, as noted by one respondent;
“Most of the herbal plants are readily available around my home, for some that I don’t have, I normally ask around
the village.”
The use of I is enhanced by the accessibility availability and aﬀordability of traditional medicine This
agrees with a study carried out in Nigeria Oladele, Alade, and Omobuwajo (2011), which reported that the
rural o ulation embraces traditional medicine because of the inaccessibility and unaﬀordability of orthodo
medicine. It is further supported by Ahmad et al. (2017, 196) that African plants have unlimited availability
throughout the year.
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Increased interest
Lastly, the study showed that CIK of late is receiving a lot of attention as noted by one respondent that;
“The public interest is increasing because the trends are growing. With recent studies and
scientiﬁc improvements where we see drugs coming out of plants, and other countries
embracing herbal medicine like Japan, Korea, China, even in Europe. This is a wake-up call
for African countries to start embracing theirs.”
This supports Segun, Ogbole, and Ajaiyeoba (2018: 68), who noted that over the years, herbal medicine has
gained wide acceptance because of the publicity associated with herbal medicine events. Additionally, many
studies are substantiating the importance and utilisation of plants in the treatment of diseases like cancer
Aremu, Ncama, and Omotayo (2019: 8). Lastly, the growth of traditional medicine in the market has led
atients to these services aroo ui et al.

Factors hindering access and utilisation of CIK in Uganda

The study revealed that the following factors hindering the access and utilization of CIK in Uganda:

Poor documentation
This was one of the factors hindering access and utilisation of CIK as observed by one of the respondents:
“…in Uganda we have a challenge of documenting most of our practices, for IK, many of the
people who possess this knowledge look at it as an economic investment inherited from their
parents and want to keep it in the family, they would not want to share their information.”
This shows that most CIK is not utilised by the would-be recipients mainly because it is accessible to just a few
people who might even die with it. There is a need to preserve this knowledge in the form of documentation
so that it can reach wide coverage. This is in line with a study carried out by Urso et al. (2016), who opined that
there are many indigenous plants with high therapeutic and medicinal potential but are not utilized because
they have not been fully researched and documented.

Unavailability of CIK
The ndings revealed that I
hich has been documented is not readily available as one res ondent noted
that; “…here our IK collection is not readily available to the public, it is meant for paid-up members apart from
a few publications posted on our website”. According to George State University (2019), open access comes
with advantages such as increasing visibility and the impact of the research and promoting easier access to
information for everyone. Besides, infrastructural challenges are also inhibiting access to the documented
CIK as noted by one respondent that; “My organization has always been funded but most of these funders pulled
out, if only we could get a funder who can help us build an infrastructure that will aid information access especially
in this.
The improvement of IT infrastructure would enhance the dissemination of CIK especially with the application
of trending ICTs. This agrees with Zhang, Wang, and Duan (2016, 17) who noted that data and information can
eﬀectively be generated stored analysed disseminated and used ith the ra id develo ment of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs).

Perception
The res ondents identi ed the erce tion eo le attach to I as one of the reasons for non use
respondent commented that;

articular

“Many people have been convinced that IK is witchcraft, this has made them shy away
from IK practices for fear of being associated with witchcraft…but if you are taking tea with
mujaaja or rosemary, you are using traditional medicine.”
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And another one added that; “…the whites termed the use of traditional herbs as witchcraft and too ancient and
this grew over time; people have been made to believe so”
The terminology “traditional medicine” is the reason why people have a bad perception of IK. This agrees with
Che et al. (2017, 27), who reported that during colonialisation, the Christian missionaries derogatorily labeled
African traditional healers as “Witchdoctors” practicing “Witchcraft.”

Lack of government support
A particular respondent noted that;
“The Ministry of Health (MoH) has notably streamlined herbal medicine practice in the health
system, although it has been recognised under primary healthcare. Herbalists have tried to
organise themselves, civil societies like THETA have come out to give support but without the
government’s support.”
This is su orted by orld ealth rganization
Traditional Medicine Strategy
ey goals
which emphasises member states to harness the potential contribution of traditional and complementary
medicine to wellness, health, and people-centered health care.

CONCLUSION
The study concludes that the non use of I
as mainly due to insu cient documentation unavailability of
the documented CIK, poor perception of people towards the use of CIK and non-government support.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

3.

The government of Uganda through the Ministry of Health (MoH) needs to streamline traditional
medicine into the health system like what other countries have done so that the people can freely
bene t from the o ortunities it comes ith and also to be able to freely discuss ith doctors about
the various herbal medicine without fear of being rebuked.
Organisations, researchers, and traditional healers need to carry out more public sensitisation about
what IK is or is not. This will stop the mentality of treating herbal treatment as witchcraft and it will be
embraced even by those who detest the practice of witchcraft.
More organisations with a similar vision like THETA should engage in research and promote
documentation of the available CIK practices to improve access and thereby enable long-term
preservation. There is also a need to embrace the Open Access movement. This way the vital CIK will
be freely and easily accessible to cancer patients and their caregivers.
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ABSTRACT: There is general recognition of the use of traditional medicine alongside synthetic
medicine to cure diﬀerent diseases in primary health care at the global level. In Africa, particularly in
sub-Saharan Africa, 80% of the population uses traditional medicine to cure diﬀerent diseases. In line
with this trend, the researchers noted a steady increase in the use of traditional medicine among staﬀ
members at Mzuzu University, Malawi. This trend is contrary to the general belief that most ‘educated’
people have a negative attitude towards the use of traditional medicine as a solution to their health
problems. This observation prompted researchers to investigate the use of traditional medicine among
staﬀ members at Mzuzu University in Malawi. The study used the social survey design, which used a
questionnaire. Participants were purposively selected using snowball sampling to identify respondents
of the study. The study revealed that some staﬀ members use traditional medicine. Furthermore,
ﬁndings show reasons such as promoting health, curing diseases and preventing diseases. Sources of
information such as friends, colleagues and neighbours and family were frequently used in promoting
knowledge about the use and awareness about traditional medicine. The study concludes that the
use of traditional medicine is not only restricted among the rural population but also the literate
population in higher education institutions. The study recommends that the Government of Malawi
should formulate a policy, which will recognise traditional medicine in primary health care. The study
also recommends libraries to develop collections on traditional medicine and continue documenting
indigenous knowledge.
KEYWORDS: tradition medicine, indigenous knowledge, health solutions, Mzuzu University, Malawi.

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
There is general recognition of the use of traditional medicine alongside synthetic medicine to cure diﬀerent
diseases in primary health care at global level Habtom (2018, 7); Nascimento, Medeiros, and Albuquerque
(2018, 1); Oliver (2013, 1); Xue, Zhang, Lin, Da Costa, and Story (2007). In Africa, particularly in sub-Saharan
frica
of the o ulation uses traditional medicine to cure diﬀerent diseases Statistics have e ually
revealed that the world trade on traditional medicine is above 60 billion dollars annually Tilburt and Kaptchuk
(2008). Some of the reasons for the high use of traditional medicine in Africa are long distance travel to
the nearest health centres, the unavailability of medicines in hospitals, health workers’ attitudes towards
patients, patients related factors such as the inability to pay for health care charges and social-cultural beliefs
that put traditional medicine as superior over conventional medicine Mwaka, Okello and Orach (2015, 15).
o ever in a study conducted by abtom
in ritrea the ndings revealed that des ite the resence
of health care and free medical facilities, patients still used traditional medicine.
In Malawi like many other African countries, the use of traditional medicine has been attributed to long
distances to health care facilities, expensiveness of medicines and inaccessibility of medicines in hospitals
Simwaka, Peltzer, and Maluwa-Banda (2007, 155). Simwaka et al. (2007, 155) state that although the use of
traditional medicine is attributed to the challenges that the poor face in their bid to access health facilities,
researchers have noted that university staﬀ is idely using traditional medicine The reasons behind this use
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of traditional medicines in Mala i are not no n among eo le ho are close to facilities and ho can aﬀord
to buy modern medicines.
Moreover, Mwaka et al. (2018, 10) state that there is need to carry out studies in order to document this
information so that policy makers, as well as health professionals, can adapt the traditional medicine into the
health facilities.
Therefore, the researchers carried out this study to contribute to the general welfare of primary health care
in Malawi.

AREA OF THE STUDY
The study was carried out at Mzuzu University which is the second largest public university in Malawi. It was
created under the Act of Parliament of 1997. Its mandate is carrying out teaching, learning and research.
The university has six faculties which are namely, Humanities and Social Sciences; Science, Innovation and
Technology; Health Sciences; Environmental Sciences; Education; and Tourism and Hospitality.
The University has a library which has the responsibility of promoting traditional medicine through developing
a collection which should be accessible to all users.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The World Health Organization’s (2013, 55) strategy calls for all governments to promote and regulate
traditional medicine in order to provide choice for users to decide whether to use traditional or modern
medicine. However, traditional medicine lacks policy regulations and as such it still remains unrecognised by
the Government of Malawi and the health professionals Simwaka et al. (2007, 160). In addition, The Pharmacy,
Medicines and Poisons Board issued a statement warning users of traditional medicine to stop using them
claiming that they are oisonous since they lac dosage s eci cations Mala i e s gency
On the other hand, traditional medicine is widely being accepted in the Malawian community where 80
percent of the population uses it Simwaka et al. (2007, 156). In addition, the researchers have noted that
some staﬀ members at Mzuzu University are using traditional medicine The diﬀerences in erce tion by
Malawi Government and people in communities in Malawi on the use of traditional medicine, prompted the
resent researchers to study the use of traditional medicine at Mzuzu University and s eci cally to ascertain
the use of traditional medicine among staﬀ members establish the ur oses for hich traditional medicine
is used and also to determine the sources of information for staﬀ ho use traditional medicine

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
To investigate use of traditional medicine by staﬀ members at Mzuzu University

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
To determine e tent of use of traditional medicine among staﬀ members at Mzuzu University
To ascertains reasons for use of traditional medicine among members of staﬀ at Mzuzu University
To nd out sources of information of traditional medicine among staﬀ members at Mzuzu University
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The study helps to create awareness on the importance of disseminating information about traditional
medicine hich is being used to cure diﬀerent ailments by es ecially eo le or ing in institutions of higher
learning. The study also highlights the recognition of traditional medicine among the learned community who
are nding it to be an alternative to conventional medicine

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study has limitations since it purposively selected its respondents to participate in the study. Therefore,
the study ndings cannot be generalised to all staﬀ members in the university

LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature clearly shows that traditional medicine is emerging as an alternative to conventional medicine
in both developed and developing countries WHO (2013, 18). Estimates show that half the population of
industrialised countries use traditional medicine while in the Africa nearly 80 percent of the population use
traditional medicine for primary health care Habtom (2018, 7). A study carried out by Habtom (2018, 6) reveals
that 57 percent of modern and medical traditional practitioners support the idea of combining modern and
traditional therapies for certain types of diseases while 53 percent of modern medical practitioners agree to
collaborate with traditional medical practitioners in carrying out research about certain diseases which the
traditional system claim to provide healing. In Malawi, the use of traditional medicine has been reported by
Sim a a et al
ho found that
of Mala ians use traditional medicine hile ointing out that
the Government was taking time to recognise the traditional medicinal system.
The main reasons for using traditional medicine include curing diseases as well as protecting and promoting
health hysically emotionally and mentally abtom
urthermore the use of traditional medicine
is associated with factors such as being cheap, where modern health facilities are not available and being
eﬀective in the treatment of various diseases assaye et al
ccording to Sim a a et al
(2007, 55), the use of traditional medicine is associated with the high cost of medicines and inaccessibility of
modern health facilities. According to Kassaye et al. (2007, 127), not much information is available to support
olicy formulation for enhancing the usage of traditional medicine Mahish Mahobia and adav
178) conducted a study in India among the literate population and found that most of the literate populations
were aware of and used traditional medicine just like the rural populations.
In another landmark study which Habtom (2018, 12) carried out in Eritrea among traditional medical
ractitioners to ascertain their erce tions on traditional medicines ndings also sho ed that ma or sources
of knowledge for traditional medicine use are families which transfer the knowledge from one generation
to another ambatta and liyu s
ndings corroborate the ndings of abtom
that most
traditional medicine no ledge is tacit and is based in the minds of family members and is mostly di cult
to transfer to other eo le hidimma and Tom s
ndings revealed that res ondents in the
study highlighted ord of mouth radio television internet ne s a er billboards and iers as sources of
information hich romoted traditional medicine use Mahish et al s
study found out that
most of the literate o ulation became a are of traditional medicine through television
trailed by
eriodicals
ne s a ers
and seminars

METHODOLOGY
The study adopted a social survey to “obtain information about people’s actions, knowledge, intentions,
opinions, and attitudes by means of self-report, that is, study participants respond to a set of questions” Polit
ec
olit and ec
mention that surveys can be used in diﬀerent to ics and for many
purposes. The study employed snow ball sampling which enabled the researchers to identify respondents
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ho ould in turn identify other res ondents to artici ate in the study Sharma
The study identi ed
ve res ondents ho ere no n by the researchers to have used traditional medicine ive res ondents
assisted the researchers to identify four artici ants ho in turn identi ed
artici ants to artici ate in
the study The identi ed res ondents ere given uestionnaires to com lete

FINDINGS
The study had 100 percent response rate since all 20 respondents answered their questionnaires and
returned them to the researchers.

Characteristics of respondents
Table1: Gender of respondents

N=20

Gender

Frequency

Male

15

emale

5

Table above sho s that there ere
males and ve females ho artici ated in the study These ndings
reveal that the study was mostly dominated by males when compared to women who participated in the
study.
Table 2: Level of education of respondents
Qualiﬁcation

N=20
Frequency

erti cate

6

Diploma

5

Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree

5

PhD

0

Total

19

s sho n in Table above there ere more res ondents ith certi cates
follo ed by i loma
and
Master s degree
hile those ith achelor s degrees ere four These ndings sho that res ondents
had diﬀerent uali cations from Master s degree to certi cates level and that no one ith a h
artici ated
in the study.

Use of Traditional Medicine

Respondents were requested to tick yes or no if they use traditional medicine. Responses are as indicated in
the table below.
Table 3: Use of traditional medicine
Response

N=20
Frequency

Yes
No

6

Total

20
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Table above reveals that the ma ority of the res ondents use traditional medicine as indicated by
respondents, while 6 indicated that they do not use traditional medicine. The information in this table reveals
that most of the respondents use traditional medicine.
Table 4: Frequency of use of traditional medicine
Period

N=20

Frequency

When unwell

6

Often
Sometimes
Never
Daily

1

Total

18

s indicated in table above more res ondents indicated that they use traditional herbs hen they are
un ell or sic as re resented by
res ondents follo ed by those that use it sometimes and often
as re resented by
res ondents hile
res ondents indicated that they have never used
traditional medicine n the other hand
of the res ondents indicated that they use traditional medicine
on a daily basis.

Reasons for Using Traditional Medicine

Respondents were asked to tick several responses in order to indicate their purposes of using traditional
medicine.
Table 5: Purposes of using traditional medicine
Purpose

N= 20
Frequency

or health romotion

9

or disease revention

7

Cure

11

Never used

5

It can be noted from table 5 above that respondents’ purposes of using traditional medicine was for curing
illnesses, promotion of health, and disease prevention, while others indicated that they have never used
traditional medicine These ndings reveal that most res ondents used diﬀerent ty es of traditional medicine
for diﬀerent ur oses
Table 6: Attitude towards use of traditional medicine
Attitude

N = 20
Yes

erbs have less side eﬀects

No

Don’t Know

Sometimes
Not always

12

Cheaper using herbs

10

1

2

Herbs are safe

9

2

1

Easier to access herbs than medicines

9

1

1

Plants work better than pills

8

2

1

I am accustomed to using herbs

5

3

1

I feel uncomfortable using herbs

3

6

1

Doctors or pills can’t make me cure my illness

2

2

2

1
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rom table above users of traditional medicine had a ositive attitude to ards the use of traditional
medicine as com ared to modern medicine Users stated that herbal medicine has less side eﬀects it is
chea er to use herbs herbs are safe and it is easier to access herbs than modern medicine These nding
sho that there is higher reference of traditional medicine to modern medicine among staﬀ members of
the university.

Sources of information for users of traditional Medicine
Table 7: Sources of information for users of traditional medicine N = 20
Sources of information
riends olleagues

Frequency

eighbours

amily

17
13

Social media

aceboo

hats

12

TV/radio

10

Health practitioners

6

Books

6

Web

5

Attended Workshop

0

As can be seen in table 7 above, the most widely used source of information for users that use traditional
medicine at Mzuzu University is friend colleagues neighbours as indicated by
res ondents follo ed
by family as indicated by
res ondents and social media as indicated by
res ondents hile
TV and Radio was the fourth most used source of information for traditional medicine users. This was followed
by boo s and health ractitioners ith res ondents
indicating each and the remaining sources of
information as the eb ith
res ondents indicating this source rom the nding it is noticeable
that nobody attended a or sho to get information about traditional medicine This nding sho s that the
users of traditional medicine share information to each other using peer groups, family members, social
media, TV and Radio.

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
Gender of respondents

The study established that there were more men as compared to women who participated in the study. This
nding is similar to the one by onge et al
hose artici ants ere dominated by males as com ared
to women. This suggests that women are underrepresented in economic activities as compared to men. This
can be attributed to increased presence of men in economic activities when compared to women who in
most cases fewer especially when it comes to employment in higher learning institutions.

Qualifications

The study further revealed that the artici ants ho artici ated in the study had diﬀerent uali cations
This sho s that artici ants ith diﬀerent uali cations re orted to have used traditional medicine These
ndings are contrary to the general belief that only rural eo le access traditional medicine as also educated
people from higher learning institutions use traditional medicine.

Use of traditional medicine

This study revealed that the ma ority as re resented by
of the res ondents use traditional medicine
hile
indicated that they have never used traditional medicine This reveals that the use of traditional
medicine is not restricted to rural people only, but this is also prevalent to urbanites as represented by
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those from the university setting These ndings are in agreement ith the ndings by Mahish et al
ho found out that there as high use of traditional medicine and a areness among the literate
o ulation in India This nding therefore should inform olicy ma ers that even the educated members of
the population use traditional medicine in their daily lives. A study by Xue et al. (2007) in Australia revealed
a high usage of traditional medicines among users ho ere aged
female em loyed ell educated
had private health insurance coverage and had higher-than-average incomes.

Reasons for using traditional medicine

Traditional medicine is idely recognised for healing diﬀerent diseases Similarly the study among other
reasons established that respondents used traditional medicine for promoting health, for curing diseases,
and for preventing diseases. It was also interesting to note that respondents expressed high preference for
traditional medicine. Among the reasons that were cited include the fact that herbal medicine has less side
eﬀects it is chea er to use herbs herbs are safe and it is easier to access herbs than modern medicine
These ndings are in agreement ith abtom
ho found out that in ritrea most res ondents found
traditional medicine to be more convenient if it was to be used alongside modern medicine.

Sources of information for users of traditional medicine

The eﬀective use of traditional medicine re uires that users be a are of the traditional medicine o ever
traditional medicine users have information sources from the household level as reported by Dambatta and
Aliyu (2012, 33) and Habtom (2018, 12) who found out that most of the traditional medicine information is
found at household level and this is rarely shared. However, this study established that respondents indicated
that they got information for using traditional medicine from colleagues, friends or neighbours, and this was
followed by family members, followed by social media and then TV/Radio. This is partly in agreement with
Chidimma and Tom (2018) who found out that there were several sources of information which assisted
users to get a areness about traditional medicine The ndings seem to suggest that there is information
sharing among staﬀ members on the use of traditional medicine

CONCLUSION
The study concludes that the ma ority of the staﬀ members as re resented by
res ondents ho
artici ated in the study use traditional medicine Secondly the study established that staﬀ members use
traditional medicine for various reasons such as preventing diseases, promoting health and curing diseases
including high reference of staﬀ members to traditional medicine as com ared to modern medicine inally
the study noted that there is a lot of information sharing among the members of staﬀ hich is one ay of
promoting the use of traditional medicine.

RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•

The government should take steps to recognise traditional medicine since it is being used even among
the literate population in higher learning institutions
Libraries should increase the development of library collections which can promote the use of
traditional medicine to many members of the university community
Libraries should take an active role of documenting much traditional medicine information which still
remains tacit among traditional healers so that such information can help in curing diseases that can
be eﬀectively healed if there is ade uate traditional information
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INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT:
ROLES OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES
IN PRESERVING AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO
INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE (IK) IN NAMIBIA: CASE
STUDY OF “PRESERVE NAMIBIA INDIGENOUS
KNOWLEDGE” PROJECT
Namutenya Hamwaalwa
Directorate of Namibia Library and Archives Service, hnamutenya@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: Namibia has rich indigenous knowledge systems; however, such information is not
properly documented and as a result it is not accessible to wider audiences especially researchers
and users of public libraries and archives in general. There are various individuals and institutions
in Namibia researching on indigenous knowledge, however the resulting research papers and
reports are stored in the individual institutional repositories, thereby making it diﬃcult for public
members to have access to such information. In addressing the gap of inaccessibility of indigenous
information, the Directorate of Namibia Library and Archives Service embarked on a project entitled,
“Preserve Namibia’s Indigenous Knowledge”. This project was funded by the National Commission on
Research, Science and Technology (NCRST) with the aim to contribute and enrich the documentation
and preservation of indigenous knowledge in Namibia. The project was also aimed at introducing
advanced systems to improve and enable easy access to indigenous information. This paper highlights
the results of the Preserve Namibia’s Indigenous Knowledge project and the importance and roles
of public libraries and archives in documenting, managing, preserving, and facilitating access to
indigenous information. It also presents practical examples on how public libraries and archives
can initiate programmes and involve indigenous communities in the development of libraries services
and documentation of indigenous information as well as introducing systems to enhance access to
indigenous information.
KEYWORDS: indigenous knowledge, Namibia, indigenous information.

INTRODUCTION
Indigenous knowledge a body of knowledge that is unique to a given culture or society, and forms the basis for
decision making in areas such as agriculture, health care, food preparation, education and natural resources
Warren (1991, 1).
Indigenous knowledge plays a vital role in agriculture, animal and human health, natural resources
management, education and other activities in Namibia. Most community members especially in rural
areas are still using traditional methods of farming, processing food, animal rearing and medicinal needs.
Such knowledge as articulated by various researchers is strengthening Namibia’ potential to compete with
other countries in supplying natural products and creating sustainable economic opportunities for rural
communities.
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It is documented that most of the indigenous information in frica including amibia is not su ciently
documented, and it is mostly learnt and shared through word of mouth and observation. It is also noted that
the no ledge harnessed by indigenous eo le in amibia is not accorded the same im ortance as scienti c
no ledge The unavailability of documented indigenous information has made it di cult for researchers
and wider users of libraries and archives to research and enhance this knowledge and make it accessible to
wider audiences. There is a great concern that the indigenous knowledge of many countries in Africa might
get extinct if sustainable programmes to document and preserve knowledge are not put in place.
Considering the unavailability of documented indigenous knowledge in Namibia, the Directorate of Namibia
ibrary and rchives Service
S observed a ga bet een scienti c and indigenous no ledge in all
the public libraries countrywide. To help address this gap, NLAS. through the assistance of the National
Commission on Research, Science and Technology (NCRST), embarked on a project titled “Preserve Namibia’s
Indigenous Knowledge” during the year 2015.
The aim of project was improve the documentation and preservation of indigenous knowledge in Namibia.
The goal of the project was to contribute to the preservation of indigenous knowledge by recording
documentaries of indigenous activities as well as to introduce advanced systems to improve and enable
easy access to indigenous information. The project envisioned in the long run, to assist communities to learn
and embrace their cultural heritage, use cultural methods that are familiar to the indigenous people, and to
introduce innovative projects that will enhance productivity, and aid in generating income.

NAMIBIA LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES SERVICE NETWORK
The Directorate of Namibia Library and Archives Service oversees and centrally procure resources for all 65
public libraries countrywide. Its mandate among others is to collect and disseminate information through
access to books, e-resources and other educational materials, provide free internet and basic computer
training as well as promote awareness of and preservation of cultural heritage. The Directorate’s performance
outcome has been positive in terms of procuring and proving access to global information, however, the area
on the preservation of cultural heritage and promoting access to indigenous information has been neglected
and this motivated the Directorate to initiate the Preserve Namibia’s Indigenous Knowledge project.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
Preserve Namibia’s Indigenous Knowledge was funded by the National Commission of Research Science
and Technology for a eriod of t o years from
and
The ro ect lan as to identify
with the assistance of community members, critical activities that might be at risk of extinction, or those
that are critical to the community members and needed to be recorded, documented and preserved for
future generations The ro ect used the action research method to collect data The rst ste of the initial
stage of the project focused on planning and the project team drew up a project plan and schedules, and
identi ed the sites to be iloted for hase one and hase t o of the ro ect The second ste involved
identifying and working with community leaders to identify activities to be recorded and documented. The
project team members held meetings with Traditional Authorities where the processes of the project were
discussed and agreed upon. The Traditional Authorities and community leaders assisted the project team
ith the identi cation of s illed and no ledgeable community members to assist ith the rovision of actual
information to be recorded. The third step was involved hiring a technical team comprising of professional
photographers and sound technicians to assist with the production of the documentaries and capturing
of still ictures The ro ect team also identi ed a ro ect revie team that to revie all the rocesses and
ensure that activities were being carried out as planned. The review team was also tasked to review the actual
roducts or documentaries before they ere nalised
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The second stage focused on re aring for the eld or In the rst ste during this stage the Ministry of
the Education, Arts and Culture wrote intent letters to the Traditional Authorities to obtain authorisation to
implement the project activities in their areas. After the approval was granted by the Traditional Authorities,
the ro ect team re ared for the eld or
s the ro ect lan as to document various activities ste by
ste
ith the idea that the nal roducts ould assist the ublic members and e ui them ith the s ills and
ability to perform those activities by themselves, the technical team together with the participants prepared
the scripts well in advance which ensured that all steps are documented and clearly explained.

RESULTS
The output of the project was the production of documentaries and this was done in collaboration with the
community leaders elders e erts and community ro ect coordinators The identi cation of the activities to
be documented was done with the assistance of the community members, who determined the importance
of the activities and the value they have to the community members. In addition, the technical team was
tasked to produce high quality documentaries to be used for TV broadcasting and DVDs distribution. The
accompanying publications were also to be published, and easy reference systems like websites, and a
aceboo age have been created The information roduced through this ro ect is made accessible at
libraries and archives for researchers, scholars, tourists and the general public, and it is to be preserved for
future generations.
Through this ro ect
high uality documentaries have been roduced from ve regions namely shi oto
Oshana, Omusati, Ohangwena and Hardap. Sixteen (16) documentaries on Ovawambo indigenous food,
drin s and the ma ing of traditional utensil ere roduced as ell as ve
documentaries on ama
culture namely the im ortance of re the use of animal s ins traditional medicine erfume from the lants
as well as powder from stones were recorded.
The study found that there are still opportunities to capture and document valuable indigenous information
as knowledgeable community members are willing to share their skills. Nevertheless, the project is labour
intensive, costly and it requires skilled and experienced personnel to record information with lasting value.
The cost and intensity of the project has been observed as a serious challenge to the entire process of
documenting and preserving indigenous knowledge in Namibia.
The ndings also sho that there is an urgent need to continue documenting indigenous no ledge and
create innovative systems to enhance access to indigenous information as there is a threat of extinction.
Libraries and archives also need to aggressively address the issue of the promotion of access to indigenous
knowledge as most of the community members have developed an interest to learn about their culture and
heritage, however, platforms for the community members to showcase and learn about their cultures need
to be created.

EXPECTED NATIONAL BENEFITS
This ro ect is e ected to em o er and increase the level of self e cacy and self determination of local
communities as well as to increase cultural pride and motivate local communities to solve local problems using
local skills and increase local participation in the national development processes. Given the availability of
resources this ro ect is antici ated to cover all the regions in the country and thus ensure com rehensive
documenting of Namibia’s indigenous knowledge.
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CONCLUSION
The immediate recommendations from this project is for the institutions with interests in the preservation of
indigenous knowledge to further recognise the importance and value of safeguarding crucial knowledge from
the communities and make it accessible to wider audiences.
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ABSTRACT: Indigenous Knowledge is a very important knowledge and developmental tool in Africa.
There is a growing trend in the digitisation of heritage materials in Africa but while there is consensus
on the importance of digitising IK in Africa, there are issues with ensuring long-term preservation so
that digital information is permanently secured and protected. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is
to discuss the Indigenous Knowledge Systems eﬀorts in Africa. The scope of this paper is the digitisation
of IKS in South Africa and how Web archiving can be adopted in ensuring the trustworthiness of IKS
in academic institutional repositories. This paper adopted literature review and web content analysis
to collect relevant information and make an inference. The paper, therefore, shows that South Africa
is one of the few countries in Africa that has invested immense eﬀort in the use of technology and
digitisation of IKS. However, there is a need to consider issues related to the long-term preservation
of these digital materials. There is currently a lack of policy and digital preservation frameworks,
especially in Africa.
KEYWORDS: indigenous knowledge, digitisation, web archiving, digital preservation, repositories.

BACKGROUND
ccording to ela uti
“Africa has to improve by its own methods… Africa has not been able to contribute its own
knowledge to this universe, but we have knowledge in Africa… All these things need to be in
the education system of African counties.” (ReelingInTheYears66 2018).
This statement highlights the importance of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) as a key tool for development in
frica I is the collection of interrelated ractices that are eculiar to a grou of eo le and it in uences
the way of life of a local people (deniyi and Subair (2013, 2). It is the “basis for local level decision making
in healthcare, education, and a host of other activities in rural communities” Anyaoku, Nwafor-Orizu, and
neh
The Tassa irrigation system in the iger e ublic and the acaca community based udicial
system in
anda rehm Uggen and asanabo
zeanya siobu
are good e am les of
how African Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS) has been applied successfully.
In
recognizing the im ortance of Indigenous no ledge the South frican government ado ted the
national Indigenous no ledge Systems olicy hich as a latform for recognizing a rming develo ing
and protecting IKS in South Africa. The Department of Science and Technology (DST) initiated the National
Recordal System (NRS) through this policy framework to coordinate and standardize the capture, storage,
maintenance, and dissemination of science and technology-related data on IKS in South Africa were
formulated.
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PURPOSE OF THE PAPER
The ur ose of this a er is to highlight the Indigenous no ledge Systems I S reservation eﬀorts in
South Africa and how Web archiving can be used to ensure the trustworthiness of digital materials through
the management of Trusted Digital Repositories in academic institutional repositories in South Africa.

METHODOLOGY
This paper used a qualitative research method that is anchored on the interpretivist paradigm. It largely used
literature review and web content analysis to assess the current state of digitisation of IKS in South Africa.

DIGITISATION OF INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS (IKS)
One of the most important factors in ensuring long-term access to heritage materials is preservation
raham
In recognition of its im ortance the International ederation of ibrary ssociations and
Institutions I
stated that libraries and archives are re uired to be involved in the collection reservation
and dissemination of indigenous and local traditional no ledge resources I
ibraries are also
expected to consider the use of digitisation in preserving IK to ensure they do not become extinct SrakuLartey, Acquah, and Djagbletey (2016).
Several countries like Venezuela, India, and China have managed to compile digital databases, inventories,
or registries of traditional no ledge over many years air
S ane oel
igitisation
initiatives are usually driven by a variety of motives with preservation and access being the most common
Swanepoel (2008). To ensure access to digitized IK, there are initiatives to ensure that IK is accessible online.
Such initiatives include the:
•
•
•
•

Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (http://www.tkdl.res.in);
Korean Traditional Knowledge Portal (http://www.koreantk.com);
Chinese Traditional Medicine Database System (http://www.megabionet.org);
Seni Tradisi Indonesia (https://www.piknikdong.com); and the
Smithsonian entre for ol life and ultural eritage htt s fol life si edu

In Africa, there are initiatives such as the:
•
•

African Indigenous Science and Knowledge Systems (http://africahistory.net/); and
Elimu Asilia - Kenya’s Indigenous Knowledge Online (http://www.elimuasilia.org/).
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Figure 1: Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) website

INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS (IKS) IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN
CONTEXT
In South Africa, the Ulwazi IKS Programme and the Digital Innovation South Africa (DISA) projects are examples
of digitisation projects on IK available online Greyling and McNulty (2012); Pickover (2008, 193). The Ulwazi
Programme in particular “operates as an integral part of local public library and information services in the
eThekwini Municipal Area (EMA) in the province of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa, using both conventional
and the latest mobile technologies” Greyling and McNulty (2012). The DISA project, on the other hand, is a
non ro t collaborative ro ect hich is funded by ndre
Mellon oundation and has been able to attract
heritage and research stakeholders including academic institutions Pickover (2008, 193).
o ever this a er focuses on ST s
S initiative The
I
olicy laid the foundation for the
S
project which is an initiative of DST. It coordinates and standardizes the capturing, storing, maintenance,
and dissemination of science and technology-related data on IKS in South Africa. The NRS is developed in
hases and the rst hase focuses on the frican Traditional Medicine TM and Indigenous ood I for
implementation because they are at the risk of Intellectual Property exploitation and bio-piracy. This is like
India’s TKDL which also emanated from the attempt to document various medical formulations to save them
from piracy. Through this NRS initiative, the National IKS Management System (NIKMAS) was developed to
support, on a national scale, the recordal, management, and protection of IK and the mitigation of the risks
associated with Intellectual Property and biopiracy. NIKMAS serves as the information management engine
of the NRS, and it is accessible at www.nrs.dst.gov.za.
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Figure 2: National IKS Management System (NIKMAS) website
Moreover I S ocumentation entres I S s have been created in diﬀerent academic institutions across
the 9 provinces in South Africa to cater to 50 communities. The University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) is the
main hub in South Africa and it also maintains an IKS website accessible at www.iks.ukzn.ac.za.

Figure 3: UKZN IKS website
The UKZN hub in collaboration with some academic institutions like the North-West University (NWU),
University of South Africa (UNISA), University of Limpopo (UL), and the University of Venda (Univen) partners
as the virtual I S entre no n as the ST
entre in I S I S It is managed by the
irectorate of
Research Centres and Centres for Excellence (RCCE). The CIKS is expected to promote, protect, and preserve
IKS, and this is to be achieved through research, postgraduate training, community engagement, networking,
IKS curriculum studies, knowledge brokerage, and service rendering. Its focus areas are traditional medicine,
food security, and biodiversity, and environmental management. The CIKS is also in strategic partnership with
institutions ithin and outside South frica li e the University of ululand University of ort are University
of Namibia, University of Nottingham, University of Western Cape, University of Bayreuth, the Innovative
harmaceutical ssociation South frica
a ulu atal rovincial e artment of Social evelo ment ood
and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (South Africa), among others.
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Apart from being responsible for the collection and organizing of information materials, the IKSDC in
partnership with the communities involved also actively engages in the production of information that is
shared, disseminated, and distributed. The IKSDC also has the responsibility of providing services to the
various communities, national government, local government, and the public in terms of the captured IKS
in the NRS. Despite links with repositories with academic institutions in South Africa, the NIKMAS has the
res onsibility of roviding a single access oint to I ca tured in diﬀerent oints in the
S initiative ith
links to other resources and databases which contains IK information managed in various institutions or
government departments. Apart from the publicly available IK, NIKMAS also keeps IK that is yet to be in
the ublic domain The stored I are con dential but accessible through a lication for limited con dential
access. The UKZN IKS website also requires user login and password for access.

ISSUES WITH DIGITAL RECORDS
The long-term preservation of these digital materials is saddled with problems of technological obsolescence,
lac of a areness nancial sustainability olicies legislation security and rivacy du and gulube
Biyela et al. (2016, 12). In addition to these issues, media degradation, and bad records management all
threaten the survival of digital information Dryden (2009). According to Hockx-Yu (2006, 235), digital
preservation is a complex process with several unresolved technical, organizational, and managerial issues
making digital preservation a challenging task, especially for those managing institutional repositories.
The issues of ensuring long-term digital material preservation to permanently secure and protect digital
information for integrity, authenticity, and future access are not well researched Kalusopa (2018, 168);
Ngoepe, (2017, 35). Issues related to policy and digital preservation frameworks are major problems in Africa
aluso a and ulu
Mutula
The urgency and importance of paying attention to issues of trust online have been repeatedly emphasized
at the international level uranti
uranti and ogers
Inter
S
Solodovni
and udroni
or instance hac ing rohibits us from being able to access our trust in online
records and data uranti and ogers
The issue of trust orthiness deals ith com onents of
digital records such as authenticity, accuracy, reliability, and authentication.
Apart from the trustworthiness of digital records, several studies have demonstrated that the ephemeral
nature of the web makes web materials highly vulnerable to loss, degradation, and decreased access Davis
Salah ldeen and elson
ntracoli et al
ithin a year materials on the
eb retain about
in their original form and the average lifes an of a eb age can be as short as
days
Sutton
This means that about
of the materials on the eb are li ely to disa ear or lost to the
alteration ithin the rst year The half life of U s of online academic ournals on the other hand is about
years Slania
umar and rithvira
lthough this seems longer than the
days on
an average website, there is a need to note that web contents are still vulnerable to loss and alteration after
some time. However, studies have proven that the problems associated with vanishing URLs and long-term
access to information on the eb can be solved through diﬀerent eb archiving tools umar and rithvira
umar and umar
abibzadeh
Web archiving is considered as any form of deliberate and purposive preservation of materials on the web
r gger
The eb archiving technology enables the ca ture reservation and re roduction of
valuable content from the live web in an archival setting, so that it can be independently managed and
preserved for future generations” Pennock (2013, 1). That is, Web archiving is a form of digital preservation
of web contents. Many academic institutions such as the Universities of Winnipeg, University of Manitoba,
University of Columbia, Drexel University, the University of Texas at Austin, the University of Pennsylvania
among others are involved in eb archiving ro ects or e am le The University of Te as at ustin also has
a atin merican overnment ollection hich includes full te t archives of o cial documents original video
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and audio recordings of key regional leaders, thousands of annual and “state of the nation” reports, and a
collection of Latin-American elections and political parties Donovan and Haberle (2017).

CONCLUSION
This a er has been able to highlight the digitisation eﬀorts in diﬀerent countries focusing on the I S initiatives
in South frica South frica has ta en ma or ste s and still ma ing serious eﬀorts to ensure the reservation
of IKS using technology and digitisation. The DST’s NRS project has archived a lot in the preservation of IKS
while there are continuous and ongoing projects in this area.
However, there is a need to consider problems related to long-term digital preservation to ensure that digital
information is permanently secured and protected for integrity, authenticity, and future access which are
currently not well researched. There is currently a lack of policy and digital preservation frameworks, especially
in Africa. Therefore, there is a need to develop Web archiving frameworks for digitized IKS accessible online
to create and ensure Trusted Digital Repositories (TDRs) in academic institutions in South Africa. The TDRs
should be Open Archival Information System (OAIS) compliant, and there is a need to incorporate how the
web archives can be integrated with other digital collections for future research.
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ABSTRACT: Reliable tools for measuring service quality and demonstrating the impact of services are
becoming more and more important in library sector development. Measuring quality is not only an
administrative factor. In-depth quality assessment is also needed for a library to inclusively identify
and respond to current and emerging needs of its stakeholders and various user groups. In this
context, the paper analyses quality assessment methods used in the University of Namibia (UNAM)
Library from 2012 – 2019 with the main focus on the international standardised customer satisfaction
LibQUAL+ survey, carried out in 2012 and 2014. The paper provides an analytical assessment of
the use of LibQUAL+ at UNAM library, describing challenges, beneﬁts and outcomes of the use of
the method. The authors conclude that LibQUAL+ proved to be a very informative tool providing
critical information for strategic planning. The use of a scientiﬁcally developed standardised tool had
the additional advantage that the institution’s management trusted the results. The paper further
discusses the practical implications of how the results of LibQUAL+ informed strategic planning and
improvement of services, presents an analysis of the reasons for discontinuation the use of LibQUAL+
instrument, and concludes with a brief description of complementary methods that can be used to
assess aspects that customer satisfaction-based methods do not cover, namely external quality reviews
and benchmarking. The purpose of the paper is to provide an analytical view of challenges and
beneﬁts of quality assessment processes in one academic library for the beneﬁt of strategic planning
processes in other libraries
KEYWORDS: quality assurance, LibQUAL+, customer satisfaction surveys, service quality, academic
libraries.

INTRODUCTION
Demonstrating quality and accountability is an integral part of higher education institutions. Higher education
institutions are currently competing aggressively through competitive advantages and high quality to attract
students, prominent academics and funding. The assessment of service quality is essential in providing
evidence on the eﬀectiveness of educational lans and im rovement rogrammes ardona and ravo
(2012). Economic realities in higher education funding systems have also brought in new requirements for
accountability. International developments and requirements have resulted in many countries establishing
national and institutional quality assurance agencies responsible to monitor and evaluate the quality and
erformance of higher education institutions
Is In amibia the amibia uali cations uthority
is
res onsible for setting u and administering the ational uali cations rame or
hile the ational
Council for Higher Education (NCHE) is responsible for accrediting academic programmes and higher
education institutions.
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Academic libraries provide critical services to the parent institutions, supporting teaching, learning, research,
innovation and resource mobilisation activities. They are also required to demonstrate the value and quality
of their services by aligning their mission, vision and strategic initiatives to those of the mother institution.
Atkinson (2017) The conventional roles of academic libraries have transformed through the advancement
of information and communication technology (ICT), which changed, and continue to change, the way
information is published, accessed and used. It also changed the modes of learning, teaching, assessment and
the communication of research. As a result, reliable tools for measuring service quality and demonstrating
the impact of services has become more important in library sector development. Measuring quality is,
however, not only an administrative function. A more in-depth objective for a library’s quality assessment is to
inclusively identify and respond to current and emerging needs of its stakeholders and various user groups.
The eﬀectiveness and uality of academic library services rely on close interrelationshi s bet een various
entities of the university such as library staﬀ academics students and other rofessional su ort staﬀ
This paper analysed quality assessment methods used at the University of Namibia (UNAM) Library from 20122019, focusing on the international standardised customer satisfaction survey, LIBQUAL+, carried out in 2012
and
The ur ose of the a er is to rovide an analytical assessment of the use of I U
at the
U M ibrary describing challenges and bene ts in the rocess of collecting and analysing the data and the
results and outcomes from the use of the instrument. An analysis of the reasons for discontinuation the use
of LibQUAL+ instrument is also presented. The paper concludes with a brief description of complementary
methods used to assess aspects that customer satisfaction-based methods do not cover, namely external
quality reviews and benchmarking. The goal of the paper is to provide an analytical view of the challenges and
bene ts of uality assessment methods in one academic library It too on the form of a case study based on
library quality assurance processes at UNAM.
The paper is based on data provided by LibQUAL+ survey results during assessments carried out at the
University of Namibia Library. These overall and campus based reports are the result of surveys carried out in
and
oo
eath Thom son reen yrillidou and oebuc
Mitonga
oo
eath
Thom son yrillidou oebuc and eager
ule Uutoni and is ala
is ala orases Iilonga
Iipinge, Leonard, Mumanyi, Mwiyale, Ngandu and Ngula (2018), as well as reports of the library’s quality review
organised and supervised by the university’s Centre for Quality Assurance and Management (CEQUEM) from
2018 to 2019 University of Namibia: CEQUEM (2018); Niskala et al. (2018); University of Namibia library and
CEQUEM (2019) and a benchmarking exercise in 2019 Ndinoshiho, Mumanyi and Leonard (2019). To this
can be added the authors’ own experiences as active members of the library’s quality assurance teams on
data analysis and re orting training or sho s and meetings bet een library staﬀ and management as ell
as consultative presentations and discussions with stakeholders and the UNAM’s quality assurance unit,
CEQUAM.

THE CONCEPT OF SERVICE QUALITY IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
Evaluation of service quality in libraries is not a new phenomenon. It has been a topic of analysis for decades
li and aza
iﬀerent measures can be used to evaluate service uality In the library conte t
traditional quantitative measures such as collection size, numbers of visitors, issuing and returning statistics,
budget size uantity of staﬀ are used as a basis to measure service uality Morales adhari eynoso Toro
and Sepulveda (2011); Gothani and Van der Walt (2019). However, these input-based measures have been
assessed to be inadequate to measure service quality. This created a need for libraries to develop and adopt
more diverse and in-depth methods to evaluate quality, including the stakeholder’s perspective of service
quality Sahu (2007).
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The recent developments have brought service quality characterisation to focus on the overall assessment of
service by either a customer or any other stakeholders to pass judgement as to whether the service met their
e ectations or not shghi oy and anguli
In addition Morales et al
de ne service uality as
a gap analysis between users’ perception of actual received services and the expectations about the service.
A negative gap indicates that the service performance is below the level of expected service, while a positive
ga is an indication that the service erformance has ful lled or e ceeded the e ected service Morales
et al. (2011). With this, measuring service quality moved away from a service input perspective and focus
now on service quality as perceived by stakeholders. Quantitative and qualitative methods have, therefore,
been developed to address gaps in the evaluation of service quality. These include tools such as SERVQUAL,
ib U
S
S
U
S U
ecS
U and ib ebS that are mainly used for
quantitative assessment of service quality. To complement the quantitative measures, evaluation tools such
as external quality reviews/peer reviews, accreditation, benchmarking and library standards are used to
provide a comprehensive view of service quality.
In this context, the accreditation of programmes and institutions are critical quality assurance processes for
academic institutions. However, observed that librarians are not fully integrated into the quality assurance and
accreditation of programmes in higher education institutions Popescu (2017). Studies that investigated the
involvement of librarians in these programmes revealed that the librarians’ involvement in these evaluation
processes in higher education institutions is just a formality. They are not fully engaged in the processes
Bowker (2017); Wu and Senior (2016). Both studies observed the need for the improvement of proactive
library participation in faculty collaboration and reporting for accreditation and programme reviews.
Atkinson (2017) emphasised the need that service quality measurements of academic libraries should
encompass activities such as strategy and planning, collaboration, engagement with customers, management
and leadership. Hiller and Kyrillidou and Self (2007) found that there may be serious weaknesses in quality
assessment rocesses in relation to actual im act to decision ma ing and service im rovement Their ndings
emphasize that leadership direction and support combined with customer-centred organizational culture
are the critical foundations for e cient service uality assessment culture in libraries

SERVICE QUALITY EVALUATION TOOLS: LIBQUAL AND SERVQUAL
The literature review conducted for this study indicated that LIBQUAL and SERVQUAL are currently the
primary tools used to evaluate service quality in library and information services. SERVQUAL, developed by
Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985) is an accepted model of service quality evaluation that has been
thoroughly tested and idely ado ted as a reliable assessment tool Trevedi and hatt
ccording
to Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1991) SERVQUAL originally consisted of ten dimensions to cover
im ortant issues hen assessing service uality fter a revision only ve dimensions remained tangible
reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. These measures were improved to include a three-level
rating consisting of the desired level, the minimum level and the perceived level Parasuraman, Zeithaml and
erry
The a lication of S
U in libraries rovided insight into customers intellectualization
of what a service should deliver and how well the service meets their expectations Gothani and Van der
Walt (2019); Marimon, Mas-Machuca, Berbegal-Mirabent and Llach (2019); Mwiya, Siachinji, Bwalya, Sikombe,
Chawala, Chanda and Kaulungombe (2019). Despite its popular application, some scholars observed
shortcomings at the conceptual and operation level Marimon Mas-Machuca, Berbegal-Maribent, and Llach
(2019); Buttle (1996). In the library conte t it as observed that the ve dimensions of S
U are not
comprehensive for the library environment and additional dimensions of quality that were not covered by
SERVQUAL model were recommended (Cook and Thompson 2000). This critique led to the development of
a new tool called LibQUAL.
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LIBQUAL+ is a web-based survey instrument that evolved from a conceptual model based on the SERVQUAL
instrument. LibQUAL+ measures library users’ minimum, perceived and desired level of service across three
dimensions aﬀect of service information control and library as a lace ssociation of esearch ibraries
(2019). The three dimensions represent key areas of library service quality and are described as follows:
•

•

•

Aﬀect of service measures the uality of the staﬀ assessing the inter ersonal dimensions of library
service, such as empathy, responsiveness, assurance and reliability as well as the knowledge, skills
and rofessional e ertise of the staﬀ
Information control measures library service quality in terms of the scope, content and access
to information resources: adequacy of print and electronic collections, easy-to-use access tools; ICT
technologies; convenience and ease of navigation on the library website; timeliness; availability of
modern equipment; self-reliance when accessing information and ICT facilities.
Library as a place measures library buildings and library space, assessing how the physical
environment is perceived both in pragmatic, utilitarian, and symbolic terms encompassing aspects
of the library as a safe haven that is a comfortable inviting and re ective s ace that ins ires study
learning and research.

LibQUAL uses the gap theory of service quality to ascertain what the users expect from the library service as
well as how they perceive the quality of the service received. It conceptualises service quality as the service
ga
hich is the diﬀerence bet een the e ectation of service uality from an e cellent service rovider and
the perception of service quality from the current service provider.
Standardised customer satisfaction survey models such as SERVQUAL and LibQUAL have been widely used by
academic libraries to measure their value and user satisfaction. Longitudinal studies on the implementation
of ib U surveys in the US and uro e su ort the functionality of the instrument for the identi cation of
improvement needs, strategic planning and benchmarking with other libraries but also identify shortcomings
that would need to be addressed. Dennis, Greenwood and Watson (2013); Greenwood, Watson and Dennis
oorbi
Mc aﬀrey
Scholars such as ahan Taib ainudin and Ismail
ange
Miller-Nesbitt and Severson 2016 used service quality surveys to inform policy formulation. Dahan et al.
(2016) also customized a new measuring tool for service quality and the perspectives of library users. The
ib U survey model a ears to serve as a guide for eﬀective decision ma ing regarding administration
and resource allocation to ensure the attainment of the library’s vision and mission.
ccording to the ssociation of esearch ibraries
ib U has since
been used as a uality
assurance instrument in
higher education and research institutions in ve frican countries gy t
Malawi, Tanzania and Namibia with one university in each country, and the rest in South Africa. In 11 of the
institutions the survey has been carried out once in others twice or multiple times. Published case studies
re ect either satisfaction ith the instrument Moon
or limitations of ib U
hich have led to
the development and use of a customised user satisfaction survey complemented with qualitative methods
Becker, Hartle and Mhlauli (2017). Gothani and Van der Walt (2019) adopted SERVQUAL to investigate the
level of service uality at ga han University in enya Their ndings su orted the value of the instrument
to identify shortcomings and plan improvements.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NAMIBIA: INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
UNAM is one of the two public universities in Namibia established by an Act of parliament, University of
Namibia Act, Act No. 18 of 1992, governed as a semi-autonomous higher education institution and funded
through government subsidy and tuition fees.
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UNAM has grown since its establishment geographically, in student numbers and as an academic institution.
In 1992, when it was founded, the institution started with about 3,600 students on one campus with a limited
number of undergraduate programmes. Since then, the university has progressed into a multi-campus
higher education and research university hich oﬀers
di lomas
undergraduate degrees
masters
and
doctoral degrees U M is the largest national institution of higher education in the country ith
12 campuses and seven regional distance education centres countrywide. Student enrolment has been
increasing steadily to the current
students U M em loys
academic and
administrative
staﬀ
U M s ne strategic lan for
em hasises the role of research and innovation internationalization
and alterative nancial o s to secure sustainability and relevance to the society and to be able to tac le
complex 21st-century challenges and technologies University of Namibia (2019).

THE UNAM LIBRARY
The UNAM library functions as an academic library, as well as a national information centre and is open
to the public. It provides services through campus libraries at all UNAM’s 12 campuses. The library also
maintains collections in the university’s seven regional centres which support the university’s open and
distance education programmes and which, in addition to digital library resources, brings access to physical
library collections into almost all of the
regions rovinces U M library is also res onsible for U M s
institutional records management function and hosts the institutional records centre and archives. The
library staﬀ consists of
rofessional staﬀ librarians and archivists and
semi rofessional staﬀ library
and archives assistants – of which the latter also attained either diplomas or degrees in library or information
studies or related elds This ma es the staﬀ com onent academically ell uali ed
The library functions with a reasonable annual book and e-resources/periodicals budget and aims to ensure
relevant and up-to-date academic library information resources to support teaching, study, innovation and
research in the diverse elds of study and research at the institution In
the overall boo collection
consisted of +300,000 volumes against more than 180,000 titles. Access to global electronic resources is
in our view currently at international level. The diversity of resources covers all subject areas and allows
the use of the latest global information sources for research and teaching. e uested and identi ed ne
resources are evaluated annually and compared to existing sources. To achieve this, the library has since
2010 evaluated and gradually motivated and ensured budget increases to increase its subscriptions from
about to
global and regional electronic information resources and identi ed accredited credible o en
sources resources urrent subscribed scienti c and rofessional databases include merald S ringer in
Sco us Science irect Taylor
rancis
iley bsco host S
ublications uta a MIMS ochrane
systematic revie s ein nline I
novel engineering database and limited access to esearch ife
databases (See http://www.unam.edu.na/library/e-resources).

WHY DID UNAM LIBRARY ADOPT LIBQUAL+?
International and national quality assurance requirements in higher education led UNAM to establish the
Centre for Quality Assurance and Management (CEQUAM) in 2010. During the institutional discussions
leading to the establishment of CEQUAM the library management realised the need to study quality assurance
methods and tools that would apply to academic libraries. Such methods and tools were deemed necessary
to contribute meaningfully to the institutional quality assurance and accreditation processes as well as to
be able to align the library’s services and procedures with the strategic direction of the institution. Without
scienti cally ac no ledged uality assessment tools the library ould not be in the osition to rovide
reliable data for strategic planning as a contributor to the strategic objectives of the institution. It was also
realised that in the new environment of accountability and quality measurement, the library would need
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reliable data to demonstrate its im act and the ga s in its services and facilities that may need nancial and
human resource investment.
In 2010-2011the library established a team led by Chenjerai Mabhiza, the head of the User Services Department,
to identify and evaluate tools for library quality assurance processes. As a result, the international LIBQUAL
survey instrument maintained by the ssociation of esearch
ibraries in US
as identi ed as a
reliable tool to measure library quality from the point of view of all stakeholders that use or might need to
use UNAM’s libraries, whether physically or digitally. The main reason for adopting LibQUAL+ was that it
as a scienti cally develo ed tool to s eci cally assess library service uality based on a mar et research
assessment evaluation tool, SERVQUAL, which is used in other ambiguous areas to assess quality.
As part of considerations supporting the decision to use LibQUAL+ it was recognised that a library is clearly
an ambiguous service from customers oint of vie and it is often di cult for a library s clientele to assess
hat to e ect from library services and resources It is e ually di cult to determine hether hat they
are getting is hat they ere e ected to get That is s eci cally true in develo ing countries here the
library systems are often scarcely resourced and not widely available. In Namibia there is a public library
network, but it covers mainly urban areas. Most school libraries are limited to storeroom type facilities with
irrelevant donated book collections. Against this background it is quite probable that library users would not
have library experience that could provide a basis for assessing the quality of the academic library services.
This ambiguity lead to situations, where library services can receive very high satisfaction ratings in surveys,
even hen realistic observation and com laints ould have indicated that customers ere not satis ed The
strength of ib U
as that it as develo ed through scienti c analysis and testing to inclusively cover the
essential dimension of library service. The validity of the tool was also supported by CEQUAM. UNAM library
subscribed to I U
and has carried out t o surveys using this instrument in
and

IMPLEMENTING THE LIBQUAL+ SURVEY AT UNAM
U M ibrary conducted the rst ib U
limited it to the main cam us oo et al

customer satisfaction survey in
considered it a ilot and
Mitonga
This a er here focusses on the
survey

The
survey started in mid ugust and as lanned to run for one month but continued until the end
of the academic year in the beginning of December to reach representative response rates. The survey
targeted the whole population of UNAM. Response rate statistics could be followed through the ARL LibQUAL
administrative system The survey as romoted using osters lea ets and ostings through student
ortal and staﬀ email list hen it as realised that the initial res onse rate as ho ever very lo the
library s ib U team mobilized the library staﬀ from diﬀerent cam uses to develo and a ly motivational
methods, including promotional stands in the faculty areas, personal emails to academic and administrative
staﬀ and collaboration ith lecturers for students to be allo ed and encouraged to ll in the survey during
computer lab classes. At some campuses, cool drinks and sweets were added as additional incentives. The
overall res onse rate reached
meeting the established
res onse rate considered re resentative
and satisfactory Some cam uses reached a
res onse rate The res onse rate of one cam us as ell
as that of ostgraduate students and academic and administrative staﬀ fell belo the target but due to the
lo er overall number of the o ulation ere still considered re resentative See igures and
The total
number of res ondents as
n
students n
academic and administrative
staﬀ n
and
library staﬀ n
In the ib U
survey model the uestionnaire is also lled by
library staﬀ to assess self erce tions of the uality of the service Staﬀ data is analysed se arately to not
aﬀect the customer satisfaction results
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Figure 1: LibQUAL 2014 survey response rates per campus

Figure 2: LibQUAL 2014 survey response rates per academic stakeholder

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE UNAM LIBRARY 2014
LIBQUAL SURVEY: “UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY”
The data used in the descri tion of ndings is based on the
and
U M library ib U
reports and customised local reports with additional analysis of the qualitative data. Cook et al (2012); Cook
et al
Mitonga
ule et al
In the
survey the alarming nding as that all the three main service dimensions of the library services
as de ned by ib U
ere rated belo the minimum level of acce table service uality In the ib U
terminology the adequacy means, meaning the gap between minimal required service level compared to the
actual service level, was below zero for all three dimensions of library service. The UNAM library service had
thus overall been rated below the minimal acceptable level. Consequently, the library management set up the
objective to reach at least an acceptable level of service in all aspects of services.
ccording to the
results customer satisfaction ratings im roved bringing the overall rating in all three
library service dimensions just above satisfactory. Upon more detailed observation the adequacy means,
for all e ce t four of the standard
uestions and t o of the ve local uestions as at satisfactory level
above zero.
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nalysis of results from diﬀerent users grou s ho ever revealed that the targeted satisfactory level of
service quality was reached in the ratings by undergraduate students, indicating that the library was meeting
their needs relatively ell ostgraduate students and academic staﬀ assessed all dimensions of library
service signi cantly belo the minimum level of acce table uality
LIBQUAL+ uses radar charts to demonstrate the overall satisfaction ratings based on the adequacy mean
diﬀerence bet een the minimal acce table level and the erceived actual service level in each uestion
and su eriority mean diﬀerence bet een the o timal desired level and the actual level of service The
respondents’ minimum, desired and perceived levels of service quality are plotted on each axis of the radar
charts. The resulting “gaps” between the three levels are shaded in blue, yellow, green, and red. A radar
graph shaded blue and yellow indicates that users’ perceptions of service fall within the “zone of tolerance”:
the distance between minimum expectations and perceptions of service quality indicating satisfactory level
of service is shaded in blue, and the distance between their desired and perceived levels of service quality is
shown in yellow. If the distance between users’ minimum expectations and perceptions of service delivery is
represented in red, it indicates a negative service adequacy gap score meaning service quality below minimal
acceptable level. Green shading indicates high, above desired level of service. Association of Research
ibraries
The radar charts in igures and belo demonstrate the clear diﬀerence bet een the
overall library service uality as rated by U M undergraduate students and academic staﬀ

Figure 3: UNAM library LibQUAL 2014: undergraduate
students (Cook et al 2014, 46)

Figure 4: UNAM library LibQUAL+ 2014: Academic
staﬀ (Cook et al 2014, 74)

The undergraduate’s consistent blue (dark) colour line demonstrates the overall satisfaction rating as slightly
above the minimal required level. That applies to all questions except for the question indicating lack of
grou
or s ace on library buildings Unfortunately this overall rating e cludes ve local uestions of hich
also two subject specialist assistance and print/scan/photocopy facilities were rated below the minimal
acceptable level. The results indicated clearly that the library service, in the view of undergraduate students,
is at a satisfactory level, even if not at the optimal desired level. This can be seen in the area shaded in yellow
light on the ga bet een actual and desired level of service igure
The second radar chart igure
demonstrate the service uality assessment by academic staﬀ and is
dominated by red (dark), meaning the perceived level is less than the minimum level of acceptable service
uality in all dimension of library service attitudes and s ills of staﬀ collections I T tools and buildings
ually all areas re ected by the ve local uestions ere rated belo the minimum acce table level The
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lowest rating was given to capacity/lack of capacity for subject specialist assistance. The same below minimum
acceptable level of services in all aspects was indicated by postgraduate students.
It must be mentioned that charts in igures and re ect the overall results from all cam uses hile
there ere signi cant variations bet een cam uses n one cam us also the erce tions of undergraduate
students were below the acceptable service level in all dimensions of library service and on another campus,
the academic staﬀ s erce tions ere at a satisfactory level rom three of the
cam uses res onses ere
only received from students.
The conclusion dra n from the I U
survey as that U M libraries functioned at a satisfactory
level for undergraduate students, but did not respond to the needs of postgraduate students and academics.
This ey nding challenged the library s management to res ond to the library service re uirements of
academic staﬀ and ostgraduate students n analysis of the res onses from the one free te t uestion
included in the survey did not rovide any s eci c reason for the lo
uality e erience of these user grou s
That placed the need for additional methods on the table.
vidence on discre ancies of service level at diﬀerent cam us libraries as another signi cant nding of the
survey It as identi ed as another ey issue to be further analysed and addressed
In the UNAM data analysis and reporting process, a lack of expertise in using qualitative analytical tools made
it di cult to ma e use of the data collected from the one o en uestion here res ondents can raise any
ertinent issues fter both surveys a research consultant as a ointed to analyse and re ort the ndings
The results were rewarding and provided rich information, including new information that the normal survey
questions did not highlight.
In addition to the above mentioned t o ma or ndings namely generic dissatisfaction to library services by
lecturers researchers and ostgraduate students and diﬀerences in service levels bet een cam uses the
following areas summarised from both quantitative and qualitative data needed improvements:

•
•

•

ma or nding correlates ith Mc aﬀrey s
observations that one of the areas here ib U
provides valuable information is the assessment of the physical library environment. The importance
of a library as a conducive study and research space for the UNAM communities was quite evident
from both sets of data.
In relation to library buildings the ndings raised the issues of increasing student numbers hich
had not been re ected in the library s ace and lac of conducive laces for or ing in grou s ther
e licit roblems s eci ed in the ualitative data included de ciencies in air conditioning and toilet
facilities and noise in the library.
Inconvenience and security problems caused by the rule to not allow library clients to bring their bags
into the library was frequently mentioned.
Minor issues raised by users like not allowing headphones and water bottles in the library were
immediately solved by adjusting these rules. In the main campus, toilet facilities were also improved
immediately by reducing the number of staﬀ toilets and in this ay roviding more ublic toilets
I T related roblems consisted of the follo ing s eci c issues Insu cient number and lo
uality
of ublic use com uters and lo and irregular internet connection reventing the e cient use of
electronic resources
re uently mentioned ere also roblems in scanning co ying rinting
facilities, e.g. clumsy payment systems; log-in based printing system preventing outside users to print/
copy/scan; slow maintenance of copy machines; scanning not available for students.
In relation to library collections qualitative data clearly indicated lack of adequate provision of
rescribed te tboo s as a common roblem omments did not rovide s eci c issues to e lain
belo satisfaction ratings on electronic collections and ournals from academic staﬀ and ostgraduate
students.
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ADOPTING LIBQUAL SURVEY FINDINGS FOR PRACTICAL
SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIC PLANNING
While planning the presentation and discussions of results with the university’s management, campuses and
generally user communities, it was realised that the presentation formats provided by ARL reports do not
directly speak to the user groups. That is why the library’s LIBQUAL+ team transferred the data into graphical
charts. In that process, the dimensional distribution of the LibQUAL format was also amended. This was not
based on scienti c testing but on ractical assessment of ho to rovide s eci c results that can assist to
identify roblems and im rove issues more s eci cally
ﬀect of Service uestions assessing the library staﬀ rovided signi cantly diﬀerent ratings hen divided
into uestions that re ect on the one hand customer oriented attitudes and ractices and on the other hand
rofessional com etencies Staﬀ can a ear to be very hel ful but a lac of re uired e ertise roblematize
com licated assistance
tracting the rofessional s ills as ect from the overall staﬀ uality dimension
provided useful information for follow-up actions like training and mentoring needs.
uestions in the Information control dimension logically re ect satisfaction of t o signi cantly diﬀerent
as ects of library service rstly the uality and relevance of collections and secondly I T tools and devices
including support for independent library use, which in these questions focussed on ICT based tools.
ividing the ib U
survey s three dimensions to ve dimensions hel ed in our vie to lan the re uired
strategic actions to improve library services and assess users concerns much better than the three-dimensional
approach. In presentations and discussion on results, we also replaced the LibQUAL+ theoretical concepts
for service dimensions ith generic terminology li e customer care and rofessional s ills instead of ﬀect
of Service”. Instead of “Information Control” we used two dimensions - “Collections/Library Resources” and
“ICT (equipment and internet connectivity, and tools for independent library use)”, to facilitate discussions.
igure
rovides a summary of the uantitative results of undergraduate and ostgraduate students and
academic staﬀ resented in this locally a lied format of ve dimensions of the library services including
ratings for the ve local uestions The satisfaction rating by undergraduate students indicates acce table
levels of library service as values above zero except for professional skills, which does not meet the minimum
acceptable level. This is quite a serious problem for the library, which is, in essence, the professional
information service entity of the university atings by ostgraduates and academic staﬀ are belo zero
thus belo minimal acce table level of uality of service in all ve dimensions lac of ade uate collections
is felt most seriously by postgraduate students and a lack of professional expertise are experienced most
seriously by academic staﬀ
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Figure 5: Satisfaction rating (adequacy mean) comparison between undergraduate students, postgraduate
students and academic staﬀ according to the 5-dimensional library service format (Questionnaire - see
annexure 1).
The ib U
results ere resented to library staﬀ management academics and students using a
reformulated graphical representation formats in addition to radar charts. This approach proved fruitful
and created a lot of discussions including ne information on s eci c roblems as ell as suggestions for
improvements.
indings ere communicated to the U M academic communities through many latforms including
relevant university committee meetings and consultative meetings at most cam uses ibrary staﬀ meetings
were organised to make sure that the results and action plans are known and internalised. Wider distribution
of results, using the posters and social media, as motivation for participation in future surveys indicating that
surveys have a real impact, was planned. The message that was to be communicated was: “This is what you
as ed and this is hat e did In the end it as not carried out due to staﬀ constraints

IMPROVEMENTS BASED ON THE LIBQUAL+ SURVEY
LibQUAL+ survey results combined with the results of consultative engagements were developed into a
detailed improvement plan Niskala et al. (2018, 105-122) which has been used as reference in the library’s
strategic plans since 2015. It was replaced with the self-improvement plan based on the results of the external
quality review in 2019 University of Namibia library & CEQEM (2019).
Some of the plans were probably over-ambitious and have taken long to progress. An additional obstacle
as created by the continuing national economic do nturn since
hich has signi cantly reduced
government s funding to the university ollo ing is a summary of im rovements that have been im lemented
related to ndings from the ib U
surveys

“AFFECT OF SERVICE”: USER-ORIENTED SERVICE CULTURE AND
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
The
ib U
survey found that the sub ect s ecialist services for academics and ostgraduate
students were seriously below satisfactory level. The library used benchmarking as a mechanism to learn from
other institutions on s ills needed for serving academics and ostgraduate students The ardiﬀ University
and UNAM’s Phoenix collaboration provided an opportunity for capacity building on information literacy
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instructing and systematic revie s our library staﬀ ere also rovided ith an o ortunity for rofessional
internshi at ardiﬀ University library from three to four ee s focusing on the collaborative develo ment of
new services. Both authors of this paper have been involved in the development of research support services,
a new service area at UNAM library that is addressing the needs of both UNAM management and academics.
ne
osition a research su ort librarian as established and lled in
The main intervention before the
survey had been addressing the lo rating in customer care
su orted by very e licit ualitative data on lac of hel fulness by library staﬀ ith customer care and
emotional intelligence training reaching almost all library staﬀ This as ect clearly im roved in the
survey ndings su orted by observations on the ground o ever according to the observations and un
systematic interviews by the authors of this paper establishing a truly customer-oriented service culture
throughout UNAM libraries remained a challenge.

“INFORMATION CONTROL”: COLLECTIONS
An analysis of the complaints about lack of textbooks revealed real gaps as well as weaknesses in the
acquisition processes. These aspects have since been addressed followed by the prioritization of textbooks
in acquisition processes. The library collection should now cover all titles mentioned in course outlines as
prescribed textbooks. Collection Development Policy took the results and recommendations related to library
resources from the LibQUAL+ surveys into account, providing an up-to-date user-focussed framework for
collection development.
The indication about the lack of adequate electronic resources and journals was, upon further analyses,
not compatible with UNAM’s comparatively high quality of electronic resource subscriptions coverage and
as inter reted to mostly re ect a lac of romotion and information literacy com etencies in the use of
changed provision of journals from print to electronic, both by academics and students. A technical problem
as also recti ed u on analysing the reasons for this result by changing the oﬀ cam us access mode hich
re uired that a user had to activate an e ro y lin by selecting oﬀ cam us even if a user is on cam us This
was especially a problem for the satellite campus. To address possible problems in the use of e-resources
subject librarians have been encouraged to proactively approach lecturers and researchers to establish that
they are aware and know how to use relevant resources. In relation to students, the library has started the
formal rocess of incor orating into all curricula embedded information literacy I instruction for rst year
students and for both undergraduate and postgraduate students, who are starting their research projects,
to replace the ever changing, negotiated and ad–hoc IL systems.
iscussion related to the dissatisfaction of academic staﬀ related to library resources brought about the
realization that it could take up to two years to receive library material from the suppliers. To address this, the
library conducted a su lier erformance assessment and established a de ned delivery timeframe attached
to an order together ith an e cient claiming system after lacing an order These actions have s ed u the
ordering rocess by
decreasing aiting for stoc from an average of months to a year to about t o
months.

“INFORMATION CONTROL”: ICT AND TOOLS FOR INDEPENDENT
LIBRARY USES
Complaints concerning the photocopying, scanning and printing machines in the library across campuses
ere veri ed to be based on real roblems that aﬀected academic erformance This is an outsourced service
at UNAM and the library took an active stand in direct high-level negotiations with the service provider. This
resulted in an increased number of photocopying and printing facilities across campuses and improvements
in the maintenance service. Scanning for students proved to be a technically solvable problem, one that the
library management was not aware of before the survey. e ciencies still e ist but ne tenders for a service
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rovider hich is no in rocess ho efully ill include and ful l re uirements resented by the library
based on the customers’ requirements of service quality.
e lacing out oﬀ lifes an ublic use com uter stoc too time due to nancial constraints In
nally all
UNAM libraries received new PCs for all library IT training rooms and public use computer areas. The quality
and s eed of internet connectivity have been im roved signi cantly in all cam uses These im rovements
have been greatly supported by the evidence from the LibQUAL+ survey on the importance of the library ICT
facilities to students.

“LIBRARY AS A PLACE”
In relation to s ace the lans for ne buildings and e tensions ith diversi ed areas for research and study
had to be set aside due to national economic do nturn aﬀecting the university s funding dee ly and in
essence, freezing most capital projects since 2016. Addressing increasing student numbers with additional
study space was, however, provisionally addressed by moving shelving closure and securing a storage area so
that no additional space would be needed while collection grows. The centralised print journal collection in
the main cam us as also signi cantly reduced to create s ace although the su ort as not fully secured
due to concerns about its historical value.
Conducive space for postgraduate students and researchers was addressed with very positive feedback from
users by establishing modest but functional “Research Commons” facilities in two campuses. A dedicated
“Research Commons” area is also in progress on a third campus.
urther analysis of the reasons for noise having been considered as a ma or roblem leading to the realisation
that collaborative work had become a common way of studying. UNAM library buildings consist of large halls
with limited provision for discussion rooms. Coinciding with economic constraints, the situation proved to be
challenging, but a functional solution was implemented in the multi-storey main campus building by zoning
the oors to discussion and uiet study areas
Library management agreed with students that the tradition of requiring users to leave their bags outside
the library in diverse systems of bag counters contributed to security problems and was, in fact, very
uncomfortable. The plan to change the system by improving security through CCTV camera systems with
eﬀective monitoring has ta en long ne library has since a fe years ago been covered ith an eﬀective
CCTV system and allows users to bring along their bags. Two smaller libraries do that, anyway, trusting the
small size of population. The main campus CCTV system was completed in 2020 – and negotiations with the
university’s security department continue to make arrangements to allow users to keep their bags when
entering the library.

WHY DID UNAM DISCONTINUE USING LIBQUAL+
In the rocess of resenting the I U
data it as clearly noticed that using a standardised scienti cally
recognised quality framework tool was highly regarded by the institutional management, especially the quality
assurance and strategic planning units as well as other academic stakeholders. It provided a tool to get
institutional support for actions recommended by the results of the survey. This aspect strongly supported
the continuation of the use of the instrument as the main tool to assess library service quality. The results
of the LibQUAL+ surveys were also acknowledged by the library management to be very informative and
relevant.
It was apparent, however, that there was a problem understanding LibQUAL+ data and reporting formats
and making use of them for management information and planning. It proved to be challenging and timeconsuming. The main problem emerged, however, when presenting the results of the questionnaire. Only a
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small core team in the library understood the methodology and the formats of the quantitative results in the
ib U
re orts This situation raised adversity amongst library staﬀ and made it di cult to motivate
them to act upon the results and to prepare for the planned next survey. It was a challenge to reformulate
the results into a format that ould be easy for the library staﬀ and university management to understand
ithout additional inter retation s e could not nd a suitable model from the literature e ended u
using graphical presentations replacing the radar charts and other tools in the ARL reports. This approach
provided positive feedback but caused delays that challenged the impact of the survey as a quality assurance
method. At the same time, the dearth of competencies to analyse the qualitative data led to additional
substantial delays in presenting the results. That, of course, is not related to LibQUAL alone, but a customer
satisfaction survey is required to include at least one open-ended question to ensure sure that unexpected
issues can be raised.
After additional analytical work, adjusting reporting to more a familiar format of presentation and incorporating
qualitative data meaningfully into reporting and consultations, the attitude towards the survey amongst the
library staﬀ changed to ositive and there as real action in im lementing the im rovements based on
the results. The follow-up process to write comprehensive base-line campus-based customer satisfaction
re orts based on the identi ed ve dimensional formulation of ndings ho ever roved to be too time
consuming for the limited number of staﬀ ho had mastered the ib U
methodology nly four detailed
campus reports were completed.
When it was time to plan for the next survey for 2016, the mistrust in the tool was still profound amongst
library staﬀ and management The discussions during the re aration of the ne t survey uestioned the
uestionnaire re etitions of uestions ambiguity and di culties to inter ret the uestions in an environment
where English is the second language. One of the areas of mistrust was, from the very beginning, whether
the gab theory logic of rating the minimum, perceived and desired levels of service on a scale of 1-9, could
be understood by respondents. The study by Natesan and Aerts (2016), to assess whether library users
distinguish between minimum, perceived and desired levels of service quality supported the validity of
this aspect of the LibQUAL instrument, but also indicated the need for further research. According to the
interpretation of the library’s LibQUAL team, practical evidence appeared to support the same interpretation,
demonstrated by the fact ho
ell es ecially the cam us level detailed ib U
ndings concurred ith
observations and information from other sources li e un o cial and o cial com laints and commendations
and suggestion bo comments In the minds of the U M library ib U team com aring ndings ith
practical experience and observations translated to trust in the instrument.
However, even with general recognition of the informative value of the results, main contra-arguments
continued about the overall challenge of understanding the survey methodology and understanding and
communicating the survey results.
The additional factor, which might have been overcome if there was general support for continuation, was
the cost of the survey instrument. LibQUAL+ requires an annual membership fee, which was reasonable, but
the cost increased signi cantly hen a multi cam us university li e U M re uired
cam us s eci c
re orts The th re ort ould be to combine data that re ect the service uality in the regional centres to
ma e the ndings meaningful by indicating signi cant diﬀerences bet een cam uses
These challenges resulted in the decision to discontinue using LibQUAL+ as a library service quality assessment
instrument in 2016. It was to be replaced with a customised survey instrument that would be easier to
manage, focusing on locally relevant issues. The library’s management opted for developing and employing
a Likert scale, customised customer satisfaction survey. It was agreed that in developing the localised survey
scienti c research on dimension that form the content for library satisfaction ould be used and the survey
ould be formulated based on dimensions identi ed in the ib U research as com onents of library
satisfaction staﬀ customer care and rofessional s ills and services library resources I T a lications
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and tools to support independent library use as well as space/physical facilities. The key problem that would
be overcome this way would be time and human resource constraints and that survey results would be
presented as management and information source much sooner and without need for additional timeconsuming interpretation.

UNAM LIBRARY’S CUSTOMISED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY
The pilot questionnaire for a localised customer satisfaction survey was developed by a team of the library’s
User Services Department and administrated as a web-based survey in 2017 and 2018. Main dimensions
learned from the LibQUAL literature and problematic areas as found during earlier surveys of LibQUAL by
UNAM formed the basis for the questionnaire. The formulation and principles of how to incorporate and weigh
dimensions identi ed by ib U develo ment and other related studies roved to be challenging hile
the benchmar ing results from the
ib U
survey ere recognized as very informative and reliable
the results from the customized pilot surveys did not manage to provide comparable data to measure the
changes when compared to the baseline. Additional problems were that the response rates in these surveys
were too low especially at the campus level, to be considered representative. The experiment was repeated
the following year but not continued after that.
ac of a s eci c library uality assurance tool osed a serious roblem due to the fact that customer
satisfaction rating is used as the key indicator of service quality in the institutional balance scorecard to
monitor strategic planning at UNAM. The library is required to provide satisfaction ratings for the internal
stakeholders of the academic community as evidence of its contribution to the strategic objectives of the
university. After discontinuing to conduct customer satisfaction surveys, the library has settled on a few
library focussed questions in the annual institutional stakeholder satisfaction survey.

WHAT ELSE HAS UNAM LIBRARY DONE TO ASSESS QUALITY?
The UNAM library has after LibQUAL surveys been part and applied other quality assurance methods used
by higher education institutions observed to be important to maintain relevance, identify service gaps and
address user needs.

LIBRARY AND THE ACCREDITATION OF PROGRAMMES AT UNAM
UNAM library plays an integral role in the programme accreditations and reviews. Although the national
higher education accreditation agency the ational ouncil for igher ducation does not set s eci c
criteria of what is expected from the library, usually the library provides a detailed report of what that library
has in its collections, facilities and services, which presents an opportunity to identify gaps in the collections
and services re uired for the s eci c rogrammes Through this rocess the library gets in ut concerning
ga s in resource and services in s eci c sub ect elds and addresses them as art of an accreditation revie
report monitoring process.

QUALITY REVIEW AND BENCHMARKING
While recognizing the informative nature and strategic importance of the customer satisfaction survey, the
U M library has also identi ed and succeeded in using other tools to identify and measure uality as ects
especially in areas where measuring customer perceptions does not appear to be successful.
Under the leadership of the UNAM Centre of Quality Assurance and Management (CEQUAM), the library
underwent a full-scale Quality Review by an external panel in 2018. The review was carried out by a panel
comprised of both national and international experts in all aspects of library management and service,
including library services, procedures and administration, library ICT solutions and archives and records
management The anel concluded that in general both academic staﬀ and university management
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expressed satisfaction with the library’s services and operations. The review noted, however, that satisfaction
re ects traditional library services hile there a ear to be lac of e ibility and innovativeness in addressing
ne emerging service and s ills areas S eci cally mentioned ere the needs to develo research su ort
services, bibliometric skills and address issues like research impact evaluation and the improvement of
records management by urgently introducing an electronic records management system. Other key issues
identi ed included the need to revie the library s sta ng structure to re ect the changes in the higher
education environment and the trends in academic libraries Im roved academic uali cations of library
assistant level staﬀ is also not re ected as more rofessional ob content and descri tion The need to
im rove the library s digital resence and the e tension and transformation of library facilities to re ect
increasing student numbers as well as the changing learning, teaching and research modalities were also
identi ed The im ortance of the uality revie
roved to be in essence the identi cation of re uirements
to respond to new trends in the higher education environment, scholarly publishing, research evaluation and
funding and academic library development, which do not come about in customer satisfaction surveys, which
by their nature re ect roblems in the e isting reality
The library, in collaboration with CEQUAM, developed a 3 to 10-year self-improvement plan based on the
results of the Quality Review, which has now become the main point of reference for strategic planning. It
incorporates the previous results of customer satisfaction surveys as part of sources of information for the
Quality Review. (University of Namibia and CEQUEM 2018; University of Namibia Library and CEQUEM 2019).
In the rocess of ractical im lementation of the uality evie
ndings the library management realised
that hile the revie identi es needs for ne service and o erational areas it does not rovide ractical
tools on how to implement them. The viable next steps appeared to be benchmarking visits as well the
continuation of international collaboration to share and learn from the experiences of other libraries and
to be able to im lement ey service issues identi ed in the library uality revie The benchmar learning
and capacity development programme was organised with three universities in South Africa: the University
of Cape Town, Stellenbosch University and Cape Peninsula University of Technology. The benchmarking
focused on the following areas: research data management, digitization processes and infrastructure,
institutional re ository or o and im act trac ing bibliometric analysis and research erformance and
impact analysis, research trends analysis and tools, library publishing services and research support services.
The key impact of the benchmarking is that the UNAM library, in collaboration with the University of Cape
Town library, established a publishing platform for UNAM published journals using the experiences gained
from benchmarking, followed by locally relevant new solutions and capacity building programmes.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of the paper was to analyse and describe library quality assurance processes employed at the
University of Namibia, with the focus on the use of LibQUAL+, an internationally recognised standardised tool
to measure service quality in libraries.
LibQUAL+ proved to be a reliable tool that can provide very informative comprehensive data that can be used
to inform strategic decisions, policy development and resource allocations. Our observations corroborate
with the conclusions made by Dahan et al. (2016) and Lange, Miller-Nesbitt and Severson (2016) that LibQUAL
rovided meaningful ndings used to im lement strategic im rovements and inform olicy develo ment
o ever it as also observed that ndings of customer satisfaction surveys li e ib U
cannot be used
as the only tool to measure the quality of services. Qualitative measures such as focus group discussions,
quality reviews by external panels of experts and academic programme accreditation reviews should be used
to provide data that cannot be collected from surveys. We observed that the LibQUAL+ survey could not be
used as the only means of measuring service quality as based on customer views on existing services it does
not provide data on new trending issues in HEIs and librarianship. Our conclusion further corroborates
with the recommendation made by Atkinson (2017) that reliable library service quality data is important for
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strategic planning, change management and leadership. It is also evident from our experience that a key
aspect to succeed in quality assessment is the research capacity of the library, having competencies and
provision of time to conduct evidence-based research, analyse data and write and share research reports.
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Appendix 1: UNAM Library LibQUAL 2014 questionnaire: Core and local questions
Aﬀect of service

Re-formulated dimension

1

Customer care: User oriented
service culture

2
3

ibrary staﬀ ho instill con dence in users
Giving users individual attention
ibrary staﬀ ho are consistently courteous
Readiness to respond to users’ enquiries

5

ibrary staﬀ ho deal ith users in a caring fashion

6

Willingness to help users

7

Dependability in handling users’ service problems

8

ibrary staﬀ ho have the no ledge to ans er user uestions

9

ibrary staﬀ ho understand the needs of their users

Professional skills and
competencies

Information control
1

The printed library materials I need for my work

2

The electronic information resources I need

3

Print and/or electronic journal collections I require for my work
Ma ing electronic resources accessible from my home or o ce

5

A library Web site enabling me to locate information on my own

6

Modern equipment that lets me easily access needed information

7

asy to use access tools that allo me to nd things on my o n

8

Collections

ICT &ICT & support for
independent library use

Making information easily accessible for independent use

Library as a place
1

Library space that inspires study and learning

2

Quiet space for individual work

3

A comfortable and inviting location

Library as a place

A haven for study, learning, or research
5

Space for group learning and group study

Additional local questions
1

Availability of subject specialist assistance

Professional skills

2

Access to archives, special collections

Collections

3

cient interlibrary loan document delivery
Helpfulness in dealing with users’ IT problems

5

Providing me with the printing/ photocopying/ scanning technology
I need for my work or study

Collections
ICT & support for
independent library use
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF PUBLIC
LIBRARIES: A CASE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN
NAMIBIA
Aletta Dunn
Namibia Library and Archives Service, alettadunn@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: This paper looks at the monitoring and evaluation of public libraries and examines a case
of public libraries in Namibia regarding measuring the impact and identifying service gaps and the
relevance of public libraries in the communities their serve. The study focus was on public libraries’
impact on individuals, communities and social development. A survey was employed to collect data
from respondents. Data was collected through hard copies and online questionnaires, to determine
the eﬀectiveness of library services. The ﬁndings reveal that libraries provide patrons with assistance
regarding several activities, such as job applications and developing their CV writing skills, libraries
assist learners with their homework, and oﬀer ICT-related services.
KEYWORDS: public libraries, ISO 16439, impact, evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
Public libraries are under increasing pressure by users to create, demonstrate and present value to society,
so that community members visualise public libraries at the intersection of vibrant communities and a strong
democracy In the library conte t the yon eclaration I
identi es marginalised grou s being the
dominant users of public libraries, which should present activities, provide information, and develop literacy
and other basic skills. Now, more than ever before, libraries are urged to shift away from providing services
at the library, and rather focus on the impact of such services on community members. This has become
im ortant for libraries because as contributors to national develo ment libraries need to oﬀer services
and rogrammes that can bene t and change eo le s lives Therefore measuring the im act of libraries on
communities has become an emerging eld for ublic libraries in amibia

PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN NAMIBIA
Namibia Library and Archive Service (NLAS) is the custodian of a public library network of 62 public libraries
and three regional libraries. National norms and standards have been introduced in public libraries, however,
little information regarding erformance and im act assessment e ists to determine the eﬀectiveness and
e ciency of ublic libraries in the country t a national level
S collects monthly statistics from all ublic
libraries. In addition, detailed reports of annual statistics are compiled for the Ministry of Education, Arts and
ulture oth methods ca ture su cient information on the real im act of activities and rogramming of
public libraries.
Since independence in 1990, the Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture, through the Directorate of NLAS,
has made concerted eﬀorts to build or refurbish libraries in economically disadvantaged communities ith
the main purpose of providing access to information, creating a culture of reading, and providing access
to equitable information and services – free of charge – such as scanning, lending of books and access to
electronic devices and the internet hotoco ying fa ing emailing and are other services are oﬀered at
minimal cost to community members. Public libraries serve as information hubs, with the aim of improving the
level of knowledge and skills, and the livelihoods, of community members, therefore, it has become important
for libraries to select and organise needs-based resources and materials that meet user requirements.
Libraries in Namibia also support cultural and social activities, clubs, youth forums and groups for the elderly
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through the services and rogrammes they oﬀer li e home or hel er riting clubs short story riting
chess competitions and Girl Guides, which are programmes that can enhance the lives of youngsters in
communities armers health or ers and small business enter rises are em o ered ith no ledge and
skills to advance their professional status through information communication technology (ICT) training.
ommunity members value the library as a lace that oﬀers a s ace to nd oy and ersonal gro th through
learning and expert assistance, relevant resources and research tools, content sharing and creation, and
cultural enrichment thus the future of ublic libraries should not only re ect the diversity of its communities
but libraries should also become leaders of practicing inclusion at all levels.
The im ortance of libraries is re ected in the yon eclaration on ccess to Information and develo ment
which emphasises that “Access to information supports development by empowering people, especially
marginalised eo le and those living in overty I
This statement em hasises ho im ortant it
has become to demonstrate the value of libraries to communities. Consequently, it has become necessary
for libraries to enrich the cultural identity and expression of community members, and now, more than ever,
libraries must ensure accountability trans arency artici ation and s ills develo ment of staﬀ members
and community members.

THE PURPOSE OF THE EVALUATION
NLAS envisions a future in which public libraries serve as the intersection of vibrant communities and a strong
democracy. This can only be realised if the ever-expanding value of public libraries is acknowledged and
accepted. The following objectives are set for public libraries:
•

•

To strengthen and enhance their contributions to communities;
To de ne and su ort the transition of ublic libraries so that they are more res onsive to and
re ective of community needs
To provide learning opportunities for community members, especially the youth and entrepreneurs;
To increase a areness and the eﬀectiveness of ublic libraries through advocacy by using manuals
guidelines to create ne tools in su ort of future advocacy eﬀorts and
To romote continuous rofessional develo ment for eﬀective and e cient service delivery in
libraries.

Library statistics that are collected as indicators of development and that may be used to achieve aspects
of impact include the number of registered users, the number of ICT users, and usage and user statistics,
measured over time. Statistics may show whether and how frequently particular individuals visit the library
and access electronic resources or attend training sessions. When the numbers of users increase, it might be
deduced that value or impact is being derived from these activities.
Information literacy is de ned by IS
IS
as
more wide-ranging than knowing how to use a library, but an aspect of lifelong learning
that refers to attributes of people who are able to ﬁnd, assess and use information wherever
it may be located. This includes the skills for using information technology to access and
retrieve information.
Information literacy is one of the commonest ways libraries can make an observable impact on the knowledge
or com etencies of users In order to determine the im act IS
recommends that tests
hether standardised or designed for a s eci c ur ose should be done before and after any training that
is resented to establish hether a measurable diﬀerence in no ledge or s ill has been achieved
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
Objectives of assessment

The scope of this paper is to discuss the link between planned activities and outputs and direct outcomes
related to increasing access to information and knowledge, thereby assisting to eradicate poverty, as set out
in the United ations Sustainable evelo ment oals The a er ill also give an indication of the bene ts
of the services and rogrammes oﬀered by libraries that could bring about change and enrich eo le s lives
and help to encourage interventions that teach learners and youth community member’s new skills and
techni ues for nding evaluating and using information to im rove learning and ersonal develo ment
These library services can contribute to ghting overty and ine uality in communities
Surveys and questionnaires are the preferred method of assessing the impact of library services. This
information was gathered through hard copies and online, and the data gathered was used to determine the
eﬀectiveness of library services The survey contained a series of s ecially designed uestions ith the aim of
eliciting res onses from res ondents in relation to the bene ts they received as a result of visiting the library
The questions were designed to cover the following areas:
•
•

•

How do users acquire information, skills and knowledge?
How is their work, learning and study supported?
hat are the bene ts of the uiet safe and comfortable lace
communicate with others?
What are the most popular services that are used in public libraries?

here

atrons can meet and

Best practices in monitoring and evaluation advise a focus on impact, rather than outcomes. Similarly, the
modern library should not assess its value based on the number of services provided or the number of people
who walk through the doors, but rather investigate the true, long-term, substantive impact the library has
on the lives and livelihoods of community members Lipton (2012). Impact assessment theory is valuable for
measuring the erformance of ublic libraries orld ide Streat eld and Mar less
a
b uysmans
and omes
I
IS
de nes the library s im act as the in uence of libraries and their services on individuals
and or on society Im act may be e erienced by individuals or by the community at large IS

Effects of library impact

The impact of libraries can be divided into three main areas:
a)
b)
c)

Impact on the individual;
Impact on the community; and
Social impact.

or all three areas the im act concerns change in individuals grou s of eo le and society and can generate
economic value.

Impact on the individual
In many cases, it is the physical provision of resources and services that user’s value in libraries. These
resources and services could be those that are excessively expensive or unobtainable for many Namibians,
such as internet access com uters assistance in nding or a lying for obs and a safe uiet s ace ublic
libraries oﬀer a ide range of services hich include boo s and materials for recreational reading reference
books, study material and homework assistance for learners.
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People do not always realise the role libraries play in stimulating local economies. Though patrons do not
pay for library services, libraries play a key role in providing free internet, a workspace for telecommuters,
assistance for people looking for employment opportunities, and even career and interview training.
According to a survey done in Namibia, all 20 piloted libraries indicated that libraries assist their patrons with
job applications and developing their CV writing skills, and assist learners with their homework. ICT facilities
enable users to access information, print documents and receive and send documents electronically. One
example provided by the survey is that patrons were assisted with the drafting, completing and sending of
application forms for job vacancies, within a short space of time.
ther bene ts the library rovides relate to the social connection that is created bet een the visitor and the
information professional, as well as other community members. This indicates that libraries are making a
diﬀerence on the level of social cohesion
Through the reading rogramme many learners have learnt ho to read ith understanding and uency
These programmes and services are seen as complementing collections and enabling library services to target
s eci c grou s to im rove their social ellbeing These activities include storytelling by elderly members of
the community, spelling bee competitions, reading programmes, and cultural games that contribute to mental
welfare and development. Libraries play an important role in developing a reading culture amongst Namibian
children. Public libraries provide learners with the opportunity to immerse themselves in books, audiobooks
and online resources. Every year, public libraries and school libraries address the issue of reading during
an annual Readathon. According to statistics, more learners participate in this event every year. Teachers
share success stories related to the value of the support librarians and public libraries in Namibia provide. A
rimary school teacher testi ed thus about the life changing scenarios that libraries are valued for
In a class of 40–45 learners, it is very diﬃcult to attend to each and every learner and having
so many slow learners in one class makes it impossible to attend to all. One particular
learner could not read at all and was struggling to recognise the simplest words. The learner
joined the library and during the course of the year her reading skills improved tremendously
and she passed her grade with an average C Symbol.
The impact of public libraries on individuals is demonstrated by improvements in people’s skills and
competencies, changes in their attitudes and behaviour, increased success in their studies, or in research
activities and output, and possibly also in enhanced career prospects and improvements in individual
wellbeing.
t resent
ublic libraries in amibia oﬀer basic I T training to community members so that they can
improve their ICT skills. ICT services in libraries empower people, and can unlock a world of super-fast
globalised communication and information networks. The question is, however, whether technology and
ICT skills can solve the problem of poverty? Development requires a multi-layered approach that enables
eo le to access their rights through in uencing olicy ma ers and develo ing ne methodology tools
and resources. Information and communication are at the heart of the process. People gain power through
information and eﬀective communication can be seen as the ey that can enable eo le to become more
active participants in the development of their communities. Libraries have a collection of success stories
about unemployed youth who joined the library for basic ICT training and, after training, establishing their
own small businesses, or were appointed in promotional positions. These stories testify about the impact of
such training on personal development. Entrepreneurs continue making use of the library, as a benchmark
for their businesses.
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Impact on the public library/community
Public libraries are essential components of communities. They provide not only books and banks of
computers, but are still places where individuals gather to explore, interact, empower themselves and
visualise. As front-line institutions that address the needs of and focus on a wide range of populations with
particular needs, including seniors, veterans, and immigrants, and homeless, poor and illiterate members
of society, the social impacts of libraries are mainly regarded as a function of public libraries. These impacts
include increased experience of social inclusion and cohesion; participation in information and education,
for example, free access to information; free internet access; support in education; increased awareness of
local cultures (for example, through exhibitions) and the acknowledgement of cultural diversity. Libraries are
esteemed providers of literature and sources of the printed word, which has the power to shape culture into
transformation. Libraries countrywide connect people with ideas. Handicrafts, such as needlework, crochet,
cooking, and knitting, and book discussions are well-known activities that bring users together to share their
learning processes and moments of triumph.

Social impact
Many families and teachers rely on the library, as a partner, to provide important preschool reading and
learning. Libraries cater for people with special needs and support them in developing a sense of equity
and access. Libraries participate in providing information and education through early literacy services that
contribute to long-term economic success. Libraries have expanded beyond their traditional story-time
services, and are engaging in high-impact strategies with community partners. The support libraries provide
through information on local culture and history, via exhibitions and trade fairs, is valued by communities.
Mobile library services are implemented by three regional libraries, to develop and improve the quality of
life of citizens in remote areas. Mobile services involve a suitably equipped and reinforced vehicle/bus that
visits schools and designated community points on a regular schedule with a resource collection that may
be borrowed by learners, teachers, and community members. Users may access the internet free of charge
during visits.
Libraries support cultural diversity among community members, by encouraging them to maintain their
cultural heritage egular dis lays role laying and games ith children of diﬀerent cultures are o ular
events that showcase the impact of libraries on society. These activities, in return, ensure that children know
their past, experience their present moments and know where they are going.

RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•

•

Access to knowledge by visually impaired Namibians, and the role libraries can play, should be
investigated. It will be essential to obtain information from a representative sample of community
members. Special sensitivity will be required, since obtaining such information can be mistaken
as discrimination. These participants could be invited to participate in investigations about their
perceptions of the usefulness of the library.
Needs assessments have to take into account future projections relating to the most disadvantaged
communities, which have few or no resources? This measurement will blend in with the vision of
libraries on equitable access to information for all regardless of status, education, race or religion.
Users travel long distances to access information and other resources. Mobile library services are
limited because of nancial constraints but they need to be reorganised to rovide su cient services
Public libraries have an urgent need for technical support from regional technicians.
The evaluation results con rm that ublic libraries are o timally used for see ing information to
borro boo s and access internet and I T rograms o ever o ening hours are not su cient
Patrons want to visit libraries at more convenient times. The assessment recommends giving special
consideration to opening later in the day – mornings are not particularly busy – and staying open a
little later, to improve access.
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In this rapidly changing digital era, public libraries must contribute to changing communities; if they do not,
then they are not doing the work they are supposed to do. That is why librarians need to take up the initiative
to strengthen and empower communities and support the cultural lives of members of society.

CONCLUSION
ibrary services ositively in uence the s ills and com etencies attitudes and behaviour of library users
The bene ts that community members e erience from using library services can be assessed in terms
of knowledge gained, improved information literacy, academic or professional success, social inclusion
and increases in individual wellbeing. Libraries facilitate development, not only by honouring people’s right
to information but because they oﬀer s ace access to I T and a connection ith and access to cultural
heritages.
IS
is a useful tool for suggesting a roaches to doing im act assessments and it has demonstrated
that it can serve as a guide to nding ob ective evidence on ho to ensure that users are fully utilising and
accessing information and other learning resources in public libraries. To quote a library user: “Libraries are
safe havens to explore the world through the eyes of a book”.
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THE IMPACT OF BASIC ICT SKILLS TRAINING ON
THE LIVELIHOOD OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS: A
CASE STUDY OF OSHANA REGIONAL LIBRARY
Jakob Muleka
Oshana Regional Library, nyingika@gmail.com or jtmuleka.edu@oshanarc.gov.na

ABSTRACT: One of the national strategic initiatives of the Library and Information Sector in Namibia
for 2011 was for community libraries to oﬀer information and communication technology (ICT)
literacy training for community members. This plan became a reality in 2012 through the Libraries
for Development project, which was the result of development cooperation between Finland and
libraries in Namibia and Tanzania and ran from 2012 to 2014. The main purpose of the project was
to contribute to poverty reduction strategies of the partner countries, in line with the United Nations
Millennium Development Goals. The objectives of the project were to create a sustainable model for ICT
access through community/public libraries; to build capacity of library personnel through training in
ICT skills; and to empower library personnel to teach community members basic ICT skills. The project
targeted members of the general public, particularly out-of-school and unemployed youth, owners of
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), health workers and farmers. Oshana Regional Library started
to oﬀer basic ICT training to community members in August 2014, and this training continues to
date; the library had trained 2 273 community members by March 2019. This study was conducted
to investigate and determine the impact made by ICT training on the livelihoods of library ICT training
graduates. An online survey guided by a problem statement and three sub-questions was conducted.
The study revealed commendable impacts by the training on the livelihoods of the graduates, who
varied from individual community members to owners of SMEs. The ﬁndings also show that 89% of
the graduates attained general livelihood changes after attending the ICT training at Oshana Regional
Library.
KEYWORDS: information communication and technology skills, social impact, livelihood, community
members, basic information communication and technology training.

INTRODUCTION
shana egional ibrary started oﬀering basic information and communication technology I T training in
ugust
as art of the ibraries for evelo ment ro ect initiative hich as art of develo ment
coo eration bet een inland and amibian and Tanzanian libraries and hich ran from
to
Today
individual libraries, including Oshana Regional Library, still present this type of training. The main purpose
of the project was supporting poverty reduction strategies of the partner countries, in line with the United
ations Millennium evelo ment oals ccording to Mchombu
the objectives of the project were: to create a sustainable model for ICT access through
community/public libraries; to build the capacity of library personnel through training in
ICT skills; to empower library personnel to teach basic ICT skills to community members.
The project target groups were the general public, particularly out-of-school and unemployed youth, owners
of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), health workers and farmers.
In Namibia, general community members were trained, and they continue to be trained, though there is a
special focus on end-user groups, namely, entrepreneurs involved in SMEs, women and unemployed youth.
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Currently, this type of training seeks to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly goals 1
and 5. Hence, in addition to providing basic ICT training, the Oshana Regional Library conducts and facilitates
I T training sessions that are tailor made for SM s and the ma ority of the bene ciaries are omen and
unemployed youth.
SDG 1 relates to ending poverty in all its forms, everywhere, while SDG 5 advocates for the achievement of
gender equality and empowering all women and girls United Nations (2019a; 2019b). In the context of this
study the I T training oﬀered by the shana egional ibrary could im art I T s ills to youth and omen to
enable them to be employed or start businesses, and improve their livelihoods.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
By March 2019, Oshana Regional Library had trained a total of 2 273 community members in basic ICT
skills, of whom 1 707 were women and 566 were men, quite a large number, which the library lists as an
achievement. However, the question remains: What impact does the training have on the livelihoods of
community members?
The survey results by Mchombu (2015, 5–6) on the impact of ICT training on community members reports
some notable general im acts on SM s and youth o ever these general ndings a lied to the hole of
Namibia, and referred to the period soon after the implementation of the ICT training at Oshana Regional
Library.
Based on this background, this study was conducted to investigate and determine the impact of the ICT
training oﬀered by shana egional ibrary on individual graduates livelihoods
The questions explored during this study were the following:

2.

o did the I T training aﬀect the livelihoods of the trained SM o ners omen and unem loyed
youth?
What value did the ICT training add to inputs and outputs of individual SMEs?
hat other eﬀects of the I T training directly or indirectly bene t the unem loyed youth s ersonal
development and livelihoods?

LITERATURE REVIEW
The researcher identi ed very limited literature on the s eci c to ic of this study
related key sources.

hich focuses on amibia

The Libraries for Development impacts assessment survey conducted by Mchombu (2015, 6) assessed
the impact of ICT training on community members, in Namibia, and reveals the following: of SME owners,
indicated that after the training their businesses im roved
of youth indicated that after the I T
training they ere able to search for information on education inde endently
searched for health
information and
for governance and civics related information Mchombu also oints out that
of
the respondents indicated that their ICT skills had improved.
Mcharazo et al. (2017, 8), in their evaluation report about the impact of the Libraries for Development project,
indicate that the ma ority of the bene ciaries of the I T training con rmed that the training had im roved
their chances of being em loyed and in amibia
of these bene ciaries started further education after
training.
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In Namibia, an SME is described as a “sector of business organisations composed of small business enterprises
with full-time employees ranging from 6 to 100 employees” Kambwale, Chisoro, and Karodia (2015, 82).
Ogbokor and Ngeendipi (2012, 5–7) indicate that SMEs play a major role in the economy of Namibia, because
SMEs provide employment, contribute to the transition of agriculture-led economies, and add value to the
country’s gross domestic product (GDP). In Namibia in 2005, the contribution of SMEs to the GDP stood at
and the contribution to em loyment at
Stor
I T is regarded as a crucial enabler for achieving the S s articularly in lo income countries or e am le
ICT can help to end poverty by providing possibilities to improve the productivity of millions of people, so that
they can provide for themselves and their families better. ICT can enhance gender equality and empower
women, by giving women and girls access to information that is of importance to their productivity Earth
Institute and Ericson (2016, 17–18).
According to the MDR/NIDA consultancy report of 2011, which is based on the Namibia Library and Information
Sector strategic assessment study, one of the national strategies of libraries in Namibia is the concept of
“one-stop service libraries”, which advocate ICT literacy for community members in order to support the
development of ICT skills MDR/NIDA (2011). This envisaged dream of the Library and Information Sector in
amibia has become a reality through regional libraries of hich shana egional ibrary is one that oﬀers
basic ICT training to community members. What remains is to assess the impact of this noble practice.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study as a ualitative survey conducted online through a
questionnaire.

oogle orm designed self administered

The targeted population was 150 library ICT training graduates who had attended the ICT training at Oshana
egional ibrary from ugust
to March
and for hom e had email addresses The research
targets were randomly selected from the list of 300 email addresses obtained from the Oshana Regional
ibrary s email address list oshanalibraryict gmail com to hich graduates also submitted their nal test
results. A quota sampling method was applied to end with 150 email addresses, to which the questionnaire
as sent each year from
to
as re resented by
email addresses

FINDINGS
Response rate

Response or return rate refers to “the number of people participating in a survey divided by the number of
selected in the sample, in the form of a percentage”, or the percentages of questionnaires sent out that are
returned Babbie (2011, 261).
The study roduced a lo return rate of
ossibly because of limitations related to time and access to
the internet, and because ICT graduates did not all have smartphones. Only 37 questionnaires, out of the
150 that had been sent to the target population, were returned. The researcher termed the return rate of
this study as satisfactory ccording to ryrear
generally the e ternal surveys receive on average
res onse rate as com ared to an average of
or more res onse rate for internal surveys
The res onse rate may be lo ered by in uencing factors such as using unreliable contact information a
population that is seldom targeted for research or little incentive to respond.
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Survey results and analysis
Demographics of respondents
The ma ority of res ondents ere omen as
of the
uestionnaires com leted and returned ere from
women and 13 were from male respondents. Eighty-nine per cent of the respondents were youth, because
33 of the 37 respondents were aged between 20 and 35 years, 2 were teenagers (17–20 years) and 2 were
young adults
years o res ondents ere older than
years
Twelve of the respondents were students, another 12 were employed, nine were self-employed (SMEs), three
were unemployed and one was a learner. Table 1 summarises the demographics of the respondents.
Table 1: Demographics of respondents
Demographic factor
Gender

No.
Male
emale

Age

13

17–20 years

2

20–25 years
25–30 years

11

30–35 years

8

years

2

lder than
Occupation

TOTAL

years

0

Learners

1

Students

12

Unemployed

3

Employed

12

Self-employed

9
37

Value of basic ICT Training to SMEs
Section B of the study questionnaire enquired about the value of the basic ICT training for SME inputs and
outputs. The two questions of the section were meant to be answered only by owners of SMEs who had
attended the ICT training.
Question 1 of this section was formulated to assess the level of ICT skills improvement of the respondents in
six listed aspects of individual SME business inputs, namely, downloading of online forms (e.g. SME certiﬁcation),
designing and printing of quotations and invoices, designing and printing of promotional ﬂyers and posters, sending
business communication through email, usage of MS Excel formulas for business calculations and marketing the
business on social media. The ans er o tions ere four oint intervals of a i ert scale hich ere signi cantly
improved, improved, somewhat improved and not improved.
n average
of the res ondents this section indicated that there had been a signi cant im rovement
in their ICT business inputs (listed as six aspects in question 1 of section B) after attending the basic ICT
training at shana egional ibrary In total
of the res ondents indicated that their business in uts
had improved, none of the respondents selected the option “not improved”, for any of the six aspects listed.
igure
resents the results of uestion of Section
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Figure 1: Level of ICT skills improvement on SME business input

Effects of basic ICT training on SME business outputs
Question 2 of Section B of the questionnaire required the respondents to indicate which of the three listed
business outputs of their respective businesses increased after attending basic ICT training at Oshana
Regional Library. Respondents were also given the option to indicate, if applicable, other outputs that were
not listed. The listed business outputs were proﬁt, revenue and customer referrals. The question was designed
to allow respondents to choose more than one output, and 17 respondents answered this question.
evenue is de ned as the income that a com any generates before any e
is a net income on the income statement Boyte-White (2019).

enses are deducted

hile ro t

alf
of res ondents to this uestion indicated that their ro t increased after they had attended the
I T training
recorded an increase in customer referrals and
re orted that their revenue had
increased. No respondent selected the “others” option.
The Table 2 represents a summary of respondents who were entrepreneurs to Question 2 of Section B.
Table 2: The eﬀects of basic ICT training on SME business outputs
Business outputs

Number of entrepreneurs

ro t increased

9

Increase in customer referrals

5

Revenue increased

3

ther bene ts
TOTAL

0
17

General impacts of ICT training on the livelihoods of graduates
Section C of the questionnaire had three questions to assess the general impacts of the ICT training on the
livelihoods of the graduates of the Oshana Regional Library free basic ICT training.
Question 1 asked respondents to indicate whether they strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with
the four listed statements in igure
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Figure 2: Livelihood changes of respondents after basic ICT skills training (n=37)
uestion of Section
as formulated to assess ho
ell the individual I T graduates learned the ve
diﬀerent I T a lications oﬀered by shana egional ibrary These I T a lications are MS Word, MS Excel,
MS PowerPoint, Social Networking, and Internet and email. The respondents were required to indicate their
individual s ill levels after the training on a ve oint i ert scale namely excellent, good, fair, poor and very
poor. igure summarises the res onses of the res ondents to uestion

Figure 3: Respondents’ current level of skills in the trained ICT applications (n=37)
Question 3 of this section was an open-ended question formulated to assess the general impact of the
ICT training on the lives of individual basic ICT graduates. The respondents had to indicate ‘yes” or “no” for
changes and if the ans er as yes they could describe the s eci c change s they had e erienced The
yes o tion as chosen by
of res ondents some of the changes they s eci ed are belo
nly four
res ondents said no The ie chart in igure sho s the ro ortion of res ondents that indicated that their
lives had been impacted by the basic ICT training course.

Figure 4: Question 3: Whether respondents’ lives had been impacted by basic ICT training (n=37)
Inclusive Libraries and Information Services towards achieving Prosperity for Sustainable Development in Africa
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The general changes s eci ed by the
res ondents vary idely though they corres ond ith or are related
in the context. Below are some verbatim comments given by respondents who had indicated that their lives
had been impacted by basic ICT training (Part 2, Question 3).
It becomes easy for me to operate my PC during the study
As a student, it is now very easy for me to do my daily schoolwork activities and submit on time
It became easy for me to apply online for further studies on my own
I never know how to create an email or to send an email message, now I know
It helped me to do better in the practical computer interviews
I became an independent user and got employed at one company
Now I can use the computer better and also apply the skills to my business, it saves time and
books since now everything I type and save in the computer
Now I can apply to diﬀerent institutions online without any diﬃculties
It changes my life like I never knew how to create email or sending, now I know how to create
folders and save documents in the folders
I never know how to do a presentation, now I can do it myself

General comments about basic ICT training
uestion of Section
as formulated for res ondents to give general comments on the basic I T training
and the general impact of this training on individual respondents’ personal development. Below are some of
the general verbatim comments of respondents.
Yes I now acquired more skills and I often use my leisure time to teach people in my
community
I had a good experience with the training, the instructors are very good teachers
I strongly believe that learning computers at Oshana Library helps me a lot and I’m so
blessed for that
Oshana library changes our lives of using computer and now we are dealing with technology
I am digitally empowered and enhanced my ICT skills after I attended this noble program,
so the program should continue persistently
“The certiﬁcate that you are giving to trainees should indicate the level of the score...i.e. how
many a trainee scored
It is for free and very useful and helpful
Now I can make my business cards, birthday cards or wedding cards
I understand personally that Oshana regional Library is improving the standards of the
youth that do not have computer skills
I am strongly recommending that ICT Training at Oshana Library should continue as it
beneﬁts the communities
A big compliment to the Oshana Regional Library, it improves life standard and creates job
opportunities
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DISCUSSION
The study revealed that SME owners who had attended ICT training at Oshana Regional Library attained and
recorded a signi cant im rovement in their business in uts These gains ere re orted by an average of
of respondents, who indicated improvements in the six assessed business outputs, namely, downloading of
online forms e g SM certi cation designing and rinting uotations and invoices designing and rinting
romotional yers and osters sending business communication through emails using MS cel formulas
for business calculations and mar eting the business on social media enerally the ndings are that the I T
skills acquired by the SME owners through training at Oshana Regional Library helped them to improve their
business in uts this as con rmed by
of the res ondents
Regarding gains in business outputs, the study reveals that the ICT skills acquired by SME owners from
shana egional ibrary s I T training had a good im act on their business ro t resulted in more customer
referrals and improved impact on revenue.
The study also revealed that most of the ICT graduates’ livelihoods changed after they had attended the
I T training at shana egional ibrary or e am le res ondents indicated the follo ing changes fter
attending the asic I T s ills training I became an inde endent com uter user
fter attending the
asic I T s ills training I got em loyment
fter attending the asic I T s ills training I started my o n
small business
and fter attending the asic I T s ills training I as romoted at or
It is also evident from this study s results as indicated in igure that this training hel ed the graduates to
enhance their ICT skill levels on the six ICT applications they were trained in.
verall the study found that
of the graduates e erienced some general livelihood changes after
attending the I T training at shana egional ibrary as indicated by individual res ondents s eci ed
changes and general comments.

CONCLUSION
ased on the ndings of this survey hich as guided by the roblem statement and three sub uestions
the study concludes that the I T training oﬀered by shana egional ibrary had commendable im acts on
the livelihoods of the I T graduates This conclusion is reached because I T training signi cantly im acted the
individual SM o ners in uts im roved by
and out uts im roved by
The contribution of the ICT training to the livelihoods of women and youth is evident because youth constituted
of the res ondents in this study hile omen ere
of the total res ondents
The results of the study also show that the livelihood changes of the ICT graduates varied. Some reported
personal development, others business achievements and greater life sustainability, and so on. Some
respondents indicated that they were promoted at work, some started their own businesses, and some were
em loyed Most of all
of the res ondents indicated that they became inde endent com uter users

RECOMMENDATIONS
ased on the ndings and conclusion the study recommends the follo ing
•
•
•

That ICT training should continue, and the content of the course or training manual should be updated
regularly to match the latest Microsoft applications and internet updates.
Oshana Regional Library should consider introducing intermediate and advanced level ICT training, as
a follow-up for their mass basic ICT training graduates.
Regular user assessment should be conducted for SME owners’ ICT training needs.
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The e am results of individual trainees should be rinted on the bac of the certi cate to motivate
the graduates.
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ABSTRACT: The Human Rights and Documentation Centre (HRDC) serves the central mission of
creating and cultivating a sustainable culture of human rights and democracy. It is a semi-autonomous
component of the Faculty of Law of the University of Namibia (UNAM) and it supports staﬀ and
students in terms of their information needs. The purpose of the study was to determine the role of
the University of Namibia’s HRDC on the academic performance of undergraduate law students at the
University of Namibia. The study employed a mixed research approach by using questionnaires and
structured interviews to collect data. The target population was the undergraduate law students and
staﬀ members of the HRDC. A structured interview was conducted with one of the HRDC staﬀ as the
key informant, on the other hand survey questionnaires were used to collect quantitative data from
students. Purposive sampling technique was employed in selecting the sample size of 1 key informant
from the staﬀ members, and convenience sampling technique to come up with a sample size of 50
undergraduate law students who used the centre. The study ﬁndings revealed that the collections
found in the centre were relevant, helpful and very supportive in support of the academic performance
of students. Students found the collections to be old and the centre’s operating hours to be a hindrance
for students to fully utilise the centre. The study recommends marketing and user advocacy to raise
awareness of the library services. The study further recommends that the centre should update its
collections more often and adjust their operating hours to accommodate most students.
KEYWORDS: academic libraries, academic performance, undergraduate law students, Human Rights
Documentation Centre.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
An academic library in any academic setting plays a central role in teaching and learning. Its activities may help
or impede the process of learning and teaching. Wong and Webb (2011, 362-363) state that library usage
contributes ositively to students academic erformance and therefore to the university s eﬀectiveness In
addition, Biagini (2012) indicates that students at every grade achieve greater academic success when they
have access to a library. The mere fact that a library service is being used does not mean that the service
ma es a diﬀerence or has a ositive im act on the user This has signi cant im lications for S ecial ibrary
and Information Services for information services, which have to constantly review their added value in line
with their needs and wants.
Special libraries have a role to play, especially the Human Rights Documentation Centre (HRDC) which also
functions as an academic library. The HRDC as a special library is mandated to process, collect and document
human rights issues in amibia and the hole Southern frica in close artnershi
ith the aculty of a
As written by Ruppel (2010, 132), the Human Rights Documentation Centre (HRDC) under the University of
amibia is a semi autonomous documentation centre or library hich o erates under the aculty of a
and is mandated to serve the information needs of the aculty of a students and staﬀ The uman ights
ocumentation entre
has since its ince tion su orted the aculty of a
ith academic information
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as well as the training of law students in human rights. HRDC plays a major role on the provision of academic
and scienti c discourse and e change of ideas u el
rom this ers ective the
s
role as a special library is acknowledged in an academic set up at the University of Namibia (UNAM). Since
HRDC is a research centre, students utilise the centre to supplement information on their academic desires
such as research projects, assignments, moot court cases and preparation for examinations, etc.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
ccording to
the user services statistics for
sho ed that
undergraduate la
students used the centre The user service statistics for
also revealed that
of undergraduate
la students used the centre sho ing a decrease of
in the number of students from the aculty
of Law who utilised the centre. The decrease and the downtrend on the user statistics in the number of
undergraduate la students ho used the centre raised red ags on hether the services and collections
oﬀered at the centre ere still eﬀective in terms of satisfying the students academic needs in order to boost
their academic performance.

Research objectives

The main objective of the study was to determine the role of the University of Namibia’s Human Rights
Documentation Centre on the academic performance of undergraduate law students at the University of
Namibia. This was however supported by the following sub-objectives:
To identify services oﬀered by the
to the undergraduate la students
To e amine ho the services oﬀered at
related to academic erformance of undergraduate
law students; and
To determine ho eﬀective as the collection in terms of im roving the academic erformance of
undergraduate law students.

Significance of the study

The study as aimed at highlighting the services oﬀered by the
and their relevance to the academic
performance of undergraduate law students. It also projected more light on whether the collections and the
services oﬀered had an im act on the academic erformance of undergraduate la students The ndings
of the study are useful to the management of the centre to take corrective measures and making informed
decisions regarding the day to day operations of the HRDC.

Literature review and theoretical framework

The review of literature surrounding the role of HRDC on students’ academic performance brings out
discussions on various trends which have emerged within the African and global context. Ruppel (2010, 135)
states that the HRDC organises and conducts training programmes for the broadest variety of target groups,
and prepares and disseminates information on human rights and related issues. Sukla, Singh and Mishra
(2013), lament that as information providers, libraries of all types, and documentation and information
centres should be the main bene ciaries of the enormous amount of Internet resources that can be used to
enhance the uality of services The library service is tailored to a very s eci c area and su orts that s ecial
interest lthough the library staﬀ may have a diﬀerent vie of ho students erceive the library the ma ority
of the students erceive the library as having great value for their education and of having a bene cial im act
on their academic pursuits Malatji (2017, 3). Basheer and Razzaq (2012, 15) posit that a good library that
is ade uately staﬀed resourced and funded could lead to higher students achievement regardless of the
socio-economic or educational levels of the parents. Information services in special libraries are often tailor
made, and they are dependent on the needs of the parent organisation Special Library (n.d.).
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Malatji (2017, 75) reported that lack of resources, non-attendance of information literacy programmes by
students, lack of research support, and an inadequate infrastructure, hinder the library’s contribution to
students achievement outcomes hong and le ander
articulated that academic im rovement
in schools should be regarded as a shared responsibility and therefore the proactive approach in considering
libraries as ey sta eholders to ards academic im rovement is de nitely a move in the right direction
The HRDC makes contributions to legal education in respect of human rights in Namibia through its academic
programmes and project outputs. The HRDC aims to foster academic exchange towards excellence in research
ith various reno ned institutions of tertiary education around the globe u el
o ever the
framing literature su orts the idea that students erce tion to ards the collections and services oﬀered
in many academic libraries impact their academic performance Alhabi and Middelton (2011); Zhong and
Alexander (2007); Valenza (2010).
In any tertiary institution, the library is considered as the nerve centre, and as such a very crucial facility of the
institution Jubb and Green (2007). They further note that, user satisfaction of the library resources therefore
becomes very pivotal in the achievement of the institutional goals. Adeniran (2011, 210) argues that the
e istence of an academic library is usti ed by its level of user satisfaction ith its resources and services
Malat i
study revealed that students at the Tsh ane University of Technology olo ane am us
have ositive erce tions of the library and that they are satis ed ith library services The study further
concluded that lack of research support and an inadequate infrastructure hinders the library’s contribution
to students’ achievement outcomes. Meanwhile, Alhabi and Middelton (2011, 87) conducted a study on the
relationship between academic library usage and educational performance in Kuwait. The study aimed in
e amining erce tions of University library usage to consider facts that in uence education achievement
of academic library users The study ndings sho ed that only a minority of library users educational
achievement improved through library usage.
The constructivist learning theory provides a sound theoretical framework for this study. According to
Ertmer and Newby (2013, 60), constructivism is a theory that equates learning with creating meaning from
e erience earning environments li e the library lay a fundamental role in students learning or this
reason, this study adopted to use the constructivist learning theory to investigate students’ perceptions
of the role of the library in their studies. Academic libraries have the potential to contribute to students’
academic achievements. However, this can be clearly uncovered through students’ perceptions of the role of
the library in their studies. The application of the theory in the study helped in determining the subjective and
shared ideas that students have ith regards to the
the constructed ideas and ho they in uence
their use of the library.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study employed a mixed methods research approach by using questionnaires and structured interviews
to collect data res ell
de nes mi ed methods research as an a roach to in uiry involving
collecting data from both quantitative and qualitative approaches , and integrating the two forms of data,
and using distinct designs that may involve philosophical assumptions and theoretical frameworks. The
core assumption of this form of inquiry is that the combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches
rovides a more com lete understanding of a research roblem than either a roach alone res ell
The study, therefore, used both approaches to gather detailed and comprehensive data. The population of
the study included all undergraduate la students and the
staﬀ Undergraduate la students ere
chosen because they were active users of the centre as opposed to post graduate students who used other
libraries by virtue of being not full time students in the aculty of a
ibrary staﬀ members ere chosen as
they had e erience in roviding library services to the aculty of a students
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To obtain a representative sample of the target population of undergraduate law students who use the
HRDC, a convenience or accidental sampling technique was used to select 50 undergraduate law students.
ur osive sam ling hich is a non robability sam ling as used to select one library staﬀ from the
o ulation of library staﬀ members uestionnaires ere distributed to the undergraduate la students
that use the centre. In this study, the information was collected through self-administered questionnaires
distributed personally to the respondents by the researcher. A structured interview was conducted with
one of the
staﬀ as ey a informant ata collected through intervie s as used to validate and ensure
trustworthiness of data collected through questionnaires. Moreover, the researcher ensured the validity of
the consistency of the data by checking that the questions asked were derived from themes emanating from
the objectives of the study.

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Frequency of using the centre

Fig 1: Frequency of usage
ith regards to the usage of the centre igure sho s that none of the res ondents indicated that they do
not use the centre hereas
of the res ondents used the library every day and
used the
centre t ice er ee Moreover
res ondents used the centre once a ee and
used the
centre once a month. The key informant also mentioned that the majority of students used the centre twice
a week, some students come to visit the centre once a week while a least number a small number of student
came to the centre daily. The literature shows that however, until a larger percentage of students become
aware of these services, the role of these factors in academic success cannot be fully evaluated Zhong and
Alexander (2007).

Service offered at HRDC and academic performance

Fig 2: Services
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The results indicate that
of the res ondents hen visiting the centre come to search the library
databases and
uses the hotoco ying and rinting services hile
of the res ondents
come to access internet hereas
res ondent comes to the centre to attend training services
e g orientation The results further reveal that
of the res ondents visit the centre to read daily
ne s a ers
for ty ing services and
res ondents visit the centre to use reference services
Based on the analysis, it was concluded that students value the centre’s reference services and accessing
internet as the majority of the students visit the library to read their personal notes.

Services usage

Figure 3: Service usage frequency
The gra h reveals that
al ays search the
database hile
rarely use search the
databases and
never searched the
database The results also revealed that
al ays use the rint hotoco ying services hile
rarely use the service and
never use
the service In terms of accessing the internet
res ondents al ays come to access internet
rarely come to access the internet hile
never visit to access internet In terms of training
services
of the res ondents al ays come for training services
rarely come for training
services and
never come for training services In terms of reading daily ne s a ers
res ondents come for daily ne s a ers al ays
rarely use daily ne s a ers and
never use the daily ne s a ers Mean hile in terms of ty ing services
res ondents al ays
come for ty ing services
rarely come for ty ing services and
never come for ty ing
services In terms of reference services
res ondents al ays use the reference services
of
res ondents rarely use the reference services and
never use the reference services
Results from the key informant revealed that most of the students come to consult reference materials that
are found in the library. Students also greatly visit to come access the internet, to search HRDC databases,
and to use photocopy and print services. Student turn up in small numbers for the following services, typing
services, daily newspapers and the least services to be used by students was training services.
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Figure 4: Student’s level of satisfaction
The results resented in igure reveal that
res ondents ere very satis ed by the services oﬀered
by the
res ondents ere satis ed
ere slightly satis ed
res ondents ere
dissatis ed hile
res ondents ere dissatis ed Mean hile there as no record of a res ondent
ho as very dissatis ed by the services oﬀered by the
The ey informant revealed that the services
oﬀered to the undergraduate la students has a great in uence on their academic erformance because
it hel s them nish their assignments and to nd resources ertaining to their research Services such as
typing, printing and photocopying help students to prepare their work in advance because not all students
have their person laptops to do their assignment at home, hence helping to boost the academic performance
of students The ndings also revealed that students have indicated their satisfaction ith the services oﬀered
by the HRDC in adding value to their academic performance hence giving the correlation between the two
variables.

Effectiveness of the collection in support of academic performance

The HRDC has collections emanating from the human rights discipline which are not limited to books,
journals, law reports, DVD collections, pamphlets, newspaper clippings, reports and cases. The centre also
has electronic collections such as e-books, cases and journals. Collections are updated whenever there are
ne collections received or ac uired by the centre Students nd the collections ithin the centre to be
relevant. Complimented by the results from the key informant, collections within the HRDC are relevant to
those that are doing human rights related modules or researching about human right resources because the
collections are s ecial and focused to the human rights eld only

Fig 5: Services eﬀectiveness to the academic performance
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igure

sho s that in terms of reference services
of users indicated that the service is eﬀective
have indicated that the service is less eﬀective In terms of ty ing rinting and daily ne s a er
services
res ondents indicated that the service as eﬀective
of res ondents indicated that
the service as less eﬀective hile
res ondents indicated that the service as not eﬀective In terms of
training services
res ondents indicated that the service as eﬀective
of the res ondents indicated
that the service as less eﬀective and
of the res ondents indicated that the service as not eﬀective To
determine whether the collections in the HRDC supports the academic performance of students, respondents
revealed that the collections oﬀered by the
su ort their academic erformance Students further
usti ed their o tions on hether the collections are in su ort of their academic erformance or not Most
of the responses from the respondents who indicated with a yes were that the HRDC provides relevant
materials towards their courses and research projects. This was further acknowledged in Ruppel’s (2010, 133)
report that the HRDC made contributions to legal education in respect of human rights in Namibia through
its academic programmes and project outputs as well as foster academic exchange towards excellence in
research with various renowned institutions of tertiary education around the globe.
Table 1: The extent to which the HRDC meets the information needs of students
(Scale: 0 = Not at all, 1 = To a small extent, 2 = To some extent, 3 = To a moderate extent, 4 = To a great extent, 5 =
To a very great extent) (n = median)
Service

0

1

2

3

4

5

Median

1

Search HRDC databases

7

1

3

15

9

6

n=3

2

Print / photocopy services

5

3

5

12

12

n

3

Access internet

2

1

5

13

16

n

0

9

3

n=2

Training services (e.g. HRDC orientation)

6

5

Reading daily newspapers

9

2

9

9

5

6

n=2

6

Typing services

13

0

2

3

11

11

n

7

Reference services (e.g. research)

7

0

5

6

9

17

n

Table 1 shows that the respondents’ information needs were met to a great extent by the services such as
rint
hotoco y services n
accessing the internet n
ty ing services m
and reference services
n
The res ondents in terms of their information needs ere only met to a moderate e tent by searching
HRDC databases (n=3). However, the respondents were only met to some extent when it comes to the
training services (n=2) as well as reading daily newspapers (n=2). The key informant revealed that the HRDC
also provides adequate materials that are of great usefulness to research and student purposes in terms
of learning skills. In terms of certain modules such as Human rights, Customary law etc., it is the best place
to come and search for relevant materials for their studies, hence boosting the academic performance.
Results from students also revealed that they use the collections to gain much information and sometimes
the collections are the only sources they have access to, and they cannot be found in other places such as
the Main UNAM library.
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Figure 6: Relevancy of HRDC collections
igure indicates that
of the res ondents indicated that the collections found in the
are
relevant hile
of the res ondents indicated that the collections are not relevant n the other side
some res ondents usti ed that most students are not a are of the collections that the
oﬀers thus
they do not use it often and it only favours some The study ndings therefore suggest that mar eting and
advocacy of the centre need to be done thoroughly for all students to be aware of the services and collections
that the centre oﬀers The study also found out that the collections in the
are eﬀective in adding value
to the academic erformance of those students that are loo ing for information in the eld of human rights
Students nd the collections hel ful in adding value to their academic erformance ith only a fe that did
not nd the collection hel ful to their academic erformance urthermore more students nd the collection
to be old and fairly adequate for their utilisation.

Fig 7: Adequacy of the HRDC collections

Fig 8: Currency of the HRDC collections

igure sho s that
of the res ondents nd the collection to be fairly ade uate
nd the collection to
be ade uate and
of the res ondents nd the collections not to be ade uate esults from igure
resent
the currency of the
collection and it reveals that
res ondents nd the collection to be current
nd the collection to be old and
nd the collections to be old verall most of the res ondents gave
their view that the HRDC adds to the academic performance. The respondents also suggested that since it’s a
research centre, it should provide updated materials on human rights, journals, and other relevant materials
that ill be hel ful for students to do their researches eﬀectively urthermore res ondents indicated their
dismay on the materials that are old, and that more training is needed for students to know how to use
the database and to search the OPAC as well as marketing of the centre to the whole population of the
student in the faculty because some don t no anything about the services the centre oﬀers The framing
literature su orts the idea that students erce tions to ards the collections and services oﬀered in many
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academic libraries impact their academic performance Alhabi and Middelton (2011); Zhong and Alexander
(2007); Valenza (2010).

Theoretical application to findings

The outcomes of the role of the HRDC on the academic performance of students can relate to the constructivist
learning theory The ndings of the study sho ed that the students used the
The collections and
services oﬀered by the centre have ositively aﬀected their academic erformance ith the fe challenges
that the students are facing in accessing the services and collections at the centre which are inadequate
operating hours, old collections and inadequate resources, there is still a room to change. This will help
students in structuring their own learning experiences and thus the importance of how students relate their
new experiences to existing knowledge becomes vital.

Summary of findings

The study revealed that the students utilised the services diﬀerently some services are being used more
often such as reference services, access to the internet and searching the HRDC databases, while some
services are utilised less by students which are typing, printing, copying and daily newspaper services as
ell as training services Most students ere satis ed ith the service ith only a fe that ere not satis ed
ith the services oﬀered The study oints out that most of the students don t no the e istence of some
services oﬀered at the
such as the e resources
databases uta nline
The study revealed that the student information needs were met to a moderate extent by a few services
such as reference services, accessing the internet and searching HRDC databases. The study showed that
only a fe services that are oﬀered by the
are eﬀective in adding value to their academic erformance
such as the reference services, accessing the internet and searching the HRDC databases. Students were not
satis ed ith the or ing hours of the centre hich are hindering them in utilising the services as they are
supposed to.
The study revealed that the collections found in the centre were relevant and helpful in support of the
academic erformance of students In addition the study revealed that the students nd the collection to
be very su ortive hen it comes to their academic erformance because it hel s them to nd relevant
information for their academic work. It was also revealed that the HRDC provides adequate collections that
are of great usefulness to students, and this is in terms of certain modules such as human rights, customary
law, etc. However, the study revealed that the collections within the centre were old and fairy adequate for
students’ utilisation.

CONCLUSION
ased on the ndings of this study most students ere satis ed ith the service ith only a fe that ere
not satis ed ith the services oﬀered Students ere not satis ed ith the or ing hours of the centre that
are hindering them from utilising the services as they are supposed to. Collections found in the centre were
relevant and helpful in support of the academic performance of students. In addition, the study revealed that
the students nd the collection to be very su ortive hen it comes to their academic erformance because
it hel s them to nd relevant information for their academic or The collections and services oﬀered by the
centre have ositively aﬀected their academic erformance ith the fe challenges the students are facing
in accessing the services and collections at the centre which are inadequate operating hours, old collections
and inadequate resources, there is still a room to change. This will help students in structuring their own
learning experiences and thus the importance of how students relate new experiences to existing knowledge
becomes vital. The HRDC has done much to play a major role in the student academic success but still a lot
needs to be done in order to rovide uality services that can have ositive eﬀects to the students
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The study recommends the following:
•
•

•
•
•

Marketing of online services and other low utilised services should be done extensively and this might
improve their usage and the use of other services in the centre.
Since the majority of students have not attended any training session and library orientation, training
should be done each semester rather than once in a year, to ensure that students attain the necessary
s ills to enable them to ma e eﬀective use of the centre and its services rather than only using the
library for printing, photocopying, typing and internet services.
Opening hours should be extended to the weekend or late hours for students to have a lot of time to
work on their academic work by fully utilising the services.
The center must update it’s collections on human rights, journals, and other relevant materials that
ill be hel ful for students to do their researches eﬀectively
The library collection needs to be developed, extended and kept current to allow students to have a
variety of choices in their use of centre collections urthermore this ill also hel in ee ing students
abreast of develo ments ta ing lace in the eld of human rights
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ABSTRACT: To achieve and ensure inclusive and equitable quality education that focuses on students’
academic performance while promoting lifelong learning, the government of the United Republic of
Tanzania is committed to improving school infrastructure. This has been reﬂected in various education
development projects such as Primary and Secondary Education Development Plans of 2002-2006
and 2004-2009 respectively. However, from the researchers’ observation, much eﬀort of such plans
has been pressed in the construction of laboratories and manufacturing of benches for primary and
secondary schools. A sample of students and teachers/ library staﬀ was drawn from the selected
secondary school in Dodoma municipality, Tanzania. Interviews and survey questionnaires were used
to collect data which were analysed thematically through the content analysis technique and later by
SPSS where descriptive statistics was used. The ﬁndings of this study show that respondents had a
positive attitude on the importance and usefulness of the library in achieving academic goals by the
schools and students, and they as well believed that the presence of libraries could assist in improving
students’ academic performance and achievements. However, there are many others than the lack of
laboratories and benches that aﬀect students’ performance in schools. One of the challenges is lack of
well-equipped school libraries and trained librarians. As observed in most schools which had libraries,
the services in such libraries were rendered by untrained librarians, resulting in ineﬀective library
services delivery in schools. This was irrespective of its recognized essentiality in the performance of
students. The conclusion made is that school libraries are a good driver and an essential tool for
student’s good performance and lifelong learning skills.
KEYWORDS: academic performance, library services, lifelong learning, reading habit, secondary
school libraries.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Experience shows that in recent years especially after the implementation of the Secondary Education
Development Plan (SEDP) in Tanzania, many secondary schools were established. However, the established
schools lacked the most important and required facilities like laboratories, desks and libraries which results
in the massive failure among secondary school students in their nal e aminations s eci cally from
to
Many reasons for such mass failure have been identi ed and mentioned through various media but
nothing related to library services provision has been mentioned. Since the independence of Tanganyika
in 1961, the independent government has taken various initiatives and programmes to improve and raise
the quality of education. The Vienna Convention of Human Rights which emphasises reducing the illiteracy
rate and roviding access to basic education to all fuelled these eﬀorts It is from that conte t that the
government of Tanzania established and started the im lementation of ducation for ll
under the
rusha eclaration of
The
im lementation as also ta en and translated under the Universal
Primary Education (UPE) programme which emphasises much on ‘education for self-reliance’ of which the
primary education was made compulsory for all (United Republic of Tanzania 1999). Although the programme
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was silent on the provision of library services in schools, by that time schools were not registered unless they
ful lled basic re uirements including having library services in lace
ll the mentioned government eﬀorts aimed at translating the Universal eclaration of uman ights of
under rticle
hich states that everyone has a right to education Therefore the government
of Tanzania enacted many policies and strategies to strengthen the quality of education that is provided in
schools s eci cally by creating conducive environment for school education mong the strategies included
is the establishment of rural and village libraries with well-equipped resources to facilitate studying and
raising the reading culture of students in Tanzania. There were also adult literacy programmes which were
implemented to support UPE. During that time, secondary and higher education were given only to a minority
and they were considered less of a priority in terms of public resource allocation. Thus, the purpose of
education was to provide students with the basic knowledge and skills for life rather than being a preparation
for further academic studies. Although literature shows that up to the early 1980s the literacy rate of
Tanzanians reached
as com ared to today s situation some years later other eo le considered U
as a major cause of the deterioration in the quality of education at all levels in Tanzania (Leshabari and
Masesa 2000). The reason(s) for such consideration is because during the time of UPE, the government
and its res onsible de artment of education vested many eﬀorts on basic education than the other higher
levels of education. Also, some of the policy and programme implementers wrongly translated the notion of
education for self reliance by lacing much em hasis in eld or s manual activities among students than
being in the classroom and libraries for self-study.
In 1963, the government of Tanganyika enacted the Tanganyika Library Services Board Act which empowered
the Tanganyika Library Services Board (TLSB) to oversee the development of libraries in the country. The aim
as to res ond to the Universal eclaration of uman ights of
ccording to the Tanzania ibrary
Service Board Act of 1975, among other functions of the Board are to promote, establish, equip, manage,
maintain and develo libraries to rovide e cient library services in both urban and rural areas to advise
the government and parastatal institutions on all matters relating to library services; to plan and co-ordinate
library services in the United Republic of Tanzania and to carry out research in development of library
services urthermore the T S has the o er to register all or any category of ublic libraries in Tanganyi a
and later Tanzania and provide the form of and the fee for such registration. Also, the Board has the power
to prohibit employment of any person as a librarian of any public library unless such person holds a degree,
di loma or other a ards s eci ed in the by la s urthermore the oard may re uire such schools and
other educational institutions to establish and maintain libraries in such manner and of such standards as
may be prescribed in by-laws from time to time.
The education policies of Tanzania, starting with the Education Policy of 1995 and later the Education Policy
of
are silent on the resence absence and or the standards of school libraries Such situations have
been the same even in various strategies like the Secondary Education Development Plan (SEDP) which
aimed at im roving the environment for ro er delivery of education In
the government of Tanzania
in collaboration ith the orld an for unding launched the S
covering ve years from
to
The plan’s ultimate aims were to overhaul secondary quality and equality education across the country.
However, SEDP had no provisions for school libraries. It is from this context that one can ask the validity
of the famous statement that the ‘library is the heart of any learning institution’; that if the success of any
learning institution depends on the presence of a library, what about the success of secondary schools in
Tanzania?
Basically, the purpose of a library in any learning institution is to assist the academic community in using the
available knowledge and technology to transform the practices in various matters and improve their academic
lives There are about seven criteria to use in assessing hat should be called the school library irst and
foremost, the library should be administered and supervised by a full-time librarian with at least diploma
level of education in ibrary and Information Sciences Second the library should have a su cient number
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of staﬀ ith at least di loma level of education in library and information studies and their res onsibilities
should be to organise and maintain the library collection as well as to manage information and reference
services for the academic community. Third, the library should be well-equipped with up to date and varied
resources that ade uately serve the ur ose of the institutions and the needs of the users ourth the goal
of the library should be focused in providing information services to the academic community. The services
are in most cases measured by their eﬀectiveness in meeting users needs and e ectations ifth the library
should provide adequate and appropriate space and facilities to allow users to sit and use the resources
within the library and even out of the library through lending and circulation of the available resources. Sixth,
the library should have a separate, realistic and adequate budget to support its various activities and services.
In four or three consecutive number of years i.e., from 2013-2016; failure rates in form four examination
results were in an increasing trend on a yearly basis. However, among the projected reasons for such failure
rate in all the mentioned years none was mentioned that related to library services. Thus, one can have the
presumed conclusion that the library services are good and at higher standards in secondary schools. It is
however the present researchers’ experience that some schools face library services challenge; as a result,
their students are not performing well. Therefore, the present study was undertaken to examine the status of
secondary school libraries and their impacts as an essential tool for students’ good performance and lifelong
learning.

STATEMENT TO THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
In the late 1980s to 2000s, many secondary schools were established under various plans and strategies. As
the strategies to ensure prosperity and improvement of learning and the teaching environment, SEDP was
established in
ith such a ma or aim o ever for three consecutive years from
to
Tanzania
has witnessed the massive failure in secondary schools’ examinations. Among the reasons behind mass
failure, the most frequently mentioned reason(s) included lack of laboratories, classrooms and benches but
nothing related to library services was mentioned. This maybe because it was also not stated by the SEDP.
ence the ractices are contrary to the Tanzania s Ministry of ducation under the ducation for ll
2015 National Review Report which states that, among the terms and requirements for registering a school
is the availability of a library.
Therefore, the status and the contribution of the secondary school libraries to the students’ performance in
their nal secondary school e amination results ere not ell established Thus nothing related to library
services has been stated in any of the strategies to enhance the quality of education. This called for the
necessity of conducting this study on the perceived role of libraries to students’ academic performance and
lifelong learning, otherwise nothing would be improved and the library would be disregarded with regards to
the academic performance of students in secondary schools. Therefore, it was the intention of this study to
establish the role of library services to students erformance in their nal e aminations

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This paper pursued the following objectives:
1)
2)
3)

To assess the status of, availability and access to school library and information materials;
To examine stakeholders’ perceptions on the importance of libraries in enhancing students’ academic
performance and lifelong learning;
To establish the way forward for the improved library services in schools.
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REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
It is widely accepted that library services have a close connection with the students’ academic performance.
Academic performance and achievements among students are facilitated by the interest in learning activities
which is normally cultivated by the availability and accessibility to a well-equipped library. According to McGrew
et al.
students ho have synchronized academic values the ositive intrinsic reasons for engaging
across academic domains) demonstrate higher academic motivation than students with asynchronous
academic values (high intrinsic interest in some domains coupled with only a utilitarian value in other
domains ccording to a study conducted in hana by gye ummr and ilson
most students use
library resources and services to supplement their class notes and assignments, and this helps them with
examination preparation. This is what is referred to as active learning which the school libraries are to instil
to students.
A study by Aanu and Olatoye (2011) notes that the quality of library collections has a tremendous impact on
student’s academic performance and higher test scores and this is even more so with a higher usage of the
school library resources. It is from this perspective that the school libraries should provide more than just
books, magazines, newspapers, computers and other technologies, databases with accurate information,
e boo s lus fun and educational activities It should rather include reference boo s non ction boo s
li e te tboo s and ction boo s li e the story boo s novels and cartoons ccording to folabi
a
school library at a minimum should consist of books, pamphlets, paper cuttings, gazettes and government
ublications atlas ma s and charts hotogra hy records lms record layers cassette ta es layers lm
projections, slides, pictures, photographs, realia and periodicals. On this basis, a school library collection will
not be com lete ithout reference boo s as ell as non ction and ction te ts There is a need to rovide
these resources in a school library in order to provide a clear path towards the realisation of curriculum goals.
On the other hand, Ugah (2008) is of the view that the use of library services has a high degree of dependence
on the accessibility of information sources. With the right resources, school libraries can facilitate crosscommunication and enhance collaboration between students, teachers, administrators, and families. In line
with these views, Oddone (2013) opines that school librarians should be trained to help and teach teachers
and students to locate the needed information materials from millions of titles available in the library in
various forms. Iyandave and Salawu (2006) stress that the strength of every library lies in its resources and
information services to the people. In other words, a school library will be adjudged good or otherwise by
its ability to meet, to a large extent, the information needs of its clientele. To this end, professional librarians
continue to strive to collect, store, organize and disseminate all forms of recorded knowledge to satisfy
both present and future information needs of users. A well-stocked academic library is a storehouse of
information, or a record of human experience to which users may turn to for data or information.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study was carried out in the Dodoma Municipality which is one of the Tanzania’s thirty-three administrative
Regions and the capital city of the country. The targeted population were secondary school students; of
which ten (10) secondary school libraries namely, Dodoma Secondary School, Masalato Girls Secondary
School, Kiwanja cha Ndege Secondary School, Viwandani Secondary School, Selesian Secondary School,
Miyuji Secondary School, Jamuhuri Secondary School, Maria De Matias Secondary School, Umonga Secondary
School and Chinangali Secondary School were involved in the study. Among the selected secondary schools,
seven (7) were public (community) schools, whereas three (3) were private secondary schools. All the private
schools were owned by religious organisations (two by Christians and one by Muslims). A purposive sampling
technique was used to involve students’ class leaders and the school librarians in the study. By this technique,
respondents were involved in the study on the basis of the positions they occupied at the school. Other
students who were not leaders were involved in this study through random sampling under the convenience
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technique whereby the respondents were involved in the study based on their readiness and willingness to
participate. Hence, out of 10 schools a sample of 106 respondents in total participated in this study.
The study employed two methods of data collection namely, questionnaires and interviews. A questionnaire
was used to collect data from 93 students. The reasons behind the use of the questionnaire is because it
is possibly widely spread geographically and free from the bias of the interviewer. Also, this method gives
res ondents ade uate time to give ell thought ans ers othari
ccording to enscombe
a questionnaire is economical, easy to arrange, supplies standardized answers and it also encourages
pre-coded answers. The interviews were used to collect data from 10 providers of library services in the
schools. Interviews allow interviewees to speak their minds and this is therefore a better way of discovering
things about complex issues. Interviews allow interviewees to use their own words and to develop their own
opinions Denscombe (2007). Generally, researchers use semi-structured interviews to gain a detailed picture
of participants’ perceptions on the role of libraries in improving students’ performance. A combination of
ualitative and uantitative a roaches for data analysis as used The collected data ere at rst analysed
through thematic content analysis to get im ressionistic ndings by hich means the contents of intervie s
and open-ended questions from questionnaires were further broken down into smaller meaningful units of
information, then they were systematically coded to produce numerical descriptions which were statistically
analysed using SPSS, where descriptive statistics were used. The results were presented with frequencies
and percentages. This helped in ascertaining the values and attitudes of respondents.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Demographic information of the respondents

Among 10 visited secondary schools, seven (7) had libraries, while three (3) schools had no libraries. The
three schools which had no libraries were the community secondary schools locally known as shule za kata in
Kiswahili. It was funny to note that although such schools had no libraries, they had teachers appointed to the
osition of the school librarian This nding ho ever im lies that rivate secondary schools adhered to the
requirements of establishing schools as compared to others. Therefore, there is a need for the government
to equally administer their strategies to all education stakeholders to promote good performance and
lifelong learning among students. As stated in Section 3.1, many (seven) public schools were involved in
this study than private schools. The reason(s) for this selection was that public schools were many due to
the government initiatives of ensuring each ward to construct one or more secondary schools, whereas the
rivate ones ere o ned by religious organisations and de ended much on church members oﬀerings for
constructions and improvements.
The distribution of respondents from the 10 schools was as follows: 71 of 106 respondents were from the
Ordinary level of secondary schools and 35 from the Advanced level of secondary schools. On the basis of
their occu ation status
of
res ondents ere students from the mentioned
schools hich
com rised si secondary schools at rdinary level and four at dvanced level hereas the other
participants were teacher librarians who participated in this study through face-to-face interviews. Among
the
students that ere rovided ith uestionnaires to res ond to only
returned the lled
in questionnaires. This marked a total of 103 respondents who responded to the research questions; this
includes
or ers ho ere or ing as librarians but ith or ithout the re uired uali cation as the
results show that most of them were professional teachers except only two.
On the basis of the gender of respondents (students and librarians), results show that among 103 respondents
in this study more than a half of them
ere male hereas
ere female This may be
due to the fact of male teachers’ dominance in schools than their counterparts (females). The age variable of
students indicated that of the
students ho artici ated in this study
ere of the age ranging
bet een
years of age hereas
ere of the age range of
years of age follo ed by
ith the age range of
years old and above This signi es that the ma ority of the students ere at a
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mature age thus it was prudent to provide them with the chance to judge on something as to whether good
or bad and in need of im rovement or not dditionally more than half of the library staﬀ
ho
artici ated in the study through intervie
ere teachers and only t o
of them ere the rofessional
librarians ith certi cate and di loma level uali cations in library studies

Availability of library, materials and the visitation patterns

es ondents ere as ed to state hether their schools had library services or not esults sho that
of all
res ondents re orted that their schools had library services
stated that there
were no library services in their schools. When respondents who stated to have no library services in their
schools were further asked to state the ways they coped within such an environment, they stated that class
and subject teachers sought past examination papers and discussed some questions with students in their
remedial classes. Actually, the way they explained this strategy, the researchers thought that what has being
done in such schools was a kind of rote learning thereby discouraging creativity, innovation and the facilitation
of a reading culture among students. When students from schools without libraries were required to state
the likelihood that they would use library services for their academic undertaking if made available; results
show that all 29 students were likely to use the library. This suggests that respondents would likely use
libraries for their various academic purposes and for leisure.
n the other hand among the
artici ants ho con rmed to have libraries in lace at their schools
they were further asked to state the types of resources that are available in their school libraries. On the
basis of multi le res onses the follo ing ere their res onses
ere of the o inion that there
ere academic resources te t boo s in their libraries hile
ere of the vie that their libraries
consisted of both te tboo s and story or leisure boo s and only
o ined that their libraries ere
e ui ed ith leisure materials only This nding is similar to enard and ulle
ho evaluated the
access and use of school library information resources in Morogoro Municipality. In their study, Benard and
ulle
found that the most fre uently accessed and used library information sources by secondary
students ere boo s and novels In connection to the ndings of this study enard and ulle s
nding
is factual with regards to textbooks and novels or leisure as the only resources required in school libraries.
Students who stated that they have libraries in place at their schools were also asked to state how frequent
they visited the library esults sho that
students ho artici ated in this study visited the school
library occasionally follo ed by
ho visited the school library fre uently hile
did not
visit the library at all. This is an indication that students who did not visit the library and those who visited
occasionally were not aware of the role of school libraries in promoting lifelong learning and good academic
performance. This was probably attributed to lack of marketing and promotion of library services to the
students. This may further be the results of operating library services by unprofessional personnel.
urthermore students ere as ed to rovide reason s for their visitation status to the library ased on
multiple responses of 56 participants who responded to this question, a majority of students as represented
by
students visited the available school libraries for accessing academic materials hile
visited the school library ust for leisure and rela ation of the mind and
res ondents stated that they
have not visited school library at all and their argument was that the library had no enough seating spaces
and materials for their academic needs. One of the respondents had this view: “our library comprises of
outdated materials which help nothing in our academic achievements”. This is an indication that students visit
and use school libraries services for the purpose of responding to their assignments and not for acquiring
general knowledge and for improving the reading culture and lifelong learning.

Satisfaction with the library services delivered at the school

In order to obtain respondents’ impression on the library services at their schools, students were asked to
state their satisfaction level with the library services and facilities at their schools. Results show that of all 93
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students ho returned the uestionnaire
ere not satis ed
ere moderately satis ed
and only
ere very satis ed
hen res ondents ere re uired to rovide reason s for their
res onses on the levels of satisfaction those ho ere of the o inion that they ere moderately satis ed
and those ho ere not satis ed had almost the same reason s
n the basis of multi le res onses of the
res ondents
stated that they ere not or ere moderately satis ed because their library lac ed
the re uired infrastructure including com uters chairs and tables
ere of the erce tion that
the school library buildings were not properly designed to cater for the library services delivery as most of
them lac ed designated reading s aces and had no enough ventilations
stated that the library staﬀ
acted unfriendly and un rofessionally hen serving students hile
o ined that it as not easy to
locate library resources from shelves, 18 (25) observed that their libraries were equipped with inappropriate
information resources that do not ful l students information needs
n the other hand res ondents ho ere of the o inion that they ere satis ed ere re uired to state
the areas of their satisfactions n the basis of multi le res onses of
res ondents
stated to
have been satis ed ith hysical resources and academic materials es ecially the available boo s in their
libraries that the boo s met their information needs hereas
ere of the vie that ibrary staﬀ
acted very friendly and treated students fairly without discrimination and responded to students queries
timeously urthermore it as observed that almost all res onses that res ondents ere satis ed ith
library services delivered at their schools came from schools with professional librarians. This possibly helped
them to manage services delivery in a more professional manner as compared to the teacher-librarians.
This result suggests that respondents agreed that the library services and materials for students during
the period of undertaking this study in some schools were in place. However, they were not satisfactory to
ful l the information needs of students and as such the res ondents ere unha y ith the ays in hich
library services and resources were delivered to students. This is true given the fact that the absence of the
mentioned facilities and resources cripples the provision of library services.

Importance and role of library services to students’ academic performance

In this study also, authors sought to understudy respondents’ perception on the importance and usefulness
of library services for the academic achievements of students and the school at large. Therefore, respondents
were asked to provide their views on the importance of library services and their role in the academic
achievements of the students esults sho that out of all
res ondents
res onded o enly
that it does not lay any role in the academic erformance and achievements of students hereas
stated that the libraries had a great role to lay in the students academic achievements urthermore to
have a more usti cation of students concerns on the role of libraries in their academic underta ings all
the ten librarians ere as ed to rovide their vie s esults sho that
of them ere of the vie that
libraries had a great role in the academic achievements of students. One of the respondents expanded that,
“It is very important to have a well-managed school library for the academic and career
development of both students and teachers at schools because libraries will not only
simplify teaching-learning process but also improve and strengthen students’ academic
performance and achievements”.
More im ortantly hen the librarian as re uired to rovide re ections on his e eriences on the im ortance
of the library to the students’ academic performance, his response showed that students who used the
library frequently were academically better endowed and performed better in their national examinations
than those who do not use the library or those who use it occasionally.
The respondents from both students and librarians who stated that libraries can be helpful in the academic
undertakings of students were further requested to respond to the follow-up question that required them
to state how students could be using the library. Based on the multiple responses of 87 respondents, results
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sho that
of them had the vie that they ill use it for res onding to various ta e home assignments
and for no ledge addition in the sub ects of interest hile
of these res ondents ere of the
opinion that the library is a recreational centre for students’ relaxation and leisure after having a series
of class sessions
res ondents o ined that the school library is the only centre in school that is
res onsible for in uencing a reading culture and romoting lifelong learning among students Therefore it is
the present authors’ conviction that school owners should take library services more seriously for improving
students’ academic achievement, reading culture and promoting students’ lifelong learning.
On the other hand, respondents that did not see any role that library services play in academia had
some reason(s). Based on multiple responses, a wide range of concerns was given as the reasons why 16
respondents rejected the importance and usefulness of libraries for the academic achievements of students
and the schools as well because students were capable of passing examinations even in the absence of the
library services.
Based on these responses, it is clear that the majority of the respondents had a positive attitude on
the importance and usefulness of the library in achieving academic goals by the school and students as
well. Respondents thought that the presence of the library could assist in improving students’ academic
performance and achievements. These include both considerations of the library as a centre for education
materials delivery, as well as the documentation and preservation of important documents for reference
services by students and sim li cation of information access by students Moreover it can be argued that
respondents were aware of the values of the library for the students’ academic growth and achievements.
However, the reason(s) provided by respondents who had a negative perception on the importance and
usefulness of the library services in schools should be considered seriously to avoid rote learning.

Factors affecting access and the use of school library materials and services

Respondents were asked to mention the factors constraining access and use of the available library
resources n the basis of multi le res onses
of
res ondents mentioned lac of no ledge
of the resources available in the school library as one of the factors aﬀecting access to and use of the library
resources and services
of res ondents revealed that time limitation as a ma or factor that hinders
students from accessing and using the school library. To expand on this, one student reported that:
“It is unfortunate that our library opening and closing hours are not friendly to our timetable.
Our library is always open during working days especially during oﬃcial working hours and
closes during weekends, as you know during work hours you will ﬁnd most of the students
attending classes and they have no time to access and use the library. And during weekends
when most of us are free and can use the library you ﬁnd that the library is closed. That is
really a challenge to us when it comes to the issue of accessing and using library services in
our school”.
n the other hand
res ondents had the observation that the distance from the library and classes
and dormitories as the other constraining factor for the access and use of library services lso
respondents mentioned lack of trained personnel (librarian) to run the library as the other factor constraining
access to and use of library services and resources. One of the respondents noted that:
“Without having the assistance of the librarian for the arrangement of the available
resources, it is not easy for us to locate the materials in the library, that is why most of us
don’t have access and use such resources because trying to access books in our library is
like another way of wasting our time”.
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ther res ondents
observed that most of the secondary school libraries had no enough s ace for
reading as most of them stated that most secondary schools had no library as a separate building, except
a very small room in the administration bloc
igures
are the hotos ta en from the visited schools to
show libraries without or with very minimal reading spaces.

Figure 1: School library from school one

Figure 2: School library from school two
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Figure 3: School library from school three

Figure 4: School library from school four

A follow-up question to all these responses was that, “Were the students capable of accessing the information
they needed from such a ind of library The results revealed that
managed to access the information
needed and available in the library hereas
did not ne of the res ondents noted that The
reasons for the failure of accessing information needed by students among others were lack of appropriate
books; outdated library materials; and lack of past examination papers.” The present researchers therefore
observed that the lack of professional librarians to provide the services was really a challenge as out of 10
visited school libraries, only two were managed by professional librarians.
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WAYS FORWARD TO PROVIDING LIBRARY SERVICES IN SCHOOLS
es ondents ere as ed to rovide their o inions about hat should be done to eﬀectively give students a
chance to have access to and usage of information in their school libraries The ndings indicate that secondary
school libraries should provide enough materials to cater for the information needs of the students, as well as
updated and appropriate materials; schools should provide enough time to visit the library; students should
be aware of the importance of the library; the school should train students on how to access e-resources;
secondary school libraries should operate throughout the class hours and even after; secondary school
libraries should be open during weekends (Saturday and Sunday); and the services should be provided by a
uali ed library staﬀ dditionally and more robably the time for ersonal readings and library use should
be allocated in the school timetable and various assignments should be attached to library use.
These ndings relate to several revious studies including the study by ernard and ulle
hich as
undertaken in Tanzania concerning school libraries. In this study, it was found that school library services are
oor in various as ects such as having lac of uali ed staﬀ lac of a library building and lac of u to date
relevant materials. In order to facilitate school libraries to achieve their goals, it is important to improve and
rovide information materials infrastructure as ell as s illed library staﬀ

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The status of secondary school libraries in terms of administration and uali ed staﬀ e ui ment u to
datedness of the resources and information services provision was not adequate to foster students’
performance and lifelong learning. Therefore, to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal
number four to “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities
for all”, it is important to improve library services at all educational levels.
ased on the main research ndings the researchers ma e recommendations on the follo ing four as ects
irst the government in collaboration ith rivate sectors should ma e sure that all secondary schools are
assisted to have libraries in place. This can be successfully implemented only if it is well-stated in the education
policy and guidelines for establishing secondary schools. Secondly, school owners (both public and private)
should ensure that libraries in their schools have su cient number of staﬀ ith re uired uali cations to
work in libraries, at least a diploma level of education in library and information studies. Thirdly, secondary
school libraries should have a separate, realistic and adequate budget, and lastly but not least in priority,
there should be a clear guideline providing that for an organisation to operate as a secondary school
such organisation should have a library equipped with up to date and varied resources. More importantly,
for the purpose of instilling the sense of reading culture and lifelong learning skills among students, the
government and the non-government organisation, and if possible, in a mode of private public partnership,
education stakeholders should work together on establishing children’s libraries everywhere in the society,
and subsequently primary schools should have a sound library services in order to enhance children’s love
for books and the library. By so doing, when the so raised children go to secondary schools, they will be able
to make maximum use of libraries.
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